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EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCoMMITTEE ON ECONO3IC STATISTICS OF THE

JOINT COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC REPORT,
Washington, D. C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a. in., Hon. Richard Bolling (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Grover W. Ensley, staff director, and John Lehman,
clerk of the committee.

Mr. BOLLING. The subcommittee will be in order.
This morning we are beginning 2 days of hearings to discuss the

develbpment and adequacy of the current programs in the field 6f
employment and unemployment statistics, with the heads of the Gov-
ernment departments charged with collecting and.processing such
statistics.

The efforts that have recently been made by these agencies to im-
prove the quality of their statistics will be reviewed and the need for
additional data or improvements in techniques examined in light of
the Joint Economic Committee's use of such data.

The Joint Committee on the Economic Report, which is charged
with advising the Congress on policies necessary to maintain maximum
employment, production, and purchasing power has a continuing
interest in the adequacy of all economic statistics. There are few,
if any, statistical series which are studied and analyzed with more
care and interest than those dealing with employment and unem-
ploymenit.

Consequently, it is imperative that these series be not only as sound
as possible but also that there be a maximum of confidence in their
reliability. In the full committee's report on the 1954 Economic
Report of the President we emphasized the need for a better under-
standing of how the various employment and unemployment series
fit together and as a first step in meeting this objective the Census
Bureau, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the Bureau of Employ-
ment Security now issue monthly a combined report releasing all the
related series at the same time.

This Subcommittee on Economic Statistics held a series of general
hearings on steps needed to improve economic statistics on July 12
and' 13, 1954, outlining the improvements to be made in several
major areas, including employment and unemployment.

Requests for improving a number of statistical series were included
in the President's budget for fiscal year 1956 and many of these
requests were granted. I am sure the representatives of the various
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agencies who will be appearing before us today and tomorrow will
want to discuss their plans and programs for carrying out those
improvements.

Important studies dealing with the problem of the concepts, defini-
tions, and comparability of data from different sources have been
conducted by the Subcommittee on Review of Concepts of the Inter-
agency Committee on Labor Supply, Employment, and Unemploy-
ment Statistics. I understand that the Subcommittee on Review of
Concepts and the interagency committee itself have been working
under forced draft to give us the benefit of their findings in these
hearings. We deeply appreciate the work of these technicians who
know so well not only the problem of concepts and definitions but the
everyday problems of collection and presentation of their data.

Our first witness will be Mr. Raymond T. Bowman, Assistant Direc-
tor for the Office of Statistical Standards of the Bureau of the Budget,
to whom the Interagency Committee on Labor Supply, Employment,
and Unemployment Statistics made their report.

Before Mr. Bowman proceeds, I would like to call attention to the
plan announced in the subcommittee's press release of November 6
for soliciting written comments, on the materials presented at these
hearings, from a selected group of interested organizations and indi-
viduals. Persons or organizations wishing to be considered for inclu-
sion in this list are asked to present their names to the subcommittee
by November 14.

Mr. Bowman, you may proceed in your own way. I understand
you have a prepared statement which you may read in full or sum-
marize. In the latter case your full statement will, of course, appear
in the record also.

Mr. BOWMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND T. BOWMAN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR
STATISTICAL STANDARDS, BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

Mr. BOWMAN. This subcommittee is, I believe, well acquainted with
two of the functions that the Office of Statistical Standards performs
in connection with the statistical program of the Federal Govern-
ment. One is that of budgeting. This involves not merely trying
to get more product for less money, but also the exercise of many
choices in attempting to maintain a balanced statistical program for
the Government as a whole.

I know that this subcommittee has watched our efforts in this direc-
tion with considerable attention. Your recommendation that a sec-
tion on economic statistics be included in the President's annual budget
was adopted last year, resulting in "Special analysis I" which has
been very well received. We now expect this special analysis to be
included each year in the budget document.

The second function of the Office which is familiar to many is that
of forms review. Before most Government agencies can query 10 or
more respondents with identical questions, they must, in accordance
with the Federal Reports Act of 1942, obtain the approval of the
Bureau of the Budget through its Office of Statistical Standards. This
responsibility reflects in part a desire to reduce the paperwork burden of
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the Government's statistical system. But the watchdog function is
only a part of the story, and sometimes a minor part, at that.

In reviewing requests for approval of report forms as well as in
analyzing and integrating the budgets for statistical activities, the
Office of Statistical Standards is afforded an opportunity for putting
into effect broader programs of statistical improvement and coordina-
tion.

The Office's responsibilities for leadership, balance, coordination,
and economical progress are exercised in a variety of ways other than
these two better-known functions of budgeting and forms review.
Establishment of governmentwide specifications or standards is one
such way; another is the technical work of improvement and coordina-
tion carried on by interagency committees, sponsored by us, whose
accomplishments rely so heavily on the contributions of staff of the
statistical agencies.

As you know, we constantly strive to assess the value of statistical
series by obtaining comments and suggestions from users. Finally,
we occasionally engage in joint analytical work with other agencies.
The opportunity to do this in the past has been all too rare. I hope
that we-may do more in the future.

With this brief introduction on the way in which we operate, let
me review for you the major steps we have taken with regard to
employment and unemployment statistics since the hearings of this
subcommittee in July of 1954.

At that time Mr. Belcher announced that coordinated release of
employment and unemployment statistics by the Commerce and Labor
Departments had been arranged. Monthly release of these series in
one press release is accomplished by a small editorial committee,
headed by a member of my staff.

This monthly brief analysis of what the figures mean has reduced
public confusion and dismay over the fact that there is more than
1 series which throws light on the employment situation; it has mate-
rially assisted the staff of the 3 bureaus which contribute information
to the release to understand the advantages as well as the limitations
of each of the series. And the process of joint analysis has raised
questions of divergencies or inconsistencies which need further re-
search or improvements in the individual series.

But I would not have you believe that a combined release solves all
of the problems of comparability which I shall discuss a little later.

It may hightlight problem areas. it may point the finger toward
conceptual differences which need explanation or toward areas of
uncertainty which need exploration, but it cannot, under the heavy
time pressures of a press release, resolve such issues. These must be
left to more fundamental, long-term work.

One step the Budget Bureau has taken this year is to organize a
very small interagency committee to advise it with regard to policy
issues affecting the current population survey conducted by the Census
Bureau. This survey is so fundamental to all analysis of what is
happening to the labor force that it, more than any other statistical
survey I know, poses questions of governmentwide, rather than indi-
vidual agency, interests.

The departments primarily concerned are Labor, Commerce, and
Agriculture. Therefore, this committee, of which I am chairman, has
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as members Mr. Burgess, Mr. Clague, and'Mi'. Wells: We had' our
first meeting in August and have had time so far only to discuss plans
for the expansion of the current population survey sample, which Mr.
Burgess will describe to you later in this hearing.. .* .. :

The estabdishment of.the Policy Comniittee on the Current Popula-
tion Survey refiects closer Budget Bureau control over the survey and
more responsible interagency review of major issues without interfer-
ing:with our customary interagency review of technical quesions with
much. broader interagency participation.

'While I am on the subject of the current population survey I might
mention that the Budget Bureau requested the Census Bureau to
change the date of the survey from' the week including .the. 8th
to the week ending nearest the 15th, a standard reference period
which the Budget Bureau had promulgated in 1945 for obtaining
reports from establishments.
* Mr. Burgess agreed with the objective of this request, that of mak-
ing easier the use of the. census series in conjunction with series based
on: establishment reports, and the change' was made in July of this
year.

I have a small staff. The Office of Statistical Standards could not
fulfill its obligations of leadership, coordination, and balance without
the active participation and support of other agencies of' Government;
both those who produce and those who use the statistics. In this con-
nection, interagency committees of technical experts can play an
important role.
* The outstanding example of such a committee, one which has been,
in existence since 1942, and which has performed many important and
useful services during this long life, is the Committee on Labor Sup-,
ply, Employment, and Unemployment Statistics, sometimes merely
called the Palmer committee for short.

Representing a wide range of governmental producers and users of
such statistics, working quietly in an advisory capacity to the Office
of Statistical Standards, it has provided a forum in which plans for
new surveys have been presented for comment, proposals for improve-
ments in existing surveys have been discussed, differences in concepts
have, been debated and problems of reconciliation explored.

The ideas which have' led to many of the basic improvements in.
employment a~nd unemployment statistics during the past dozen years
have germinated or been nurtured in this atmosphere of interagency
contact, stimulation, and frank discussion and criticism.

'.Illustrative of the wide scope of the committee's activities is the list,
of the agenda items.which have been discussed at the six meetings held
sinice the summer. of 1954:

1. A report from the Bureau of Labor Statistics on their survey of
payroll reporting'practices (later published under the title "Pay Pe-
riod Practices of American Industry")

2. A report on the quality control program being developed by the
Census Bureau for the current population survey;

3. A report on the Eighth International Conference of Labor Stat-'
isticians by the United States delegate, Mr. Clague;

4. A report from the Subcommittee on Seasonal Adjustment of
Labor Force Statistics (this report reviewed afnd recommended the
publication of the seasonally adjusted index of umemployment, devel-
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Loped. by the Censuis Bureau and now in use in the current population
Istrvey) ; .

5. 'A description of the revisions made and planned in the .current
a;po.pulation survey data for 1953 (described in the annual report for
:1954);
:j 6. Progress repoilts from, and later, the review and adoption of. the
interim report of, the Review of Concepts Subcommittee (altogether,
(three meetings)

7. The Labor Department's plans for a national sample of unem-
.plpyment insurance claimants, to develop information on claimant
characteristes.

In addition, either the main committee or subcommittees have dis-
,cussed a number of items related to the current population survey,
such as changes in wording or proposals for supplementary inquiries;
an ad hoc group assisted in the preparation of the United States posi-
tion paper on employment and unemployment statistics for the United
States delegate to the Eighth International Conference of Labor
Statisticians, sponsored'by the ILO; and the statement prepared by
the Bureau of the Budget on full-time equivalent unemployment at
the request of the ch'airman, Mr. Bolling, was circulated for the com-
ment of the Review of Concepts Subcomminttee and later distributed
for the information of the full committee.
.(See appendix; p. 162.)
Most of these subjects represent what might be considered the nor-

dmal workload for the committee. Different.in this respect has been the
'activity of the Review of Concepts Subcommittee. This group has
-had to.devote considerable time and great care and attention to the
problems set it by the Budget Bureau in the spring of 1954.

It was asked to "make an extensive exploration and review of the
'concepts of the labor force, employment and unemployment used in
population surveys, establishment reporting and administrative red-
.ords '* *. * from the point of the appropriateness of thie concepts for
analysis of current economic developments, taking dute account of
technical limitations inherent in the sources of data."

In 'its review of concepts, the. subcommittee has made every effort
to obtain the 'views of users of the data outside the Federal Govern-
fmeant, and as a result, many persons have made comments and sugges-
-tions-representing business, labor, State agencies, research organiza-
tions and individual experts. ;
. Personal meetings -have supplemented. written comments, and in
July the subcommittee met with a number of persons of varying view-
points to discuss specifically a number of proposals it had under con-
sideration.

The subcommittee has not completed its work. Before making final
recommendations on a tentative revision in the labor'force classifica-
.tion scheme used in the current population survey, it feels that a pro-
gram of testing and research must be undertaken.
- - Such a program will take time. Furthermore, it will not be possible
to-engage in extensive research until the sample-expansion program
now under way has been completed. The subcommittee has, however,
recently submitted to the Commiittee on Labor Supply, Employment
and Unemployment Statistics an interim report which incorporates

such recommendations as the subcommittee feels could be adopted
prior to the completion of the testing program.
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This interim report was reviewed, discussed and approved by the
parent committee, which has submitted it to me. I have, within the
past few days, referred it to the heads of the bureaus whose statistical
series are surveyed in this technical document, and to other agencies
who have interests in the problem, in order to obtain their views as
to whether the recommendations should be put into practice, and if
so, how soon they think this would be feasible.

There has not been time for me to receive replies incorporating such
official views, but it occurs to me that the Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics may be interested in what is being considered. With the
understanding that the recommendations are those of a technical inter-
agency advisory committee and not those officially accepted by the
executive branch, I shall be glad to submit this interim report as an
appendix to my remarks.

Mr. BOLLING. That will be made part of the record.
(The document above referred to is as follows:)

ExEcuTIvE OFFICE OF THE PEsIDENsT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,

Washington 25, D. C., November 4, 1955.
Hon. RICHARD BOrIrNG,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Economic Statistics,
Joint Committee on the Economic Report,

House of Representatives, Washington 25, D. C.
MY DEnW MR. CHAIRMAN: I am enclosing a copy of the Interim Report of the

Review of Concepts Subcommittee to the Committee on Labor Supply, Employ-
ment, and Unemployment Statistics. I have referred this interim report to the
heads of the bureaus whose statistical series are surveyed in the document and
to some of the agencies who are major users of the data, in order to obtain their
views as to whether the recommendations should be adopted and, if so, how soon
this would be feasible.

Such agency comments have not yet been received. The interim report is
submitted to you for your general information concerning the status of the
work on review of concepts which the Office of Statistical Standards has spon-
sored, with the understanding that the recommendations are those of an inter-
agency advisory committee and are still under review within the executive
branch.

Sincerely yours,
RAYMOND T. BOwMAx,

A8sistant Director for Statistical Standards.

INTERIM REPORT OF THE REVIEW OF CONCEPTS SUBCOMMITTEE TO
THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR SUPPLY, EMPLOYMENT, AND UNEMPLOY-
MENT STATISTICS

Charles Stewart (chairman), Gertrude Bancroft, V. D. Chavrid, Louis Ducoff,
Margaret Martin, Gladys Palmer (ex officio), George Shultz, Paul Stanchfield,
Emmett Welch, Murray Wernick

INTRODUCTION

The Review of Concepts Subcommittee' was established by the Assistant
Director of the Bureau of the Budget for Statistical Standards in March 1954.
In that period of recession there was growing public interest in the data on
employment, unemployment, and the labor force published by the Federal Gov-
ernment There had been an expression of dissatisfaction by some users of the
data with the definition of unemployment used in the Census Bureau series and
with lack of comparability in concepts and definitions as between the various
measures of employment and unemployment.

1 In addition to members who signed this report, Albert Rees served on the subcommittee
until July 1955, when he left the staff of the Council of Economic Advisers to return to
the University of Chicago.
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In 1948 a similar subcommittee had been established to review the concepts
underlying the Census Bureau's current labor-force survey, but at no time has
there been a simultaneous review of the four major series. In the meantime,
as for many years before, the Committee on Labor Supply, Employment, and
Unemployment Statistics has served as the focal committee for interagency
collaboration on a technical basis for improvement in the Federal Government's
Atatistical program in this area.

In inviting members to serve on this subcommittee the Assistant Director for
Statistical Standards described its functions in the following terms:

"The Subcommittee on Review of Concepts will be a working group which will
make an extensive exploration and review of the concepts of the labor force,
employment, and unemployment used in population surveys, establishment re-
porting, and administrative records. It will not be limited to MRLF (Census)
concepts, as was the earlier subcommittee chaired by Mr. Stewart in 1948. The
subcommittee's survey will be undertaken from the point of the appropriateness
of the concepts for analysis of current economic developments, taking due account
of technical limitations inherent in the sources of data. It will look toward
obtaining consistency as well as maximum usefulness for economic and social
analysis."

The subcommittee thus was asked to examine these series from the point of
view of how well the various types of measurement serve the needs of the public
and the Government for current information on employment and unemployment.
Are the concepts appropriate? Do we measure what we ought to? No limita-
tions were placed on the subcommittee with respect to recommendations for im-
provements, but it was not intended that the subcommittee would undertake a
review of statistical validity. One exception to this may be noted: The sub-
committee would necessarily take into account the feasibility of measurement
in considering what ought to be measured and what data would best serve public
needs for useful data.

In the present review this subcommittee has had the benefit of comments and
suggestions contained in replies to its inquiry to a broad range of users repre-
senting business, labor, State agencies, research organizations, as well as indi-
vidual experts in universities and elsewhere. Their comments and advice have
been carefully studied by the subcommittee over the course of many months.
In addition, the subcommittee has sought the advice of such persons through
personal meetings and, in July, met with such a group to discuss specifically the
tentative proposals which the subcommittee had under consideration.

Beginning late in 1954, after a general review of our problems, the subcom-
mittee has met regularly once a week. Task groups have brought in special
reports, such as on problems of reconciliation and suggestions for research studies
for appraising conceptual questions or for filling existing gaps in factual infor-
mation. Draft reports on the four major series were prepared for subcommittee
discussion, and technical staff from the interested agencies were invited to
participate at various stages of the subcommittee's discussion.

The subcommittee has found it useful to keep in mind a number of consider-
ations or criteria. Some of these are conflicting; sometimes more weight, some-
times less, has been given to one or another.

Throughout the review, the subcommittee has kept in mind the desirability
of furthering comparability and facilitating reconciliation of the various series.
At the same time the subcommittee has had to acknowledge the limitations,
deriving from the nature of the sources of data, in pursuing comparability and
reconciliation. It has appeared to the subcommittee on balance that it is often
more important to exploit the advantages of household, establishment, or admin-
istrative reports, in the interests of the diverse data obtainable, rather than to
make comparability an overriding objective. It has not appeared that any one
series can serve all needs.

Four specific considerations or problems which we have tried to keep in mind
may be noted:

(1) What are the technical limitations of measurement which have to be con-
sidered in determining what ought to be measured-in rejecting present defini-
tions or classifications or in proposing new ones?

(2) How should the conflict between preserving historical continuity and
introducing improvements which change the series be resolved?

(3) Should definitions and classifications in a current sample series be such
as to be practicable in a general census, benchmark, or area enumeration?

(4) What data should be sought through special inquiries rather than through
the basic current survey, which may easily become overloaded-which merges
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into our general problem of how and what employment and unemployment sta-tistics best serve public needs if the usual-limitation of resources exist?
It perhaps should be noted that the subcommittee has given its major attentionto the Census Bureau's current population survey, but we trust not to the neglectof others. This reflects the comments we have received in our correspondence.It reflects also the fact that this is our overall labor-force series. More so thanin the case of the establishment or administrative data series, the household typeof survey is plastic and can be 'somewhat shaped to our desires, although it hasvery definite limitations too.
For such considerations, the subcommittee felt it would be desirable to con-sider separately, subject to overall review, each of the four major series withwhich we are concerned-the Census Bureau's current population survey, theBureau of Labor Statistics' current employment statistics series, the Bureau ofEmployment Security's.insured unemployment data, the Agricultural MarketingService's farm employment series.
The subcommittee's recommendations with respect to each of the 4 series underreview are contained in the following 4 sections of the report.

PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS CONcERNING THE CENSUS BUREAU's CURRENT
POPULATION SURVEY

Introductory note
This part of the subcommittee's report differs from the sections dealing withthe BLS, BES, and AMS series in that the subcommittee has not at this timecompleted work on certain aspects of its review of the Census Bureau's currentpopulation, survey. Further field tests and study of the results are necessarybefore final recommendations can be properly made on a number of matters. The

subcommittee has been informed that it is inadvisable to introduce changes inthe CPS or to undertake major field tests of new proposals which would com-plicate the transition to the new sample design, especially where changes wouldimpair appraisal of the effects of the sample expansion. Thus, there will be adelay for a year or longer in the completion of the tests which this subcommitteedeems necessary for final consideration of its recommendations.
. In this report, however, the subcommittee puts forward in specific form therecommendations that can be made at this time and indicates the general natureof the further proposals which it has under further review.

PART I. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Background.
; In its review of Federal statistics on employment and unemployment, thesubcommittee has given the major part of its attention to the current populationsurvey. For it is the sole source of current factual data on the American laborforce as a whole-on the total number and the characteristics of persons em-ployed and unemployed. Thus the CPS provides the framework within whichthe other sources of employment and unemployment statistics contribute partial
and detailed supplementary information. Moreover, the total figure on unem-ployment is of especial public interest and plays an exceptionally significant roleIn'public evaluation of economic development and economic policy needs. Assuch the CPS has been under almost continuous scrutiny, criticism, and demandsfor modifications of many kinds from various sectors of the public.
: The basic concepts, definitions, and classification scheme have remained un-changed since the survey's inception in 1940, although there have.been changesin sample design and procedures. A subcommittee of the Interagency Commit-tee on Labor Supply, Employment, and Unemployment Statistics reviewed theneed for revisions in 1948. That committee found' the CPS to provide an inter-nally consistent and logical basis for classification of. the population accordingto relationship to' the labor force, in terms of competition for available jobs andpressure on the labor market. No changes were recommended: at that time.There 'was,- however, strong sentiment, for shifting certain groups from' theemployed to the unemployed category in the interest of a definition more in con-formity with current activity status and ordinary public conceptions of unem-ployment. ' Otherwise there was little disagreement as to the usefulness oradequacy of the CPS concepts as the basis for labor force measurement underwidely varying conditions of depression, 'war, and postwar prosperity.
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Concepts ,
The general objective of the current-population survey is to, provide a measure

of the labor market attachments of the population, in a time series, at current
points in time. Derived from household surveys, it is possible (unlike in estab-
lishment reports) to obtain an unduplicated count of persons, classified according
to significant categories of labor~force attachment, with relevant cross classifica-
tions, including economic, social, and demographic characteristics. The inten-
tion is, on the basis of meaningful criteria, to identify persons who are employed
br unemployed and to distinguish them from the remainder of the population-,
those not in the labor-force.

In the CPS it is sought, so far as possible, to provide anenumeratively feasible
and objective basis for measuring current labor,:market attachment by reference
to activity, principally working or looking for work, in a specific time period-
the week to which the survey refers. Those in the labor force are thus distin-
guished from those outside the labor force by their current activity. Exceptions
to this general criterion are made for special cases where current activity is an
inadequate basis for reporting labor market attachments-ranging from cases-of
persons with a job and not at work to persons who would have been looking for
work except temporarily ill in the survey week.

The intent, however, is clear: It is to provide a measure of persons currently
in the labor force and not the total number of persons in the potential labor
supply.

In practice, the labor force is not measured independently, but is obtained by,
adding together the numbers of persons found to be employed and unemployed.
The employed are those working or absent from their jobs or businesses) and not
looking for other jobs; the unemployed are those who are not working but are
looking for work.: Thus the unemployed are distinguished from the employedin that they are jobless (or in the case where they have some kind of relationship
to a job' it is an uncertain or unsatisfactory attachment which they have aban-doned temporarily at least in search for another).

The major 'problem'of classification arises in trying to 'distinguish between
persons who are unemployed and those who, during the survey week, are not in
the labor force. 'The subcommittee recognizes that for many situations there are
no inherently correct definitions and, given a set of definitions, there may be
differences of opinion in their application to specific cases. Even more trouble-
some are the problems of enumeration because the gradations in attachment to
the labor force reflect subjective factors in a variety of individual environmental
situations.

There are few, however, who would -urge the abandonment of a current labor
force for a potential labor-supply concept for the reason that there is quite com-
mon agreement that the purpose of current measurement is to provide time-
series data on the level and changes in the volume of employment and unem-
ployment that reflect changes in current economic conditions. Important as in-
formation on potential labor supply may be for some economic-policy purposes,.
it is not a primary objective of current measurement, because potential labor
supply is a slowly changing quantity and one not readily susceptible to definitionor enumeration.

There is. some disagreement as to the usefulness of the present distinction.
between the employed and unemployed. The continuing controversy on this has
been softened somewhat by the fact that certain borderline groups, which some
regard as unemployed rather than employed, are shown, separately, and the
totals can be added up on one basis or the other. Nevertheless, important as
the distinction between persons with a job and persons without jobs may be,
controversy continues whether this is an.adequate conceptual basis for the.unem-
ployment count.

What the intent of measurement is cannot be separate, for practical purposes,
from the question of the success of measurement. The subcommittee has, there-
fore, been equally concerned with the question of how well the CPS measures
what it purports to measure and, apart from question of sampling, statistical
validity, etc., whether the objective of measurement can be more closely attained
and thus more adequately serve the economic and social uses to which CPS
data are put. .

General conclu8ion8 .-'
The conclusions of the subcommitee may 'be summarized as follows :
1. The present labor force concepts according'to'which the population is classi-

fled into employed, unemployed, and not in the labor force on the basis of cur-.
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rent activity and job or labor-market attachment are generally satisfactory as
an approach to labor-force measurement, and should be retained.

Except for borderline and complex situations, they appear to have met the
needs fairly well for (1) an economic indicator, (2) analysis of manpower utili-
zation in broad terms, and (3) general descriptive data on the economic activity
of the population. Although measurement of the broad classes Identified by the
application of these concepts does not by any means furnish answers to all pos-
sible questions, such as need for income or adequacy of labor supply in qualitative
as well as quantitative terms, it provides a logical framework for further,
detailed classifications.

2. The subcommittee notes the continuing criticism of inclusion within the
employed category those persons who are on temporary layoff from jobs and
persons not at work who are waiting to report to a job. It is the subcommittee's
conclusion that in these respects the present definition of unemployment does
not conform to general public or economic conceptions of unemployment. This
view is strengthened by current tendencies with respect to emyployers' layoff
practices and workers' attitudes toward jobs from which they have been laid
off which may result in a deterioration of the present measurment of unemploy-
ment-in that certain fluctuations in economic activity will not be reflected to
the same extent as in the past in the count of unemployment.

The numbers on temporary layoff have appeared to increase at the onset of
a period of rising unemployment, sometimes in advance of permanent layoffs.
During recent years, there has been a tendency on the part of management to
adopt various procedures to hold on to the work force even when work is
:slackening. Temporary layoffs, forced vacations, staggered workweeks, and
other methods have been used in place of outright reductions in personnel.
,On the worker's side, it is believed that the worker's sense of attachment to his
job has also become stronger because of union agreements, pension plans, etc., and
that there is less reason than formerly for him to seek another job when work
becomes slack in his place of employment. As a result, some of the fluctuations
in economic activity, formerly reflected in unemployment, may now be reflected
in temporary layoffs.

3. The subcommittee concludes that the employed group ought to consist of
those at work and those absent from their jobs for reasons which do not reflect
business conditions. These reasons include illness, bad weather, vacation, labor
dispute at place of work, and taking time off. In the subcommittee's view, this
is a generally more useful classification than the present one. Included with
the employed would be the small number of persons waiting to start a business
or to start operating a farm within 30 days. The subcommittee lelieves that such
persons should be classified as "at work," if they spent any time in completing
their arrangements; otherwise, they should be classified as "taking time off."
In reveiewing the categories of persons classified as "with a job but not at work"
at the present time, the subcommittee noted that certain persons not working at
their wage or salary jobs because of slack work, lack of orders, inventory taking,
or similar reasons, do not always consider that they have been laid off, and now
report themselves as not at work for various reasons which lead them to be
classified in the "other-with-a-job" group. Specific instructions should be given
to report them as unemployed. The "other" group could then be limited to
persons taking time off from their jobs or businesses.

4. The subcommittee concludes that certain proposed changes in concept should
be rejected. These proposals included the classification of the underemployed
or the partially employed into a third major group in the labor force; the limi-
tation of the "with-a-job-but-not-at-work" category to those paid while absent
from work; the classification of-persons potentially available for work as unem-
ployed. Instead, information desired about such groups should be obtained
within the present framework and supplementary to the present major classes.
- 5. The subcommittee concludes also that additional study needs to be given to
the question of whether, under the present concept of unemployment and the
current activity approach to measurement, the CPS succeeds in fact in measur-
ing all persons who are trying to find jobs.

The subcommittee Is considering, in addition to certain changes in classi-
fication, including those mentioned in 2 and 3 above, some changes in definition
and procedure which would be aimed at making as objective and reliable as pos-
sible the reporting of unemployment. Final recommendations depend on careful
field tests to assess their practicability and to measure the impact of the changes
on the current levels of employment and unemployment.
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Recommendations
With the reservation noted in the introduction as to the need for additional

study before final recommendations on the proposals still under review can be
made, the subcommittee submits for immediate consideration (together with its
recommendations on the employment and unemployment series of other agencies)
the following recommendations with respect to the Current Population Survey:

1. That the concepts according to which the employed and unemployed are
distinguished from the remainder of the population be on the basis of current
activity and job or labor market attachment. These are the basic concepts
presently in use.

2. That persons on temporary layoff with definite instructions to return to
work within 30 days of layoff be shifted from the employed to the unemployed
categories.

3. That persons waiting to start a new wage and salary job within 30 days
(except those currently attending school as a major activity) be shifted from
the employed to the unemployed categories. Those currently attending school
would be shifted out of the labor force.
. 4. That persons waiting to start a business or to start operating a farm within

30 days be shifted from "with a job but not at work" to "at work," if they
spent any time at all in completing their arrangements. Otherwise they should
be classified as "with a job-taking time off."

The subcommittee proposes that the second, third, and fourth recommenda-
tions be incorporated in the CPS as soon as it is operationally feasible and,
further, that provision be made to distinguish in the published statistics between
unemployed persons who were looking for work and those waiting to be called
back to a job or to start a new job. The subcommittee recognizes that these
proposals raise problems of schedule design and revision of procedures which
may take some time for solution, but puts the recommendations forward in-
dependent of other possible classification changes which the subcommittee has
under further consideration. (See exhibit A for a summary of the effect of these
recommendations.)

5. That concepts and measurement be implemented more effectively by specific
instructions to enumerators to classify persons who report they were not work-
ing at wage or salary jobs because of slack work, lack of orders, inventory taking,
or similar reasons, as on layoff. (Such persons do not always consider that
they have been laid off and are therefore sometimes found in the "other-with a
job" group.)

6. That, as soon as feasible, the Bureau of the Census should obtain each
month information on whether or not wage and salary workers with a job
but not at work are being paid, in order to permit further analysis of certain
groups and to provide data for use in reconciliation with other series.

7. That the Bureau of the Census should undertake, as soon as it is feasible,
a series of tests and experiments relative to the proposals still under review out-
lined in part II, proposals upon which the subcommittee will subsequently
report.

8. That occasional surveys and research studies should be undertaken to
provide data which are not recommended as part of the regular monthly survey
which have substantive value on their own account or are useful for improving
understanding of the reasons for differences among the various Federal em-
pioyment and unemployment series. Such studies would include:

(a) Potential workers who would be in the labor force and looking for
work under specified conditions, with special attention to persons who have
dropped out of. the labor force because of discouragement, illness, etc.

(b) Multiple job holders who hold two or more jobs concurrently, and
those who, within the survey week, are in two or more jobs because of job
changes. (See also sections on AMS and BLS series.)

(c) Children under 14 in the labor force, with particular emphasis on
the activity of those in agriculture. (See also section on AMS series.)

(d) Detailed characteristics of unemployed persons including their fam-
ily employment status and income, their job-seeking and-job-holding history,
present job aspirations, and factors bearing on suitability for employment.
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Ewshibit A.-Comparative sum~mary of present labor force cldssifloation`an4',
I classification incorporating reebmihended changes -

Present classification Claessiflction with recommended char 8.,''

! . EMPLOYED
At work

All persons who did any work for pay
or profit, or at least 15 hours. of unpaid
family work during the week.

With a job but not at work
All persons not at work and not look-

ing for 'other work, but absent from
their jobs or businesses for the follow-
ing reasons:

Illness.
- 'Vacation.

Bad weather.
Labor dispute.
Temporary layoff with definite in-

structions to return in 30 days of
layoff.

Waiting to start new job or business
within 30 days.

Other (including taking time off).

UNEMPLOYED

Looking
* All persons not at work who were

l6oking for work during the survey
week or waiting to hear the results of
efforts made within 60 days.
Not looking

All persons not at work who would
hare been looking for work except for:

(a) Temporary illness.
(b) Belief no work is available in

their line of work or in the commu-'
nity.
' ' (c) Waiting to be called back to a
job from which they had been laid
off for an indefinite period.

NOT IN LABOR FORCE

. All other persons.

EMPLOYED
At work

All persons who did any work for pay
or profit, or at least 15 hours of unpaid'
family work during the week (include
ing persons waiting to start a business
or to start operating a farm within 30
days, if they spent any time at all in
completing their arrangements-recom-
mendation 4).
With a job but not at work

All wage and salary workers not
looking for other work but absent from
their jobs for the following reasons:

Illness.
Vacation.
Bad weather.
Labor dispute.
Taking time off.

All self-employed workers not at work
and not looking for other work, but ab-
sent from their businesses for any
reason.

.-UNEMPLOYED

Looking
All persons not at work who were

looking for work during the survey
week or waiting to hear the results of
efforts made within 60 days.
Not looking

All persons not at work who would
have been looking for work except for:

(a) Temporary illness.
(b) Belief no work is available in

their line of work or in the commu-
nity.

(c) Waiting to be called back to a
job from which they had been laid off
for an indefinite period.'-
Wage and salary workers on tempo.

rary layoff with definite instructions to
return to work within 30 days of layoff
(recommendation 2).

Persons waiting.tO start a new wage
and salary job wvithin 30 days, except
those currently attending school as a
major activity (recommendation 3).

NOT IN LABOR FORCE

* * . All other persons (including persons
with major activity in school who. were
waiting to start a new wage or salary
job within 30 days-recommendation 3).
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PABTr IA RE3S~rIN-rROnBLtMs OF DNEFIN1N, !AN1 MSElks5REMENT FOR FUR rHER'
t. "[3 * 7( I1'5'* 'CONSIDERATIN~R BY:TL. SUCOfMMITTEEt -1

£The major remaining problem to, which. the-. sVbcmmmittee believes 'further -
study needs to, be given, iwith- reference to which.specifc recommendations for
immediate,,action: are not, now: feasible, is, whether -there are any changes in,
definitions. or-enumerative procedures which would.lead to more effective meas--
urement- of Whhat is intended to bemeasured under present. labor force concepts. -

In reviewing certain suggestions which gave promise of making the measurement
of unmplqyment somewhat more objective; the subcommittee developed a tenta-
tive proposal for, the classification of persons in the labor -force (see exhibit B).
The subcommittee is not ready at this time to recommend' the adoption of this,
classification. Parts of it- have been included in the subcommittee's recom-
mendations outlined in part, I, but! the effectiveness and- reliability of the.
remainder need to be-tested through extensive field trials. A small amount of.
such testing has been started, but the major portion of the program for testing
must be deferred until after the sample expansion has been completed.

-Current activity during-a specified week is the.touchstone.for inclusion in the'
labor- force-under the present concept: .Is overt activity of some kind in the:
week of survey reference the ultimate test in all -cases whether persons cur-
rently have real attachment to the labor market? Exceptions have always been
recognized inlOPS-definitions and procedures, particularly. with -regard to unem-
ployment1 These generally have given rise to difficulties and inadequacies of
enumieration: '-Is it possible to overcome these difficulties withbu' creating new
ones? '' ' '!: - . n ; ., . . , . . ; ..

In its' tentative 'classification scheme, -th6 'subcommittee attempted to cut
across' a number of difficulties raised by present, procedures by redefining the.
unemployed to include:

(1) Persons who were looking for work, including those who want to work
and have looked for work within 2 months.

'(2) 'Persons who have not looked for-work- but were waiting to be called back
to a job from, which they were laid off less than 2 months prior to the survey week:

(3) Persons who were not looking for work but had definite arrangements
to start or return to a wage or salary ob within 30 days following the survey week'
(exc6pt persons currently in school).'

Under this scheme, two groups now classified as unemployed, those not looking.
because of temporary illness or belief no work available, would be classified
as unemployed only if they meet the looking-within-2-month test and wanted to
work as of the survey week. For persons on indefinite layoff, the new definition
is more restrictive because it imposes a time limit of 2 months. Any person who
has not tested the job market for 2 months, it is believed, is not a current job

applicant. '- . .

The major hypothesis that the subcommittee desires to test is that a person'
who was looking for work during the survey week and a person who wanted
work as of the survey week and' had recently taken steps to find work are
equally unemployed. There may be a variety of reasons why an unemployed-
person may not have looked continuously every week, or in a particular survey
week, other -than those reasons snow taken account of-awaiting results of
previous job-seeking efforts, temporary illness, indefinite layoff, and belief no
work available.

The question of how recent (within 2 months?) the looking ought to have-
taken place is crucial. The tentative 2-month rule was suggested largely be-
,cause of apparent consistency with present 'practice in the case of waiting
recall or waiting. reply to a, job inquiry, and because it did not seem too long.
to cover the legitimate cases now covered by the open-end believe-no-job-available
exception. The subcommittee recognizes that this pioposal represents a relaxa-
Lion of the current-actiivity criterion, believes it'niore susceptible for reporting
,than the present exceptions for inactive unemployed but urges that such a-
proposal be tested before adoption. '

Historical continuity -

The effect of the changes in definition proposed at this time and those to.

be-tested.can only be estimated. The classification of persons on temporary
layoff as unemployed would' currenitly -add t6 th& unemployed'ati- average of
150,000, and persons waiting to start a' hew job,- another 75,000 (exluding
persons in school). Perhaps 75,000 in the with-a-job group, not working for
other :riasons'.would 'shift, to the. unempjoyed,, because they were in fact on
- ;:6272 '55 :2'' i L. .- ::--.i--'.L . Ix'.;':
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layoff. No data are available on the number of persons not looking for work
because of illness or belief no work is available who are now reported as
unemployed, but the number is probably small and not likely to offset com-
pletely the estimated 300,000 average additions from the with-a-job group.
The only other change that would have descernible results is the classification
of young persons in school who had made arrangements to start jobs within
30 days as not in the labor force. In certain months of the year, up to 100,000
persons might be called not in the labor force instead of employed as at present.

The effect of adopting a 2-month rule and of other steps to make more
specific and uniform the procedure for reporting looking for work activities
may be considerably greater than the effects of changes in classification or
definition. It should be recognized, however, that it is likely that the continuity
of the unemployment series would be broken. It would be possible to add the
temporary layoff and new job categories to the unemployed for the period
since World War II, but there would be no valid way of revising the old series
to take account of the remaining tentative changes.

The subcommittee notes that the tentative classification scheme would not
be suited, without substantial simplification, to a decennial census or any other
single-time or large-scale operation for which adequate training of enumerators
would be prohibitively expensive.

EXHIBIT B.-Tentative labor force classification scheme

Even though this classification scheme is not proposed for adoption now,
the subcommittee believes that there will be interest in seeing what has been
developed. The whole classification, including both those parts now being
recommended for adoption, and those parts still subject to test, is outlined below.

EMPLOYED
At work

All persons who did any work for pay or profit, or. at least 15 hours of unpaid
family work during the week.
With a job but not at work

All wage or salary workers not looking for other work but absent from their
jobs for the following reasons:

Illness
Vacation
Bad weather
Labor dispute
Taking time off

All self-employed workers not at work and not looking for other work, but
absent from their businesses for any reason.

UNEMPLOYED
Looking

All persons not at work during the survey week who were looking for work,
including those who want to work and who have looked for work within 2
months.

Not looking
All persons not at work during the survey week and not looking for work

but waiting to be called back to a job from which they were laid off less than
2 months prior to survey week.

All persons not at work during the survey week and not looking for work
but with definite instructions to start or return to a wage or salary job within
30 days following the survey week (except persons currently attending school
as a major activity).

NOT IN LABOR FORCE

All other persons (including persons with major activity in school who
have made arrangements to start a new job within 30 days).

PROPOSED RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING THE BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS-SEaIES

General concepts

The BLS employment series seeks to measure the level of and trend in the
number of paid wage and salary jobs held in the nonagricultural sector of the
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economy (excluding private households). This series provides employment
data consistent with related data on hours and earnings; it also provides industry
detail on employment. BLS obtains its information from payroll records of
private establishments and Government agencies. The objective of the BLS
employment series differs from that of the nonagricultural employment series
of the Current Population Survey in that CPS measures the number of persons
having primarily nonagricultural employment. Thus the 2 series differ, among
other reasons, because of individuals who hold more than 1 job at a time. The
CPS counts such individuals once; BLS counts them once in each job.

Although the objective of the BLS series is measurement of the number of

jobs held, the data actually obtained are counts of the total number of names
on payrolls of reporting units in particular payroll periods-the number of

instances in which a job is held by any individual, regardless of the number
of hours worked. If because of turnover, a job is held by more than one

individual during a payroll period, each such individual will be counted. This

multiple counting because of job turnover, unlike the multiple counting of persons
who hold more than one job simultaneously, cannot be considered an objective

of measurement. Rather, it is a difference between objective and practice.
Owing to the way in which the data are obtained, this difference is unavoidable.

The BLS series on hours and earnings measure the level of and trend in

average gross weekly earnings, average weekly hours paid for, and average

earnings per hour paid for. The last two series are generally referred to simply
as average weekly hours and average weekly earnings, and the terms "work-
week" and "hours of work" are commonly used in referring to the average
weekly hours series.
Recommendations

1. The subcommittee believes that the quite distinct BLS and the CPS em-

ployment concepts each serve a useful purpose and should be maintained. How-
ever, more information should be obtained on the nature of the differences
between the series created by the difference in concepts. The subcommittee
recommends specifically that the Bureau of the Census and the Bureau of Labor
Statistics undertake new studies on the number of multiple jobholders and

the kinds of jobs they hold (by industry and time worked) under varying
business conditions. Similarly, the subcommittee recommends that the BLS
undertake studies of the effect of turnover on the employment estimates under
varying business conditions, with special reference to payroll periods longer
than 1 week.

2. Under the subcommittee's proposals for CPS, persons will be counted as

employed who had a job from which they were absent for the following reasons:
Illness, bad weather, vacation, labor dispute at place of work, taking time
off. Persons in these categories are not counted as employed by BLS unless
they are receiving pay (for example, persons on paid vacation or paid sick
leave). The subcommittee feels that this difference remains appropriate in

view of the basic concepts of each series, and recommends no further change
in either. However, to assist those interested in comparisons between the two
series, it has been recommended earlier that CPS provide data on the pay
status of persons with a job but not at work. It is recommended also that

BLS study the extent to which persons receiving pay and not working are

included in its estimates. This is a special case of the problem of hours paid
for and not worked discussed below.

3. The subcommittee does not propose any change in the concept of hours
paid for in connection with the BLS hours and earnings series. It recommends,
however, that the attention of general users be called more prominently to the

fact that various categories of hours paid for and not worked enter into these

series. The subcommittee recommends specifically that the BLS develop as

rapidly as practicable measures of man-hours worked. Such data should be

available to those who believe that their use is appropriate in the measurement
of productivity. The use of hours worked as a divisor for weekly earnings to
yield average earnings per hour worked may also be appropriate in efforts to

obtain average hourly earnings on a consistent basis over long periods of

time. It would also be desirable to have data on the nature of time paid

for and not worked (whether.it is call-in time, vacation, holiday, sick leave,
etc.).

4. The status of teachers during the summer vacation presents a difficult

problem in the measurement of employment. Some teachers who work 9 or

10 months have their pay spread over 12 months; others who work the same
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length of tiin 'at the sme 'Annua' salary may be paid'in 9 or f0 installments'To'avoid imiaking arbitrary distinctions hetween these'`rou6ps,'the BLS estimates!th'e,.number of regular full-timn teachers' employed in May-and carries 'this'nurhber as 'eployed'in each bf the' succeeding 3'nonths. Although this pro-eedure has a good deal to recommend it,'i't creates certaii' poblems. It resultsin double:cournting of teacherswho obtain summer work and 'in counting, 'asemployged, teafchers who have'left the libor marketori-who do not-have a contractto'returni'in the'fall. ' ' . , o w d n a cna. The. subcommittee hijow's fof no' trea'tm'ent of this problem that is 'not in somerespects arbitrary and 'anomalous.,' The intent of the present BLS. practice isto minimize the sharp drop in eutployment at the beginninig of the vacation period'and the sharp rise at the end of surm'ner. However, the subcommittee believesthat estimated'adjustments'of the type used by BLS.for the summer employmentof teachers should be made only if'they clearly improve the usefulness of theseries.' Work is now in progr1SS that promises to provide a better bAsis for theestimating procedure. The subcommittee hesitates to endorse the. presentpractice or to recommend an alternative uintil',the results of the present work areavailable; it recommends, accordingly, that the problem of measuring the em-ploymefnt of teachers in the BLS series be reviewed at a later datb.5. The subcommittee has received numerous suggestions that BLS classifyGovernment employment by industry. It seems highly desirable to permit thecomputation of complete industry totals for industries in which there is Gov-ernment employment, provided that the publication of data by industry is in'addition to aid not a substitute for the publication of Government employment:totals by type of government. However, it is realized that there are at presentserious obstacles to the industrial classification of all Government establish-,ments. The subcommittee recommends publication of a total Government em-ployment series, as at present, but, in addition, the presentation of such em-ployment by type of industrial activity, and, to this end recommends the de-velopment of a definitive classification for all Government activities and the re--porting of employment by Government agencies on this basis..6. The BLS series refers to the payroll period ending nearest the 15th ofthe month, which is the standard reference period for establishment employmentdata determined by the Bureau of the Budget. The subcommittee welcomes.the useful study Pay Period Practices of American Industry, which showedwhat pay periods are used by employers in the BLS sample. This -reportshowed in addition that there is some misunderstanding by employers of the-reference period for which data are requested, and 'this point has also been madeby at least one State employment security agency in a letter to the subcommit-.tee. The subcommittee.therefore recommends that BLS continue its efforts to'improve employer understanding of its reference period and to encourage em--ployers to report on a weekly basis wherever possible. It is further recom--mended that the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of the Budgetivork with the agencies responsible for collecting reports of Federal employ--ment and railroad employment to, get such data reported for the standardreference period.
'7. The subcommittee takes notice of continuing work by the BLS, includingits new quality control program; for technical improvement of its.employment,hours, and earnings series. In this connection, the subcommittee recommends:(a) Strengthening of the monthly sample, especially for trade and service-industries, to permit publication of more industrial detail and to permitreplacement of extrapolated series by direct reports; testing to determine-how adequately seasonal employers-are represented in the sample and inthe benchmark;

(b) Continued attention to industrial classification problems in the sample-and the benchmarks; adoption of the standard industrial classification fornonmanufacturing industries as soon as the, current revision of this classi-fication is completed;
(c) Further experimentation with the use of probability samples; if found,practicable, development of employment .trends by size of firm;(d) Continuing investigation of employer recordkeeping and reportingpractices, to obtain information on source and-causes of errors in response,and suggest ways of reducing such errors.8. The subcommittee recommends that. the BLS study the feasibility of pro-viding occasional information on hours and earnings. of nonproduction workers.and on scheduled part~time work.. Occasiona. data on the hours and earnings-

of nonproddhctibn w6rkers would be helpful in improving estimates of produc--
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tivity- and national income, in. addition to.otherzusqs. -In dndustrieswhere sched-
uled part-time work is common, as. in retailing, the separation of regular part-

:time employees from full-time employees jw6uld permit the computation of i-v-er-
age weekly hours and average weekly earnings of full-time employees. For many
purposes, these. would be more meaningful than the data presently available in
trade and certain services.

9. The subcommittee has considered'a number of areas in which expansion of
the BLS statistical program in the field of employment, hours, and earnings maiy
be desirable. The subcommittee notes that operations have already started for
,the separate collection, beginning. in 1956, of data on overtime hours, and also
that the Bureau has under active consideration experimental .work looking

-toward reporting of job vacancies, possibly in connection with the new Depart-
-miient of Labor program for a Federal-,State system of turnover reporting for
manufacturing industries.

In addition, subcommittee suggestions include occasional publication of data of
,of a kind the BLS has undertaken in the past. These suggestions include distri-
'butions of establishments by average hours worked, which do not involve the
-collection of additional information, and data on employment by shifts similar
-to those collected in the past..

10. The subcommittee has received comments indicating the difficulty faced
by users in obtaining such State and local data as are published by State ager-
:cies in the current employment-statistics program. The suggestion is made that
-arrangements be made to facilitate users in obtaining such data from a central
Washington source, together with periodic. publication of as much industry
detail by States as is possible.

PROPOSED REcO'MMENDATIONs WITH' REGARD TO THE BES SERIES BASED ON
UNEMPLOYMENT INsURANcE CLAIMS

iGeneral concepts and scope of series
The Bureau of Employment Security publishes two principal statistical series,

both available weekly, by State, or unemployed workers. They are based on the
administrative operations of the State and Federal unemployment insurance
-programs. The series on initial claims-notices of the beginning of a period of
'unemployment for which benefits may be claimed-provides a measure of the
,volume of new unemployment among workers covered by the State unemploy-
ment insurance (UI) programs and by the Federal programs providing unem-
,ployment compensation for Federal employees (UCFE) and for Korean veterans
(UCV). The series on insured unemployment is a measure of the number of

,persons who were totally or partially unemployed during a given week for which
,they have filed unemployment insurance claims. The national totals- for this
-series include claimants under the unemployment insurance program for railroad
:workers, administered by the Railroad Retirement Board, in addition to the other
,programs mentioned above.
* Unlike the other major series reviewed by the subcommittee, the two BES series
-are based not on a sample of households or establishments, but on a complete
:count of claims-taking transactions in the State and -Federal unemployment in-
surance programs. Essentially both series represent an adaptation of operating.
statistics, with relatively minor adjustments. Being derived from administra-

-tive records, the series have certain unique advantages and certain inherent limi-
tations as compared to unemployment estimates based on household surveys.

The advantages stem from the fact that, for that important segment of the
unemployed who are currently filing unemployment insurance claims, the data

Hare complete. With the extension of coverage of State UI laws to all employers
of four or more (starting January 1956) the Federal-State programs will cover

..over 80 percent of all wage and salary workers in nonagricultural industries,
both private and public, with coverage increased to 83 percent if the unemploy-

'-ment insurance program- for railroad workers is included. Data can be pro-
-vided in any desired degree of geographical. detail and are available weekly.
,,Currently, national and-State totals are published each week, and data for major
local areas within the States (covering only the State UI programs) are pub-
lished for 1 weekeach month. Data on insured unemployment cdn be relafted

Ato information on covered employment, by State or area, and "insured unem-
,ployment rates" are available weeldy for State UI programs. -

The limitations of the BES series as a source of economic trend data are mainly
-related to the use of administrative records, and the scope of the unemployment
insurance programs. As a result of these limitations, as well as the failure of
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some eligible workers to file claims for various reasons, the BES series do not
provide a complete count of persons seeking work. On the other hand, certain
claimants who were at work during a week are included in the insured unem-
ployment count.2

(a) Statutory linnitations-of coverage.-Self-employed'persons, unpaid family
workers, and persons employed in certain industries are excluded-the most im-
portant of these being agriculture, domestic service, nonprofit organizations, and
most State and local governments. In addition, employees of firms below a
specified size even in "covered" industries are excluded in many States.

(b) Prior earnings requirements.-Benefits are payable only to persons who
have earned a specified amount of wages or worked a specified length of time in
covered employment or both, during a prescribed "base period" or "base year."
New entrants and most reentrants into the labor force are therefore excluded
from the BES series.

(c) Disqualification.-For various reasons-such as voluntary quitting with-
out cause, discharge for misconduct, or refusal of suitable work-persons may be-
come ineligible for benefits or have their benefits postponed.

(d) Exha~ustion of benefit rights.-An individual is excluded from the insured
unemployment count after the period to which he is eligible to receive benefit
payments.

(e) Variation between State laws.-State laws differ with respect to coverage,
earnings requirements, maximum duration and other important features. In
effect, the definition of an "initial claim," "week of unemployment" or period of
compensable unemployment in each State and each Federal program is controlled
by a different law.

Despite these limitations, the BES series have been very useful as current eco-
nomic indicators, and as a tool for interpreting labor market trends and con-
ditions. They provide a valuable measure of the trend, and geographical dis-
tribution of unemployment among a significant group of workers-wage and sal-
ary workers with a substantial recent attachment to jobs in nonagricultural
industries.
Conclusions and recommendations

In its review of basic concepts and coverage of the BES series, the subcom-
mittee has been mainly concerned with the value of these data as indicators of
national, State, and area labor market developments and trends, and possible
ways of increasing this value. It has concluded that, for these purposes a
weekly series measuring unemployment insurance claimants nationally and in
the individual States is extremely useful.

The subcommittee believes that a number of steps can be taken to increase the
value of the present series. Some problems in interpretation and use of the
present data could be largely overcome by changes in the method of collecting,
compiling, and presenting the BES series, so as to provide (1) separate figures
on weeks of total unemployment and weeks of partial unemployment; (2) more
meaningful weekly data which exclude or adjust for special administrative or
seasonal factors in claims-taking; and (3) desirable research that should develop
additional information both nationally and by State. These include studies to:
(a) Measure and evaluate the effect of limitations of coverage, benefit exhaus-
tions, disqualifications, and differing State laws; (b) develop more detailed in-
formation on characteristics and unemployment patterns of the insured un-
employed; and (c) determine the feasibility of measuring in each State the
volume and rate of unemployment among persons who have been employed in
covered industries regardless of their current benefit status.

1. Separate data on total and partial unemployment.-The present data on
insured unemployment are based on the number of weeks for which continued
claims are filed. These totals include not only weeks of total unemployment,
but also weeks of partial unemployment. Both types of claims are significant
in relation to employment and unemployment trends, but they reflect somewhat
different conditions. Claims for total unemployment conceptually represent
persons included in the CPS unemployed, while claims for partial unemployment

2 Weeks of partial and part-total unemployment are included in the insured unemploy-
ment count. Partial unemployment is a week in which a claimant worked less than full
hours for his regular employer and in which limited earnings reduced his weekly benefit
payment below the full weekly benefit amount. Part-time unemployment refers to the
same situation as above except that the claimant.was engaged in odd jobs or other
subsidiary employment rather than at work with his regular employer. In this report
such claims are referred to as weeks of partial unemployment.
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represent persons who would generally be classified in CPS as "at work," but
working less than full time for economic reasons.

The subcommittee recommends that the BBS compile and publish a separate
series each week on weeks of total unemployment as well as a combined total
for insured unemployment.

2. Adjustments to permit more valid time-period comparisons.-As economic
indicators, the value of the BES series depends on their effectiveness in measur-
ing the change in the volume of new unemployment (initial claims) and the
number of persons unemployed and eligible for benefits (insured unemploy-
ment) from week to week, and by State. While some adjustments are now
made in the raw count of claims-taking transactions, the present weekly series
tend to be influenced in certain weeks of the year by special administrative and
other factors which distort week to week changes, and make it difficult to state
the significance of trends for these weeks.

Trends in insured unemployment are disturbed by new benefit years. re-
scheduling in the filing of claims because of holidays, filing of claims for more
than 1 week of unemployment in some States, and other administrative ar-
rangements which permit delayed filing. Holiday rescheduling, in particular,
may distort week-to-week and State-to-State comparisons of insured unemploy-
ment for as much as 3 consecutive weeks. While adjustments to eliminate
the arbitrary effects of holidays (or other large-scale rescheduling) would re-
quire additional reporting, the required data to make estimates could be obtained
at the local and State office level. The subcommittee recommends that report-
ing procedures be adjusted so that data on insured unemployment measure (as
nearly as possible) the volume of such unemployment during the week of refer-
ence, rather than the volume of claims filed during the following week, as is the
current practice.

The present data on initial claims, similarly, are disturbed by the piling up
of new claims which do not represent new periods of unemployment, at the time
when a new benefit year begins under the applicable State law. This distor-
tion-especially marked in States with a uniform benefit year-results from
the filing of initial claims by persons who have previously exhausted benefits
or though currently unemployed have been unable to claim benefits until the
start of the new benefit period. The subcommittee recommends that reporting
procedures and definitions be adjusted so far as possible, to eliminate (or report
separately) those initial claims which actually represent new benefit years for
persons previously unemployed, rather than a real increase in new unemploy-
ment.

Where the filig of an initial claim has been delayed for personal reasons, in
contrast to delays due to administrative practices, it appears desirable to count
such claims at the time filed. The current claim does in fact represent the
beginning of a series of claim transactions instituted by an individual's action
in contrast to the arbitrary timing of new benefit years.

Analysis of trends could be improved by the publication of seasonally adjusted
series and the presentation of weekly data in ways which would permit more
meaningful comparisons. This seems advisable because many of the factors
which make for apparent discontinuity in weekly trends are in fact repetitive
from year to year. The Bureau of Employment Security has developed a monthly
seasonal index, for the national insured unemployment total. based on average
weekly claims during the month and is providing assistance to the States in de-
veloping similar indexes on a State basis. The subcommittee considers it desir-
able, as soon as the necessary developmental work can be completed, to publish
seasonally adjusted monthly data both for the Nation and for individual States.
A seasonally adjusted weekly index would also appear to be desirable. Methods,
it is realized, would have to be developed to take into account adequately differ-
ences caused by the timing of holidays or other factors in any given week in any
year as compared to earlier years. Similar adjusted indexes for initial claims,
though they present additional problems, also are desirable. Work on seasonal
adjustments should be carried on concurrently with efforts to eliminate distor-
tions introduced by administrative factors. Seasonal factors for any series would
have to be changed as adjustments are made for benefit years, holidays, etc.

Publication of more extensive comparisons of the current volume and trend in
claims with previous years is another approach which would increase the useful-
ness of the claims data. For example, each week the major national totals for
the preceding 3 to 4 weeks along with the comparable weeks last year and 2 years
ago could be presented in summary form. Aggregate and percentage changes
from similar weeks in earlier years would afford a better basis for taking into
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account repetitive movemfents and their approximate, magnitude * each, year.While such data are already available, comparisons are made difficuit because* data for earlier years are not easily accessible in published form.3. Currett and 'future research recommendations-(a) Measureand evaluatethe effect of coverage limitations, benefit eao7austions, disqualifications, and differ-ing State laws, etc.-Funds for studies of these factors bave been requested by-BES and limited funds have-been provided in the Bureau's budget-for the current
X'fiscal year. The subcommitte4 believes that such studies will be of great value in-interpreting the BES series and their relationship to current population surveydata on unemployment. The subcommittee suggests that special emphasis begiven to studies of the effect of benefit exhaustions. Because the relative and:absolute importance of the above factors vary greatly from State to State, there,-is a need for quantitative-evaluation of State differences so that more meaning-ful analysis can be made of the level.and changes in insured unemployment. -
- (b) Develop more detailed information oa characteristics of the insured unemn-*ployed.-The subcommittee concurs with the comments and suggestions it has-received relating to the need for more detailed information on the characteristics,-of the unemployed-their occupation, industrial attachments-and their pattern- of employment and unemployment as indicated by the length or frequency of* spells of employment and unemployment over time.
- The CPS provides fairly extensive information on the characteristics of theunemployed for the Nation as a whole, but for some important characteristics-such as occupation and industry attachment, results have been limited becauseof the sample size. For a large and important segment of the unemployed,-significant additional data could be provided by regular studies of a sample ofthe insured unemployed. BBS has initiated, for the country as a whole, a studyof unemployed claimant characteristics using a 1-percent sample of all claimants.The subcommittee believes that. this project should be pushed ahead, not merelyas a source of information on the characteristics of the unemployed, but also-as a research. tool for evaluation and interpretation of methodology. This typeof survey should also be extended to provide information for the individual
States.

(c) Determine the feasibility of measuring in each State the volume and rate.,of unemployment among persons who have been employed in covered industries
regardless of current benefit status.-BES publishes weekly the rate of insured

* unemployment to coveted employment for each State and the Nation as a whole.-These data are the only source providing comparative statistics on the incidenceof unemployment in all States. The number of insured unemployed in the ratiois for the latest week available; while the base, covered employment, is a monthly
average for the latest 12-month period for which data are available from employer
quarterly contribution reports. Covered employment lags'the insured unemploy-.-ment data by 6 to 9 months.

Differences in State laws and procedures, and other limitations (as described
tabove) make insured unemployment rates among the States especially difficult
-to analyze. An estimate in each State of all unemployed persons who have
previously been employed in covered industry' regardless of current benefit
-status would present a broader and a more realistic measure of covered undm-*ployment and provide meaningful rates for interstate comparisons. The feasi-
bility of providing such estimates, however, is still uncertain because of the

-difficulty of determining accurately unemployment among persons nbt' receiving
unemployment benefits. Since there is an unquestioned need for more complete
sand comparable data and rates for each State, the subcommittee recommends
that research to determine the. possibility of making reliable estimates of unem-
.ployed nonbenefit recipients previously employed in covered industries be pursued
-with greater resources.
* The subcommittee also suggests that BES reexamine and reevaluate the calcu-
lation and definition of covered employment as used in obtaining rates of
[unemployment. An estimate of covered employment for a time period closer
-to the one used for insured unemployment may provide better rates than avail-
able by current procedures. If. as has been suggested, a broader measure of
unemployment from covered industries can be developed for each State, then

.the appropriate base for determining rates of unemployment would be a total
-of covered employment and the estimate of unemployment from covered
'industries.
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Sumfininaorirf f subcommittee .recommenedationf8 '

1: The sub~committee'recommends that the BES compile and ppblish a separate.
series each week on weeks of total unemployment (excluding weeks of partial un-
employment) as well as a combined total for insured, unemployment. The addi-,
tionalseries would provide a measure unaffected by persons who worked part of
the w'eek:

29. The' subcommittee 'recommends that, insofar as possible,' procedures be
adjusted to permit more valid time-period comparisons, in particular to eliminate
disturbances caused by holidays in delaying the filing of claims, and the effects
of new benefit years in causing the piling up of claims which do not represent
new unemployment. The subcommittee also considers it desirable; as soon as
the necessary developmental work can be completed, to publish 'seasonally
adjusted 'monthly data, both for the Nation and for individual States. Publica-
tidn of mofe' extensive:.*time-period comparisons in, current reports is also
suggested.

3: The 'subcommittee recommends currentand future research in order to-
'(d) Measure and evaluate the effect. of coverage limitations, benefits

exhaustions. disqualifications, and differing State laws,. etc.;
(b). Develop more detailed information-on characteristics of the insured

unemployed,
(c) Deternmine' the feasibility of measuring in each State the volume and

rate of unemployment among persons who have been employed in covered,
industries regardless of current benefit status.

PROPOSED REcOMMENDATIONS FOR THlE.AMSFsAtM EMPLOYMENT SERIES

Concepts
'As with the nonagricultural employment series, agricultural employment'

estimates are obtained through the establishment -approach in which farms are
the reporting units, and the population survey approach in which the person is
the reporting unit. TheAgricultural Marketing Service utilizes the establishment
reporting approach while the CPS uses the household survey technique. The
CPS series on agricultural employment is available only for the United States as
a whole. The AMS series is available for nine geographic divisions of the
country, as well as for the United States as a whole, and for a much longer
period-for historical analysis. ' '

. The AMS series on farm employment is intended to measure the number of
farm jobs held by workers doing a specified minimum amount of farmwork,
paid or unpaid, during the last week of each month. For hired workers, this
minimum is 1 hour and for farm operators it is any work performed on one or!
more days of the week. Unpaid members of the operator's family must put in
atleast 15 hours of work to be counted. There is no age limitation.

In conformance with this concept, the AMS series has the usual double count-
ing of persons associated with establishment-type reports. It is intended that'
persons working for more than one farm operator during the survey week would
be counted on each farm on which they worked. In addition, some persons
counted as working on a farm may also have worked more hours at a nonfarm'
job during the same week. Conceptually, any comparison with population-type'
estimates should show a difference in the level of agricultural employment. In
practice, there is a further cause of difference, that is, the double counting on
payroll reports associated with employee turnover during the survey week.
- Multiple jobholders are especially significant in agriculture. It is not un-.
common for seasonal'workers employed in crews to work for several farm employ-
ers during the week and they may even work on more than one farm in a single-
day. The other type of multiple employment in which one job is agricultural.
and the other nonagricultural has been increasing in importance in recent years.'
There has been an upward trend in the number of persons with nonagricultural
jobs who live on farms. A large number of these persons spend most of their
time on the nonagricultural job. The subcommittee recommends that efforts-
should be made to develop periodic measures of the amount of multiple jobhold-
ing by farmworkers and of the number of farmworkers whose chief current
activity is nonfarmwork. by means of supplementary CPS inquiries.
-Since children under i4 play an important part in certain types of agricultural

operations, a count of this group should be continued. Separate estimates of
children under 14 would be desirable but under present AMS operating condi-
tions such estimates are impracticable. There are no benchmark data available
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in the census or elsewhere covering each month of the year. One proposal Is
that a question be added to the present schedule to separate children under 14
and that children under 14 as a percentage of total family workers be computed.
:Such a procedure would be.of doubtful value since most reports for large
southern plantations are made by plantation operators, and it is doubtful
that information on age of children of sharecroppers could be reported. This
group is quite important. The more practical alternative is for the CPS to ob-
tain periodically information on farmwork of children under 14-or possibly of
children 10 to 14 years of age-to be used in work on reconciliation of the 2
series.

Com qarability

The publication of different official estilmates of farm employment, namely
the CPS and AMS series, leads to many questions of comparability. It is diffi-
cult to explain to the public two estimates which differ widely in level even
though they measure somewhat different things and may each serve better some
special purposes. This problem would be less serious if sufficient data were
available to explain and reconcile the differences.

The subcommittee has given consideration to a proposal that the AMS use
the CPS national total and publish regional and State estimates adjusted to
that total. The problem of adjusting the AMS total to the CPS total would
require measurement of the differences between the series at frequent in-
tervals, perhaps even monthly for 1 year and less frequently thereafter. The
highly seasonal character of agricultural employment would mnake this neces-
sary. The proposal would almost certainly require expansion of the CPS sample
to include additional agricultural areas to reduce sampling errors.

Even after adjustments were available on a national or regional basis, the
adjustment of State totals would still be involved. A national or even a re-
gional adjustment would not be directly applicable to Individual States. The
necessary adjustment ratios are likely to differ sharply from State to State in
many instances. Thus it appears to the subcommittee that the technical prob-
lems of adjusting regional or State farm employment estimates based on es-
tablishment reports to the census series at the United States level make this
proposal not now feasible.

Tirnting

The AMS series is tied to a week just before the end of the month in con-
trast with the CPS and BLS employment reports which use a period at ap-
proximately the middle of the month. Since the data are collected on a schedule
which is primarily used for other purposes, it is not feasible at present to
change the timing of the collection of data. It would be possible to change the
wording on the schedule to ask for employment earlier in the nionth. Such a
change might introduce bias either through faulty memory or a tendency of
the respondents to disregard the specified period and report for the most re-
cent week. The subcommittee recommends that a test be made of the signif-
icance of these two possible sources of bias, before a change in the wording is
suggested. The subcommittee further recommends that if AMS data are ever
collected on a separate schedule the reporting period be changed to correspond
with the standard midmonth period established by the Budget Bureau.
,State estimates

There is at present a strong demand for State estimates of farm employ-
ment and this is likely to become greater. Letters received by the subcom-
mittee underscore this need. As part of its procedure for estimating employ-
ment for major geographic divisions, AMS now prepares State estimates on
the basis of its present sample which it releases on request to Federal and
State government agencies for administrative use only. In furnishing the State
data for administrative use to a requesting agency, the AMS explains the limita-
tions of these estimates. The deficiencies of the data are such that AMS does
not approve public release of its State estimates.

The need for State data on agricultural employment trends is great. Under
the existing and immediately foreseeable situation there is no practical alterna-
tive to obtaining such data through the establishment reporting techniques used
by the AMS. It is recommended that AMIS request funds to develop further
its work on agricultural employment statistics so as to permit the regular pub-
lication of State estimates, at least for important agricultural States.
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Censuses of agriculture
The subcommittee wishes to call attention to the collection of farm employ-

ment information on the schedule of the Censuses of Agriculture. These cen-
suses provide necessary benchmark data for the AiMS employment series and
provide to State agencies data needed for analysis and estimates for areas at
and below the State level. Also, it is only through such census operations that
it is possible to cross-relate farm employment data with various characteristics
of the farms (such as type, size, tenure, value of sales, etc.) and with wage
rates paid by States and economic areas within States. In such census opera-
tions the full advantages are possible of cross-relating the establishment re-
ported employment with other important factors and of having the information
in great geographic detail. While agricultural employment data are obtained
in the decennial population census through the household approach in the same
geographic detail as in the approach of the agricultural census, the population
census data do not permit the cross-classification with farm characteristics.
The subcommittee, therefore, recommends that the agricultural censuses con-
tinue to obtain information on farm employment and farm wage rates.

Conclusion
The subcommittee in its recommendations recognizes that the present AMS

series on farm employment represents about all that can be done with the
-current facilities. As employment data are now collected on a schedule which
is used mainly for other purposes, there is little possibility of any substantial
change. Timing and space for questions hinge upon demands for items other
than farm employment.

In addition to data on farm employment, agricultural economists have indi-
cated their needs for information on labor input, which would require informa-
tion on hours worked. Along with information on farm employment and hours
worked, it would be desirable to secure at the United States and major region
level certain information on type and size and other characteristics of the farm
:so as to enable tabulations and analysis for "industrial" subgroupings in agri-
-culture. (This was done in the enumerative survey program on farm employ-
ment and wages conducted by the BAE in 1945-48.)

An agricultural employment series based on the concept of number of farm
jobs, but limited in scope (not differentiated by type of farm nor estimated
separately by States) does not provide much information not available from other
sources. The advantages of the establishment approach cannot be realized if
a few overall employment totals are the only result. Development of farm
employment estimates-by State and area, by type of farm, by size of under-
taking, etc.-and supplementation with other items of information, such as hours
worked, provide the principal advantages of the establishment approach. The
establishment report technique is capable of meeting such data needs, on a cur-
rent basis, relatively inexpensively. Securing such information requires an ex-
panded survey program designed primarily for this purpose rather than utilizing
a few questions in a schedule designed primarily for other purposes.

Because of the importance of information on employment trends in agriculture
and on conditions within agriculture associated with these trends, the subcom-
mittee believes that the Department of Agriculture should seek more resources
to improve its sample and expand its work in this field in order to develop State
estimates of farm employment and to provide information by type of-farm. The
Department might start by providing estimates on this basis for selected impor-
tant agricultural States. In addition to more resources, a separate question-
naire specifically designed to obtain employment and related information will
probably be required.

Summary of subcommittee recommendations
1. AMS should request funds to develop further its work on agricultural

employment statistics so as to permit the regular publication of State estimates
to obtain information on labor input, to permit subgroupings by type of farm
and other pertinent characteristics. An expanded sample and probably a sepa-
rate questionnaire specifically designed to obtain employment and related infor-
mation will be required.

2. Efforts should be made to develop periodic measures of the amount of
multiple jobholding by farmworkers and of the number of farmworkers whose
chief current activity is nonfarmwork, by means of supplementary CPS in-
quiries. Such information would throw light on employment practices in agri-
culture as well as provide a measure of some of the difference between the AMS
and CPS series.
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3. Periodic information should be obtained by CPS on farmwork of children
under 14 years of age to provide information of interest on its own account and
to be used in explaining differences in level between the AMS and CPS series.-

4. Consideration has been given to a proposal that AMS adjust to the CPS.
national level and publish State and regional estimates adjusted to that level.
Because of the technical problems involved, the subcommittee regards this pro--
posal as not now feasible.
. 6. AMS should explore the feasibility of changing its reporting week to corre--

spond with the standard midmonth week established by the Bureau of the Budget
to improve comparability with other series.
I 6. In -order to provide benchmarks for the recommended employment statis--

tics program, agricultural censuses, should continue. to obtain information on-
farm employment and farm wage rates.

Mr. BowMAN. I cannot do justice to the complexity of the subject in
a few sentences, but I will highlight the principal recommendations:

With regard to the Current Population Survey, the interim report
includes a proposal that, as soon as feasible, persons on temporary lay--
off and persons waiting to. start a new job be counted as unemployed,.
rather than as "with a job but not at work" within the employed.
category, as at present.

A series of tests and experiments of other changes in classification
still under consideration is recommended, together with a number of'
proposals for the collection of additional information and for special
surveys and research which would improve our uniderstanding of the-
workings of the labor market and of the relations among the various.
employment and unemployment series.

Most of the recommendations concerning the Current Employment-.
Statistics series issued by the BLS involve recommendations for addi-
tional information or improvements, such as the recommendation for
a series on man-hours worked in addition to the present series on man-
hours paid for; and the recommendation that Government employ-'
ment-National, State, and local-be subcl assified by industrial
activity.

Recommendations with regard to unemployment-insurance statistics.
deal with various aspects of the problem of shaping administrative by-
product statistics to reflect current economic conditions as well as:
possible.

Finally, with regard to the Farm Employment series prepared by the.
Agricultural Marketing Service, the interim report recommends con-
siderable strengthening of this activity to permit State estimates of "
farm employment and some information by type of farm. The report
recognizes that this recommendation would require that considerably.-
more funds be devoted to this purpose.

I would prefer, in the rest of my remarks. to deal, not with the-
sspecific recommendations made in the interim report but rather'
with a more fundamental issue which appears to me to be basic in.
considering the whole range of recommendations. That is the ques-
tion of why we have and need more than one series on employment and
unemployment statistics.

In the United States the public relies on statistics to a much greater -
degree than in any other country in the world. This public interest
in statistics is valuable for it leads to forthright criticisms and de-
mands for improvement that may be temporarily embarrassing, but-
account in the long run, I believe, for our preeminence in this field.'.

'We would not wish, nor would it be tolerated by the users of statis-
tics, simply to add a footnote to our current statistics, stating with!
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-frank brevity,`"All these figures do~not agree.'? TheAmerican people
-want to know why the figures do not agree, and by how much they do
--not agree, and why can't they agree.. It seems to me that some forth'-
right discussion of these issues inight be helpful. ,

'To open the subject from the viewpoint of employment and unem-
.ployment statistics, I should like to quote one paragraph. from the
'introduction to the interim report of; the -Review! of Concepts Sub-
'committee: ,, ...

T Throughbut the review the subcommittee has kept in mind the desirability of
furthering- comparability and facilitating reconciliation, of the various series.
At the same time; the subcommittee has had to acknowledge the limitations,
,deriving from the nature of the sources of data, in pursuing comparability and
reconciliation. It has appeared to the subcommittee on balance. that it is
often more important to exploit the advaitage 'of household, establishment, or
administrative reports, in the interests of the diverse data obtainable, rather
than to make comparability an overriding objective. It has not 'appeared. that
any one series can serve all needs. . .,-- , . . ,

This viewpoint is also held by some users of the statistics, as illus-
trated in the following quotatioui from an editorial in the Journal of
Commerce, August 25,;1955.: ' -"

Any attempt to correct the discrepancies between the series by forcing them
too far into the same conceptual mold 'would appear unwise, as it would sacri-
flce valuable information available through the differing concepts of the separate
series. ;

Uses of various series on employment and unemployment statistics:
-What are these needs that require more than one series? Let me
summarize them briefly. For a more detailed description of the series,
their uses and limitations, I' refer you to the joint committee's own
publication, Descriptive and Historical Supplement to Economic Indi-
cators, which we have recently helped the committee to bring up to
date.

Information on the employment-unemployment situation is used in
four principal ways: . .;

1. As current economic indicators: This is the use of primary con-
cern to this subcommittee, I believe. The series are also used as a
general indicator of current economic conditions by the Council of
Economic Advisers, other governmental bodies, and many groups and
individuals among the general public.

2. In general manpower analysis: As a guide to "manpower" policy
in combating unemployment, in determining military' manpower
policies, in developing additional sources of labor during emergency
periods, and in gaging the role of self-employment in the economy,
ab or-force information is used by the Labor Department, Selective

Service, the Defense Department, the Office of Defense Mobilizaion,
the Agriculture Department, citizen groups advising these agencies,
various academic and private research groups.

3. In industry plans and operations: Employment and'rela'ted
hours and earnings information is used in the analysis of business con-
ditions in particular industries for business planning, for collective-
bargaining purposes, for measuring productivity, to study labor
utilization, and for mobilization planning. Government' statistical
agencies use detailed employment, hours and earnings estimates in
preparing other cufient indicators-two-fifths of the monthly Fed-
eral Reserve Board indexes of production make use of BLS man-hour

i2 5
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series and most of the current trend in the wages and salaries com-
ponent of the national income estimates comes from the same source.

4. In unemployment insurance and employment service adminis-
tration: Employment and unemployment information is used in con-
nection with the operation of the State employment security agencies
by indicating the scope of the programs, in administrative planning,
in determining workloads and measuring performance.

Sources of current statistics: These needs can be met most ef-
ficiently and at lowest cost by making use of a variety of sources.
Si~h % diverse system of employment intelligence serves more uses.
than -any single sou-rce of- information could possibly do and ac-
complishes this objective at a much lower overall cost than would be
possible if reliance were placed on only one-greatly expanded-
source.

Historically, the first kind of employment information to be de-
veloped was that which relies on reports prepared from the payroll
records of establishments.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics first started regular monthly col-
lection of information on employment, hours, and earnings in 1915,
and has since expanded the Current Employment Statistics estimates
to cover all nonagricultural employment.

The farm-employment, series of the Agricultural Marketing Serv-
ice is similar, conceptually. Employment estimates based on payroll
reports are a major source of current economic indicators, the primary
source for meeting information required in planning and operating
business enterprises, and useful in meeting some of the needs of the
State employment security agencies for information.

Obtaining reports directly from business establishments is the only
effective way to obtain consistent monthly estimates for particular
industries on employment, hours, and earnings. This is also an eco-
nomical system for obtaining information on employment trends
within each State or for metropolitan areas on a current basis. Em-
ployment, hours, and earnings- data, all coming from payroll records,
are consistent with each other and averages can be computed. Ac-
curate information on industrial activity is easily available, per-
mitting a large number of detailed estimates for many. different in-
dustries to be computed.

Note that these series cannot meet all the needs for labor-force
analysis nor all the demands for current economic unemployed indi-
cators because no count of the unemployed is obtained; coverage of
employment is restricted to establishment payrolls, so that the self-
employed, domestic. servants, and unpaid family workers are ex-
cluded; and, finally, it is not practicable to expect employers to re-
port on the personal characteristics of their workers.

A second source was developed during the great depression when
it became obvious that a count of jobs held, as reflected in payroll
records, could not meet all the demands for employment information.
Of paramount importance, a count of the unemployed was wanted,
and a comparable employment count which could be added to unem-
ployment to give the total number of persons in the labor force.

The monthly Current Population Survey, now taken by the Census
Bureau, was developed to meet these needs. This survey, based on
a relatively small sample of households, is used as a major source for
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current economic indicators, is the primary source of information in
analyzing the labor force, and is .useful in evaluating unemployment.
insurance coverage, the last use mentioned above.

Given the limited coverage of the present unemployment insurance
system, direct questioning of the population is the only effective way
to obtain information on total unemployment and on fluctuations in
the size and composition of the total labor force. All segments of
the labor force are represented in the sample. Each person is counted'
only.once-cilassified by his most important activity.

Before this s-ource of informati6n wls4e6.'61l0ped, unemployment:
estimates were obtained by subtraction of payroll employment figures:
from a "guesstimated" work force, leading to a variety of unemploy-
ment estimates that differed by millions and proved acutely embar-
rassing to the Federal Government.

Additional information on personal characteristics-such items as
age, sex, color, marital status, number of children in the home, school
attendance-are easily obtained in household interviews. Knowledge
of these classifications in relation to employment status is especially
important for analyzing the labor force.

Note that a household sample does not meet industry's need for
detailed information in planning and operating business enterprises.
Two reasons account for this: It is not feasible to collect detailed
industry or earnings information from housewives-who as a rule
do not have sufficiently precise information-and a sample large-
enough to provide estimates for a large number of industries and:
areas would be prohibitively expensive.

The unemployment insurance records themselves provide the third'
and last source of current statistics I wish to mention. These are,
of course, the primary source for meeting the fourth need I described,.
the administration of the unemployment insurance programs, but they
are also useful as current economic indicators.

Insured unemployment figures, although covering only part of the,
unemployed, are useful because they are timely, being collected on a
weekly basis, and because they provide information on changes in
unemployment in States and local areas for important sectors of the
economy.

Their usefulness as economic indicators is limited by coverage and
administrative factors, in accordance with the terms of the individual
State laws. However, the published figures are practically free of
cost since most of the data are compiled for administrative purposes.
anyway.

CONCEPTS

It is evident from this brief description that the concepts on which
each series is based vary, primarily reflecting the differing sources of
the data. Such differences in concept not only cause differences in the-
level of the estimates at any particular time, they also may cause differ-
ences in seasonal changes or in the extent of cyclical fluctuations.

Even were the concepts to be identical, anyone familiar with the-
problems of measurement would be greatly surprised if information
collected from such widely differing sources, by such different methods.
and with such dissimilar ends in view should not differ considerably-
upon occasion. Because of the interest in the reasons for these differ-
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ences;.1 amn submitting. a statement, "fDifferenced in -Concepts, andMeasurementPrtocedures'and How Tliey.Affect Current Series of Em.
ploynient and UnemploymentlStatistics." .-; '.

(The above-entitled statement is as.follows:) . ,:. , - ,'
. . S. ~0 , , *',; ;v* 7 *

DIFFERENCES IN, CONCEPTS. AND -EASUREIENT ,PROCEDURES'AND
HOW THEY AFFECTf CURRENT SERIES, OF. EMPLOYMiENT AND
UNEMPLOYMENT: STATISTICS

Statement prepared by'the Offike of Statistical Standards', Bureau.Gof the Budget''with the advice and.assistance of the:Agricultuial Marketing Service, the Bureau. of the Census,,'thp Buieau of Employment Security and the Bureau' of, LaborStatistics, for the Hearings on Employment and Unemployment.Statistics be--fore the Subcommittee on Econo'mic Statistics, Joint Committee on the Eco-
'-nomic Report, Novem6er 1i95 '' ''' '

Differencesin the statistics. on-employment and ,unemployment are-related, injart at least, to differences in concepts.. Such conceptual.differences may affectthe general level of the series, the month-to-month 'change, or both. The monthlychanges may differin accordance with some discernible differences in seasonalpattern, repeated, year after year, or they may be affected by cyclical changes ineconomic activity as these are related to conceptual differences.
Other differences in.the statistics may be caused by' estimating and measure-lnent procedures and problems. Such differences may be consistent over time,or they may be erratic, such as the chance fluctuations due to sampling variability.The following statement attempts to.summarize the leading causes of difference,'both conceptual and procedural; to indicate orders of magnitude where enoughis known to permit such indications; to relate these conceptual differences toknown patterns of the statistics; and, clearly labeling them as conjectural, tooffer some additional speculations on possible reasons for differences.
The present programs for expansion and improvement of employment and un-

employment, statistics now underway at the Bureau of the Census, the Bureau ofEmployment Security and the Bureau of Labor Statistics give promise of castingadditional light-on these differences, and, hopefully, of eliminating some of them
in the future.

I. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE BLS AND CPS EMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES

A. cOVERAGE

The Census Bureau's. current population survey includes the self-employed,
domestics, and unpaid workers in family operated enterprises, none of whom are.covered by the Bureau of Labor' Statistics series on employees in nonagricultural
establishments. When these groups, which total about 8.5 million at the present
time, are subtracted from the CPS estimate of nonagricultural employment, anestimate of wage and salary employees of generally comparable coverage to theBLS series '(except for age) is obtained. ,The CPS series covers workers 14 years
of age and over'; the.BLS series has no age cutoff. 'Possibly one-quarter to one-half million children ages 10-13 work in nonagricultural employment at different'
seasons of the year.

B.. CONcEPTs
1. IndividuaIs versus job8

'The CPS counts each worker once, :and classifies him- in accordance with his
major activity, whether farm or nonfarm; the BLS reports are,.essentially a-
count of the number of different nonagricuiturai jobs 'held, based on the payroll
records of nonfarm employers. This conceptlihl'difference leads to the-following,
differences in the -series: . - ' '

(a) Difference in level. -Insofar as 1 person holds more than 1 nonagricultural,
job during the -same -pay period, either simultaneouslycpi. consecutively, the BLS
level w ill be higher;' insofar as 1' person holds an agricultural job and a non-
agricultural -job at the same time and the CPS classifies him in 'agriculture 'as:
his major activity, the BLS level willibe higher. ' i ''
-The Bureau of the Census has conducted: occasional studies in the past, 'at-

tempting to measure multiple jobholding, but they have not been completely. satis-
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factory. They have indicated that the number of persons with 2 or more jobs
during a reporting period has ranged between IY2 and 2 million. Possibly three-
fourths of a million to a million of these might be persons holding two or more
nonagricultural wage and salary jobs. (A more recent and more intensive
experimental study specifically directed to farmwork and using a more elab-
orate approach implied a considerably higher rate of multiple jobholding.)

(b) Difference in seasonal movement.-Insofar as multiple jobholding is more
frequent at certain seasons of the year than at other times, differences in month-
to-month changes will occur. This is the explanation usually given for the fact
that the BLS series typically rises sharply in December and falls by a large
amount in January, whereas the CPS changes, although in the same direction,
are much smaller. The taking of additional jobs at Christmastime by persons
who are already employed, would be reflected in the one series, but not in the
other. During the past 4 years, the November to December increase has averaged
nearly 700,000 in the BLS series and about 250,000 in the CPS; the decline in the
following month has on the average been about a million greater in the BLS
series. Similarly, there may be seasonal fluctuations, possibly amounting to
several hundred thousand workers, as persons who normally hold both agricul-
tural and nonagriculaural jobs spend more time at one type of work one month,
and the other type of work the following month, depending on the demands of the
harvesting season. BLS would count such workers in their nonagricultural jobs
each month, but CPS would classify them as nonagricultural workers one month.
as farmworkers the next, or vice versa. This is frequently advanced as part of
the explanation of why the census nonagricultural series declines relative to
the BLS between August and September.

(c) Differences in cyclical pattern.-Insofar as there are cyclical changes in
the amount of multiple jobbolding, either simultaneously or as a result of in-
creased job turnover during a pay period, it is possible that this difference in con-
cept may give rise to somewhat different cyclical patterns in the figures. Evi-
dence on this point is almost nonexistent. The amount of multiple jobholding
has not been measured frequently enough to provide any cyclical data; the BLS
turnover figures, although they cast some light on part of this problem, are con-
fined primarily to manufacturing and mining, about one-third of all nonagricul-
tural employment.

2. Treatment of persons on vacation
The BLS includes persons on paid vacation in its employment estimates; the

CPS includes in its employed total persons on vacation from their jobs, whether
paid or unpaid, so long as they are not looking for work, and classifies such per-
sons as "with a job, but not at work." This difference is of importance primarily
during the summer vacation period, affecting principally the month-to-month
movements in the series:

(a) Difference in seasonal movements.-Insofar as persons on unpaid vacation
are reported as "with a job" in the CPS but are not included in the BLS payroll
series, the movement in the two series would differ during the summer months,
when vacations are important. The BLS series would tend to drop by the amount
of unpaid vacation whereas the CPS series would show no change on this ac-
count. In making comparisons of employment changes from winter lows to sum-
mer highs, this factor must be kept in mind. The amount of unpaid vacation,
though it is diminishing, is still considerable. Census estimates put the number
of employed persons on vacation at close to 5 million in mid-July and past studies
indicate that possibly as many as a million of these persons would not receive
pay for the time away from the job. Many persons take vacations though they
are not eligible for vacation pay, particularly when whole establishments close
down for a vacation period; some extend their vacations beyond the period for
which they are paid; and others (for example, married women) take unpaid
time off to accompany the family head during his scheduled vacation period.

(b) The special case of schoolteachers.-Conceptually, in the CPS school-
teachers who have contracts to return to work in the fall should be reported as
"with a job but not at work" (on vacation) unless they were working at or look-
ing for other jobs. In the BLS series, because some schoolteachers are paid
throughout the year, but others are not reported on payrolls during the summer
months, although they are presumably on paid vacation, estimates of the number
of "regular" schoolteachers are added to the reported employment figures during
the summer months. The effect of these conceptual differences is uncertain, al-
though presumably the BLS series should be higher than the CPS on this account
during the summer months.

69272-55-3
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(c) Differences in cyclical movement.-The effects of different treatment of
unpaid vacations must be highly speculative. The relative amount of paid
vacations may change during the course of the cycle, but whatever significantly
or not, is not known.
S. Other "with a job but not at work" groups

In addition to persons on vacation, there are, at some seasons of the year,
as many as 1.5 million persons not looking for work who report that they had
jobs but did not work during the survey week: persons whom Census classifies
in the "with a job but not at work" group. BLS would count such persons as
employed if they were being paid for the time off, but otherwise would exclude
them:

(a) Differences in level.-The BLS series would be lower than the CPS series
insofar as such persons were not paid for the time off.

(b) Differences in seasonal movement.-Absences from work because of illness
and bad weather increases in the wintertime; temporary layoffs with definite
instructions to return within 30 days show little seasonal variations; persons
waiting to start new jobs within 30 days increase toward the close of the school
year. Estimates of totals for these groups, both paid and unpaid, are presented
each month in the Monthly Report on the Labor Force; estimates of the number
of workers on unpaid vacation have been made most recently in July 1951 when it
was estimated that about one-third of the nonagricultural wage and salary
workers not at work on account of illness were on paid leave; almost none of the
remaining groups received pay while not at work.

(c) Occasional differences.-Important major strikes are reflected by differ-
ences in the series. Strikes show up as declines in the BLS series, since the
strikers would not be on established payrolls; such persons would be reported
as "with a job but not at work" under the employed category of CPS unless they
were seeking other work. This factor, for example, accounts for a large part
of the difference in the two series in July 1952, at the time of the strike in the
steel industry.
4. Difference in the timing of the survey week
- The BLS series specifies that reports from employers should cover the pay
period ending nearest the 15th of the month; the CPS, until July 1955, covered
labor force activity during the week including the 8th of the month. Sometimes
these periods were approximately the same, sometimes they differed. Since
July, CPS has surveyed the week ending nearest the 15th. These differences in
timing have been important in the past primarily at times of sudden changes
in employment levels, particularly those associated with holiday changes, when
one series might precede, the other follow, the holiday. Although seasonal
adjustment of the series may take account of some of this, Easter is a particu-
larly difficult period since it cannot be satisfactorily adjusted for, coming as it
does at different periods from year to year.

C. ESTIMATING PROCEDURES AND MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS

1. Sampling and estimating procedures
The CPS estimates are obtained through personal interviews with a sample

of households, selected in accordance with a probability design. The sample
returns are used to determine the distribution of the population by employment
status within given age, sex, and color groups. As an early step in the esti-
mating procedure, these distributions are then applied to independent estimates
of the population for the current month, by age, sex, and color groups. These
population estimates are built up from data from the latest decennial population
census, projected forward by statistics on births, deaths, and migration since the
census date.

In the CPS series, the relative sampling error for the estimate of nonagricul-
tural wage and salary workers is about 0.6 percent, or about 300,000 persons at
present levels. This means that the changes are about 2 out of 3 that an esti-
mate from the sample would differ from a complete census by less than this
amount. This estimate of sampling error would be 600,000 persons if a confidence
level of 19 out of 20 times is wanted. These estimates, of course, give only
the possible range of sampling deviations from the true level; the precise amount
of deviation at any given time is never actually known. Errors arising from
the estimation of the current independent population control totals appear insig-
nificant for the nonagricultural employment total. When the independent popu-
lation estimates were projected from the 1950 rather than from the 1940 census
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data, the estimate for total nonagricultural employment was raised by 150,000
or about 0.3 percent.'

The BLS employment statistics are based on reports from a sample of estab-
lishments among which large establishments predominate. Changes from one
month to the next in the employment reported by the sample respondents are
applied to benchmark totals based primarily upon tax returns made by employers
under the State unemployment insurance systems supplemented by data from
the Federal old-age and survivors insurance program. These data represent
nearly complete enumerations of employment in most industrial categories.
Estimates for the remaining segments are obtained from the best available
sources.

Although the BLS sample design does not permit the computation of sampling
error in accordance with probability formulas, it does provide for a check of the
possible discrepancy between the current estimates and the benchmarks obtained
from tax records, including discrepancies arising for other reasons than sampling.
This check is now made annually. Since 1947, when the present procedure was
adopted, the average discrepancy, thus measured, has been 0.6 of 1 percent.
These checks have been based on comparisons made for the first quarter of each
year, when the social-security benchmark information is most complete.'

Note that in comparing the overall levels of two series prepared on such dis-
similar bases as the CPS and BLS estimates, that the possibility of error in the
population census or the social-security benchmarks cannot be disregarded. The
sampling error noted above for the CPS is a measure of the sampling variability
as compared with a complete census count, using the same schedule, instructions,
and interviewers. The BLS checks for discrepancies are against the benchmark
which the sample is trying to estimate. There is no true total against which
the accuracy of either can be measured. The tax data and the population totals
are among the best statistical measures known, but they, too, are not perfect.
Probably in either series the error caused by faulty totals is only a fraction of
1 percent. This figure is speculative, however; there is some conjecture that
uncertainties in these totals could lead at times to differences several times
larger between the BLS and CPS series.
2. Revisions

The CPS estimates for 1953 were revised, after the new sample went into
effect in 1954. The unemployment figures were revised by wedging back the
January 1954, difference between the new and the old samples through September
1953. The employment figures were revised by using the new estimating tech-
nique of averaging the independent month's estimate with an estimate derived
by applying the month-to-month change in that part of the sample which was
surveyed in both months, to the final figure for the previous month. In general,
CPS procedures call for no revisions after first publication. The BLS series
are revised periodically to benchmarks. In recent years, this has been done
annually, and, as a rule, differences between sample and benchmarks, after care-
ful scrutiny of benchmarks for comparability in industrial classifications and
other possible causes of inconsistency, are wedged backward to the time of the
preceding benchmark.
S. Response and reporting errors

There are many possibilities for nonsampling errors which may arise in the
measurement process. These are coming to be known as "errors of response"
or "enumerative errors" in surveys based on personal visit, and are frequently
called reporting errors in surveys based on mail canvass. The source of such
errors may arise because of respondent inability or unwillingness to reply
correctly, because of enumerator error or bias, or because of many possible
sources of error in the questionnaire design, coding, and compilation process.
Relatively little is known about such errors, but both BLS and Census are actively
studying the major sources of such errors in their respective series, and are
trying to control, and, if possible, measure the magnitude of such errors.

1 In a few Industrial sectors, month-to-month movements of current estimates are, for
budgetary reasons, not yet obtained by direct current reports from a sample of establish-
ments. Monthly changes in these sectors have been based on trends from past data.
Necessary adjustments are made at the time of adjustment to new benchmarks. This
procedure can conceivably result in substantial error for a few individual industries, over
a short interval, but has relatively little effect on the much larger nonfarm total.
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4. Seasonal adjustments
Many of the differences in the estimates, and particularly in the movements,

can be eliminated by studying the seasonally adjusted series. However, two
notes of warning:

(1) Seasonal adjustments are approximations, must be interpreted cautionsly,
particularly with regard to annual events which do not come at exactly the
same time each year, such as Easter, and auto model changeover periods, and
with regard to erratic events, such as strikes, floods, etc., which may blur
the seasonal analysis;

(2) Seasonal adjustments do not eliminate fluctuations caused by sampling
variability or other procedural, response or reporting problems of measure-
ment.
Seasonal adjustments have not been published for CPS total employment figures
because with the expansion to 230 sample areas in 1954, the seasonal pattern
in the agricultural employment estimates appears to have changed, and it seemed
better to wait a year to confirm the new pattern. The CPS seasonal adjustment
for its unemployment figures (published) and its employment figures (unpub-
lished) are still considered to be experimental. BLS is reviewing the seasonal
-factors developed by the Federal Reserve Board which it has adopted.

Conclusion
From the above, it is obvious that there are dangers in picking 1 or 2 isolated

months to compare differences in movement between the 2 series. For many con-
ceptual and measurement reasons, the amount of change, as well as the level
of the figures, may differ; for these reasons, the 2 series may react to economic
conditions with varying time lags. It is always possible to show disparities, by
picking certain months; it is possible to show almost complete unanimity by
picking other months. In general, the series reflect the same economic conditions,
and therefore move together. A better comparison, perhaps, can be made by
taking quarterly or annual averages.

It is obvious that neither series is as accurate or as consistent with our pur-
poses, as at times we would like to have it, and further work needs to be done
on both. Such work is now under way. To enable analysts to make comparisons
more easily, the attached charts 1 and 2 show the series both seasonally adjusted
and unadjusted, for the period 1947 to date. Table A presents annual averages
from 1947 through 1954 and shows the seasonally adjusted monthly data for
1954 through September 1955.
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TABLE A.-Bmployment of nonagricultural wage and salary workers, Bureau of

the Census and Bureau of Labor Statistics: 1947-55
[Numbers In millions]

Excess of BLS
the Census Bureau of over CPS I

Date the Census Labor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

domestixs Statistics Amount Percent

Annual average:
1947------------------------------------------------ 41.£6 43.5 1.9 4.6
1948 -43.1 44.4 1.3 3.0
1949 -42.3 43.3 l.0 2.4
190 -44.0 44.7 .7 £.6
1951 -45.6 47.3 1.7 3.7
1952 -46. 5 48.3 l.8 3.9
1932 47. 5 49.7 2.2 4.6
1954 -46.5 48.3 £.8 3.9

9-month average:
1954 -46. 5 48.3 £.8 3.9
1955 -47.6 49.1 £.5 3.2

Monthly data (seasonally adjusted):
1954_January -46.9 48.8 1.9 4.1

February - ---------------- 46.8 48.6 1.8 3.8
March -46.5 48.5 2.0 4.3
April 3 -46.8 48.3 1.8 3.2
May- 46.5 48.2 1.7 3.7
June ---------------------------------- 46.5 48.2 £.7 3.7
July -46.3 48.0 £.7 3.7
August -46.2 48.0 £.8 3.9
September -46.3 48.0 1.7 3.7
October -46.3 . 48.1 1.8 3.9
November-46.6 48.4 1.8 3.9
December ----------------------- 46.4 48.4 2.0 4.3

1955-January -46.6 48.4 1.8 3.9
February ------------ 46.8 48.4 £.6 3.4
March -46.7 48.8 2.1 4.5
April 3 

-
47. 5 48.9 £.4 2.9

May -47.4 49.2 1.8 3.8
June ---------------------------------- 48.0 49.5 £.5 3.1
July -48.5 49.6 1.2 2.5
August -48.4 4 49.8 1.4 2.9
September ----- ------ 48.3 ' 49.8 1.5 3.0

I See text for discussion of reasons for this difference.
2Tentative revision.

I See text for effect of Easter holiday.
' Preliminary.

II. Di'FErENcEs BETwEEN THE INSURED UNEMPLOYMENT Snsu8
TOTAL UNEMPLOYMENT SERIES (OPS)

A. COVEBAGE

(BES) AND THE

The CPS estimates of total unemployment include all civilians 14 years of
age and older who did not work for pay or profit during the week but who were
reported as looking for work. Persons who report that they would have been
looking for work except that they were temporarily ill, they were waiting to
be called back to a job from which they had been laid off for an indefinite
period, or they believed that no work was available in their community or in
their line of work, are also classified as unemployed.

The Bureau of Employment Security publishes each week, figures on insured
unemployment, compiled from the operating statistics of the State unemploy-
ment insurance systems, including the Federal programs for unemployment com-
pensation for veterans and Federal civilian workers, and the railroad un-
employment compensation for veterans and Federal civilian workers, and the
railroad unemployment insurance program administered by the Railroad Retire-
ment Board. These figures indicate the number of persons claiming benefits
under those programs for unemployment during the specified calendar week.
In addition to the completely unemployed, they include persons claiming partial
or part-total benefits for part-time work or earnings below a given minimum.

Differences between the CPS data on total unemployment and the BES data on
insured unemployment can be largely attributed to these differences in cover-
ave. The BES series does not cover nexv entrants and many reentrants to the
labor market, workers in certain industries or in some States in small firms.
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The insured unemployment statistics also may exclude some jobless persons
who are not receiving benefits because of insufficient wage credits, exhaustion
of benefits, disqualifications, or because they have not yet applied. On the
grounds of concepts, some differences arise because certain workers classified
by CPS as employed-such as those on temporary (less than 30 days) layoff or
those with below-minimum earnings-may be eligible to draw unemployment in-

-surance benefits and would appear in the BES insured unemployment series.

B. OTHER DIFFERENCES

The BES series is derived from administrative reports and, therefore, changes
from week to week may reflect factors other than changes in economic condi-
tions-occurrence of new benefit years or quarters, rescheduling of claims be-
cause of holidays, and the like. On the other hand, they are based on complete
counts of persons filing claims and are not subject to sampling variability. Small
month-to-month changes in the CPS estimates cannot be interpreted because
the indicated changes are within sampling variability which approximates 4 per-
cent at a confidence level of 2 out of 3 times or 80,00Q at present levels (160,000
persons at a 19 out of 20 confidence level). More subtle differences also may
arise because the BES reports are based on administrative determinations of
eligibility, while the census data are derived from interviews between a census
employee and the worker or a responsible member of his household.

C. CHANGES IN INSURED AND TOTAL UNEMPLOYMENT

Over the years, the two series have tended to move with substantially the
same pattern (see charts 3 and 4 showing both seasonally adjusted and un-
adjusted data). Some of the differences are eliminated when rough adjust-
ments for comparability are made. These adjustments subtract from the CPS
figures persons without work experience or whose last job was in a type of in-
dustry not covered by unemployment insurance, and add persons on temporary
(less than 30 days) layoff, many of whom are eligible for benefits. From the
insured unemployment total, the estimated numbers drawing partial or part-
total benefits have been subtracted, in order to exclude persons doing any work
during the week. No adjustments can be made for the other sources of differ-
ence (persons not eligible for benefits though previously employed in a covered
industry, disqualifications, etc.).

The adjusted figures in table B bring up to date the material originally
furnished to the committee for its February 1954 hearings. It may be noted
that the difference between the series is smaller in years of declining job oppor-
tunities than in years of rapid recovery (1949 versus 1950; 1954 versus 1955). In
less prosperous years, .a relatively large part of the jobless group consists of
workers laid off from industries, such as manufacturing and transportation,
which are in the main covered by unemployment insurance. In periods of ex-
panding job opportunities, on the other hand, an increasing proportion of those
seeking work are women and others who have recently entered the labor mar-
ket and are not eligible for benefits but are included in the CPS unemployment
figures. Moreover, in the aftermath of a downturn, many jobless-covered work-
ers have exhausted their benefit rights or have not built'up sufficient wage credits
in the previous year to qualify for unemployment insurance.
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TABLE B.-Total unemployment (UPS) and insured unemployment (BES),
original data and data roughly adjusted for comparability: 1947-55

[Numbers in thousands]

Original data Data adjusted for comparability I

Date Total Insured Insured Total Insured Insured
unemploy- unemploy- as a unemploy- unemploy- as a

ment ment percent ment ment percent
(CPS) (PES) 2 of total (CPS) (PES) 2 of total

Annual average:
1947 -2,142 1,823 85. 1 1, 672 1, 764 195. 5
1948------------- 2,064 1,480 71.7 1,684 1,419 84.2
1949------------- 3,395 2, 656 78. 2 2,818 2, 355 83. 6
1950 -3,142 1,631 51.9 2,441 1,539 63.0
1951 -1,879 1,010 53.8 1, 513 929 61. 4
1952 ----------------- 1,673 1,083 64.7 1, 391 995 71.5
195 3- 1, 602 1, 060 66. 2 1,367 955 69. 9
1954 -3, 230 2,048 63.4 2,735 1,915 70.0

9-month average:
3954------------- 3, 360 2, 167 64. 4 2,872 2,031 70. 7
19154 - 2,766 1,556 56.3 2,283 41,447 63. 4

Monthly data (CPS week):
1954-January -3, 087 2,109 68.3 2, 766 1, 943 70. 2

February -3,670 2,371 64.6 3,016 2,231 74.0
March -3, 724 2, 395 64.3 3,164 2, 275 71.9
April 3, 465 2,365 68.3 3,077 2, 232 72. 5
May. 3, 305 2,315 70.0 2, 948 2,162 73.3
June -3,347 2 151 64.3 2,791 2,004 71.8
July- 3, 347 2, 083 62.2 2, 790 1, 949 69.9
August ------- 3,245 1,899 58.5 2,644 1,780 67.5
September - -- 3, 100 1,814 58. 5 2,652 1,693 63.8
October 2, 741 1,621 59.1 2, 295 1, 501 65. 4
November 2, 892 1,662 57.4 2,346 1,541 65. 7
December 2, 838 1, 785 62.9 2,328 1,660 71. 3

1955-January 3, 347 2,179 65.1 2,980 2, 034 68. 3
February -3, 383 2,152 63.6 2, 895 2, 030 70.1
March-3,176 1,940 61.1 2, 676 1, 837 68. 6
April- 2,962 1,706 57.6 2,637 1,586 60.1
May --------- 2, 489 1,450 58.3 2,100 1, 333 63. 5
June -2,679 1,273 47.5 1,992 1,163 58 4
July -2,471 1, 255 50.8 1,855 1,159 62.5
August -2, 237 1, 081 48.3 1, 726 996 57. 7
September -2, 349 964 44.9 1, 683 4 881 52. 3

X Adjustments in CPS unemployment estimates consist of subtracting unemployed persons without
previous working experience and those whose last job was in industry groups not covered by unemployment
insurance, and of adding employed persons on temporary (less than 30-day) layoff, most of whom pre-
sumably are eligible for unemployment benefits. Adjustment in PES series consists of subtracting those
receiving partial or part-total benefits, who presumably are reported as working part time in the CPS
series.

2 1947 figures include new entrants to the labor force as a result of the servicemen's readjustment allow.
ance program. Data for 1955 include Federal civilian employees filing for benefits under new program.

3 CPS estimates revised.
4 September 1955 estimate is preliminary.

III. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE AMS AND CPS ESTIMATES OF FARM EMPLOYMENT

A. COVERAGE

The Agricultural Marketing Service's estimates of farm employment include
farm operators and unpaid family workers (combined as "family labor") and
hired workers. These, with minor deviations regarding coverage of persons in
certain nonfarm occupations who are working on farms, are the same groups
covered as agricultural workers in the CPS. The CPS has an age cutoff in the
regular enumeration, covering only persons 14 years and over. AMS includes
workers regardless of age. In agriculture, this difference is important, par-
ticularly during cultivating and harvesting seasons. Occasional CPS surveys
of children aged 6 to 13 indicate that nearly a million may be working on farms
(including unpaid family work of 15 hours or more a week) at certain seasons
of the year.

B. CONCEPTS

The AMS series is similar to the BLS nonagricultural employment series in
that it is based on the concept of jobs reported by establishments, in this case,
farms. Differences between the count of individuals and the count of jobs as
described in the section comparing the BLS and the CPS are thus also of impor-
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tance here, and in fact, some of them, because of the nature of agricultural em-
ployment, are proportionately more significant. It is estimated, for example, that
at least a quarter of a million persons, and, probably many more, at certain sea-
sons of the year, hold more than one agricultural job during the same week, and
thus would be included more than once in the AMS estimates. Persons who
work in both agricultural and nonagricultural employment and worked more
hours during the week at nonfarm work are classified in the CPS as working in
nonagricultural employment, but by the AMS as working on a farm. The size of
this group may range from one-half million to a million at different seasons of
the year.

The AMS specifies that the number of workers should be reported for the last
complete calendar week of the month, not including the week which includes
the last day of the month. The CPS in the past has covered the week including
the 8th, and now refers to the week including the 15th. For a sector of the
economy with such important seasonal changes as agriculture, this difference in
timing can be very important. Furthermore, temporary weather conditions
can affect the level of one series, but their effects may have been dissipated by
the date of reference of the other series.

C. ESTIMATING PROCEDURES AND MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS

The AMS estimates are obtained from reports made by a sample of farm
operators, about 15,000 to 20,000 each month. The estimates are subject to
bias since the mailing list is not a cross-section sample, and differential response
of certain types of farm operators and undercoverage of curtain types of farms
lead to biased results. AMS has computed adjustment factors to correct for
these biases from benchmark data obtained from censuses of agriculture sup-
plemented by data obtained from six enumerative surveys conducted during
1945-48.

Change in employment per farm is computed from the sample reports, and
after adjustment, is then expanded to total employment estimates, by means of
annual estimates of the number of farms in each State. Estimates are pro-
vided for the Nation and for nine regions. This procedure does not lend itself
to measures of sampling variability.

The adjustment factors and the estimates of the number of farms in each State
are revised periodically as new benchmarks are obtained and will be next
revised when the results of the 1954 Census of Agriculture becomes available.
The absence of more frequent benchmarks is a serious shortcoming of the AAIS
estimating procedure.

The sampling variability of the CPS agricultural employment estimates
amounts to about 4 percent, or about 300,000 at a confidence level of 2 out of 3,
or 600,000 at a confidence level of 19 out of 20. The expanded CPS sample,
by spreading into more areas, and including more households, will reduce the
sampling error to about 3.2 percent (2 out of 3 times).

With these differences in concepts and sample design, with the sampling
variability of the CPS estimates and the unknown biases which may be present
in the AMS series, together with the effects of the timing differences described
above, it is obviously difficult to draw conclusions from comparison of changes,
either month-to-month or year-to-year, between the AMS and CPS series. Never-
theless, it does appear that the seasonal movements shown by the two series
are somewhat closer together since the expansion of the CPS sample in 1954
from the old 68-area design to 230 areas.
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CHART 2
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CHART 3
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CHABT 4
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Mr. BOWMUIAN. This statement not only outlines some of the major
causes of difference, both those founded on concepts and those arising
from the basically unlike measurement techniques, but also tries to
indicate, wherever possible, some of the possible magnitudes involved.
Considering the possible causes of discrepancies in the series, it is not
the occasional differences, but rather the general consistency over the
years which is noteworthy. For easy comparison, the statement in-
cludes charts and tables of some of the overall totals from 1947 to date,
some of them adjusted for seasonal variation.

Further progress in comparability: All these series are designed,
among other purposes, to throw light on the general employment-un-
employment situation, and in spite of occasional discrepancies, that is
what they do. This is not to say that further work is not needed to
attain even greater comparability, and to make the public more gen-
erally aware of the reasons for and magnitudes of apparent incon-
sistencies, insofar as these are based on real differences in concept.

Further progress can be made primarily along three lines:
1. By improving the individual series by more research and experi-

mental work; enlarging the samples to reduce the effect of random
fluctuations or to strengthen coverage in industries now inadequately
covered; working to increase knowledge of response and reporting
errors and improving controls over such errors.

2. By developing techniques and special surveys which would
quantify and explain some of the major differences among the series,
and through more detailed analysis of the data contribute to better
understanding of those conceptual differences it is felt desirable to
maintain.

3. By full discussion and continuing analysis of the meaning of the
data, to persuade users and the public generally that reasonable differ-
ences among the series are to be expected and are acceptable.

The Congress granted funds to start work on much of this program
this fiscal year. The results, of course, are not yet available, but in
what Mr. Burgess, Mr. Clague, and Mr. Goodwin will have to tell you
about their present and future programs, you will get a picture of the
progress which can be expected within a relatively short time.

Still further suggestions for improvement and further research and
experimental work will be found among some of the recommendations
of the review of concepts subcommittee in their interim report.

Costs of improved accuracy: How far should we go? This is
always a problem which faces the Office of Statistical Standards in an
acute form at this time of the year, just as it has faced the agency heads
earlier, and will shortly face the Congress. The question is not only-
is it worthwhile to spend more money to obtain a hoped-for increase in
accuracy? but also-is it more worthwhile to spend our limited funds
making further improvements in employment and unemployment
statistics, or to start or improve some other series?

ts you well know, there are no automatic guideposts or standards for
such decisions. We have these questions ever before us, and one of the
most fruitful ways of working toward the answers is to discover in as
much detail as we can just who uses the figures, for what purposes, and
with what degree of accuracy in mind.

Of course, uses vary, and the needs for accuracy vary widely, not
only among the users, but also from time to time. At an expected
turning point in economic affairs, attention is directed to these fig-
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ures far more than at other time; a white light of public attention beats
down upon them, and some of the resulting expectations of accuracy
seem fantastic to the technical statistician.

At other times, relatively little attention may be paid to them. In
resolving such conflicting needs, the Office of Statistical Standards
finds it most helpful to have the frank expression of opinion of the
major users of the data, and that is why we welcome this subcommit-
tee's views on the necessary improvements which it wishes to see.

It is unfortunately true that not only do further improvements cost
money, but after a certain stage is reached, additional improvements
cost a considerable amount of money.

For example, doubling the size and hence the cost of a probability
sample does not result in proportionate gains in reliability; the
sampling error is reduced by around 30 percent. Moreover, unless
sufficient resources are also provided to assure effective control over the
quality of expanded sample enumerations, the reductions in sampling
error may be offset by increases in response errors.

Even a camplete enumeration can sometimes provide less reliable
results than a closely controlled sample survey. Expansions in the
size of household or establishment samples may also reduce the speed
with which current results are tabulated and released. Both accuracy
and speed are important considerations, but how do we resolve the
conflict that may arise between attainment of these separate objec-
tives? Another type of improvement frequently demanded, that of
increased detail, particularly geographic detail, may involve both
increases in cost and in the time required to make the survey results
public.

I do not wish to leave with you the impression that I am satisfied
with the present level of accuracy and amount of detail provided in the
employment and unemployment statistics now available. Not only
would additional characteristics of both employed and unemployed
be extremely useful for many types of economic analysis, not only
do additional types of information give promise of adding to our
store of economic indicators, not only is there desire for greater detail
or additional cross-classification as analytic tools, but there are areas
in which the general aggregates now available are weak and thus at
times inconsistent.

In addition to the considerable program now under way for improv-
ing and increasing our employment and unemployment statistics,
there will be further improvements and strengthening of individual
series which I shall wish to recommend in the future.

Such improvements must be planned and introduced with caution.
To have a balanced program of statistics covering employment and
unemployment we must give full consideration to alternative uses and
sources; we must plant to obtain the maximum coordination of results
consonant with exploiting the unique advantages of each source. This
is not merely a matter of funds but also a question of planning a
articulated system of statistical intelligence.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
\fr. BOLLING. Thamik you, Air. Bowman for a very informative and

comprehensive statement.
As I said at the beginning, I will have some questions on it.. h1lt r

will reserve them, I think, until tomorrow afternoon.
* Thank you very much.
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The next witness is Mr. Robert W. Burgess, Director, Bureau of
the Census.

Mr. BURGESS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce Mr. Conrad
Taeuber, Assistant Director for Demographic Field, Bureau of the
Census, and Mr. Morris H. Hansen, Assistant Director for Statistical
Standards, Bureau of the Census.

Mr. BOLLING. You may proceed as you wish, Mr. Burgess.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. BURGESS, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF THE
CENSUS

Mr. BURGESS. In response to the subcommittee's request, we are
submitting a description of the Census Bureau's current program of
employment and unemployment statistics, an outline and a summary
of some of the statistical results secured, and a statement on recent
and forthcoming improvements in that program.

I. DEscrIPoN OF CURRENT PROGRAM AND OUTLINE OF STATISTICAL
RESULTS

The current population survey of the Bureau of the Census was
inaugurated primarily to secure a reliable general answer as to the
extent of national employment, including self-employment, and of
national unemployment. Since 1946 it has been recognized that some
of these statistics would be helpful in implementing the Full Em-
ployment Act of 1946. Another overlapping aim of the survey has
been to keep up to date the types of information collected every 10.
years in the population and housing censuses-family statistics, per-
sonal and family income, migration, number of available vacant dwell-
ing units, occupational characteristics of the population, and school
enrollment and education, among others.

The procedure used is to make a survey of a representative cross
section of all households in the United States. This cross section of
about 21,000 households in 3,500 clusters or segments is selected by
scientific sampling methods. The basic method is to select a repre-
sentative sample of counties and of small areas within the selected
counties, and to canvass these small areas each month. This approach
provides an up-to-date sample that reflects any movements or shifts
of the population as they take place.

;The strong points and the limitations of the results of the survey
arise pretty directly from the nature of the procedures used. On the
one hand, since the survey is based on representation of the entire non-
institutional population aged. 14 years and over, it covers agriculture
and nonagricultural occupations, wage and salary workers as well as
self-employed and unpaid family workers, and various types of com-
munities.

Since the basic data for individual persons are collected by inter-
viewers paid by the Bureau and under its direct supervision and con-
trol, and are compiled by the Bureau headquarters, results are on a
consistent basis over the country, except for the residuum of inevitable
errors. Results are also consistent over the years, except for oc-
casional minor modifications of concept or procedure, of which care-
ful record is maintained and which are noted in published reports.
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Each individual is counted only once, in the activity at which he
spent most time in the survey week. The resulting statistics on em-
ployment, unemployment, and not-in-the-labor force reflect the estab-
lished definitions and operating techniques, rather than vague or
"commonsense" interpretations of these terms. For example, it is not
correct to quote the figure for agriculture employment as giving the
number of farmhands, since it includes the farmers.

A retired statistician may refer to himself as "unemployed," but
he is not so classified in these reports unless he is currently seeking
work. Our definition of "unemployed" takes in all not workin but
seeking work, and therefore the census total unemployed should not
be quoted as a measure of those "able and willing to work."

The preceding comments indicate some of the strong points of the
survey. On the other hand, certain limitations should be noted. As
compared with a complete enumeration, the survey, since it is based
on only a sample, is subject to sampling variation. Moreover, with
a few exceptions, the present sample is not large enough to produce
reliable results for cities or States; in fact, we have only recently be-
come satisfied that results for the four major regions of the country
are acceptable.

Another limitation is that the industrial classification of individuals
depends, in most cases, on the knowledge of the member of the family
interviewed, and therefore, is probably subject to a considerable likeli-
hood of response error.

The Bureau has attempted to meet a variety of needs within the
realm of its labor force statistics. Perhaps the major orientation of
the data is to provide current measures of level and of significant
changes in the employment situation, and no doubt this is the principal
interest of the committee at this time. The data have also been used
widely, during periods of large-scale defense effort or of actual mobili-
zation, as a basis for estimating manpower potentials under various
assumptions.

A third important use has been to give current information on some
of the longer run socioeconomic developments-changes in age of en-
trance of young persons into the labor force, the degree to which the
rate of labor-force participation at older ages is changing, and trends
in the participation of married women in the labor force in relation to
the number of young children in their family.

Finally, the labor force series is the only comprehensive source of
information on groups of workers to whom special attention is directed
from time to time-veterans, the self-employed, older workers, chil-
dren who drop out of school, domestics, and numerous others.

A number of detailed tables are presented in appendix A of this
document. summarizing the data available from the current popula-
tion survey on matters of most immediate concern to the committee.
Various summary tables are included on trends in labor-force partici-
pation and in employment and unemployment to illustrate the types
of data available. Emphasis has been given to those subjects in which
the committee has expressed particular interest, namely, data on the
changing incidence of unemployment and underemployment and on
the characteristics of persons who are unemployed or partially em-
ployed during periods of different intensities of industrial activity.
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A careful and detailed perusal of these tables will show that a large
amount of significant statistical information has already been accu-
mulated on these topics.

Many of the tables are assemblies or summaries of monthly items
appearing regularly or occasionally in the "Monthly Report on the
Labor Force." Other tables incorporate material available in the
worksheets but seldom or never published because, the monthly figures
were of questionable significance because of large sampling variation.

The quarterly or annual totals or averages have greater reliability
and are useful. Since the present 230-area sample was introduced
in early 1954, the information is statistically sounder.

The following types of information are included:
1. Labor-force participation, distributed by age, sex, color, type

of area of residence.
2. Employment distributed by class of worker, age, sex, color, hours

of work per week, and agricultural and nonagricultural classifica-
tion.

3. Part-time employment. with analysis of the extent to which it
is due to worker preference or to economic factors, and of the charac-
teristics of various groups of part-time workers.

4. Distribution of the unemployed by age, sex, color. marital status,
period unemployed, and previous occupational and industrial attach-
ment (with separate statistics for the long-term unemployed, those
seeking work for 15 weeks or longer).

5. Changes in these characteristics:
(a) Over the long term.
(b) Over the business cycle.
(c) Seasonally.

For purposes of illustration, attention is called to a few highlight
items drawn from the tables. It is not feasible or appropriate at
this time, of course, to include a full analysis of this material:

A. LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION AND AGE

Referring to table 1, the proportion of all males 14 years and over
in the labor force (that is, either employed-including self-
employed-or unemployed, or in the Armed Forces) has averaged 83
percent or more in each year since the survey was started in 1940.
For the groups aged 25 to 54, the annual la or-force participation
rate has never been under 94 percent. The overall rate was brought
down by the 14- to 19-year age group for whom the rate ran 50 per-
cent and the age 65 and over group now running about 40 percent.
These figures of course are for males.

Additional light from a little different point of view is thrown on
the relation of age to labor-force participation by a Census bulletin
on employment based on the 1950 census. This bulletin shows that
labor-force participation rates for white males exceeded 90 percent for
urban residents aged 27 to 54, for rural nonfarm residents aged 27 to
49, and for rural farm residents aged 20 to 59 years.

B. UNEMPLOYMENT AND AGE

The quarterly unemployment rates for men fluctuated in the period
1948 through the third quarter of 1955 between about 2 percent in the

69272-55-4
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fourth quarter of 1952 and 7.5 percent in the first quarter of 1950
(table 11). Typically, the rates for the 14- to 19-year-old group are
the highest, with the 20- to 24-year-old group next.

The rates found for the 65 years-plus group tend to be a little-higher
than to 24-to-44 and 45-to-64 group, but not as high as the rates for
the younger groups. Rates for women follow a somewhat similar pat-
tern at a lower level except that the unemployment rates for the group
65 and older are very low. That is to say, at those ages if women do
not have jobs, they do not look for them.

C. RECENT LABOR FORCE CHANGES

Labor force growth has slowed perceptibly in recent years, but the
total labor force has increased by the unusual margin of 11/2 million
between the third quarters of 1954 and 1955 (table 1). Women have
accounted for most of this increase.

D. UNEMPLOYM1ENT AND INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTION

Construction workers and farm wage workers characteristically
show the highest unemployment rates of the major industrial cate-
gories, a reflection of the long seasonal layoffs and relatively unstable
job attachments in those fields (table 14). During the 1949 and 1954
downturns, however, workers in manufacturing and closely allied
industries such as mining and transportation experienced the sharpest
increases in unemployment rates.

E. PART-TIME WORK

Throughout the postwar period the majority of persons working
part time have not been those affected by hours reductions but rather
those who wanted only part-time work or who could not have worked
longer hours because of personal or other noneconomic reasons
(table 9).

F. LONG-TERM JOBLESS

A relatively large proportion of the long-term unemployed are men
past middle age and persons previously employed in the mining and
transportation fields, sectors of which have experienced long-term
employment declines (tables 29 and 31).

II. RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN CENsUs LABOR FORCE STATISTICS

The major improvements in the Census labor-force statistics since
the July 1954 hearings of the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics
are described below:

NEW DATA

1. Monthly statistics on part-time workers: From time to time, the
Census Bureau has collected information on part-time workers and
their reasons for working less than full time, in order to distinguish
between those who have suffered a reduction in hours of work as a
result of business conditions and those working part time for other
reasons.

These surveys, which are conducted in conjunction with the Monthly
Current Population Survey, were carried out on a quarterly basis
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when need for such information was pressing. During 1954, the Bu-

reau recognized that statistics on partial employment would have

great usefulness on a current, monthly basis, and undertook to develop

procedures for integrating the additional questions into the basic set

of questions. Beginning in May 1955, information on part-time

workers has been collected every month. It is published in the regu-

lar current monthly report, the Monthly Report on the Labor Force,

Current Population Reports, Series P-5T.
As a result of this change, the monthly report provides a count of

the number of persons who usually work full time but who did not do

so during the survey week for economic reasons, or for personal or

other reasons, such as illness, vacation, et cetera. Also available now

axe currrent monthly data on the number of persons who usually work

part time divided between those who prefer to do so and those unable

to find full-time work.
The distribution of these various groups of part-time workers by

major industry group is also shown in this report. Special reports

from time to time present other data on their personal characteristics,

such as age, sex, color, and the specific reasons why they are not work-

ing full time.
2. Employment status of married workers: Regular publication on

a monthly basis of the marital status of employed and unemployed

]persons was introduced in November 1954 in response to demands for

further information on the characteristics of the unemployed. This

information was formerly provided only once a year in connection

with the detailed study of family characteristics and income, con-

ducted every April. It is now possible to examine currently the inci-

dence of unemployment for married men and women as compared

with single persons, and to estimate the impact of employment cut-

backs on persons with family responsibilities.
3. Regional data.: With the introduction of the present 230-area

sample in February 1954, it became possible to make employment and

unemployment estimates for the four major regions in the United

States. These data have not been published regularly pending fur-

ther evaluation of their reliability. On the basis of the experience

since early 1954, it appears that the present regional estimates are

suitable for publication and that they will form a useful series with

the data that will become available from the forthcoming expanded

sample (described later).
Another area of improvement is timing of survey: In order to reduce

the effect of difference in timing as a factor in differences between

population survey data from the Bureau of the Census and establish-

ment statistics from the Department of Labor, the reference period for

the census survey was shifted to the calendar week ending nearest

the 15th day of the month because this is more comparable to the ref-

erence date for the Bureau of Labor Statistics series on employment

in nonagricultural establishments; that is, the payroll period ending

nearest the 15th. One result of this change is the removal from the

census survey week of the Fourth of July and Labor Day, two major

legal holidays that affected the data on hours worked during the week,

as reported in the survey.
Despite the fact that this means in some months that the survey is

conducted a week later than formerly, the processing and analysis
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have been so speeded up that there is no delay in publication. The-
complete data are released in the first week or 10 days of the following-
month, at the time of the joint press statement issued by the Secre-
taries of Commerce and Labor.

In order to do this, 4 to 5 days have been cut out of the schedule-
formerly required.

SEASONAL INDEXES

Sharp seasonal changes in employment and unemployment, asso--
ciated with bad midwinter weather, the Christmas and Easter holi-
days, the beginning and end of the school year, and the agricultural
crop season have long been familiar to users of the monithly data.,
The development of seasonal adjustment factors has been undertaken
in the past by the Census Bureau, the Bureau of Labor Statistics,.
the National Bureau of Economic Research, and other users of the.
data, but no method was ever agreed upon for official publication
because of the methodological problems and lack of agreement on
techniques. Prompted by the need for seasonal adjustment expressed
by the Council of Economic Advisers and other important users the-
Census Bureau has taken advantage of its high speed electronic com-
puter to devise seasonal adjustments for the unemployment series that.
have been approved by an interagency technical committee sponsored
by the Bureau of the Budget.

Beginning in January 1955 the monthly report has contained a chart
showing monthly figures for the unemployed together with a sea-sonally adjusted series. In addition an index of unemployment, sea-
sonally adjusted (with 1947-49 as a base) is included in the first table-
of the report. (See P-50, No. 59, Annual Report on the Labor Force,.
1954, for an explanation of the derivation of the index.)

Seasonal adjustment is, of course, only an approximation, and the
resultant figures, like the original ones, are subject to sampling vari-
ability and to response errors. The chances are rughly 1 in 3 that
changes of 5 to 6 points or more in the unemployment index from
month to month could arise from sampling variability along.

Moreover, a substantial departure from the average seasonal pattern
in a given month could cause a sharp change in the index even where
there has been no basic change in the employment situation.

Seasonal factors have also been computed for the other components
of the labor force, but are not yet being issued for public use pend-
ing study of experience with the present sample design. There is
some reason to believe, for example, that the 68-area sample-which
was the source of the information until 19 54-was not sufficiently
widespread to reflect adequately the seasonal pattern in agricultural
employment, and more data are needed from the present sample before
a reliable set of seasonal adjustments can be provided for current use.The same problem exists for total labor force and total employment,
since seasonal movements in those aggregates are strongly influenced-
by the agricultural sector.

A description of the seasonal adjustment method which has been
used by the Bureau of the Census is given in appendix C. Some re-
finements in the method are now being tested and may be incorporated
within a few months.
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QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM

Beginning with the introduction of the present sample, in early
1954, the Census Bureau instituted a regular program of quality con-
trol on all aspects of the work of the field interviewers. Prior to that
time, some systematic training and checking were a part of the super-
visory responsibilities but they had not been developed to the extent
that now is specified. In comnection with the quality control pro-
gram, research has also been undertaken on problems of measurement
techniques, leading toward greater reliability in the original reports.

New interviewers who have qualified on the basis of objective written
selection tests are given intensive initial indoctrination and training
prior to assignment to the survey. The initial training program con-

-sists of 2 days of instruction and practice work in the interviewer's own
area, followed by some home study, prior to actual work in the going
program. The first month that he works on the survey, he receives
another day of training on the job. Thereafter, if he qualifies, he
receives the standard training course of experienced interviewers
described below.

For experienced enumerators, the present quality control program
consists of (1) check by supervisor on about one-third of an inter-
viewer' work, three times a year, (2) observation of his performance
in the actual conduct of the survey twice a year, (3) group training of
the classroom type immediately prior to the montIly survey, four
-times a year, and (4) home study assignments in advance of each
monthly survey.

Interviewers who do not meet standards but who are considered
worth retraining are given more frequent attention by their super-
visors. These various controls are discussed in greater detail below:

1. At present, the program of field checkinog carried out by the
supervisor consists of recanvassing a portion ofthe area assigned to
the interviewer, to determine whether he is carefully identifying and
covering all the living quarters there, and reinterviewing a subsample
of his assignment, to check on the completeness of coverage of popula-
tion and the accuracy of reporting characteristics and employment
status. Interviewers who are found to have made more than a speci-
fied number of errors of coverage or content are given special further
training, or in extreme cases are dismissed.

The reinterview procedure furnishes a check on whether the inter-
viewer has carried out his instructions but is not conclusive evidence
of the actual validity of his reports. Differences between the original
and the check interview mav arise because different members of the
household supplied the information in the two interviews, failure to
understand questions, lapse of memory, et cetera, which do not reflect
errors in the original interview.

Moreover, some of the concepts and definitions involved are difficult
to apply objectively. For example, the basic determinant of unem-
ployment, the question of looking for work, may in some situations be
subject to varying interpretations depending on attitudes, hiring pro-
cedures in specifc occupations or industries, the status of the job
market, and so forth.

Nevertheless, the rechecks have given encouraging evidence that, on
the whole, the prescribed procedures are being followed by the field
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staff and that there is consistency in reporting for the very large
majority of persons. On the average, the estimates of employment
derived from the check interviews have been about 1 percent higher
and the estimates of unemployment 3 to 4 percent higher than those
obtained originally.

Since the reinterviewing procedure is still experimental and based
on relatively small subsamples, these figures should not be construed
as anything near precise measures of the average effect of response
errors in the survey. Recently, a small part of the rechecking has
been assigned to a higher level of supervision-the five Census regional
offices-as a means of reviewing periodically the adequacy of the con-
trol work of the immediate field supervisory staff.

2. Observation of the interviewer while he is performing his job
permits his supervisor to appraise his methods and the care with which
he applies the rules. It still does not make possible in every case a
judgment on the correctness of the information given, or the abilitv
or willingness of the respondent to give a correct answer.

3. Classroom training sessions conducted once every 4 months have
served 2 major functions-to p.ovide refresher training for mainte-
nance of a quality performance of the basic interviewing job and to
convey special instructions on new or supplementary inquiries. Spe-
cial surveys such as the annual survey of consumer income, which
require the interviewer to master a number of new instructions and
concepts, are generally preceded by a classroom session.

4. Home study assignments made each rmionth consist of reading
materials and test exercises on basic concepts and procedures as well
as on supplementary inquiries added to the survey. Errors and mis-
understandings found by the supervisor in reviewing the completed
test exercises are discussed or otherwise brought to the attention of
the interviewers prior to the start of the survey.

Experimentation with interviewing techniques: During the past
year some experimental work has been undertaken to develop inter-
view forms and other devices for obtaining more accurate information
about the employment status of the population. This work was done
initially in connection with the rechecking program, and was aimed not
so much at testing whether prescribed procedures were followed by
the interviewers, but at producing more valid reports. These experi-
ments have generally taken the form of a detailed interview with the
use of checklists. For example, a housewife who says she has not
done any work during the preceding week, may report that she in fact
worked several hours a day at farm chores or did some dressmaking
for pay after she has read over a list in which such activities are
spelled out. Since she has not considered herself as "working," she
did not report this type of activity.

Similar experiences occur with activities that may be defined as
looking for work. These limited and as yet inconclusive experiments
have raised many questions for which answers will be sought in the
work that lies ahead.

As might be expected, they indicate that the areas of greatest un-
reliability are found among persons with irregular attachments to
the labor market and whose interest in and availability for jobs fluctu-
ate a good deal from month to month. For the great majority of
persons interviewed the present techniques are sufficiently reliable.
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ESTIMATES OF SArIPLNG ERROR

Although measurement of errors arising from the interaction of
respondents and interviewers is still in the developmental stage, much
progress has been made in the theory and procedure for computing
sampling errors-the chance variations that occur because only a
sample of the population is included in the survey.

The magnitude of sampling errors is largely dependent on the dis-
persion and size of the sample. The larger the size of the sample, and
the more widely dispersed, the more likely are results from the same
to be closer on the average to results obtained by enumerating the
entire population. From another point of view, for a fixed size of
sample, the larger the number of sample counties and the greater the
dispersion of household within sample counties, the better is the likeli-
hood of reflecting all types of activities and situations in their proper
proportions.

The computed sampling error for any item can perhaps be described
as the amount of variation (with specified probabilities) that could
occur by chance between the results from the sample and those that
would have been obtained from a complete census, using the same
enumeration procedures and caliber of interviewers. Only the prob-
able range of sampling variability can be specified, not the precise
amount of sampling error in a given item at any time.

Advances have been made in the past year in the reliability with
which the sampling errors of the results of the current population
survey can be measured. These advances have come about through
the redesign of the sample itself, completed in early 1954, and through
the utilization of the Bureau's high-speed electronic computer which
has made possible the use of a new approach to the estimation of
sampling variability.

This new approach, using the 230-area sample, makes it possible to
reflect all of the procedures utilized in the estimation of results from
the current population survey. Monthly computations of sampling
variability are not available at the same time as the monthly statistics,
but average estimates of the variability for a recent period are reason-
ably applicable for the current publication.

Estimates of the sampling variability of the major estimates will
be publised, at an early date, in the Monthly Report on the Labor
Force, together with estimates of the variability of changes from
month to month. Measurement of the sampling variability of the
estimates of month-to-month change directly from the survey results
represents a major step forward in this field.

The following table shows average estimates of sampling variability
for the major employment status categories. The chances are about
68 out of 100 that the sample estimate would differ from a complete
count by less than the standard error, and 95 out of 100 that the differ-
ence would be less than twice the standard error.

For example, for the civilian labor force, the chances are about 68
out of 100 that the September estimate of 66.9 million was within
300,000 of the figure that would have been obtained from a complete
enumeration of the population, and it would be unlikely that a fluctu-
ation of more than 200,000 from month to month could arise because
of sampling variability.
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The table is printed out here. I won't attempt to read it all. I call
attention to the fact that there are 2 columns of standard errors, 1
for the standard error of the level of estimates, and another for the
standard error of the month-to-month change in estimates, which is
roughly two-thirds of the other; and separate figures for the civilian
labor force, the total civilian employment, divided between agricul-
ture and nonagricultural industries, and the unemployed.

(The table referred to is as follows:)

Level of esti- Standard error Standard error
Item mates ofnlvel or of month-to-

Civilian labor force-60, 882, 000 300, 000 200,000

Total civilian employment -64, 733, 000 300,000 250,000

Employed in agriculture- 7,875,000 300,000 160,000
Employed in nonagricultural industries -- 56, 858 000 340,000 230, 000

Unemployed- 2,149, 000 85, 000 85,000

Mr. BURGESS. In addition to being a general indication of the degree
of reliability of the statistics, sampling errors are intended as a guide
to users of the data in interpreting the validity of the magnitude of
the estimates and changes from one period to the next, differences in
-pattern among various groups in the population, and the like.

In its publications, the Bureau has attempted to point out particu-
larly whether changes in the major employment status estimates from
month to month or over the year are significant from a sampling
standpoint, that is, whether the changes exceed a reasonable allowance
for sampling variability.

Users have also been urged to evaluate the data in the light of these
possible sampling errors. Unfortunately, in spite of these cautions,
-newspapers and many other users frequently disregard sampling errors
and cite and interpret small changes and small differences as signifi-
-cant without due regard to the trend over a period of months. It is
hoped that improved methods of presentation as well as more detail
*on sampling errors may eventually lead to a better understanding of
the limitations of the data.

III. PLANNED IMEPROVEMENTS

The most important items in the Census Bureau's program for
improvement in its employment and unemployment statistics are
-described below:

EXPANSION OF SAMPLE

The major improvement planned for this fiscal year is an expansion
-of the survey sample to increase the reliability of existing data and
to permit the publication of more information than is possible with
-the present 230-area sample. The Census Bureau requested $560,000
for increasing the sample size and for improvements in quality, in
response to the representation of the Council of Economic Advisers,
-the Special Advisory Committee on Employment Statistics headed by
Prof. Frederick F. Stephan, and many other groups, some of whom
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testified at the July 1954 hearings of the Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report.

It is noted that members of the joint committee strongly supported
improvements in this program in its report on the January 1955 Eco-
nomic Report of the President. The funds eventually provided by
the Congress for expanding and improving the program for the cur-
rent population survey amounted to $450,000.

With the funds allocated for this fiscal year and the estimated
amounts required to continue the expanded operation in the next fiscal
year, it is feasible to expand the sample by about two-thirds: from
21,000 interviewed households up to 35,000 households and from 230
to 330 sample areas.

The present sample in 230 areas comprises some 3,500 small clusters
of households in 453 counties and independent cities in 46 States. The
expanded sample will consist of some 6,000 small clusters of households
in 638 counties and independent cities, in all 48 States. Thus, the
survey will be conducted each month in 1 out of every 5 counties in
the United States. (A summary description of the sample design is
presented in appendix B.)

Some of the gains from the enlarged sample are obvious and possi-
ble to predict; others will depend on experience with the actual op-
eration of the survey. The reliability of the published key figures.
on the labor force, employment and unemployment for the Nation as
a whole will, of course, be strengthened; the standard error of these
statistics may be expected to be reduced by about 20 percent.

A significant amount of data for the 4 major regions (Northeast,.
North Central, South, and West) will be reliable enough for regular
publication, and summary statistics, such as unemployment rates and
labor force participation rates, will be available for most of the 9'
geographic divisions used by the Census Bureau (New England,.
Middle Atlantic, East North Central, West North Central, South
Atlantic, East South Central, West South Central, Mountain, and
Pacific). It is also possible that some limited data can be provided
for a few large States-New York, California, Pennsylvania, and.
perhaps a few others-on a quarterly or semiannual basis.

In addition 118 standard metropolitan areas are in the new sample..
Although in nearly all cases, the number of households regularly in-
terviewed will be too small to permit separate estimates for local
areas, the established sample in the larger areas can be easily supple--
mented to provide an adequate basis for local estimates if funds be-
come available.

For statistics for the United States as a whole, gains can be ex-
pected in the reliability of the detailed cross classifications, now
available but published only as annual or monthly averages, or in.
the form of percentage distributions.

For example, data on the long-term unemployed and their character-
istics will be somewhat more reliable since the inclusion of more areas
and a large number of households increases the probability of covering
a wider variety of special situations such as pockets of unemployment
in stranded areas. It is also expected that statistics on the occupa-
tional distribution of the employed and unemployed, now limited to.
the dozen major groups, can be expanded to show somewhat greater-
occupational detail and more cross-classifications between occupa-
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tion and other characteristics--age, color, duration of unemploy-
ment, hours worked, et cetera.

Another important gain will be the improvement in the reliability
of the estimates of sampling error from the survey results themselves.
Gains already achieved have been mentioned earlier.

Program for expansion: The Census Bureau, in drawing up plans
for instituting the expanded sample, has been mindful of the difficul-
ties that arose in the change from the 68-area to the 2 30-area sample,
early in 1954. At that time, the field operations required to make
ready the new sample areas and to recruit and train the new inter-
viewers within a period of a few months were so heavy that the amount
of supervision over the going operation was reduced.

In addition, some of the 68-area design interviewers became aware
that the sample would shortly be discontinued in their areas. This
was just at a time of developing unemployment when particular at-
tention was needed to insure that concepts and definitions be inter-
preted as carefully as possible. These various circumstances ap-
parently led to a reduction in the quality of enumeration in the old
areas, and the differences in the estimates of unemployment from the
old and the new samples were beyond what might have been expected
from the sampling changes alone.

In the proposed expansion, the present 230-area sample is beingmaintained; areas are being added, and households are being added
in many of the existing areas. Therefore, the differences between the
230- and 33 0-area estimates that arise because of expansion alone
should be quite small. Moreover, strong measures are being taken to
avoid a recurrence of the enumeration difficulties that accompanied
the previous sample change.

The expanded parts of the sample will be integrated into the official
statistics next spring. Training of new interviewers and practice
enumerations of the expanded parts of the sample will be launched
several months before the information is used in the published sta-
tistics. The need for adequate training and experience for new inter-
viewers is easily understood. What is not as well known is that "sea-
soning" of the survey households is also an important consideration.

For reasons which are not yet fully understood, the information
obtained from households in their first month in the survey tends to
differ in some respects from that obtained from households which have
been interviewed previously. Accordingly, steps are being taken to
insure, insofar as possible, the proper proportions of new and pre-
viously interviewed households in the expanded parts of the sample
by the time of the scheduled integration into the statistics. In the
great majority of cases, integration will be achieved in the fourth
month after training of new interviewers and practice enumerations
have been instituted in a particular set of areas.Training and other preparatory work for the expanded parts of the
sample have been scheduled so as not to interfere with the necessary
supervisory activities required for the going operation. The various
systematic programs of refresher training, observation, and reinter-
viewing described earlier will continue at the normal rate in the pres-
ent 2 30-area operation throughout the transition period, so that the
quality of enumeration should be unaffected. Another important
safeguard is that none of the present interviewers will be terminated
solely because of the sample expansion. During the 1954 changeover,
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-the knowledge of some of the interviewers in the old 68-area design
that their jobs would shortly expire probably resulted in some impair-
;nent of performance in their concluding months on the survey.

NEW DATA

1.- Income and employment history: The Joint Committee on the
Economic Report and the Council of Economic Advisers have re-
-peatedly emphasized the need for information on the factors under-
lying low family incomes in a period of prosperity. Annual cross-
section studies of the distribution of income among families and per-
-sons, as conducted by the Bureau of the Census, have provided esti-
mates of the number and characteristics of low-income units but have
gone only part way in revealing the possible causes of low incomes. It
-has never been possible to determine to what extent these are chron-
ically low-income recipients (except for those who are elderly and
may be expected to continue at a low level). As part of a joint survey
with the Bureau of Labor Statistics, focused on examining employ-
ment and unemployment patterns over the year 1955, information will
b6 obtained in January 1956 for correlation with the income data col-
lected in March of 1956.

Questions will be asked to trace periods of employment, unemploy-
ment, illness and disability, and so forth, during the year. On the
basis of these facts, it can be determined in what proportion of fami-
lies unemployment or persistent ill health is -the factor accounting for
low incomes of persons in the labor force, or to what degree low in-
comes are due to substandard wages, in unskilled or marginal occu-
pations, even where steady- work is available.

The joint survey on labor force experience over the year should
throw considerable light on the question of the identity of the unem-
ployed in a period of prosperity, and the extent to which those persons
who were jobless in 1955 were chronically'out of work because of lack
of skill, age, physical disabilities, and other factors.

This survey will also furnish hitherto unavailable data on job mo-
bility during the course'of' a year and serve to initiate a series of annual
measures of changes in the amount of mobility in the American labor
force, which are of particular interest at the present time because of
the accelerated development of pension plans and guaranteed annual
wage plans. '

2. Multiple employment: Plans are being made to undertake a spe-
cial survey of persons holding more than one nonfarm job, or working
in both agricultural and nonagricultural industries, in order to provide
current data for reconciliation with establishment employment series
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Agricultural Marketing
Service. Such a survey cannot be undertaken until after the com-
pletion of the transition to the enlarged sample, and may not be car-
ried out until July 1956 or a little later.

RESEARCH PROGRAM

As already noted, it is believed that much of the difficulty encoun-
tered in the changeover to the 230-area sample in 1954 resulted from
enumeration and response problems. Accuracy of enumeration is not
improved by increasing the size of sample, but only by an improved
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understanding of the way in which errors may occur in connection
with the interviewing and response process and how better to control
the possible sources of error. Considerable attention has been given
to this problem in the past, but much more work is needed and is made
possible by the increased appropriation this year. This work takes
the form of an expanded program of research. The research pro-
gram now under consideration may be summarized briefly under the'
following headings.

1. Concepts and measurement: Experimental work will be under-
taken when the expansion of the sample has been completed to test
various proposals for changes in concepts currently being considered'
by the Review of Concepts Subcommittee.1 Attempts will be made'
to evaluate the validity of specific approaches, as well as their effect
on the major labor-force categories at different times of the year.

2. Interviewing techniques: Some progress has been made in de-
veloping procedures for eliminating or Dreventing response errors in
household surveys, but much more research is needed in this field.
Various techniques will be tested, some of which involve a more de-
tailed set of questions and a lengthened interview. In developing
feasible procedures for the CPS the added accuracy that might be
achieved by more elaborate, detailed procedures must be weighed
against the added cost and a possible loss of speed in meeting the
tight time schedule.

3. Research on methods of field control and supervision: Work will
continue on the problems of training methods, quality control, and
other forms of field supervision in order to insure the standard of
operation of the new expanded survey.

4. Research on relationship with other series: Cooperative work
with the Bureaus of Labor Statistics and Employment Security will
be continued, leading toward a better understanding of the relation-
ship between the current measures of employment and unemployment
of the various agencies. Limited and experimental tests in this field
have already been initiated.

I include appendixes that I have already referred to. Appendix A
presents tables which are drawn from our existing survey; appendix B
giving details of the design of the expanded sample for CPS; and the.
third, appendix C, on the description of the seasonal adjustment
method used by the Bureau of the Census.

Mr. BOLLING. Thank you Mr. Burgess. The appendixes will be
included.

l A subcommittee of the Budget Bureau Interagency Committee on Labor Supply,
Unemployment, and Unemployment Statistics established in March 1954 to review concepts
of the labor force, employment, and unemployment used In population surveys, establish-
ment reporting, and administrative records.
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(The appendixes referred to above are as follows:)

APPENDiX A

DETAILED TABLES ON LABOR FORCE, fmPLOYMENT, AND UNEMPLOYMENT

TABLE 1.-Total labor force by sew, and total labor force participation rates by
age and sew: Annual averages, 1940 and 1944-54, and quarterly averages,
1954-55

[Persons 14 years of age and overl

Annual average

Age andjsex
1940 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 19531 1954

TOTAL LABOR FORCE
(In thousands)

Both sexes - 56, 030 65, 896 65,152 60,832 61,608 62, 749 63,571 64,599 65,832 6, 410 67, 362 67,819

Male ----------------
Female --

TOTAL LABOR FORCE
BATESI

Both sexes .

Male -------------------
14 to 19 years .
20 to 24 years .
25 to 34 years-
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years-
55 to 64 years .
65 years and over ---

Female -----
14 to 19 years-
20 to 24 years .
25 to 34 years-
35 to 44 years-
45 to 54 years-
55 to 64 years .
65 years and over ---

41, 870 46, 51, 45, 874 43, 976 44, 692 45, 150 45, 523 45, 91S 46, 524 46, 851 47, 694 47,8948
14,160 19,3 719,277 16,856 16, 016 17, 599 18, 048 18,680 19,309 19,558 19,668 19,972

55.9 63.1 61.8 57.2 57.3 57.8 58.0 58.3 58.8 58.7 58. 5 58.4

83. 9 89.7 88.0 83.7 84.4 84. 6 84.5 84.4 84.8 84.6 84.4 83.9
44.2 70.0 64.9 53.7 54.2 54.3 53.6 53. 2 53. 7 51.9 50. 9 49.3
96.1 98. 95. 5 82.3 84.8 85.6 87. 7 89. 0 91.0 92.0 92.2 91.5
98. 1 99.0 97.0 94.2 95.8 96.0 95.9 96. 2 97. 1 97.7 97.6 97.5
98.5 99.0 98. 2 97.3 98.0 98.0 98.0 97. 6 97.6 97.9 98. 2 98.1
95.5 97.1 96.6 96.1 95.5 95.8 95.6 95.8 96.0 96. 2 96.6 96. 5
87. 2 92.1 91.4 89.6 89.6 89.5 87.5 87.0 87.2 87.5 87.9 88.7
45.0 52.2 52.1 48. 8 47.8 46.8 46.9 45.8 44. 9 42. 6 41.6 40.5
28.2 36.8 36. 2 31.3 31.0 31.9 32.4 33.1 33.8 33.9 33.6 33.7
23 3 42. 0 40. 0 32.3 31.6 32. 5 32.5 31.5 32.1 31.5 30.5 29.8
49. 5 55.0 54. 46. 3 44.9 45.3 45.0 46.1 46.6 44.8 44. 8 45.3
35 2 39.0 38.9 32.9 32.0 33. 2 33. 5 34.0 35.4 35. 5 34.1 34. 5
28.8 40. 5 39.8 36.2 36.3 36.9 38. 1 39. 1 39.8 40. 5 41.3 41.3
24.3 35.8 35. 2 31. 5 32.7 35.0 35. 9 38.0 39. 7 40.1 40.4 41. 2
18. 7 25.4 26.5 23.6 24.3 24.3 25.3 27.0 27. 6 28.7 29.1 30. 1
7.4 9.8 9.6 8.4 8.1 9.1 9.6 9.7 8.9 9.1 10.0 9.3

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 1.-Total labor force by sex, and total labor force participation rates by
age and sex: Aninal averages, 1940 and 1944-54, and quarterly averages,.
1954-55-Continued

[Persons 14 years of age and over]

Quarterly average

Age and sex 1954 1955

First Second Third Fourth First Second Third

TOTAL LABOR FORCE
(In thousands)

Both sexes -66,883 68,004 68, 749 67, 637 66, 697 68, 577 70, 326

Male -47, 384 48,027 48, 39 47, 339 47,084 48,079 48, 906
Female -3------------ 9, 500 19, 977 20, 112 20, 298 19, 632 20,498 21,419

TOTAL LABOR FORCE RATES 2

Both sexes -57.7 58.6 59.1 58.0 57.0 58.5 59.8.

Male 83.3 84.3 85.3 82.8 82.1 83.7 85.0
14'f ftoly-e-a-rs--------- 45.8 50.61 57.5 43.1 40.8 50.5 58.4
20 to 

2
4years--------- 91. 1 92.4 93. 9 88a7 89.3 95.4 93.6.

20 to 34 years -97. 4 97.8 97.8 97.0 97.6 97.8 98.0
35 to 44 years -98.0 98.3 98.2 98.1 97.9 98.1 98.l
45 to 54 years -96.2 96.7 96.6 96.6 96.4 96.8 96.3
55 to 64 years -88.5 88.6 88.8 88.8 87. 2 88.0 88. 3.
65 years and over -40.1 40.8 40.9 40.1 38.1 39.4 40. 2

Female - 33.1 33.8 33.9 34.1 32.9 34.3 35.7
l4 to 19 years--------- 27. 7 28. 7 34.1 27. 7 23.8 27.9 38.0
20 to 24 years - 42.6 44. 7 46.4 47.3 44. 7 44. 8 46. 2
25 to 34 years- 35.4 35.1 33.6 33.8 34.0 35.1 35.1
35 to 44 years -40.9 40.8 40.9 42. 5 40. 2 41.1 41.9
4s to 54 years -40.5 41.3 40.5 42.3 41.8 43.0 44. 7
ss to 64 years -28.7 30.6 29.6 31.3 30.7 32.6 33.2t
65 years and over -8.8 9.1 9.5 9. 10.1 10. 6 10.1

' Revised.
2 Total labor force as percentage of total noninstitutional population inage-sex group.
NOTE.-Because of changes in estimating procedure, introduced in January 1953, the.

1952-53 labor force increase for total and males, as shown in the above table, is overstated
by roughly one-half million. The trend in total employment over this period, as shown in
table 4, would be similarly affected, but to a lesser degree. ..The labor force and employ-
ment estimates for females, and the labor force participation rates were not affected by the
estimating changes. See The Monthly Report on the Labor Force: March 1953, Current
Population Reports, series P-57, No. 129, Bureau of the Census, for an explanation of
these procedural changes.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 2.-Labor force status of married wvomen, by age and presence of children:
1940, 1944, a-nd 1947-55

Married, husband living in household I

Age of wife Presence or absence of children
T otal, _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _

Month and year married
women Total Children

n ydears 35 to 64 65 years Children 6 to 17 Ndo
3 a years and over under 6 years, childr

none uinder 18
under 6

NUMB3ER IN LABOR
FORCE

(In thousands)

March 1940------- 5,040 4,200 2, 119 2,030 00 (5) (2) (2)
April 1944 - - 8,433 6,226 2,187 3, 966 73 (2) (2) (5)
April 1947- 7, 545 6, 676 2, 637 3, 964 75 (2) (2) (2)

April 1948 ------- 8,281 7, 553 3, 229 4,212 112 1,222 1,929 4,394
April 1949 - 8, 739 7,959 3,267 4,586 106 1 3,285 2,130 4, 544
March 1910 ------ 9, 273 8,550 3,618 4,799 133 1, 399 2,205 4,940
April 1951.-- - 10,182 9,086 3,682 5,262 142 1, 670 2, 400 5,010
April 1912 - ' 1,319 9,222 3, 592 5,494 13 1, 688 2, 492 5,042
April 1953 ------- 10, 998 9, 763 3,063 5,947 153 1,884 2,749 5,130
April 1914 ------ 11,209 9,923 3, 614 6,169 140 1,898 3. 019 5.096
April 1955 -11,839 10, 423 3, 714 6 517 192 -2,012 3,183 5,227

PERCENT OF POPUILA-
LATION IN LABOR
FORCE

March 1940 ------ 16. 7 14. 7 18. 4 13.0 4. 1 (2) (2) (2)
April 1944------- 25. 6 21. 7 21. 5 23- 6 4. 4 (2) (2 ()

April 1947 ------- 21. 4 - 20.0 19. 7 21. 7 4.1 (2) () (5)
Apri 1948- 23.1 22.0 22. 9 23. 0 6.1 19. 7 26.0 28.4
April 1949 -23. 6 22. 5 22. 9 24.1 5.2 11.0 27.3 28.
March 1950 - -- 24.8 23.8 25.0 24.8 6. 4 11.9 28.3 30. 3
April 1951------- 20. 7 25.2 26.1 26. 7 6. 5 14. 0 30. 3 31.0
April 1952 -26.8 25.3 25.3 27. 4 5.9 13.9 31.1 30. 9
April 1953 ------- 27. 7 20.3 25.7 29. 3 6.0 15. 5 32.2 31.2
April 1954- 28. 29. 6 25. 9 29. 4 5. 4 14.9 33.2 31. 6
April 1955------- 29. 4 27. 7 20.5 31.1 7. 5 16 .2 34.7 32. 7

I Data on labor force participation of married women by age and presence of children are available only
for those living in same Isouseholds as their husbands, ini the postwar period, the large majority fall in this.
group, but during World War II a considerable proportion were separated from their husbands bemause
the latter were in the Armed Forces. In making direct comparisons between wartime and postwar data,
therefore, the statistics for total married women rather than those for women living with their husbands
should be used.

',Not available.

Soured: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 3.-Labor force status by school enrollment, age, and sex: 1940 and
1944-54

[Persons 14 to 19 years old]

Number in labor force (in thousands) Percent of population in labor force

Month and Enrolled in school Not enrolled in Enrolled in school] Not enrolled in
year school

Both Male Fe- Both Male Fee Both Male Fe- Both Fe-
sexes male sexes male sexes male sexes Maemale

April 1940 ---- 600 410 190 3,6660 2,390 1, 270 6.6 8.8 4.2 66.1 87.9 45.0
April 1944 ---- 2, 722 1,883 839 3,5108 1,617 1,891 34.0 49. 8 19. 9 79.4 95. 5 89.4
October 1945 --- 1,442 888 554 3,418 1,5112 1, 906 18.9 24. 2 14.0 76.3 90.3 68.0
October 1946 1,2951 841 454 3, 234 1,603 1,631 2 16. 6 2 21.5 2 11.7 2 67. 3 27 8.2 219.2
October 19471 1,330 865 465 3,325 1,829 1,496 217.2 2 21.9 212. 3 2 68.1 2 83.8 2 55.3
October 1948 -- 1, 566 1,023 543 3,390 1,928 1,462 19. 7 24.8 14.1 73. 8 93.4 57.8
October 1949 1, 547 938 608 3, 300 1, 839 1,461 19. 8 23. 2 16.1 72.4 91.3 57.4
October 1910 2,069 1,309 758 3,109 1, 750 1, 359 25.3 30.8 19.2 73. 5 92.9 57.9
October 1951 1, 966 1, 184 782 2, 850 1, 570 1, 280 24.0 28. 5 19.3 71. 3 90.1 56.8
October 1952- 1, 726 1, 138 188 2,836 1, 526 1,310 20.3 26.0 14. 2 72.4 91. 2 58.4
October 1913....l 1,631 1,061 57 0 2, 788 1,1519 1, 269 2 18. 7 2 23. 7 2 13.5 2 72. 6 2'92. 2 2 57.9
October 1914.---.. 1,949 1, 231 718 2, 176 1,362 1, 214 21. 1 26.0 16. 6 67.8 86.1 54.6

I Includes employed persons only; data.on labor force not available in this detail for these 2 dates but
number of unemployed workers is relatively small for this age group.

2.iEmployed as percent of population.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

TABLE 4.-Total, agricultural, and nonagricultural employment, by sea, for the
United States: Annual averages, 1948-54, and quarterly averages, 1954-55

[Thousands of persons 14 years of age and over]

Total civilian Agricultural Nonagricultural
employment employment employment

Y ear and type of _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _
average

Both Male Female Both Male Female Both Male Femalesexes sexes sexes

ANNUAL AVERAGE

1948- 59, 378 42,428 16,950 7,973 6,633 1,340 51, 405 31,79515, 610
1949 -58, 710 41, 660 17, 049 8,026 6,638 1,388 50,684 35,023 15,661
1950 -59, 957 42, 287 17, 670 7,507 6, 280 1, 227 52,450 36,007 16,443
1951 -61,001 42,40 18,115 7,054 5,797 1, 217 513,91 36, 693 17, 28
1912--------------61, 291 42,391 18,902 6,101 1,631 1,170 14,488 36, 7.56 17, 732
195321-------------62,213 43,125 19,088 6,502 1,102 1,000 55,651 37,623 18,028
1954..-------------61,238 42,377 18,881 6,104 1,436 1,068 54,733 36,940 17,794

QUARTERLY AVERAGE

1954: 1st quarter -59, 968 41,620 18,349 5, 621 4,910 641 54,348 36,640 17, 708
2d quarter -61,272 42,483 18,809 6,842 5,649 1,193 54,430 36,814 17, 616
3d quarter ------- 62, 190 43, 227 18,963 7,314 1,879 1, 431 14,871 37, 348 17,128
4th quarter -61,250 42, 197 19,324 6, 239 5,236 1,003 55, 281 36, 960 18,321

1911: 1st quarter ------- 60,188 41,126 18,662 1,318 4,799 559 14,831 36,728 18,103
2d quarter-62,1804 41,231 19, 573 6,954 5,630 1,323 51,849 37,600 18,251
3d quarter ------- 61,072 44,175 29,496 7,701 6,009 1,690 57, 367 38, 567 18,800

I Revised.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 5.-Persons employed in agriculture and in nonagricultural industries, by
class of worker: Annual averages, 1948-54, and quarterly averages, 1954-55

[Thousands of persons 14 years of age and over]

Agriculture Nonagricultural industries

Year and type of
average 0 Wage and Self- 'Unpaid Wage and Self- Unpaid

Total salary employed family Total salary employed family
workers workers workers workers workers workers

ANNUAL AVERAGE

1948- 7,973 1, 746 4,671 1,556 51,405 44, 866 6,139 401
1949- 8,026 1,845 4,618 1,563 50, 684 44. 080 6,208 396
1950 -7, 507 1, 733 4,346 1,427 52, 450 45, 977 6, 069 404
1951 -7,054 1,647 4,022 1,386 53,951 47.682 5,869 400
1952 -6,805 1, 526 3,936 1,342 54, 488 48, 387 5, 670 431
1953 - 6,562 1,467 3,821 1,273 55, 651 49, 434 5,794 423
1954 - 504 1,452 3,821 1,230 54,733 48,409 5,880 445

QUARTERLY
AVERAGE

1954: Ist quarter--- 5,621 1, 199 3, 660 762 54,348 48,178 5.789 382
2d quarter 6,842 1. 388 4,016 1,438 54,430 48, 213 5, 754 464
3d quarter ---- 7,314 1,730 3,935 1,647 54, 875 48,470 5, 948 458
4th quarter - 6-- 6, 239 1,492 3,674 1,074 55, 281 48, 774 6, 031 477

1955: 1st quarter.---- 5,358 1,122 - 3.530 706 54,831 48, 346 5,988 497
2d quarter--- 6, 954 1 561 3,888 1,505 55,849 49,511 5,815 523
3d quarter 7,705 2, 185 3,845 1,675 57, 367 50, 969 5,852 546

I Revised.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

TABLE 6.-Employed persons with a job but not at work, by reason for not
working: Annual averages, 1948-54, and quarterly averages, 1954-55

[Thousands of persons 14 years of age and over]

Reason for not working

Year and type of T In_ _
average ota Tempo- New job Bad Indus-A

rsry Ior busi- w trial Vacation Illness Alhe
layoff ness 2 eather dispute other

ANNUAL AVERAGE

1948 -2, 751 141 121 197 97 1,044 844 308
1949 -2,530 185 101 110 79 1,044 719 291
1950- 2,648 92 116 151 85 1,137 718 349
1951 2, 680 117 103 il1 57 1,073 782 436
19652 - 2,814 142 117 68 164 1,130 775 418
1953 3-------- 2,758 167 101 96 73 1,171 827 362
1954 3,036 221 127 73 53 1,361 776 425

QUARTERLY
AVERAGE

1954: Ist quarter--- 2,289 293 93 144 45 297 927 489
2d quarter - 2,463 246 169 55 44 725 841 382
3d quarter -- 5, 580 213 152 21 82 3,980 675 458
4th quarter --- 1,815 131 94 73 42 443 661 371

1955: Ist quarter 2,111 157 76 195 20 2S4 896 482
2d quarter 2,321 116 146 87 81 819 726 346
3d quarter - 5,203 149 150 6G 73 3,474 800 491

' Includes persons who had been temporarily laid off from their jobs with definite instructions to return
to work within 30 days of layoff.

2 Includes persons who had a new job or business to which they were scheduled to report within the
following 30 days.

' Revised.
Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

69272-55- 5
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TABL 7.-Persons at work in agriculture and in nonagricultural industries, by
average number of hours worked during the survey week: Annual averages,
1948-54, and quarterly averages, 1954-55

Average hours worked I Average hours worked I

Year and type of Year and type of
average All Agri- Nonagri- average 0 AU Agi Nonagri-

cutualInds- Agui- tural
tries culture industries tries culture industries

ANNUAL AVERAGE QUARTERLY AVERAGE

11948 - 42.8 50. 3 41.6 1954: Ist'quarter - 41.1 45.5 40.6
19491- 42.1 49.4 40.9 2d quarter - 41.8 50.4 40.7
1950 2- 41.7 48.7 40.7 3d quarter - 39.5 50.1 38.0
19513 - ' 42.2 49.2 41.3 4th quarter - 41.1 46.8 40. 5
1952 - 42.4 48.7 41.6 1955: lst quarter - 41.0 44.7 40.7
1953 4_-__------------- 41.9 49.3 41.1 2d quarter - 41.6 48.7 40.7
1954 2- 40.9 48.4 40.0 3d quarter - 42.6 50.3 41.5

1 The average is an arithmetic mean computed from monthly distributions of single hours worked.
Persons with a job but not at work during the survey week are excluded from the computations.

2 Survey week in July, September, and November contained legal holiday.
' Survey week in September contained legal holiday.
aSurvey week In September and November contained legal holiday.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 8.-Hours worked during survey week by wage and salary workers in
nonagricultural industries, by major industry group: Annual averages,
1948-514, and quarterly averages, 1954 and 1955

[Percent distribution]

Nonagricultural industries, Construction Manufacturing
total'

Year and type of
average ito I 35 to i to tat ito 35to 4lor

Total ~ 40 4lr T41 41r
hours ours mre tal 34 40 Total 34 40 mrours ours c hours hours more hor hours moe

ANNUAL AVElRAE

1948 2 -10-------------- 100.0 17.3 46.4 36.3 100.0 22. 4 46. 7 30.9 100.0 15.3 59. 7 25.1
1949 2 -100.0 20.6 47.0 32.5 100.0 25.9 47.9 26.3 100.0 20.1 60.8 19. 1
1950 2 -100.0 20.4 48.2 31.3 100.0 28.0 48.1 23.9 100.0 18. 5 59. 2 22.4
1951 3_ _-----------------100.0 17.0 48.7 34.3 100.0 20.5 50.3 29.2 100.0 13.8 58.2 28.0
1952 -100.0 13. 6 52.3 34.1 100.0 15.0 52.0 33.0 100.0 9.5 63. 7 26.8
1953' 100.0 16.0 53.6 30.5 100.0 18.8 53.2 28.0 100.0 11.7 61.6 23.7
1954 2 -100.0 23.4 50. 4 26.3 100.0 27. 7 50.9 21.4 100.0 21. 5 60.9 17.6

QUARTERLY AVERAnE

1954: Ist quarter - 100.0 16.5 55.6 27. 9 100.0 19. 6 57.7 22. 7 100.0 12. 6 68.4 18.9
2d quarter - 100.0 16.2 56.2 27.6 100.0 17.7 58.5 23.7 100.0 12.9 68.7 18.4
31 quarter - 100.0 42.7 36.3 21.1 100.0 47.6 35.4 17.1 100. 0 49.0 38.6 12.4
4th quarter - 100.0 19.4 52.4 28.2 100.0 23.2 54.2 22.7 100.0 14.1 65.7 20. 2

1955: Ist quarter - 100.0 15.5 56.3 28. 2 100.0 23. 2 56. 8 20.1 100.0 10.2 68. 9 20.8
2d quarter - 100.0 15.8 55.3 28. 9 100.0 18.5 59. 0 22.4 100.0 10. 8 66.4 22.8
3d quarter - 100.0 13.5 55.0 31. 5 100.0 15.3 57. 4 27.3 100.0 8. 8 65.4 25.8

TransportationO mmul Wholesale and retail Service industries
nication, andthlter pub- trhde

lie utilities rdocoiusie

ANNUAL AVERACE _

1948 2 . 100.0 8. 8 40.5 50.7 100.0 17.3 32.1 50. 6 100. 0 24. 5 37. 6 37.9
1949 2_ _-______________ 100.0 10. 8 46.3 42.9 100.0 18.1 32.4 -49.6 100.0 26.3 38.0 35.7
1950 2 - 100.0 12.7 56. 4 30.9 100.0 18. 6 33.9 47.4 100.0 26.9 38. 7 34.4
1951 3 _------------------100.0 9.3 57.5 33.1 100.0 17.1 33. 5 49. 4 100.0 25.5 39.9 34.5
1952 -100.0 6. 2 61.3 32.4 100.0 15.9 34. 2 49.9 100.0 22.1 43. 0 34.9
1953 4 -100.0 8. 7 62.3 29.1 100.0 17.7 36.0 46.3 100.0 23. 6 44. 6 31.7
1954 2 100.0 15.7 60.4 24.0 100.0 22.4 36. 6 41.0 100.0 28.8 41.1 30.1

QUARTERLY AVERAG.E

1954: lst quarter - 100.0 8.3 67.5 24.2 100.0 19.1 38.1 42.8 100.0 23.7 43.5 32.8
2d quarter- 100.0 7. 7 66.5 25. 7 100.0 18.7 38. 2 43.1 100. 0 23.1 45.6 31.2
3d quarter 100.0 35.2 43. 7 21.1 100.0 32. 6 33.1 34.2 100.0 43.3 32.3 24.4
4th quarter- 100.0 11.9 63.4 24. 7 100.0 19. 6 36.9 43.5 100.0 26. 8 42.1 31.1

1955: 1st quarter- 100.0 86 67.7 23.8 100. 0 18.5 39.2 42.3 100. 0 22. 4 45. 7 32.0
2d quarter - 100.0 8.2 66.0 25.8 100 0 18.1 39. 6 42.3 100.0 24. 4 44.7 30.9
3d quarter - 100.0 5. 8 65.4 28.8 100.0 15.6 38.6 45.8 100.0 22.5 46.1 31.5

I Includes forestry and fisheries, mining, and public administration, not shown separately.
2 Survey week in July, September, and November contained legal holidays.
3 Survey week in September contained legal holiday.
4 Survey week in September and November contained legal holidays.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 9.-Persons at work in agriculture and in nonagricultural industries who
worked 1 to 34 hours during survey week, by usual status and reason working
part time: Selected months, 1949-55

[Percent distribution]

At work in agriculture At work in nonagricultural industries

Usually work Usually work Usually work Usually work
full time part time ' full time part time I

Month and year Total Worked Worked Worked Worked Total, Worked Worked Worked Worked

1 to 34 ri part part part ho 34 part part part part
hours time time time time time time time

for eco- for for eco- for for eco- for for eco- for
nomic other nomic other nomic other nomic other

reasons reasons reasons reasons reasons reasons reasons reasons

May 1949 - - 100.0 2.4 11.1 5.9 80.6 100.0 22.3 12.2 11.5 54.0
August 1949 - 100.0 18.1 14.8 8.3 58.7 100.0 17.5 22.6 14.1 45.7
November 1949 ..-- 100.0 9.5 25.8 6.8 57.9 100.0 9.2 13.3 65. 31.0
February 150---- 100.0 6.4 41.1 1.0 47.4 100.0 11.5 21.4 12.4 52.8
May 1950-------100.0 2.9 26.6 5.4 615.1 100.0 14.5 18.4 11.6 63.4
August 1950 ----- 100.0 18.6 13.0 7.4 60.9 100.0 14.9 17.9 16.0 51.1
November 1950 ..... 100.0 6.9 25.4 3.5 64.3 100.0 9.8 31.5 8.6 a 1
February 1951 - 100.0 5.0 49.3 2.3 43.3 100.0 12.9 29.1 10.0 48.1
May 1951-------100.0 3.9 12.9 8.1 75.0 100.0 13.1 17.9 9. 9 59.1
May 1952-100.0 3.9 8.1 4. 6 83.3 100.0 13.9 18.1 9. 3 58.6
November 1912 2..~. 100.0 8.8 14.2 5. 7 71. 4 100.0 8.9 29.1 6.2 55.8
December 1953----100.0 21.0 24.9 3.8 50.4 100.0 18.1 17. 8 6.7 17.4
March 1914------100.0 11.8 24.8 6.0 57.5 100.0 21.0 14.9 9.7 54.4
May 1914 - 100.0 5. 28.1 4.8 61.5 100.0 18.5 17.0 10. 4 54.0
August 194- 100.0 26.6 17. 6 8.2 47.6 100.0 19.4 19.1 14.2 47.4
November 1914'..--. 100.0 15.9 13. 9 -100 60.2 100.0 9.5 48.9 6. 9 34.7
February19s55----100.0 13.9 40. 7 6. 7 38.7 100.0 14.0 23.3 0. 9 52.8
May 1955 ------ 100.0 1.5 22.1 8. 6 63. 7 100.0 11. 6 16. 9 10.9 58.7
June 1955-------100.0 3.9 31.8 10. 6 53.8 100.0 13.5 23.4 12.3 50.7
July 1955-------100.0 7.8 24.3 11.0 56.9 100.0 12. 6 20.6 16.5 50.3
August 1955----- 100.0 12. 5 22. 6 11.2 53. 6 100.0 11. 9 24.0 17. 5 46.6
September 1955-. 100.0 7.5 18.1 3. 8 70.7 100.0 11.0 20.5 11. 6 56.8

X Prior to May 1955, usual part-time workers were classified as follows: (1) Those who preferred and could
accept full-time work, and (2) those who did not prefer or could not accept full-time work.- Experimental
studies have indicated that the size and composition of these groups are reasonably comparable to the
current classification into "economic reasons and "other reasons," respectively.

2 Survey week contained legal holiday.

NOTE.-"Economic reasons" include slack work, material shortages, repairs to plant or equipment, start
or termination of job during the week, and inabiity to find full-time work. "Other reasons" include labor
dispute, bad weather, own illness, vacation, demands of home housework, school, etc., no desire for full-
time work, worked full time only during peak season, legal or religious holiday, and other such reasons.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 10.-Unemployed persons and unemployment rates, by sew: Annual and
quarterly averages, 1948-54; quarterly and monthly data, 1954-55

[Thousands of persons 14 years of age and over]

Female Unemployment rate '

Year and type of average Both- Male_sexes Numbr Percent Both t Male Female
of toal sexes -

1948: Annual average -2,064 1,430 633 30. 7 3.4 3.3 3.6
1st quarter -2,381 1, 743 639 26.8 4.0 4.1 3.8
2d quarter -2,046 1,394 652 31.9 3.3 3. 2 3.7
3d quarter- 2,022 1,342 681 33. 7 3. 2 3.0 3.7
4th quarter- 1,805 1, 243 561 31.1 2.9 2. 8 3.1

1949: Annual average -3,395 2,415 981 28. 9 5.5 5.5 5.4
Ist quarter -3,017 2, 287 730 24. 2 5.0 5.3 4.3
3d quarter -3,361 2,390 971 28.9 5.4 5.4 5.4
3d quarter -3,712 2, 532 1,179 31.8 5.9 5.6 6.4
4th quarter -3,491 2,450 1,041 29.8 5.6 5.6 5.6

1950: Annual average -3,142 2,155 987 31.4 5.0 4.9 5.3
Ist quarter -4,429 3,230 1, 199 27.1 7.2 7.4 6.7
2dquarter- 3,319 2,319 999 30.1 5.2 5.2 5.4
3d quarter --------- 2,685 1,757 927 34. 5 4.2 3.9 4.9
4th quarter- 2,136 1,313 823 38. 5 3.4 3.0 4.3

1961: Annual average -1,879 1,123 756 40.2 3.0 2.6 3.9
1st quarter -2,352 1, 510 842 35.8 3.8 3.5 4.5
2d quarter 1, 778 1,048 729 41.0 2.8 2.4 3.8
3d quarter -1,680 965 715 42.6 2.6 2.2 3.6
4th quarter -1,706 967 739 43.3 2.7 2.2 3.7

1952: Annual average -1,673 1,062 611 36. 5 2.7 2.4 3.1
lst quarter --------- 1, 981 1,328 653 33.0 3. 2 3.1 3.5
2d quarter - 1, 677 1,053 625 37.3 2. 7 2.4 3.2
3d quarter --------- 1,681 1,037 624 37. 6 2.6 2.3 3.2
4th quarter -1,371 631 540 39.4 2.2 1.9 2.7

1953: Annual average 2 
-

......... 1,602 1,069 533 33.3 2. 5 2.4 2.7
1st quarter -1, 784 1,237 547 30.7 2.8 2.8 2.8
2d quarter -1,483 1,009 475 32.0 2.3 2.3 2.4
3d quarter- 1,370 882 488 35.6 2.1 2.0 2. 5
4th quarter

2-
------- 1,771 1,150 621 35.1 2.8 2.6 3.1

1954: Annual average- 3, 230 2,161 1,071 33.2 5.0 4.9 6.4
lst quarter--------- 3,494 2,245 1,109g 31.7 5.5 5.4 5.7

January -3,087 2,061 1,026 33.2 4.9 4.7 5.4
February -3,670 2, 542 1,128 30.7 5.8 5.8 5.8
March -3,724 2,552 1,172 31.5 5.8 5.8 5.9

2d quarter -3,372 2,245 1,127 33.4 5.2 5.0 5.7
April-3,465 2,343 1,121 32.4 5.4 5.3 5.7
May -3,305 2,197 1,108 33.5 5.1 4.9 5.6
June ---------- 3,347 2,104 1,8613 34.4 5.1 4.8 5.7

3d quarter -3,231 2,124 1,107 34.3 4.9 4.7 5.5
July ---------- 3,347 2,226 1,121 33.8 5.1 4.9 5.7
August -3,245 2,152 1,093 33.7 5.0 4.7 5.5
September- 3,100 1,993 1,106 35.7 4.8 4.8 5.4

4th quarter -2,824 1,889 935 33.1 4.4 4.3 4.6
October -2,741 1,796 946 34.5 4.2 4.1 4.6
November -2,893 1,875 1,018 35.2 4.8 4.2 5. 0
December - 2,838 1,996 841 29.6 4.5 4.6 4.3

1955:1,st quarter~--------- 3,302 2,370 932 24.2 5.2 5:4 4.6
January - 3,347 2,395 952 28.4 5.3 5.5 4.9
February- 3,383 2,431 952 21.1 5.3 5.6 4.9
March -3,176 2,283 893 28.1 5.0 5.2 4.6

2d quarter -2,710 1,823 887 32.7 4.1 4.0 4.3
April-2,962 2,093 869 29.3 4.6 4.7 4.3
May -2,489 1,624 865 34.8 3.8 3.6 4.2
June -2679 1,753 926 34.6 4.0 3. 8 4.5

3d quarter 2,28 2286 1,397 889 38.9 3.4 3.0 4.2
July - ~~~~~~~2,471 1,603 868 35.1 3.7 . .

August- 2,37 1,387 85 38.0 3.3 3.0 4.0
September 2,149 1,201 948 44.1 3.2 2.7 4.4

' Unemployed as percent of civilian labor force.
' Revised.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 11.-Unemployment rates by age and sew: Annual and quarterly averages,
1948-54; quarterly and monthly data, 1954-55

[The unemployment rate represents the proportion of all civilian workers in a given group who were
unemployed]

Both Male Female
sexes,

Year and type of 14
average years, 14 to 20Oto 25 to 45Sto 65 14 to 20Oto 25 to 45Sto 65

averd Total 19 24 44 64 and Total 19 24 44 64 and
over years years years years over years years years years over

1948: Annual aver-
age - 3.4 3.3 8.3 6.3 2.3 2.5 3.0 3.6 7.3 4.2 3.1 2.6 1.9

Istquarter --- 4.0 4.1 10.8 8.7 2.9 3.0 3.7 3.8 7.2 4.5 3.4 3.0 2.3:
2dquarter 3.3 3.2 8.3 6.7 2.2 2.2 2.7 3.7 9.2 4.1 2.9 2.5 1.1
3d quarter-- 3.2 3.0 7.7 5.0 2.1 2.3 2.5 3.7 7.6 4.3 3.2 2.4 2.0
4th quarter -- 2.9 2.8 6.5 4.8 2.0 2.5 3.1 3.1 5.2 4.0 2.9 2.3 2.8

1949: Annual aver-
age- 5.5 5.5 12.0 9.8 4.3 4.4 4.8 5.4 11.1 6.7 4.8 3.6 -3.&6

Istquarter 5.0 5.3 11.3 9.6 4.1 4.4 5.3 4.3 9.0 5.2 3.7 3.1 2.0
2d quarter 5.4 5.4 13.3 9.8 4.1 4.1 5.2 5.4 12.1 6.2 4.8 3.5 2.8
3d quarter-- 5.9 5.6 11.5 10.6 4.4 4.3 4.7 6.4 12.7 7.9 5.5 4.1 4.9
4th quarter--- 5.6 5.6 11.9 9.2 4.7 4.6 4.3 5.6 10.1 7.3 5.1 3.9 4.3

1950: Annual aver-. :
age - 5.0 4.9 10.8 7.7 3.7 4.2 4.6 5.3 10.3 6.3 4.7 4.1 3.1

Istquarter.--- 7.2 7.4 16.2 12.5 5.8 6.5 6.1 6.7 11.8 8.3 6.1 5.6 3.6
2d quarter---- 5. 2 5. 2 12. 6 7.8 3. 9 4.6 4.5 5.4 11.5 6.7 4.6 3.9 3.0
3dquarter---- 4.2 3.9 8.6 6.5 2.9 3.1 3.8 4.9 10.6 5.8 4.2 3.5 2.5
4th quarter 3.4 3.0 6.8 4.0 2.3 2.7 3.8 4.3 7.6 4.5 3.9 3.6 3.2

1951: Annual aver-
age - 3.0 2.6 7.0 3.5 1.9 2.3 3.3 3.9 7.4 3.8 3.7 3.2 2.5

Istquarter.-.-. 3.8 3.5 8.5 4.4 2.7 3.2 5.6 4'5 7.6 4.6 4.5 3.7 2.8
2dquarter 2.8 2.4 7.6 3.3 1.5 2.2 3.1 3.8 8.2 3.4 3.5 3.0 s2.S
3d quarter--- 2.6 2.2 5.8 2.8 1. 6 .19 2.0 3a6 7. 6 a. 3. 2 2.8 139
4th quarter 2 7 2 2 6. 2 3 4 1.7 1.9 2 7 3:7 6 3 3. 3 3.6 3. 3 a2

1952: Annual aver-
age - 27 2.4 7.6 4.0 1.8 2.0 2.7 3.1 7.0 3.9 2.8 2.0 1.9

Istquarter 3.2 3.1 9.4 4.4 2.3 2.7 3.2 3:5 6.7 4.7 3.3 2.3 2.1
2dquarter 2.7 2.4 8.4 3.8 1.6 1.9- 2.9 3.2 8.1 3.9 2.7 2.0 2.3
3d quarter 2 6 2.3 6.9 4.2 1.7 1.7 2.5 3.2 7.3 3.6 2.8 2.0 2.2
4th quarter 2 2 1.9 6.1 3.6 1.4 1.5 2.0 2.7 5.8 3.3 2.6 1.8 1.0

1953: Annual aver-
age- 2.5 2.4 6.8 4.3 1.8 2.1 2.0 2.7 .6.0 3.7 2.4 1.9 1.3

Istquarter 2.8 2.8 7.0 4.8 2.1 2.8 3.0 2.8 5.5 3.25 2.7 2.1 1.6
2d quarter 2.3 2.3 6.8 3.9 .18 1.9 1.6 2.4 6.7 3.1 1.9 1.5 1.3
3dquarter 2.1 2.0 5.7 3.0 1.4 1:7 1.4 2.5 5.1 3.9 2.1 1.6 1 0
4thquarterI 2.8 2.6 7.8 5.6 1.9 2.2 2.1 3.1 7.0 4.1 2.8 2.2 1.6

1954: Annual aver- . . I

I age - 5.0 4.9 11.2 9.8 4.0 3.9 4.2 .5.4 10.0 6.6 5.1 4.0 2.9
1st quarter 5. 5.4 12.4 11.7 4.4 4.5 4.4 5:7 10.1 7.6 5.3 4.5 3.3

January 4.9 4.7 11.0 10.2 '3.6 4.1 4.1 5.4 10.5 7.5 4.9 4.0 3.0
February 5.8 5.8 13.5 12.2 4.7 4.9, 4.2 5.8 10.5 8.2 2.5 4.1 2.6
March.---- 5.8 .5.8 12.6 12.8 4.9 4.6 4.9 5:9 9.3 7.1 2.1 5.2 4.2

2dquarter ---- 5. 2 5.0 115 9.8 4.2 4.1 4.0 5.7 11.9 7.0 2.1 4.4 2.6
April- 5 4 5.3 10.7 9.9 4.5 4.6 4.9 5.7 10.5 8.2 4.8 4.9 2.8
May- 2 .. 4.9 11.6 9.6 4.3 3.9 3.7 5.6 11.4 8.3 5.2 4.3 3.2
June- .1 4.8 12.1 9.8 3.8 3.8 3.4 5.7 13.4 6.4 S.1 3.9 1.9

3dquarter ---- 4.9 4.7 10.6 8.6 4.0 3.5 3.9 2.5 10.7 6.3 2.5 3.9 2.0
July- 2 . 4.9 11.6 8.9 4.0 3.6 4.2 5.7 12.1 6.2 5.1 4.1 1.1
August--. 5.0 4.7 9.8 8.3 4.1 3.5 4.5 2.5 9.8 5.5 5.8 3.8 2.6
Septem-

ber 4.8 4.5 10.1 8.7 4.0 3.5 3.0 5.4 10.0 7.1 5.6 3.2 2.3
4thb-quarter.--- 4.4 4.3 10.0 9.2 3.5 .3.6 4.2 4.6 7.9 5.4 4.7 3.5 2.2

October.. 4.2 4.1 8.0 8.0 3.6 3.2 3.9 4.6 8.8 5.3 4.8 3.0 2.0
No vein-

her- 4.5 4.2 10.1 9.3 3.3 3.5 4.6 . 5.0 7.1 6.6 4.9 4.0 2.8
Decem-

ber - 4. 5 4. 6 12.0 10.2 3.5 3.9 4.0 4.3 7.8 4.3 4.3 3.5 2.0
1955: lstquarter. 5. 2 524 12.4 9.6 4.6 4.6 2.1 4.8 8.4 . 6.1 4.6 3.7 .3.3

January.. 5.3 2.1 13.4 10.7 4.4 4.6 5.9 4'9 7.7 6.1 4.6 4.3 3.1
February 5.3 5.6 12.8 9.4 4.8 4.9 4.7 4.9 8.8 6.7 4.7 3.6 3.4
March 5.0 5.2 11.1 8.9 4.6 .4.4 4.6 4.6 8.8 5.2 4.7 3.2 3.2

2dquarter ---- 4.1 4.0 10.4 7.6 3.0 3 6 3.1 4.3 11.0 2.1 4.0 3.0 1.7
April - 4.6 4.7 8.6 8.3 4.0 4.5 3.5 4.3 8.8 4.7 4.5 3.1 1.6
May- 3.8 3.6 8.7 7.1 2.8 3.3 3.1 4.2 10.9 4.9 3.9 3.0 14
June - 4.0 3.8 12.9 7.5 2.3 3.1 2.6 4.5 12.5 5.6 3.6 2.8 2.0

3dquarter-- 3.4 3.0 8.9 6.1 2.0 2.5 2.7 4.2 8.4 2.1 3.8 3.1 1.3
July ------ 3.7 3.5 10.3 8.1 2.1 2.7 2.2 4.1 9.2 3.8 3.7 3.2 1.7
August- 3.23 3.0 8.2 28S 2.0 2.6 2.7 4.0 8.1 4.4 3.7 3.0 11
Septem-

ber- 3.2 2.7 7.9 4.8 2.0 2.1 3.1 4.4 7.9 6.9 4.0 3.3 1.5

t Revised.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 12.-Unemployment rates by marital status and sex: March 1940 and 1950,
and April 1948-49 and 1951-55

[The unemployment rate represents the proportion of al! civilian workers in a given group who were
unemployed]

Male Female

Month and year Mar- Mar- Wid- Never Mar- Mar- Wtd- Never
Total ried, ried, owed mar- Total nried, ried, owed mar-spouse spouse or di- ed spouse spouse or di'- id

present absent vorced ri present absent vorced

March 1940- 15.9 12.0 21.2 19.9 23.9 13.9 7.1 19.0 16.3 16.7
April 1948 -3.6 2.3 9.2 3.6 7.7 3.7 2.4 S.2 4.6 4.2
April 1949 -. 0 3.4 12.4 7.4 9.6 4.7 4.0 11.2 4.2 6.1
March 1950 - 6.8 4.6 8.0 13.7 13.4 6.3 6.0 7.7 7.0 6.2
April 1951 -2.3 1.5 4.8 4.2 5.3 3.8 3.7 5.3 3.9 3.7
April 1952 -2.4 1.4 5.5 5.5 5.8 3.0 2.9 4.4 2.7 3.0
April 1953 -2.5 1.7 9.7 2.4 5.0 2.5 2.4 3.5 2.3 2.5
April 1954 -5.3 4.0 11.5 9.6 8.9 5.7 5.4 8.6 5.2 5.9
April1955 -4.7 3.5 9.2 9.0 8.0 4.3 3.9 6.4 4.8 4.4.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 13.-Unemployment rates by color and sew: Annual and quarterly averages,
1948-54; quarterly and monthly data, 1954-55

[The unemployment rate represents the proportion of all civilian workers in a given group who were
unemployed]

White Nonwhite

Year and type of average

sexes Male Female Beths Male Female

1948: Annual average - -3.2 3.1 3.4 5.2 5.1 5.2
Ist quarter - -3.8 3.9 3.5 5.9 5.9 6.0
2d quarter --------- --------- 3.1 3.0 3.5 5.3 5.2 5.3
3d quarter - -3.0 2.8 3.5 5.3 5.1 5. 6
3th quarter - ------- ------- 2.8 2.7 3.0 4.4 4.4 4. 2

1949: Annual average - - 5. 2 5.2 fi 2 8.2 8.8 7. 2
Ist quarter - - 4.8 5. 0 4.1 7. 0 7.8 5. 7
2d quarter - - 5.1 5.1 5.2 7.9 8.5 7.0
3d quarter - - 5.5 5.3 6.1 8.9 9.3 8.1
4th quarter - -5.2 5.2 5.3 9.0 9.6 7.9

1950: Annual average - -4. 6 4.5 4.9 8.5 8.9 7.8
Ist quarter - -6. 7 6.8 6. 2 12.2 13.2 10.6
2d quarter - -4.9 4.9 5.0 8.0 8.4 7. 4
3d quarter - -3.8 3.5 4.6 7.9 8.3 7.1
4th quarter - -3.1 2.7 3.9 6.1 5.8 6.6

1951: Annual average - -2.8 2.4 3.7 4.8 4.4 5.4
Ist quarter ------ 3.5 3. 2 4. 2 6.9 6.8 7.1
2d quarter - -2.7 2.3 3.7 4.0 3.5 4.9
3d quarter - -2.4 2.0 3.4 4.4 3.8 5.4
4th quarter - -2.6 2.2 3.7 4.0 3.7 4.3

1952: Annual average - -2.4 2.2 2.9 4.6 4. 5 4.8
Ist quarter - -2.9 2.8 3.1 6.0 5.9 6.1
2d quarter - -2.5 2.3 3.0 4.2 3.9 4.8
3d quarter - -2.3 2.1 2.9 4.9 4.8 5.0
4th quarter - -2.0 1.8 2.6 3.5 3.5 3.5

1953: Annual average I - -2.3 2.2 2.6 4.1 4.4 3.7
Ist quarter - -2.6 2.6 2.6 5.0 5.2 4.6
2d quarter - -2.1 2.1 2.3 4.4 4.9 3.5
3d quarter - -2.0 1.8 2.3 3.0 3.1 2.9
4th quarter - -

2. 6 2.4 3.0 4.3 4.6 3.9
1954: Annual average - -4.5 4.4 4.9 8.9 9.2 8. 2

1st quarter - -5.0 4.9 5.3 9.5 10.3 8.3
January - -4.6 4.3 5.1 7.9 8.2 7.3
February - -5.2 5.1 5.5 10.2 11.5 8.0
March - -5.3 5.2 5.4 10.5 11.1 9.6

2d quarter - -4.8 4.6 5.3 8.6 9.2 7.8
April - -5.1 5.0 5.4 8.1 8.3 7.9
May - -4.7 4.5 5.2 8.8 9.4 7.9
June - -4.6 4.3 5.4 8.9 9.8 7.5

3d quarter - -4.5 4.2 5.0 8.7 8.9 8.5
July - -4.6 4.3 5.3 9.4 10.4 7.7
August - -4.5 4.3 4.9 9.1 8.9 9.3
September - -4.4 4.1 4.9 7.7 7.3 8.4

4th-quarter - -3.9 3.8 4.0 8.6 8.7 8.4
October - -3.8 3. 7 4.1 7. 7 7.8 7.6
November - -3.9 3.7 4.4 9.0 9.1 8.9
December - - - 3.9 4.1 3.6 9.1 9.4 8. 7

1955: Ist quarter - -4.6 4.8 4.3 10.1 11.3 8.1
January - -4.8 4.9 4. 5 9.5 10.8 7.4
February - -4.6 4.8 4. 2 11.5 12.8 9.3
March - -4.5 4.6 4.2 9.3 10.3 7.5

2d quarter ------------- 3.7 3.6 4.0 7.6 8.0 6.8
April - -4.1 4.3 3.8 8.4 8.8 7.9
May - -3.4 3.2 3.8 7.4 7.5 7.2
June - - 3.7 3.4 4.3 7.0 7.9 5.5

3d quarter - -2.9 2.6 3.7 7.1 7.0 7.2
July - 3.3 3.0 3.7 7.1 7.3 6.9
August - -2.8 2. 5 3. 3 7.8 7.4 8.6
September - -2.8 2.3 4.1 6.3 6.3 6.4

IRevsed,.
Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.



TABILE 14.-Unemployment rates by major industry group and class of worker: Annual and quarterly averages, 1948-54; quarterly averages, 1955

[The unemiploynient rate represents the proportion of all eivilian workers inagivengroupwho wereunemployed. For the employed, industry and class of worker relate to curreint
Job; for the unemployed, to the last full-time job. Rate not shown where less than 0.11

Agriculture Nonagricultural industries

Wage and salary workers

All . _ __ ~Manufacturing Trans- Service Selfm
in~~~lus- Wage Self- Un- n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~orta- ______________- ployed

Year and type of average indus- Wage Self- 'Un- ~~tion. Whole- al
Year and type of avcrage t~tries, and eR- paid corn- sale Public tin-

total Total salary ployed faminTly Total' Conl muni- and aTnii- pOaid
work- work- work- 'otl Minl Cone- Non- cation, ret all Pri- Profes- Othler ita anl

crc ers crs tlon Total du- an~~~~~~~i trade 'rotal ~~vate sional serv- tion work-
tin Ttlrable rable n oth r h Tta ouse- serv- le r

gosgoods public holds ices
utili-
ties

1948:

1949:

1990:

1951:

1952:

Annual average- 3.1 1.
Ist quarter - 3. 8 2.
2d quarter -2.9 9
3d quarter -2. 9
4th quarter - 2.8 1.
Annual average - 5.1 1.
Ist quarter - 4.8 2.
2d quarter -5.0 1.
3d quarter -5. 4 1.
4th quarter - 5.3 1.
Annual average - 4.7 2.
Ist quarter - 7.0 4.
2d quarter -4.8 1.
3d quarter -3.8 1.
4th quarter - 3. 2 1.
Annual average - 2. 8 1.
Ist quarter - 3.6 2.
2d quarter -2. 5
3d quarter -2. 4
4th quarter - 2.6 1.
Annual average 2. 4 1.
Ist quarter 3. 1 1.
2d quarter 2.4 1.
3d quarter -2.3 3
4th quarter - 2.0 ,

See footnotes at end of table.

3
4
9
8
2
8
4
4
6
7
3
7
7
S
6
2
2
9
7
0
0
8
0
8
9

4. 7
8.9
3.3
3.0
4. 5
6. 5
9.6
5.6
5.3
6.0
8.2

19. 5
6.9
5. 1
4.6
3.9
8.0
3.1
2.3
3.1
3.9
6.8
3.3
2.9
2.8

0.2
.4
.2
.1I
.2
.2
.3
.2

..2
.2
.3
.4
.3
.3
.4
.2
-4
.2
.2
.2
.2
.3
.2
.1
.2

0.3
.8
.2
.2
.I
.4
.3
.4
.4
.2
.4
.8
.2
.2
.3
.2
.3
.2
.2
.2
.1I
.1I
.2
.2
.1

3.4
3.9
3.3
3. 2
3.0
9.6
5.1
5.6
6.0
5.8
5.0
7.2
5.3
4.1
3.4
3.0
3.8
2.8
2.6
2.8
2.6
3. 2
2.6
2.5
2.1

3.7
4.3
3.6
3.5
3. 3
6.2
5.6
6.2
6.6
6.4
6.4
7.9
5.8
4.5
3. 7
3. 2
4.1
3.0
2.8
3.0
2.8
3.4
2.8
2. 7
2.3

2.3
2.6
1.3
2.7
2.6
8.0

5.3
6.3

17. 4
6.2
7.9
6.6
5.5
4.9
3.3
5. 5
3.8
2. 5
1.5
3.1
3.9
3.0
3.5
2.2

7.96 3.5
11.6 3.9
6.5 3.7
5.4 3.3
6.5 3.1

11.9 7.2
15.8 5.9
11.1 7.5
10.3 8.1
10.9 7.1
10.7 5.6.
20.0 8.1
10.2 6.4
7.1 4.6
6.3 3.5
6.0 3.3

10.9 3.6
4.5 3.3
4.1 2.9
5.0 3.4
6.5. 2.8
9.1 3.4
5.1 3.0
3.8 2.8
3.9 2.1

3.4
3. 7
3. 6
3.4
3.0
7.4
6.2
7.6
8. 7
7.2
6.2
8.0
5.9
4.3
2.9
2.6
2.8
2. 6
2.6
2.6
2. 4
2.8
3.0
2.8
1.6

3. 6
4.1
3.9
3. 2
3.1
6.9
5. 7
7.4
7.5
7.0
6.0
8. 2
6.9
4.9
4. 1
4.0
4.3
4.1
3.3
.4.5
3. 3
4.2
3. 5
2.8
2.8

3.0
3. 4
3.3
2.7
2.7
5. 2
4. 3
5.,2
5.5
5.9
4.1
7.1
4.1
3.0
2.2
1.9
2. 8
1.7
* 1. 9
1.7
1.9

. 2. 4
1. 6
2.0
1.7

4.3
5.1
4.1
4. 2
3.8
5.8
5. 2
5. 6
6.2

5.8
8.0
6.4
4.5
4. 2
3. 7
4.8
3.4
3. 3
3. 2
3.1
3.4
3. 3
3.0
2.9

3.2
3.3.
2.9
3.4
3.0
4.6
4.0
4.5
4.9
4.9
4.5
5.5
4.6
4. 4
3. 5
2.8

.3.2
2.8
2. 7
2. 6
2.4
2.5

2.2

4.0 1.8
4.6 1.4
3.3 1.6
4.1 2.2
4.0 1.8
6.7 2.5
5.5 1.9
5.9 2.7
7.7 3.0
7.5 2.3
6.4 2.6
7.6 2.9
5.8 2.8
6.6. 2.8
5.6 2.0
4.4 1.5
4.7 1.7
4.1 1.5
4.4 1.6
4.3 1. 2
3. 7 1.3
4.1 1.1

.3.6 1.5
3.8 1.4
33 1.1

3. 9
4. 3
3.6
3. 9
3. 7
5. 5
4.9
5.3
5. 2
6. 2
5. 4
7. 0
5. 7
4.8
4.0
3.3
3.9
3. 4
2.8
3.1
3.0
3.1
2. 9
2. 9
2. 8

2.0
2. 7
1.9
2.2
1. 3
2.90
3. 2
2. 5
2. 9
3.0
2.8
3. 7
2.90
2.8
1.9
1.6
1.9
1. 2
1.4
1. 7
1. 1
1. 6
.8
.9

1. 1

1.0

.9

.8
1.1
1.5
1.7
1.3
1. 5
1.6
1. 6
2. 7
1. 7
1.6
1.2
1. 1
1.6
.7

1.0
1.0
.9

1.2
* 6
8

'7

i-1

0

P1J

X

H

P..

'-3
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-3,
M
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TABLE 14.-Unemployment rates by major indu8try group and cla8s of worker: Annual and quarterly averages, 1948-54; quarterly
averages, 1955-Continued

[The unemployment rate represents the proportion of all civilian workers In a given group who were unemployed. For the employed, industry and class of worker relate to current
job; for the unemployed, to the last full-time joh. Rate not shown where less than 0.1]

Agriculture Nonagricultural industries

Wage and salary workers

Self-
All Manufacturing Trans- Service em-

Yea an tpe f vergeindus- Wee Self- Un- porta- poa
Year and type of average 'ntries, ane Sem- paid adon, and

total Total salary ployed family Total' ~~~~~~~~~corn- Whole. Public un-
woa otlslrk- work- work-y Motl Con- mouni- sale admin- paid

ework work- works Total' Ming struc- Du- Non. cation, and Pri- Profes- Other istra- family
ers ers ers Ing tion Total rable du- and retail Total v ate slonal sr- tion work-

goods rable other trade hon serv- es esgoods public holdssIces
utili-
ties

1953: Annual average'..---- 2.3 1.3 4.7 .2 4 2.6 2.6 3.9 0.1 2.6 2.0 3. 1 1.8 3.0 2.2 2.9 1.2 2.8 1.2 .8
1st quarter- - 2.7 1.8 6.5 .3 9 2.8 3.0 4. 2 8.3 2.8 2.2 3.4 2.3 3.2 2. 2 3. 7 1.2 2. 7 1.3 2 .i
2d quarter------ 2A1 .9 2.9 A .2 2.3 2.5 5.6 5. 0 2.1 1.7 2. 7 1.7 3.0 2.1 2.0 1.3 2.9 1 .9
3d quarter ------ 1.9 1.0 4.0 I A 2.1 2.2 3.0 4.4 1.9 1.6 2.3 1.1 3.1 2.3 2. 8 1.2 2.9 1.2 7
4th quarter'3----- 2.6 1.8 6.5 4 .6 2. 7 2.9 2. 4 6.8 3.0 2.8 3. 4 2. 4 2.1 2. 4 3.0 1.0 2.6 1.2 .6

1914: Annualaverage 4. 7 2.2 8.0 3 6 5.0 5.4 13 0 10.3 6.1 6.6 5.7 4.8 5.2 3.7 5. 6 2. 2 4.4 2. 0 1.4
Istquarter -. 2 3. 6 13.0 .6 2.1 5.4 5.9 10.8 14.5 6.2 6.3 6.0 6.0 5.6 3.7 6.3 2.2 4.1 2.6 1.7
2dquarter-4.9 1.7 6.5 .3 6 6.2 6.7 14.2 10.8 6.9 7.2 6.6 4.9 5.3 3.6 4.8 2.0 4.6 2.1 1.3
3d quarter ---------- 4.6 1.6 5.9 .2 .3 4.9 6.3 14.1 7.8 6.1 6.7 6.4 4.4 6. 6 3.D 5. 9 2.06 4. 3 2. 2 1.3
4th quarter ------ 4.1 2.1 7.5 .4----- 4.3 4. 8 12.7 9.5 5.2 5.6 4. 8 3.6 4. 6 3.6 5.6 2.1 4.65 1.6 Li1

1956: Ist quarter ------ 5.0 3. 2 11.6 .7 .6 5.2 5.6 10.7 15.1 6. 7 S. 4 6. 0 .5.5 5.6 3.6 5.0 1.0 6.3 2.5 1.2
2d quarter ------ 3.8 1.4 5.9 .2----- 4.0 4.4 10.1 8.6 4.3 4.3 4.5 3.9 4. 4 3. 7 3.9 2. 2 6. 1 1.7 1.3
3d quarter ------ 2.9 1.5 4. 7 .2----- 3.1 3.4 6.6 5.7 3.3 3.4 3.2 2.2 3.6 3.4 4.6 1. 9 4. 2 1. 5 .8

' Includes forestry and fisheries not shown separately.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

2 Revised.
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TABLE 15.-Unemployment rates by major occupation group and sex: Annual and quarterly averages, 1948-64; quarterly averages, 1955
fThe unemployment rate represents the proportion of all civilian workers with a given occupation who were unemployed. For the employed, occupation relates to current job; for

the unemployed, to the last full-time job. Rate not shown where less than 0.1]

* ~~~~~~~~Profes- Managers, CrfseO~vsService Farm Laborers.
sional, Fames officials, Cledrial' erftmen, an Prvt

Year landd type of average Total ehnia adfrm and pro- and kin- Sales ford workfod: ersxceoeptxcp

kid anred faligrs prietors, dred workers kand , kindred hoshadexet d farm and
kindred emcept workerkindred wres workers private foremen mine

workers farmwokr wres

4.8
4.3
5.3
5.1
4.6
6.1
6. 1
6.f6
6.6
7. 1
6.8
7.6
7. 1
7.4
4.8
4.3
8.2
4.6
4.2
3.2
3-7
3.8
3. 6
4.3
3.0
3. 6
3.8,
3.9
3.2
5.2
4.4
5.6
6.3
4.5
5.8
6.2
4.9

BOTH SEXES

1948: Annual average
1st quarter
2d quarter .
3d quarter ::
4th quarter

1949: Annual average.
1st quarter .:
2d quarter .
3d quarter
4th quarter .

1980: Annual average .
Ist quarter
2d quarter
3d quarter .
4th quarter .

1961: Annual average .
Ist quarter .
2d quarter .
3d quarter
4th quarter

1962: Annual average
Ist quarter --
2d quarter-
3d quarter
4th quarter .

1953:1 Annual average -
Ist quarter .
2d quarter-
4th quarter -

1954: Annual average .
lst quarter-
2d quarter
3d quarter-
4th quarter

1956: Ist quarter
2d quarter .
3d quarter .

3.0
3.4
3.4
2.9
2.5
5.1
4.2
4.8
6. 7
5.6
4.9
7.1
5.4
4. 4
2.8,
2.9
3.9
2.7
2. '
2.4
2.5
3.2
2.5'
2.6'
1.9
2.41
2.9O'
2. 5
1.9
4.9
4.7
1.2

4.6
4.2
6.1
4-3
3. 1

1.7
1.6
1.51
2.2.
1.6.
1.9;
1.4
1.3
2.7
2.1
2.2
2. 7
2.2
2.65
1.85.
1. 6,
1.8.
1.4:
1.6
1.2:
1.0
1.1,
-7

1. 1
1.2.
.9.

1.0
.8
.8

1.6
1.7
1.3
1.5
1.7
1. 1:

.:9

0.2
.2
.2
.1
.2
.2
.3
.2
.3
. I
.3
.6
.3
.3
.2

.3

.8
.2
.1
.32
.4
.2
.1
.1I
.2
-4

.1
.3
.4
.9
.2
.2
.2

1.0
-3
.1I

1.0
1.1
.9
.8

1.4
1.5
1.2
1.4
1.8
1.6
1.6
2.2
1.7
1.3
1.3
1.0
1.6
.7
.7
.9
.7
.8.
.4,
.7i
.7,

1.2
1.0
.7'

1.2
1.1,
'1.86!
1. 1
1.3
1.2
1.3
I.6

See footnotes at end of table.

2.3
2.4
2.3
2. 6
1.9
3.8
2.7'
3.5.
4.7'
4.3
3.4
4. 4
J. 5
3. 4
2. 4
2.1
2. 6
1.9
2.1
2.1
1. 8.
1.6
16

2.2!
1 7,
1:6
1.7
1 8!

I301 3 GI
3 21
29 O
3.3
3.2
2.6
1.9

3.4
3.9
3.3
3.8
2.6
3.5
3.3
6.4I

4.01
3.2 .
4.0
5.6
4.0
3.9
2.7
2.8
3. 5
2.9'
2. 4
2.7
2.1
3.1
1.7:
3.3
1.9.
2. 1,
1.7,
2.9,
1.81
3.7
3.6
4.1
3. 7
3.4
3.5
2.2
2.4

2.9
3. 7
3.3
2.4
2.2
5.9
6. 6
6.9
6.1
6.2
5.6
9.3
6.9
4.0
2.6
2.6
3.6
2.2
2.5
2.1
2.4
3.9
2.7
1.9
1.2
2.6,
3. 6
2.7
1. 7;
4.9
4.7
6.1
4.1
4.6
5.7
5.3
2.6

4. 1
4.0
5.2
.3.8
3.3
&' 0

5 8.
71 6.1 7.68
9.7
9.2
6.8
8.8
7.8
6.6
3. 9
4.3
5.4
4.2

I3. 5
4.0
3.9
5.0
3.9
3.9
2. 6
3.2.
3.9

I3.1
2.6

I 7.6:
.7.1

.. 9 01

7.8
6.6
7.9
6.4

1 4.7

3.2
2. 6
2.5
3.9
3. 7
6.2
3.8
4.4
6.8
5.9
6. 6
6.7
4.7
6.4
4.4
3.8
3. 4
3. 5
4.8
3.6
3.2
2.3
3.0
4.4
2. 7
2.5
2.8
2.3
2.3
6.0
4.8
4.0
5.8
5.4
4.6
3.3
5.6

2.3
5.6
2. 4
1.2
1.3
3.9
7.1
3.4
2.8
3.5,
5.0

14.9
5.4
2.8
1.8
2.1
5.2
1.8,
1.3
1.2
2.3
3. 7
3.3
2.0

.8'
2.5
4.8,
2.2
1.3.

. 4.2

4.8,
3.12. 1

9.0
4.6
2.5

IV
7-5
9.2

49 :07.2

12.9
11.9 9
12.6
12 4

11 7
19 9
14 3

b.4 L-
6-6 6

4 16.8 . e
5.2

8.6
6.3 '
4.-4

10.7 W
12.1
12.2
10.2
8.4

14 5
11.4
7.6 ;



TABLE 15.-Unemvloyment rates by major occupation group and sex: Annual and quarterly averages, 1948-54; quarterly averages, 1955-Con. -t

Profes- Managers,Crfse oea Srie F m Lbrr,
sional, ramr fficials, Clerical Coraftmen, Oprtives Private Sorervie Fam Lboes

.1.1, Farmers 0 d ~~~~~~~~~~~wokeslaborers except
Year and type of average Toaforemefr adpr- ad i- Sa n, andeol P

Toa ehiaand prieo-s anedkn Salkers ad kindred hueodexcep and farm and
an a pneargrerwrkrs kindred wres workers private foremen mine

kindred maaesexcept workers workers wreehousehold
workers farm

MALE

1948: Annual average
Ist quarter
2d quarter-
3d quarter-
4th quarter

1949: Annual average
1st quarter

2d quarter
3d quarter-
4th quarter

1950: Annual average
1st quarter
2d quarter-
3d quarter-
4th quarter

1951: Annual average
Ist quarter .
2d quarter-
3d quarter-
4th quarter .

1952: Annual average
Ist quarter .
2d quarter
3d quarter
4th quarter-

1953:1 Annual average
1st quarter
2d quarter .
4th quarter 2

1954: Annual average
Ist quarter .
2d quarter .
3d quarter .
4th quarter-

1955: 1st quarter
2d quarter .
3d quarter .

3. 0
3.5
3.4
2.7
2.4
5.2
4.5
4.9
5.7
5.6
4.9
7.3
5.7
4.2
2.5
2. 5
3.7
2.3
2.2
2.0
2.4
3. 1
2.3
2.4
1. 5
2.4
3.0
2.4
1.8
4.7
4.7
5.1
4.4
4. 1
5. 5
4.7
2.9

1.5
1.5
1.3
1.8
1. 2
1.8
1.4
1.2
2.3
2.1
2.1
2.4
2.7
2.0
1.3
1.3
1.6
1.3
1.1
1. 1
1.0
1.0
.8

1.0
1.2
.7
.9
.6
1.6

1. 5
1.4
1.2
1.5
1.8
1.0
.9
.8

.2

.2

.2

.1

.2

.2

.3

.2

.3
.1
.4
.6
.3
.3
.3
.3
.4
.5
..2
.1
.2
.4
.2
.1I
.1
.2
.4
.1I
-3
-4
.90
..2
.2
.2

1.0
.3
.1I

1. 1
1.1
.9
.8

1.4
1.6
1.3
1.6
1.8,
1.7
1.7
2.4
1.9
1.3
1.3
1.0
1. 5
.8
.7
.8
.6

1.0
.4
.5
.6

1.0
1.4
1.0
.8

1. 2
1. 1
1.5
1. 1
1. 1
1.2
1.4
.7

2.6
3.5
2.5
2.6
1.9
4.3
3.4
4.5
5.3
3.9
4.0
5.0
4.4
4.5
2. 1
2.0
2.1
2.0
1.6
2.2
1. 8
2.0
1.3
2. 1
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.8
1.3
3.6
2.9
3.9
3.3
4. 1
3.9
3.0
2.1

3.0
3.2
3. 1
2.9
2.6
3.1
2.9
3.5
3.0
2.9
3. 2
3.8
3.5
3.6
1.9
2.0
2.2
2.0
1.6
2.3
1.9
2.0
1.6
2.6
1.5
1.6
1. 2
2.4
1.2
2.9
2.7
2.8
3.3
2.8
2.4
1.9
1.9

2.9
3.7

2.2
5.9
5.6
5.9
6.1
6.2
5.6

7.0
3.9
2.5
2.5
3.6
2.1
2.4
2.1
2.3
3.8
2.7
1.9
1.1
2.6
3.5
2. 7
1.6
4.8
4.6
6.1
4.1
4. 5
5.7
5.3
2.7

3.6
3.6
4.6
3.3
3. 1
7.5
5.1
6.7
8.4
9.8
6.0
7.9
7.1
5.8
3. 2
3.3
4.7
2.9
2.9
2.5
3. 2
4.1
3.0
3.6
2.0
3.0
3.4
3.0
2.5
6.8
6.3
7.7
7.3
6.0
7.3
6.7
4.1

4.4
9.7
2.2
3.4
3.4

11. 6
16.5

3. 2
17.4
9.0

12.0
19.1
12.1

7. 1
9.5
3.9

7.65
3.6

1.8
5.6
5.0

6.7
9.1
7.1

6.8

3.
6.0

19. 2

18.6
5.6
7.7

5.0
4.7
5.9
5.2
4.2
6.3
5.0
5.8
7.4
6.8
6.7
7.0
7.9
8.1
3.6
4.0
5.2
4. 2
4.0
2.6
3.3
2.5
3.6
4.2
2.9
3.8
4.0
4.5
2.7
4.7,
3.9t
5.2
5.6
4.0.
5.9,
6.0.
4.7

3.2
7.1
2.8
1.6
2.0
8 .0
8. 7
4.2
3.9
4.3
6.6

17.4
6.7
3.5
2.6
2.9
6.2
2. 1
1.8
2.0
3.1
4.7
4.4
2.7
1.2
3.4
5.9
2. 7
1.9
5.3
9.6
6. 1
4.2
2.4
9.8
6. 2
3.4

7.6 z
9.4 ,
9.1 94
7.2 2
4.9 H

12.6
11.9
12.4
13.8 tv
12. 1
11.4 <
19.4
13.9 M

6.4 e
5.6 N
9.4 0

38 P

8:1
6.7
5.3
3.9
60
86

5.2
45 1

10.7
12.3 )
12.2 01
10.0
8.5

14.7
11. 5
7.7

M



FEMALE

1948: Annual average --- 3.1 2.1 ------- 9 2.1 4.1 2.1 5.2 3.1 4.6 .6 5.3
1st quarter --.... 2.9 L.7 ------- 9 1. 7 4.9 3. 5 4.9 2.1 3.7 .8 3.4
2d quarter ------ 3.4 1.9 ------- I. 2.2 3.5-------- 6.8 2.5 4. 5 LI3 3. 7
3d quarter-------- 3.5 2.9 ------- .3 2.6 5.1 3. 6 5.2 4.0 4.9 .6 8.9
4th quarter ------- 2. 7 2.2 ------- 1.1 1EQ 2.7 L.4 4.0 3.8 5.1 .3 £.8

1949: Anunual average £--- 48 2. 1 ------- 9 3. 5 4.1 5. 4 9.2 4.6 5.9 LI 15.2
Ist quarter _:----- 3.6 1. 5 ------- 6 2.2 3.9 1. 5 6. 6 2.8 5.2 2. 5 13.8 ~
2d quarter ------- 4.5 1. 5 ------- 3 2.9 3.3 6.8 9.5 4. 5 5.4 1E219
3d quarter ------- 5.5 3.3 ------- 14 4.3 5.6 9.4 12.9 5. 7 5. 4 [.2 8
4th quarter ------- 5.0 2. 1 Li------ 1 4. 6 3. 6 4. 6 7.8 5.6 7. 6 2.3 18.2 s

1910: Annual average --- 4.8 2.4 .4 [.0 3.0 5. 4 4. 6 8.7 S. 1 6.9 [.5 21E5
Ist quarter -~----- 6. 6 3.2 Li Li. 4.0 8.5 5.4 1L.2 5.8 8.3 5. 5 35.4 .
2d quarter £------ .6 1.4 ------- .8 2.8 4. 7 1. 1 9.4 £.0 6.2 1ES 30.'63d quarter ------- 4. 7 3.3 -[------ 0 2.7 4.4 0.90 8.8 6.3 6. 7 [.370
4th quarter ------- 3. 6 1.8 Li------ 1 2.6 4.0 4. 6 5. 5 4.3 6.4 .671

3951: Annual average - . 3.6 E9 .5 Li 2.2 4.2 3.6 6. 6 3.9 4. 7 ..58.
Ist quarter ------ 4.2 2. 1 ------- 2.1 2. 7 5. 4 5.8 7.1 3. 5 5.3 LI3 15.5
2d quarter ------- 3. 5 1.6 ------- .2 1L9 4. 5 2.8 7.0 3.4 at1 1.0 3.8
3d quarter ------- 3.2 2.4 ------- .7 2.3 3.7 3.8 £.9 4.8 £.4 .4 4:84th quarter ------ 3.4 ES5 1.0 1L6 2.0 3.4 2.2 7.6 3.6 3.9 .1 1

1952: Annual average --- 2.9 .I ------ .8 [.8 3.4 4.4 8.85 3.2 £.1 .7 5. 7
Ist quarter ------ 3. 4 [.4 ------- L------- 14 6.0 6.85 7. 2 2.3 5.3 1[2 10.6
2d quarter ------- 2.8 .6 ------- .4 1.7 1L9 2. 4 6.2 3.0 3.6 .3 8
3d t'uarter - ------ 2.9 LI3 ------- 14 Lb 4.2. 3.4 4.7 4.6 £.5 .814
4th quarter - --- - 2.5 14 ------- 13 2.3 2.5 4.3 3.9 2.7 3.2 .3 1.8

1953:1'Annual average 2 --- 2.4 1.1I------ .5 1. 7 3. 1 3. 7 3.7 2.4 3.4 .970
Ist quarter ------ 2.6 L.I ------ .2 [.6 2.6 3.8 4.9 2. 6 3. 5 LS6 0.
2d quarter - ------ 2.3 El 1-L----- .I 1. 6 3. 7 2.2 3.4 2.2 3. 1 1.0 6.9 r
4th quarter 2 .... 2.2 El1------- .2 2.0 2. 7 4.9 2.9 2.3 3. 6 .5 3. 7 0

1954: Annual average --- 6. 4 1.7 .8 LS 2.8 4.9 0.3 9. 7 6. 0 5.8 2.3 9.7
1st quarter ------ 6. 4 2.4 1.3 [.0 3.0 5. 0 7.9 9. 1 £.9 5.0 8.8 4:3
2d quarter ------- 5.3 [4 ------- 1.4 2.8 6.2 5. 6 12. 1 4.0 6.1 1.8 iLO 6 M
3d quarter- 4.6 [.4 -LI----- 2.06 4.3 3.0 9.3 5.8 7.0 1E4 17.1 Z4th quarter----- - £- .6 1. 6 ------- 2.1 2.8 £.3 7. 6 8.0 5.2 5.0 1. 5 6.3

1956: 1st quarter £------ 49 1.3 ------- 13 2.9 5.2 £.1 9.4 £.2 5. 7 6.3 5. 7
2d quarter £---- 43 1. 4 ------- 4 2.4 2.6 3.2 8. 1 3.3 6.4 1.6 7.1 (1
3d quarter - ------ 3.4 El I.------ 4 L.8 3.2 2.4 6. 4 5.6 5.2 LI 3.9

' Data for 3d quarter 1953 not available; annual average based on 3 quarterly months NOTE.-Occupational data tabulated only for 1st. month o each quarter: January,
only. April, July, andi October.

ItRevised, Source: Current Population Survey, Blureau of the Census.

-J



74 EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS

TABLE 16.-Duration of unemployment: Annual and quarterly averages, 1948-54;
quarterly and monthly data, 1954 and 1955

Duration of unemployment Percent distribution

Total Duration of tion of
Year and type of unem- Total unemployment unem-

average ployed Under 5 5 to 14 15 and unem- -_______y-_

persons weeks weeks over ployedply
per- Un- 5 to 15 ment I
sons der 5 14 and (weeks)

weeks weeks over

1948: Annual average 2,084,000 1,087,000 609,000 309,000 100.0 52.7 32.4 15.0 8.6
1st quartsr ------ 2,381,000 5 1,37,000 911,000 333,000 103.0 47.8 38.3 14.0 8.7
2d quarter -- 2,046,000 1,003,000 603,000 370.000 100.0 52. 1 29.5 18.5 9.2
3d quarter -- 2,022,000 1,146.000 602,000 277,000 100.0 56.7 29.8 13.7 8.4
4th quarter -- 1,805,000 1,0019000 560,000 245,000 100.0 51.5 31.0 13.6 8.1

qur er 1,i3100.0,°° 17oo 32~~o ~° 449 33 3°10.09 8

1949: Annual average 3,393.000 1,517,000 1,195,000 683,000 103.2 20.1
1st quarter -- 3017,000 1,40,9000 1,188.000 421,000 100.0 46.7 30.4 14.0 8.4
2d quarter ----- 3.361,000 1,520,000 1,142,000 089,000 100.0 45. 5 34.0 20.5 9. 7
3d quarter -- 3712,000 1,559,000 1,340,000 6 814,000 100.0 42.0 36.1 21.9 10.8
4t quarter - - 3,491000 1,574,000 1, 107 000 811,000 100.0 45.1 31.7 23.2 11.1

1950: Annual average. 3,142,000 1,307,000 1,055,000 782,000 100.0 41. 6 33.0 24.9 12.1
1st quarter -- 4.429000 1,158,000 1,772,000 1,060, 000 100.0 35.0 40.0 24.1 12.0
2d quarter -- 3,319,000 1,296,000 979,000 1,044,000 100.0 30.0 29.5 31.5 13.4
3d quarter -2,685000 1,224,000 815,000 606.000 100.0 41.6 31.9 22.6 11.8
4th quarter-- 2136,000 1, 116,000 612,000 410,000 100.0 52.2 28.7 19.2 10.9

1951: Annual averageM-.. 1,879,000 1.003,000 574,000 303,000 100.0 53.4 30.5 16. 1 9.7
1st quartr -- 2,352,000 1,05, 000M 840,000 440,000 100.0 45.3 3 .7 19. 1 10.7
3d quarter -- , 778000 068,000 400,000 321,000 100.0 54.4 27.6 18. 1 10. 1

3d quarterr--- 2 14,60000 909,000 467,000 215,000 100.0 59.5 27.8 12.8 8. 7
4th quarter ----- 1, 706,000 9709 000 101,000 227, 000 100.0 57.4 29.4 13.3 0.0

1912: Annual average- 1,673,000 025.000 117,000 232,000 100.0 55.3 30.9 13.0 8.3
1st quarter ----- 1,081,000 077,000 713,000 292,000 100.0 49.3 36.0 14.7 9.0
2d quarter ----- 1,677, 000 970,000 443.000 264,000 100.0 17.8 26.4 11. 7 8.4
3d quarter ----- 1,001,000 019,000 513.000 189,000 100.0 57. 7 30.9 11.4 7.3
4th quarter --- 1, 371,000 793, 000 30100 183, 000 100.0 57.8 288 13.3 8.9

1913: Annual average 2- 1,002,000 910, 000 482,000 211,000 100.0 16.8 30.1 13.2 8. 1
I1st quarter ----- 1, 781,000 920,000 000,000 261,000 100.0 11.1 33.6 14.8 9.0
2d quarter ----- 1,483,000 830,000 424,000 221,000 100.0 16.6 28.6 14.9 8.3
3d quarter------1,370,000 834,000 385.000 110,000 100.0 00.9 28.1 10.9 7.3
4th quarter'I-----1, 771,000 1,049,000 519,000 203,000 100.0 19.2 29.3 11.5 7,5

1914: Annual average- 3.330.000 1. 303,000 1, 111.000 812 000 100.0 40.3 34.5 21.1 11.7
1st quarter ----- 3. 404. 000 1,396.000 1,429.000 670,000 100.0 40.0 40.0 10.2 10.0

January ------ 3,007,000 1,452.000 1,264.000 .371.000 100.0 47.0 40.0. 12.0 8.4
February --- 3.670.000 1,434.000 1,600.000 630,000 100.0 39. 1 43.8 17.2. 9.0
March ---- 3. 724.000 1.301. 000 1,416 000 1,008.000 100.0 34.9 38.0 27. 1 11.8

2d quarter------3,372.000 1, 315. 000 1.072.000 984.000 100.0 30.0 31.8 29.2 12.0
April------ 3.465,000 1, 160.000 1, 217.000 1,047.000 100.0 33.5 36.3 30.2 12.4
May------ 3301,000 1, 117,000 1,100.000 1,047.000 100.0 31.0 33.3 31.7 12.8
June------ 3,347,000 1,628.000 859. -000 859.000 100.0 48.0 25.7 21.7 10.9

3d quarter ------ 3,231,000 1,313.000 1,071.000 847,. 000 100.0 40.6 31.1 26.2 12. 2
July-------3. 347, 000 1,304,000 1, 103.000 849.000 100.0 41.6 33'.0 21.4 11.4
August ----- 3,245.000 1, 260.000 1, 127.000 818 000 100.0 38.8 34.7 26.4 12.5
September_. 3.100.000 1,284.000 983 000 834.000 100.0 41.4 31.7 26.9 12.6

4th quarter ----- 2,824,000 1, 189, 000 890.000 741. 000 100.0 42. 1 31.5 20.4 12.9
October ----- 2,741,000 1,129,000 816,000 797, 000 100.0 41.2 29.8 29. 1 13.2
November -- 2, 893,000 1, 274,000 868 000- 731. 000 100.0 44.0, 30.7 21.3 12.3
December --- 2,838,000 .1, 164. 000 967.000 '707. 000 '100.0 41.0O 34. 1 24.9 13.3

1911: 1st quarter ----- 3,302,000 1,144,000 1, 168,000 970.000 100.0 34.6 36.0 29.4 14. 1
January ----- 3, 347. 000 1, 329.000 1, 144,000 874.000 100.0 39. 7 34. 2 26. 1 12.0
February --- 3,383.000 1, 138.000 1,270.000 974,000 100.0 33.6 37.1 28.8 14.3
March ----- 3,176.000 964.000 1,151.000 1,062.000 100.0 30.4 36.2 33.4 15.0

2d quarter------2, 710.000 1,129,000 702.000 879, 000 100.0 41. 7 21.9 32.4 14.7
April-------2,962,000 928,000 893,000 1,111,000 100.0 32.3 30.1 37.5 16.2
May --- 2. 489.000 996,000 614.000 879,000 100.0 40.0 24.7 35. 3 15.8
June --- :::2.679,000 1,433.000 199.000 648.000 100.0 83.5 -22.4 24.2 11. 9

3d quarter------2, 286,000 1, 116,000 068,000 101,000 100.0 48.8 29.2 21.0 12.1
July ------- 2,471.000 1,169.000 721,000 568.000 100.0 48.0 29.3 28.7 12.7
August ----- 2,337,000 1,060.000 .717,000- 400, 000 100.0 47.4 32A.120.6 12. 1
September_ 2, 149, 000 1, 128,000 962,000 468,000 100.0 12.5 26.2 21.3 11.4

I The average is an arithmetic mean computed from a distribution of single weeks of unemployment.
I The saverage is an arithmetic mean computed from a distribution of single weeks of unemployment.
2 Revised.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census. -
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TAtEy 17.-Percent of unemployed persons seeking part-time jobs, by sea:

Selected months, 1949-55

Both sexes Male Female

Month and year Percent Percent Percent
Total un- looking for Total un- looking for Total un- looking for
employed part-time employed part-time employed part-time

jobs jobs jobs

1949: May --------------- 3, 289,000 7.0 2,366,000 4.9 923,000 12. 1
August- 3, 689,000 8.1 2, 519,000 6.8 1,170,000 10.9
November -3,409,000 10.4 2,316.000 8.0 1,093,000 15.3

1950: February---------4, 684,000 7.9 3,426,000 5.6 1,258,000 14.1.
May- 3,C57,000 5.4 2,130,000 3.6 927,000 15.0
August- 2,501,000 9. 2 1,665,000 8.3 836,000 10. 9
November- 2, 240,000 11.1 1,309,000 8.1 931,000 15.5

1951: February- 2,407,000 10.8 1, 594,000 8.7 813,000 9.6
May -1,609,000 7.1 950,000 5.8 659,000 9.0

1952: May -- ------- 1,602 000 11.5 972,000 8.4 630,000 16.2
November -1,418,000 11.4 814,000 7.4 604:000 16.9

1953: December I-2,313.000 0. 5 1, 574,000 7.6 738, 000 14.4
1954: March ---------- 3, 725, 000 & 1 2, 552, 000 5.3 1, 173, 000 14. 1

May --------------- 3.305,000 7.7 2,197,000 5.6 1,108,000 : 11.6
August- 3, 245,000 7.6 2,152,000 4.8 1,093,000 13.0
November- 2,893,000 11.7 1,875,000 9.0 1,018,000 16.7

1955: February- 3,383,000 9.4 2,431,000 6.2 952,000 17.5
May- 2,490000 8.8 1,624,000 5.8 866.000 14.3
August -2,237,000 . 11.4 1,387,000 9.3 850,000 14.6.

I Revised.
Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

TABLE 18.-Distribution of persons at work, classified by full-time or part-time
status, by class of worker and major industry group: May-September average,
1955

[Percent not shown where less than 0.1]

Worked part time during survey week
(1-34 hours) I

Worked
full time Usually work full time Usually work part time

Class of worker and major industry during sur-_____- ____ ____ _____
group vey week

(35 our Woked Worked Worked Workidd
or more) partstif part time ca rut ofe part time

beas f for other eo for other
economic reasn economic eaonfactors actors !e5n

Number of persons at work -51,054, 000 1,036,000 2,027, 000 1,181,000 4,998,000

Percent -100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Agriculture -11.0 12.2 20.7 13.4| 20.8
Wage and salary workers -2. 7 5.0 6.2 10.4 4.4
Self-employed workers-6.4 5.5 10.7 1.1 4.4
Unpaid family workers -1.9 1.6 3.7 1.9 11.9

Nonagricultural Industries-89.0 87.8 79.3 86.5 79.2
Wage and salary workers -79. 1 78.3 70.1 80. 7 67.1

Construction -5. 5 12.1 13.0 6.1 1. 7
Manufacturing-. 21 37.1 25.3 11.6 8.0

Djurabie goods---------- 16.4 16.4 16.1 4.1 2.0Nondurable goods - 11.7 20.7 9.2 7.5 6.0
Transportation communication

and other public utilities 7.5 4.4 4.7 3.8 1.5
Wholesale and retail trade 15.0 8.4 8.6 18.5 20. 4
Service Industries -17.0 11.3 12.4 38.2 33. 8

Private households - 1.9 4.3 2.3 26.1 15.7
Educational services -2.6 .6 2.4 1.5 3.9
Other service industries 12.5 6.5 7.7 10.7 14.1

Other industries- 6. 1 5. 1 6. 1 2.5 1.6
Self-employed and unpaid family

workers -9.9 9.5 9.2 5.9 12.1

' See note table 9.

Source: Current Population Survey Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 19.-Persons at work in agriculture and in nonagricultural industries
classified by full-time or part-time status, by average hours worked during
survey week: MaV-September average, 1955

Average hours I

Full-time or part-time status At work in
At work in nonagri-
agriculture cultural

industries

Worked 35 hours or more during survey week -58.7 45.0
Worked I to 34 hours 2 during suvrey week -20. 8 19.8

Usually work full time -21.6 23.9
Worked part time for economic reasons -20.8 23.2
Worked part time for other reasons -21. 8 24.3

Usually work part time -20. 4 17. 7
Worked part time for economic reasons -17.6 18.1
Worked part time for other reasons -20.8 17. 6

' The average is an arithmetic mean computed from a distribution of single hours worked. Persons with
a job but not at work during the survey week are excluded from the computations.

' See note, table 9.v

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

TABLE 20. Distribution of persons at work in nonagricultural industries, clas-
sified by full-time or part-time status, by age and sea: May-September aver-
age, 1955

Worked part time during survey week
(1-34 hours) I

Worked
full time Usually work full time Usually work part time

Age and sex during sur--vey week
(35 hours Worked Worked Worked Worked
or more) art time ar time

m-us'e of fo Vte uej of part time
eco . for ,h1r ec.,rc for other

fanctoorsl reasons factors reasons

Number of persons at work in nonagricul-
tural industries- 45, 432,000 910.000 1, 608, 000 1, 022, 000 3, 959, 000

Percent -- ----------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Male: 14 years and over -71.3 64.4 70. 5 46. 6 34.6
14 tol7 years- .9 2.2 1.7 11.1 13.5
18 and 19years -1.7 3.8 2.9 3.8 2. 7
20 to24 years -5.1 5.2 5.0 3.7 2.1
25 to 34 years -19.0 13.5 18.0 S.3 2.2
35to44years -18.2 14.9 17.7 6.6 1.6
45 to 54 years -14.6 13.4 12.4 5.8 2.6
55 to 64years -9.2 8.7 9.6 6.8 3.2
Govears and over -2.7 2. 7 3.2 3.5 6. 6

Female: 14 years and over -28.7 35.6 29.5 53.4 65. 4
14to 17 years -. 6 1.2 .9 8.4 9.4
18andl9years- 1.6 .6 1.6 3.6 2.4
20 to24 years -3.8 3.7 3.7 3.6 4.2
25to34 yars -6.1 6.8 6.9 7.7 11i5
35to44years- 6.7 10.5 7.6 10.6 14.2
45 to 54 years --- 5.8 6.5 5.0 10.4 11.6
55to64years - 3.2 4.4 3.1 6.9 7.6
65 years and over -. 8 .9 .7 2.1 -4.6

I See note, table 9.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 21.-Distribution of persons at work in nonagricultural industries, clas-

sified by full-time or part-time status, by marital status and sewT: May-

September average, 1955

Martial status and sex

Number of persons at work in nonagri-
cultural industries-

Percent -- -------------------

Worked
full time

during sur-
vey week
(35 hours
or more)

45, 432, 000

100. 0

Worked part time during survey week
(1-34 hours) I

Usually work full time Usually work part time

Worked Worked Worked
Wo prte tie part timef part time

iMue o ohr bcuse of for otther
economic economic reos

factors reasons factors ress

91

Male - --------------------------------- 1. 6
Married, spouse present -57. 6
Married, spouse absent- 1. 4
Widowed or divorced -2. 4
Never married -9.9

Female ----------- 28. 7
Married, spouse present -13.9
Married, spouse absent-1.8
Widowed or divorced -4.6
Never married -8. 4

I See note, table 9.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

0,000 1, 608,000

100.0 100.0

64.4 70.5
43.5 55.3

1. 8 1. 6
3.3 23

15.9 11.3
35.6 29.5
18.7 16.4
3.1 1.7
6.7 4.4
7.1 7.0

1,022,000 3,959,000

100.0 100.0

46.6 34.6
21.6 12.8
1.5 .6
2.1 1.6

21.5 19.7
53.4 65.4
21. 38.2
4.3 2.4

11.7 8.9
15.5 15.8

TABLE 22.-Distribution of persons at work in nonagricultural industries, clas-

sifted by full-time or part-time status, by color and sex: May-September aver-

age, 1955

Worked part time during survey week
(1-34 hours) I

Worked U
full time Usually work full time Usisalli' work part time

Color and sex

Number of persons at work in nonagricul-
tural industries-

Percent-

during sur-
vey week
(35 hours
or more.)

45, 432,000

100.0

-l R

Wrked Xvrkd Worked Worked
pattime me ar tm

beaseo part tim hm part timeof for other use ofui for other

economic eess fctonomi resn
factors resn fatr raos

91

Male -------------- h----------------- -l.
White - ---------------------- 65.5
Nonwhite - 25.8

Female ---------------------------- 8. 7
White -.------------ 8---------- .
Nonwhite - 2.8

I See note, table 9.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

0,000

100.0

64.4
53.9
10. 5
35. 6
28.8

6. 7

1, 608,000

100. 0

70. 5
60. 2
10. 3
29. 5
26. 4
- 3.1

1,022,000

100.0

46.6
34.8
11.8
53. 4
33.6
19. 7

3, 959, 000

100.0

34. 6
31. 3
3.3

65.4
55. 7
9. 7

69272-55--6

I
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TABLE 23.-Distribution of the unemployed and unemployment rates, by age
. .:'. . and sew: April-September average, 1944 and 1955

Age and sex

Number of unemployed persons.

Percent ------ -

Male, 14 and over
14 to 19 years -

14 and IS years
16 and 17 years
18 and 19 years

20 to 24 years
25 years and over

25 to 34 years
3S to 44 years
45 to 54 years
55 to 89 years
60 to 64 years
65 to fi9 years
70 and over

Female, 14 and over
14 to 19 years

14 and IS years
16 and 17 years
18 and 19 years

20 to 24 years
25 years and over

25 to 34 years --------
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years
Sl to 59 years
60 to 64 years
65 to 69 years
70 and over

1954 1955

3,301, 000 2, 498.000

100. 0

66.2
10.7
1.1
4.6
5.1
8. 7

46. 7
14. 6
12.0
10.1
4.0
3.0
2.1
.0

33. 8
7. 1
.8

2.6
3.6
4.9

21.9
7.4
6. 8
49
1.4
1.0
.3
.1

I U nemployed as percent of civilian labor force.
Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

100.0

64. 5
12.6
1.8
& 8
6.0

9.0
42.9
11.2
10.6
9.0
4.8
4.4
1.9
1.0

35. 5
8.0

.8
3. 5
3.8
4.9

22.6
8.0

6.1*
1.9
1.0
4

.1
I I

Unemployment rate I

1954

4.9
11.0

5.0
13.3
12. 2
9.2

4.0

4. 5
3.8
3.68
3.8
3.8
4.8
2.9
5. 6

11. 2
9. 1

12.7
11.06.6
t4 7
& 8
4.2
3. 8
3.8
2.7
1.6

1955

3.8

3.8
9.6
6.3

12.1
9.1
6.8
2.8
2.6
2.6
3.4
24.2

.3.4
:2.2

i .i 4.2
.- - 5

6.6

12.1
a 6
& 1

* 3.4
4.7
3.2

* 3.1
3.3
2.7
2.0
.8

TABLE 24.-Distribution of the unemployed and unemployment rates, by marital
status, age, and sex: April-September average, 1955

Marital status, age, and sex

Total unemployed .

Male ----
Married, spouse present

14 to 24 years
25 to 44 years .
45 years and over. .

Married. spouse absent
Widowed or divorced
Never married

14 to 24 years
25 to 44 years
45 years and over

Per- Unemw Per-
qis. ~~~~~~~~~~~centc.ent ploy Marital status, age, and sex dis-tribu- ment

tion rate tibu

100.0 3.8 Female - ---- 35.5
64.5 3.S | Married, spouse present ---- 14.764.5 7 &2 14 to 24 years------- - 1.2.830.7 2.2 25 to 44 years- 8.2
2.2 3.1 45 years and ovenr -- --- 4t 1

13. 7 1. 9 Married, spouse absent 2.8
14. 9 2. 8 Widowed or divorced - - 5.4
2.9 7.3 Never married - - 12.5
4.2 6.3 14 to 24 years- 9.6

26.7 8.1 2
5 to 44 years- - 1 9

19.0 10.0 45 years and over . 1.1
5.6 5.6
2.1 to

I Unemployed as percent of labor force.
Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

78

Unem-
ploy-
ment
rate 1

4.2
I3.4

I.5.3
3. 8

. 2.8
5.8
4.2
5. 8

- 7.7
3.0
2. 7

I

._.
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TABLEn 25.-Distribution of the unemployed and unemployment rates, by color
and seX: April-September average, 1954 and 1955

Unemployment rate I

Color and sex 1954 1955
1954 1955

Total unemployed- 100.0 100.0 5.1 3.8

White ----------------------------------- 81.4 79.1 4.6 3.3

Male ---------------------------------- 54.3 51.3 4.4 3.1

Female -- 27.1 27.8 6. 2 3.8

Nonwhite -18.6 20.9 8.7 7.3

Male- -------------------------------------- .9 13.2 9.0 7.5
Female -------------------------------------- 6.8 7.7 8.1 7.1

I Unemployed as percent of civilian labor force.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

TAB3LE 26.-Distribution of the unemployed and unemployment rates, by region:
April-September average, 1954 and 1955

Unemployment rate '

Region l 1954 1955
1954 1955

United States -------------- 100.0 100.0 5.1 3.8

Northeast -30.4 31.5 5.5 4.4
North Central- 27.0 25.1 4.5 3.1

South -------------------------- 28.1 29.0 5. 0 3.8

West -- ----------------------------------------- 14.5 14.5 .6 3.59

I The regions shown are comprised of contiguous States, as follows:
Northeast: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsyl-

vania, Rhode Island, Vermont.
North Central: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North

Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin.
South: Alabama, Arkansas Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,

Mississippi, Maryland, North Uarolina. Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West

Virginia.
West: Arizona, Colorado, California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Washington,

Wyoming, Utah.
' Unemployed as percent of civilian labor force.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 27.-Distribution of the unemployed and unemployment rates, by major-
occupation group and sex: April 1954 and 1955

[Percent or rate not shown where less than 0.1]

Unemployment
rate IMajor occupation group and sex 1954 1955 rate '

1954 1955

Total unemployed -100.0 100.0 5.4 4.6.
Male -- ---------------------------------- 67:6 70. 7 5.3 47Professional, technical, and kindred workers -1.2 1.1 1.2 \ .9Farmers and farm managers-. 3 .4 .2 .3Managers, officials, and proprietors, except farm- 2. 2 2. 6 1. 5 1.4Clerical and kindred workers- 3. 3 2.8 3. 9 3. 0Sales workers - 2.0 1.7 2.8 1.9Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers -15. 1 15.3 6. 1 5.3Operatives and kindred workers -21. 4 18.8 7. 7 5. 7Private household workers-. 1 .1 3.3 5. 6-Service workers, except private household- 4. 3 5 7 5.2 6. 0-Farm laborers and foremen-2. 6 3. 2 6. 1 6. 2Laborers, except farm and mine -13. 3 15.8 12. 2 11. 5.Never held a full-time job- 1. 8 3.3Female 32 4 29.3 5 7 4.3Professional, technical, and kindred workers 3.9-1-0 14 29.3 5.7 4Farmers and farm managers

Managers, officials, and proprietors, except farm --- . 4 .1 1.4 .4
Clerical and kindred workers - - - 4. 2 4.6 2. 8 2. 4Sales workers - ----- --- -------------------------- 2. 8 1.4 6. 2 2. 6Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers - - - .5 .3 5.6 3. 2-Operatives and kindred workers - - -13. 8 10. 8 12. 1 8. 1Private household workers - - - 2. 1 2. 1 4.0 3. 3Service workers; except private household - - - 4 7 5.9 6. 1 6. 4Farm laborers and foremen - 3 .4 1 8 1.6-Laborers, except farm and mine - - -- 4 3 11.6 7. 1Never held a full-time job - - - 2. 1 2. 4

I Unemployed as percent of experienced civilian labor force (excludes persons who never held a full-time-civilian job).

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

TABLE 28.-Distribution of the unemployed and unemployment rates, by major
industry group and class of worker: April-September average, 1954 and 1955

[Percent or rate not shown where less than 0.1]

Unemployment rate
Major industry group and class of worker 1954 1955

1954 1955

Total unemployed-- 100. 0 100. 0 5. 1 3.8-
Agriculture -3. 6 4.3 1.7 1._Wage and salary workers- 3. 1 4. 1 6. 2 5. 2Self-employed workers -3 .3 3 .2Unpaid family workers-- 2 -- 4Nonagricultural industries 2__________________________ _88. 3 84. 4 5.1 3.6Wage and salary workers 2 _.._____________________________. 85.8 81.7 5.5 3.9.Mining- 3.1 2.5 14.1 8.4Construction- 10 0 10. 5 9. 2 7. 1Manufacturing -35.0 27.0 6. 5 3.8Durable goods -- 21. 2 15.5 6. 9 3.8Nondurable goods -13.8 11.6 6.0 3.8Transportation communication and other public

utilities- 6.5 5.5 4. 7 3.0Wholesale and retail trade - ----------------------- 16. 0 16. 0 5. 4 4.0Service industries -13.4 18.1 3. 7 3.6Privatehoauseholds -3. 3 4. 4 5.3 4. 7Professional'services -------------------------------- 3. 4 4. 2 2. -3 2. 1Other service industries -6. 7 9. 4 4.4 4. 5Public administration- 1.8 1.9 2. 0 1.6Self-employed workers- 2.5 2. 7 1.3 1.1Unpaid family workers- - - .2 .1Never held a full-time job- 8.1 11.2

I Unemployed as percent of experienced civilian labor force (excludes persons who never held a full-time-civilian job).
2 Includes forestry and fisheries not shown separately.
Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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'TABLE.29.-Distribution of the long-term unemployed and the rate of long-term
unemployment, by age and sem: April-September average, 1954 and 1955

Long-term unemployed
as percent of total un-
employed in age-sex

Age and sex 1954 1955 group

1954 1955

Total long-term unemployed '- 100.0 100.0 27. 7 27. 6

Male, 14 years and over -70.4 69.4 29.5 29.7
14 to 17 years -2.5 3.3 12.3 12.0
18 and 19 years -4.6 3.7 25.0 20.3
20 to 24 years -8.3 7. 2 26.4 22.3
25 to 44 years - 29.3 21.4 0. 6 27.3
45 to 64years--------------------- 22.1 29.9 35.8 45.2
65 years and over------------------- 3.6 3.9 32.9 36.6

Female, 14 years and over - 29.6 30.7 24.2 23.8
14 to 17 years-1.3 1.1 10.1 7.0
18 and 19 years -2.1 3.4 15.9 24.6
20 to 24 years -4.1 2.9 23.4 16.4
25 to 44 years -- 14.0 13.5 27.5 26.6
45 to 64 years -7. 5 9.3 28.6 31.8
65 years and over -6 .6 37.0 36.6

I Unemployed 15 weeks or longer.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

TABLE 30.-Distribution of the long-term unemployed and the rate of long-term
unemployment, by color and sea>: AprilSeptember average, 1954 and 1955

Long-term unemployed
as percent of total un-
employed in color-sex

Color and sex 1954 1955 group

1914 1955

Total long-term unemployed I - ! 100.0 100.0 27.7 27.6

White -------------------- 79.8 so. 2 27.2 28.0
Male - -- :--------------------- 56.4 56.3 25 8 30.4
Female -- -------- --- 23.3 23.9 23.9 23.8

Nonwhite -20.2 19.7 30.1 26.1
Male - ------------------------ 14.0 13.1 32.8 27.5
Female - ------------------------ 6.1 6.8 25.2 24.3

I Unemployed 15 weeks or longer.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 31.-Distribution of the long-term unemployed and the rate of long-term
unemployment; by major industry group and cla88 of worker: April-September
average, 1954 and 1955

[Percent or rate not shown where less than 0.1]

Long-term unem-
ployed as percent
of total unem-

Major industry group and class of worker 1954 1955 ployed in each In-dustry group

1954 1955

Total long-term unemployed I -100.0 100.0 27. 7 27.6
Agriculture -2.5 2.5 18.9 15.8Wage and salary workers- 2. 2 2. 5 19. 7 18. 7Self-employed workers- 3 .1Unpaid family workers
Nonagricultural industries 2 -936 91.2 29.4 29.-9

Wage and salary workers 2 -------------------------- 90 7 88.4 29.3 29.9Mining 5.2 4.9 45.6' 54. 6Construction ------------------------------------- 10.6 12 4 29.5 32 6Manufacturing -39.3 30.0 31. 2 30.6Durable goods ---- 26 1 18.7 34.2 33.3Nondurable goods -13.2 11.4 265 27.2Transportation, communication, and other public utili-
ties -81 8.0 34.7 40.1Wholesale and retail trade -13.4 14.4 23.3 24.8Service industries -11.7 15. 9 24.2 24.3Private households- 2. 6 2.6 21.8 16.4Educational services-1.1 .6Other service industries-& 1 12.9 24.7 28.7TPublic administration- 2.6 3.0 39.9 43.6Self-employed workers- 2.8 2.9 31.8 30. 2Unpaid family workers - -. 1Never held a full-time job- 41 6.3 14o0 15.4

I Unemployed 15 weeks or longer.
XIncludes forestry and fisheries not shown separately.
Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.

TABLE 32.-Distribution of the long-term unemployed, by major occupation group
and sew: April 1954 and 1955

[Percent not shown where less than 0.1]

Major occupation group and sex 1954 1955

Total long-term unemployed I- 100.0 100.0
Male ------------------------------------- 69.2 72.1

Professional, technical, and kindred workers -9 1.7Farmers and farm managers -. 5Managers, officials, and proprietors, except farm -1.3 2.8Clerical and kindred workers- 3. 6 3.6Sales workers ------------------ i------------- .7Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers -14.2 15.4Operatives and kindred workers -24.7 21.7Private household workers ---- -- --Service workers, except private household- 5 4. 5Farm laborers and foremen ------ 2.5 2.9Laborers, except farm and mine ----------------- 12.6 15.6Never held a full-time job -2.1 4.6Female------------------------------------ 30.8 27.9
Professional, technical, and kindred workers -. 6 .3Farmers and farm managers
Managers, officials, and proprietors, except farm-.6
Clerical and kindred workers ----.- 1------------- 41 39Sales workers- 1.9 .6Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers- 1 .2Operatives and kindred workers -15.0 12.2Privatehouseholdworkers- 1.5 13Service workers, except private household- 4.0 5.8Farm laborers and foremen ------------ I1 4Laborers, except farm and mine --------------------- 6 4Never held a full-time job----- ---- 2.5 2.1

I Unemployed 15 weeks or longer.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 33;-Rate of long-term unemployment, by major occupation group: April
1954 and 1955

Rate of long-term
unemployment

Major occupation group

1954 1955

Total unemployed ------------------------- 30.2 37.5

Professional, managers, and kindred workers -21.2 37.1
Clerical, sales. and kindred workers -. 2-. 3 30.8
Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers -27.9 37.6
Operatives and kindred workers -34.1 43.0
Service workers-- 29.9 31.4
Farmers and farm laborers- 28 8 31.4
Laborers, except farm and mine-28.9 87.3
Never beld a full-time job -35.0 43.5

I Long-term unemployment (those persons unemployed 15 weeks or longer) as percent of total unemploy-
ment in occupation group.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.



TABLE 34.-Monthly turnover (gross changes) in unemployment by type of change and sex: January-October 1956 60

Accessions ' to unemployment Reductions 2 from unemployment

Total accessions Percent distribution of accessions by status Total reduc- Percent distribution of reductions in unem-
Mfontihs and sex m nto unemploy- before change tions in unem- ployment by status after change

Xfonts an sexment as aper- - __- ____-___-ployment as a ____. __-___-___

cent of the percent of the
une mployed Total In nonagri- Not in the unemployed otalIleve at thc end acces- ulturlglab levelat th oredu In agricul- In nonagri- Not In theeve ~~~~~ture tua lbor beegilfi of thtedc ure cultural labor

of the period I sions Industries force the period 2 tosindustries force

Both sexes:
January-February ----------------------- 45. 5 100. 0 4. 9 60. 0 35. 1 44. 6 100. 0 4. 4 64.4 31. 2
February-March -35. 8 100. 0 3. 4 60. 5 36 1 42. 5 100. 0 7. 1 64.4 28 6
March-April --------------- 42. 6 100.0 3. 3 18. 6 38. 1 48. 0 100.0 4. 9 06. 5 28. 6
A pril-May -49. 2 100. 0 3. 0 56. 1 41. 0 56. 4 100. 0 6. 7 61. 5 31. 7
May-June -59.1 100. 0 2.9 47.4 49.5 55.4 100.0 6.4 62. 5 30. 9
Jtune-July -- 57.1 100.0 3.7 49.0 47.3 61.8 100.0 5.0 60.1 35. 0
July-August -55.1 100.0 7.2 45.1 47.7 62.0 100.0 5.8 55.8 38. 5
August-September -64. 2 100.0 3.o0 52. 0 45.0 66. 2 100. 0 10. 2 56. 6 33. 3
September-October -52.9 100. 0 4.5 55.1 40.5 57.2 100.0 3. 9 66.7 29. 3

Malle:
January-February ---- -------- 42. 3 100. 0 7. 3 70. 5 22. 3 40. 1 100. 0 6.8 76.'7 16.4
February-March -33. 7 100. 5. 0 68 6 26. 4 40. 7 100. 0 9. 5 72. 6 17.
March-April -39.1 100.0 5.1 70.5 24.5 45.3 100.0 7.3 74.7 18.1
April-May - 43.1 100. 0 5.4 63. 3 31. 3 54. 3 100. 0 9. 7 72. 3 17. 9
May-June - 56.5 100. 0 4. 7 64.3 40.9 50.9 100.0 9.5 72.0 18. 4
June-July -54.1 100.0 5.6 54.3 40.1 59.0 100.0 6.4 64.3 29. 3
July-August -- 51. 5 100. 0 10. 2 58. 0 31. 8 60. 7 100. 0 7.4 62. 8 29. 8
August-September -60.0 100.0 3.8 64. 5 31.7 63.9 100.0 11.2 63. 6 25.1
September-October- - 52. 0 100. 0 4.1 66.4 29. 4 53. 6 100. 0 5. 7 74.4 19.9

Female:
January-February------------- 54. 4 100. 0-------- 37. 6 62.4 56. 0 100.0 ------- 42.0 58. 0
February-March-41.0 100.0 - 44.0 56.0 47.1 100.0 1.9 46.7 51. 4March-April ------------ --- 51.1 100. 0-------- 36. 0 64. 0 55. 0 100.0 ------- 49.6 50.4
April-May -60.0 100.0 - - 46.9 53. 1 60.8 100.0 1.1 40.9 57. 9
May-Jime -64. 0 100.0 - - 35. 8 64. 2 63. 2 100. 0 2.1 49.4 48. 3
June-July -62. 8 100. 0 .6 40. 6 58.8 66. 9 100. 0 2. 7 53.3 44. 2
July-August -60. 6 100. 0 3. 3 28. 7 68. 0 64. 4 100. 0 3. 3 44. 7 52. 0
August-September -69.5 100. 0 2.1 38. 4 59. 6 69. 5 100.0 8. 9 47. 43. 9
September-October -64.3 100.0 5.2 38.9 56.0 61.8 100.0 1.9 8a 1 39.8

I An accession represents a person who was not unemployed (that Is, was either em- not in the labor force) In the survey week of the second of a pair of months.
ployed or not in the labor force) In the survey week of the first of a pair of months and
who was unemployed in the second of the pair of months. NOTE.-These dataare based onreportsfrom Identical persons for2successive months.

2 A reduction represents a person who was unemployed In the survey week in the Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
first of a pair of months and who was not unemployed (that is, was either employed or
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APPENDIX B

DESIGN OF EXPANDED SAMPLE FOR CENSUS BUREAU'S CURRENT POPULATION SURVEY

A multistage sampling design will be used, identical in principle with the pres-

mt 230-area design, but with the selection of 100 additional sample areas. The
35,000 sample households will be distributed over all types of areas, that is the
same expected proportion of sample households as in the present sample will
be selected in each type of area-standard metropolitan areas, small urban
areas, and rural areas.

Selection of sample areas.-The present 230-area design was selected on the
basis of the following principles: The entire area of the United States con-
sisting of about 3,000 counties was divided into about 2,000 primary sampling
units. With some minor exceptions, a primary sampling unit (PSU) consists
of a county or a number of contiguous counties. Each standard metropolitan
area (SMA) constituted a separate PSU. In combining counties to form
PSU's each PSU was defined so as to be as heterogeneous as possible. Greater
heterogeneity could be accomplished by including more counties. However,
another important consideration was to have the PSU sufficiently compact in
area so that a small sample spread throughout it could be efficiently canvassed
without undue travel cost. A typical primary unit, for example, included both
urban and rural residents of both high and low economic levels and provided,
to the extent feasible, diverse occupations and industries.

The PSU's were then grouped into 230 strata. The 44 largest standard
metropolitan areas and certain other SMIA's were strata by themselves. In
general, however, a stratum consisted of a set of PSU's as much alike as pos-
sible in various characteristics such as geographic region, population density,
rate of growth in the 1940-50 decade, percentage nonwhite, principal industry,
type of agriculture, and so on. Except for the 44 largest SMA's and the 16
other areas, each of which is a complete stratum, the strata were established
so that their sizes in terms of 1950 population were approximately equal. Where
a PSU was a stratum by itself, it automatically fell in the sample. From each
of the other strata. one PSU was selected in a random manner for inclusion
in the sample, the selection having been made in such a manner that the proba-
bility of the selection of any one unit was proportionate to its 1950 population.
For example, within a stratum the chance that a PSU with a population of
50,000 would be selected was twice that for a unit with a population of 25,000.

Ecpansion to 830 areas.-In expanding the sample from 230 to 330 areas,.
one of the objectives was to retain the present 230 areas intact, and as unbiased,
representative samples of the strata in which they occur. The 96 largest non-
self-representing strata were subdivided into 196 strata, without regard to the
location of the present sample areas. These continued to represent the strata
'in which they fell after subdivision. One hundred new sample areas were
selected from the 100 new strata, on the same principles as were originally usd
for selection of the 230 areas. (See above.) Thus, the existing 230 areas and,
100 new areas constitute the new 330-area sample.

Selection of sample households.-Within each of the 330 sample areas, sampling
rates have been determined so that the sample is self-weighting. For the selection
of the specific sample households, area sampling methods, indentical with those
currently in use, will be continued. For each stratum an overall sampling ratio
of about 1 in 1,350 is to be used. The sampling ratio used in each particular
sample area (sample PSU) depends on the proportion that the sample area popu-
lation (at the time of the 1950 census) was of the stratum population. Thus, in a
sample area which was one-tenth of the stratum, the within-PSU sampling ratio
which results is 1 in 135, achieving the desired ratio of 1 in 1,350 for the
stratum.

Within each of the PSU's, area sampling methods are used inf the selection
of specific households. In each PSU, the number of households to be enumerated
each month is determined by the application of the within-PSU sampling ratio
rather than through the assignment of a fixed quota. This procedure makes it
possible for the sample to reflect any shifts in population. For example, if on the
basis of the 1950 census a sample ratio of 1 in every 135 is used in a sample area,
the number of households expected in the sample will be larger than that obtained
by a fixed quota in areas where the number of households has increased since the
census. In areas where the number of households has declined, the expected num-
ber of sample households will be smaller. In this way the sample properly
reflects the changing distribution of the population and avoids the distortion
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which would result from the application of fixed quotas of households, or persons,
based on the population at an earlier date.

In the application of area sampling methods, several stages of sampling are
used within each selected PSU. First, a sample of administrative units used for
the 1950 censuses of population and housing (enumeration districts) are selected,
with the probability of selection of any one of these proportionate to its 1950
population. These selected enumeration districts are then subdivided into seg-
ments, that is, small land areas with well-defined boundaries having in general an
expected size of about six dwelling units or other living quarters. Where roads,
streams, and other terrain features that can be used to subdivide an enumeration
district are insufficient, some of the resultant segments are several times the
desired average size of six households. For each subdivided enumeration dis-
trict, one segment is designated for the sample, with the probability of selection
proportionate to the estimated size of the segment. Where available advance in-
formation indicates that the segment contains about six households, all units
within the segment boundaries are to be included in the sample. In cases where
the advance information indicates a segment size of several times six units, a
field listing is to be made of all living quarters in the segment and a systematic
subsample drawn so as to achieve the equivalent of a segment which is canvassed
completely.

In subdividing enumeration districts into segments and in determining in
advance the approximate size of each segment, use is made of various materials.
In the larger urban places, information concerning the number of units in each
block is obtained from block statistics bulletins published from results of the
1950 censuses of population and housing for 209 of the cities of 50,000 inhabit-
ants or more. 'In conjunction with these bulletins, considerable use is made of
large-scale Sanborn maps, which are available commercially and relatively
up-to-date for most medium-size and large urban centers and show the general
outline of'each structure within blocks. Where such data are not available, the
location and number of dwelling units in small geographic areas bounded by
roads, streams, etc.,-are obtained either from maps used by interviewers in' the
1950 censuses of population and housing or from special field visits. Enumera-
tion districts in urban centers, where mapping materials are generally more
precise are more readily subdivided into compact segments (averaging six
units) than'are those in rural areas-; 'but a substantial proportion of the resultant
rural segments are of this size also. Some variation in actual segment size arises
also where the mapping materials, although sufficiently detailed, are out of date
because of substantial new construction or because they contained errors. 'Since
the number of households is being increased to 35,000, the sample take within
some of the areas will be increased. In 134 areas of the present 230, the sample'!
size will increase by two-thirds, to provide their contribution to the total
expansion.

Rotation of sample.-Part of the sample is changed each month. A primary
reason for rotating the sample is to avoid the problems of lack of cooperation
which arise when a constant panel is interviewed indefinitely. To accomplish:
this rotation of the sample on a gradual basis, mapping and other materials for
several samples are prepared simultaneously. For each sample, eight systematic
subsamples' (rotation groups) of segments are identified. -A given rotation
group is interviewed for a total of 8 months, divided into 2 equal periods. 'It is in-'
the sample for 4 consecutive months 1 year, leaves the sample during the follow-,

ing 8 months, and then returns for the same 4 calendar months of the next year.
In any one month, one-eight of the sample segments are in their first month of
'enumeration, another eighth are in their second month, and so on, with the
last eighth in for the eighth time (the fourth month of the second period of.
enumeration): Under this system 75 percent. of the sample segments are com-
mon from month to month and 50 percent from year to year. This procedure
'provides a substantial' amount of month-to-month and year-to-year overlap in the
panel (thus reducing discontinuities in the series of data) without burdening
:any specific group of households with an unduly long period of inquiry.
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APPENDIX C

DESCRIPTION OF SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT METHOD USED BY THE BUREAU OF THE
CENSUS

A method has been developed by the Bureau of the Census for computing
seasonal adjustments rapidly and inexpensively through the use of high-speed
electronic equipment. The use of electronic equipment has eliminated the very
burdensome and costly clerical work formerly required for seasonal adjust-
ments, and has made it feasible to introduce refinements in the method and to
keep computations up to date.

The present seasonal method is an adaption and elaboration of the standard
ratio-to-moving average method and yields moving seasonal factors. Under
this method, the original observations are viewed as a composite comprised of
trend, cyclical, seasonal, and irregular components. A series reflecting the trend-
cycle components is estimated by a 12-month moving average, and divided into
the original observations to obtain a series reflecting the seasonal and irregular
components. Moving average curves are then fitted to the seasonal-irregular
component for each month in successive years to represent the seasonal factors
alone.

An iterative procedure is used: A preliminary seasonally adjusted series is
first obtained to provide a series representing the trend-cycle-irregular com-
ponents, with perhaps a trace of the seasonal. This series is, in turn, smoothed
by a 5-month moving average to provide a more flexible trend-cycle curve than
the 12-month moving average. The sequence of computations first made on the
12-month moving average is then repeated on the 5-month average to yield the
final seasonally adjusted series.

Altogether, the method yields 19 tables which show the successive stages of
the computations from the original observations to the final seasonally ad-
justed series. Included are 5 different moving averages, 2 sets of ratios to mov-
ing averages, 2 centered and 2 uncentered sets of moving seasonal factors, 2
seasonally adjusted series, and 5 tests of the work. For a 10-year monthly
series, the electronic computer performs the computations in about 1 minute
and at low cost.

A description of all the steps, with brief explanatory comments, follows:

ROUND I-COMPUTATION OF PRELIMINARY SEASONALLY ADJUSTED SERIES

1. Compute the ratios of the original observations for each month to the
average of the original observations for the preceding and following months.
This is a test for the existence of seasonality in the observations. For each
month a random series of variations about 1:00 would be expected in series from
which the seasonal had been completely extracted.. Values above or below 1.00
for a number of consecutive years indicate the existence, but not the shape, of a
seasonal pattern in the'series.

2. Compute a 12-month moving average of the original series. This curve
provides a measure. of the trend-cycle component of the series. A 12-month
moving average (or a multiple of 12 months) is necessary because only 12-month
aggregates suppress the seasonal component of the series. A 12-month moving
average is, however, a defective measure because it does not reach up into
cyclical peaks nor down into cylical troughs. Also, the turns are not coincident
with those in the underlying cyclical surve-for example, the 12-month moving
average turns too quickly before a relatively rapid rise, and too slowly after a
relatively mild rise.

3. Center this moving average: That is, compute a. 2-month moving average of
the 12-month moving average. This operation places the moving average values
at midmonths:. The first value of the centered moving average is placed at the,
seventh month of the original series.

4. Compute ratios. of the original data to the centered 12-month moving
average. This computation results in a series which contains primarily the
seasonal and erratic components of the original series.

5. Compute a positional mean of each successive 5-term group of ratios for
each of the months, omitting the highest .and the lowest ratio from the computa-
tion of the -mean in each case. Thus, each mean will be an average of the
3 central ratios for each successive 5-term combination for each month. The
values of this moving average will be the "uncentered" seasonal factors. The
first factor available will be for the third January. This value should also be
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used as the factor for the first two Januaries. Similarly, the last value available-
will be that for January of the third from last year, and should also be used
for January in the last 2 years. The same for February and all other months..

This step provides a 5-term moving average of the ratios, with the largest and
the smallest extreme items omitted. The omission of the extreme items appears
necessary to avoid the distortion of the seasonal factors for a given month for
5 years by a single extreme ratio. On the other hand, the omission of 2 out of 5.
items from each average tends to produce a somewhat erratic curve.

The resulting seasonal factors are moving for the intermediate years and stable
for the first 3 and the last 3 years. While it has been general practice in con-
structing seasonal factors manually to level off the factors for current years,
careful professional review of the fitted curve in relation to the ratios to moving.
average, and occasional modification of the moving curves, are desirable. In
the chain of computations comprising the method, this step is probably the link.
that most needs strengthening, particularly in short series.

6. Center the ratios for each year about 1.00: that is, divide the 12 positional
means for each year by their arithmetic mean. These uncentered ratios are the.
preliminary seasonal factors.

7. Divide these seasonal factors into the corresponding figures of the original
series, month by month: i. e., divide the seasonal factor for January 1947 intoe
the original observation for January 1947; divide the factor for January 1948.
into the original observation for January 1948. Similarly, divide the factor for
February 1947 into the original observation for February 1947; the factor for
February 1948 into the original observation for February 1948, and so on. This
yields the preliminary seasonally adjusted series. (As already noted, the factor
computed for the third January is also used for the first 2 Januarys in the series,.
and the factor for January of the third from the most recent year is also used for
the 2 most recent Januarys; the same procedure is followed for other months of
the year).

8. Compute the ratios of the preliminary seasonally adjusted series to the,
averages of the preliminary seasonally adjusted series for the preceding and the
following months. This is a test for residual seasonality, similar to that made
on the original observations and described in 1, above.

9. Compute ratios of the uncentered 12-month moving average of the prelimi-
nary seasonally adjusted series to the uncentered 12-month moving average of
the original series. This is a test of the effect of the adjustment on the level of
the series, showing whether the adjustment has resulted in significant differences
between the level of the adjusted and the unadjusted series for any 12-month
period.

ROUND II-COMPUTATION OF FINAL SEASONALLY ADJUSTED SERIES

(NTOTE.-Steps 11 to 16 are identical to steps 4 to 9, and the comments made under
the first group of steps are generally applicable to the corresponding items in
the second group.)

10. Compute a 5-month moving average of the preliminary seasonally adjusted'
series. The preliminary seasonally adjusted series contains the cyclical, trend,
and irregular components of the series with only a trace of the seasonal com-
ponent. A short-term moving average of this series can be used, rather than a
12-month moving average, because there generally is no significant seasonal factor
to suppress. The 5-month moving average is more flexible than the 12-month
moving average and, for this reason, will usually provide a better measure of the
cycle-trend component. For certain kinds of series the 5-month moving average.
does not adequately smooth out the irregular fluctuations. For this and related
reasons, careful review of the 5-month moving average curve in relation to the
original observations and the seasonally adjusted series is desirable.

11. Compute ratios of the original figures to the 5-month moving average.
This yields a purer measure of the seasonable and irregular components of the
series than does the ratio of the original observations to the 12-month moving
average.

12. Compute a positional mean of each successive 5-term group of ratios
for each of the months, omitting. the -highest and the lowest ratio from the
computation of the mean in each case. Thus, each mean will be an average
of the 3 central ratios for each successive 5-term combination for each month.
The values of this moving average will be the "umcentered" seasonal factors.
The first factor available will be for the third January, and this value should
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zalso be used for the first two Januaries. Similarly, the last value available will
be that for January of the third from last year, and this value should also be
used for January in the last 2 years. The same for February and all other
months. This yields the uncentered moving seasonal factors.

13. The seasonal factors so obtained should, for each year, be centered so
that their average is equal to 1. This is accomplished by dividing the 12 posi-
tional means for each year by their arithmetic mean. This yields the final
moving seasonal factors.

14. Divide the final seasonal factors into the corresponding figures of the
original series, month by month, i. e., divide the seasonal factor for January
1947 into the original observation for January 1947; divide the factor for
January 1948 into the original observation for January 1948. Similarly, di-
vide the factor for February 1947 into the original observation for February
1947, the factor for February 1948 into the original observation for February
1948, and so on. This yields the final seasonally adjusted series.

15. Compute the ratios of the final seasonally adjusted series to the averages
-of the final seasonally adjusted series for the preceding and following months.
This is a test for residual seasonality in the final series, similar to that made
-on the original observations and described in 1, above.

16. Compute the ratios of the uncentered 12-month moving average of the
final seasonally adjusted series to the uncentered 12-month moving average of
the original series. This is a final test to determine whether the adjustment
has resulted in any significant differences between the sums of the adjusted and
unadjusted figures for any 12-month period.

Seasonal adjustments for unemployment
Seasonal adjustment factors currently in use for the unemployment series and

the seasonally adjusted index of unemployment (1947-49=100) are presented in
the following tables:

TABLE 1.-Seasonal adjustment factors for unemployment: 1947 to date

Month 1947 1948 1949 1950 19119 1912teo

January-107.0 106.9 110.3 113.1 116.0 116.1
February -- -------- ---------- 117.6 121.5 122.0 124.0 122.0 121.6
March -111.4 112.9 111.4 111.3 111.0 111.6
April - -------------------------- 102.2 102.8 102.1 97.9 98.1 98.7
May - ------------------- 92.1 93.1 89.9 91.8 92.0 91.9

.June - -------------------------------- 113.2 110.4 110.1 108.2 107.7 106.9
July ----------------------- 108.6 110.4 110.4 110.2 109.3 107.3
August - ---------------------- 95.3 95.2 94.3 93.4 91.0 91. 0
September -92.2 90.7 89.5 87.8 86.5 88.5

-October -87.2 82.8 83.4 81.7 81.8 80.3
November -84.8 84.7 88.1 90.2 90.3 91.9
December --------------- 88.4 88.3 88.2 90.5 94.2 94:1

NoTE.-The adjustment factors for the years 1947-51 have not yet been thoroughly evaluated and should,
therefore, still be regarded as tentative.

TABLE 2.-Deseasontalized unemployment index: January 1947 to date

[1947-49=100]

Month 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955

January - -------------- 89 76 95 156 85 70 64 105 114
February -84 86 104 149 78 68 58 119 110
March -83 85 112 146 76 64 59 132 112
April ------ 93 84 117 142 70 64 63 '139 118
May -------------------- 84 74 144 131 69 69 56 142 107
June -- 89 78 135 123 73 67 58 124 99
July --- 94 80 146 115 67 71 57 123 91
August -- -5-------- - 87 81 154 106 68 70 54 141 97
September -82 83 148 105 73 64 59 138 96
October -76 78 169 94 78 63 64 135
November -76 85 153 98 80 61 73 124
December -73 87 156 97 70 59 97 119

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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Mr. BOLLING. I want to express to you our pleasure at hearing the
type of statement you have made. I have been very much impressed
by the frankness with which both you and Mr. Bowman have de-
scribed not only your accomplishments but your difficulties. It is of
great help to the committee. This session this morning demonstrates
that we will have a productive pair of days of hearings.

As I said earlier, I intend to reserve my questions until tomorrow
afternoon. The committee will recess until 2 o'clock this afternoon
when the witness will be Ewan Clague, the Commissioner of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

(Whereupon, at 11: 40 a. in., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-
vene at 2 p. in., same day.)

AF77ERNOON SESSION

The subcommittee met at 2 p. in., the Honorable Richard Bolling
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Grover W. Ensley, staff director; and John Lehman,
clerk of the committee.

Mr. BOLLING. The subcommittee will be in order.
The witness this afternoon is Ewan Clague, Commissioner of the

Bureau of Labor Statistics.
I understand you have a formal statement you wish to file for the

record, and you wish to proceed extemporaneously; is that correct?
Mr. CLAGUEE: Yes, sir.
Mr. BOLLING. The statement will be included in the record.
(The complete statement of Mr. Ewan Clague appears at the end

of his testimony.)
Mr. BOLLING. You may proceed as you wish, sir.

STATEMENT OF EWAN CLAGUE, COMMISSIONER OF LABOR STATIS-
TICS, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Mr. CLAGUE. Mr. Chairman, I think perhaps the easiest way to.
proceed in connection with this is to start with the first chart I have
there, which shows essentially what the Bureau of Labor Statistics
does in this field. The Census Bureau reports about 65 million people
employed.

We in the Bureau of Labor Statistics have a total of about 50 mil-
lion. That figure comes from our reports on the employment, hours,.
and earnings of employees. These reports come from employers and
from Government agencies.

The missing 15 million are (1) the farmers and farm workers, which
are included in the census reports and not in ours; (2) the self-em-
ployed in the cities; and (3) domestic servants. The remainder is the
50 million which is shown on that chart. (The charts referred to,
appear on pp. 99-100.)

We gather reports from about 155,000 employers every month. We
have national figures, which you see on the chart, for all States, 114
local areas, and we process data for about 220 industries.

Each month we issue about 2,400 separate series, which will give-
an indication of the volume of this activity. The chart shows the
major industry groups into which we divide the industries of the
country-manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, Government, and
so forth.
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I would like to stress the improvements we are endeavoring to
make in these data. The first is speeding up the time of compiling and
publishing. These reports refer to the middle of the month; we
get them in here and processed by about the 4th or 5th of the month,
and we are able to issue them as early as the 7th of the month. As you
know, those figures came out this morning showing the data for the
Census Bureau and for ourselves in this joint release. The figures on
the chart show the data up to the middle of October.

The second improvement we are trying to make is in the quality of
the' reports. You can see the importance of having accurate data,
especially when we divide these into 200 industries, and by various
States and localities.

First of all, for 20 years we have had what we call a shuttle schedule.
That is to say, it is a form which contains the 12 months of the year
listed. When we send the report to the'employer,'he fills it out, it
comes back to the State; it is sent here to us, we take off the data, and
then it goes back again through the same channels. So the employer
sees month after month what he has reported, and we are able to at a
glance see whether he seems to be reporting the' same information.

That we have done, as'I have said,:for~inore than 20 years. How-
ever, this year we are initiating a quality control program to check
more closely.' We propose to take a sample of employers. We will
visit them to find out how they are interpreting the definitions which
we~have on our forms, iand how they are compiling the data, what in
actual fact they are supplying in answer to our question. Out of this
we hope to impove still further the accuracy of the data presented.
. The third thing we are doing in connection with this is adding

.'additional data.' For example, the Council on Economic Advisers is
interested in overtime hours beyond the scheduled week. These are
hours for which the employer is paying premium time for overtime.
There is a feeling that this is perhaps a good indication of the in-
tensity of the demand for labor, that its disappearance is an indication
of a slackening' in demand. Likewise, when the employees are work-
ing less than scheduled hours per week, this may indicate a'decline in
business long before any unemployment actuially appears. So, be-
ginning in January 1956, for manufacturing only, we are going to be
asking employers for information on the overtime hours beyond the
normal work schedule during the week.

The second set of data being expanded is labor turnover. For
about a quarter of a century the BLS has produced data on labor
turnover, that is to say, the number of quits, number of layoffs by
employer, number of discharges, or leaving for other reasons; and, of
course, the number of hires that the employer has. -These are reported
by the month. This program is now being extended to the States and
localities in this country, through'cooperative arrangement between
our Bureau and the Bureau of Employment Security in the Depart-
ment of Labor. I
. The proposal this year is to pick up about half the States, and a
considerable number of areas within those States, in producing labor
turnover series comparable to the national BLS series.

The third set of additional data that we hope to get is by adding
more local areas into the present employment statistics that you see
on the chart. We have a little more than a hundred local areas at
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the present time. We would like to extend that by about 40 or more
so as to reach all the major local areas in the country. Also, we are
now getting State and local government figures on a more compre-
hensive basis. The Bureau of the Census turned over to us a year
ago the responsibility for collecting employment of State and local
governments. This is a difficult problem, and one to which we have
had to devote considerable attention. However, we are getting bet-
ter reports from them, and we hope to improve the Government series
thereby.

Finally, of course, we are making somewhat more analyses of the
figures. These aren't exactly new data, but more analytical data.

May I see the next chart?
I would like to show you one kind of analysis that results from

studying these data more closely. This is a chart which goes back
to 1910 and carries forward to 1955. It shows just two lines: For the
entire country, employment engaged in the production of goods, as
against employment in the production of services. In the production
of goods, of course, we have manufacturing, mining, and agriculture
which is producing farm products. In the other group we have serv-
ices, which would be service industries, public utilities, transportation,
wholesale and retail trade, which is one of the largest-all types of
service industries. You will notice that over the period of nearly
half a century there has been some growth in the production of goods,
and in the people employed in the production of goods, but not an
astonishing amount. In fact, it was over 25 millions in 1910, and it
is still only about 27 millions in 1955. On the other hand, you will
see that employment in the services has grown from something like
14 million to about 30 million-doubled in the intervening period.
This is characteristic of the growth of the Nation's economy and stand-
ard of living over the last 50 years.

I cite this as an example of the kind of analyses that we can make
when we have more detailed data.

The fourth thing we are doing in connection with improvements is
interpreting the data.

May I see the next chart?
We are interpreting the data in order to help make better economic

analyses. One of the interpretations, of course, is to make seasonal
adjustments. We have illustrated, for example, in wholesale and
retail trade, the actual employment, month by month, during
several past years. The chart doesn't have a zero base and the figures
should be read in the light of that fact. However, you will see the
great rise in employment every Christmas. The other line shows those
employment figures seasonally adjusted. In other words, taking ac-
count of this pattern, year after year after year, and devising what
seems to be a normal seasonal adjustment, we then apply that adjust-
ment to the actual figures. You will note the rather sharp rise in
1955 which is brought out by the adjusted figures.

This is a type of adjustment which we would like to make for not
only trade as a whole, but also for some of the smaller industry groups,
to find seasonality factors that are causing changes in employment.

We are planning also to test the seasonality of the total man-hours
of work. Employment figures show the persons on the payroll.
There could be a sharper seasonal variation in the man-hours of work,
such as overtime at one period and short time at another.
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Finally, the last chart shows net spendable earnings-the actual
weekly earnings of the average worker in manufacturing industries.
That is the heavy black line that starts at the lower left-hand corner
of the chart and goes up to the upper right. That is the gross earn-
ings that the worker has in his pay envelope. But there may be
changes from time to time in withholding taxes, and in social-secu-
rity taxes. So we subtract those taxes from the earnings and get a
net figure of take-home pay. Then, finally, we correct that, or adjust
it by the Consumers Price Index for changes in the cost of living.
The result gives the net purchasing power of the wage earner's weekly
wage. This chart illustrates another type of analysis that has value
for interpreting the current economic situation.

I would like to say just a few words on the uses of these employ-
ment, hours and earnings data. I don't know of any statistic in the
world that has more useful data flowing from a comparatively simple
report. What we ask of the employer is the number of people on the
payroll, the total hours that they work in a given week, and the total
dollars paid the workers in that week. From those figures we can
derive these numerous series that I mentioned earlier.

These employment satatistics are used by the Federal Reserve
Board in developing their index of industrial production; they are
used by the Department of Commerce in the national income figure.
They are used widely in escalation contracts between Government
and private businesses, and among private businesses themselves; the
average hourly earnings, for example, in certain industries are used
widely in escalation. The data are used, of course, in collective bar-
gaining between management and labor, in Government policy deter-
minations by the Council of Economic Advisers, and, of course, by
your own Joint Committee on the Economic Report.

As far as future programs are concerned, I might mention three.
There has been some suggestion that we ought to know about employ-
ment more frequently than once a month. I indicated to you earlier
that figures for the middle of the month become available now about
the end of the first week in the following month. We possibly could
take a small sample of firms and get some figures for the first of the
month instead of the 15th; in other words, take a sounding midway
between these middle-of-the-month figures. This would not be done
on a comprehensive basis, with all this detail, but we might succeed
in getting a single national figure for employment only that would
be an indicator every 2 weeks how employment was going.

At the other extreme, we need more industry detail. The Bureau
of Employment Security and the State employment security agencies
furnish what we call the benchmarks for this information. That is,
they get the total count of employees covered by unemployment insur-
ance. They tabulate those data and we use them to correct our sample
from year to year. If our sample, which includes about 40 percent
of this employment, wanders at all from the total count, then we can
correct it subsequently.

ANow, the Bureau of Employment Security this next January is
going to give us detailed counts for all 4-digit manufacturing indus-
tries, which means quite a detailed industry breakdown. That will
enable us in turn to have our reports of industries each month show
more industries than we now do. In other words, machine tools can
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be picked out each month and shown as a separate industry, which
is not now possible.

Finally, we expect next year, and in subsequent years, to extend
this labor turnover that I mentioned to the remainder of the States,
and to all the localities where we are working with employment sta-
tistics. So figures showing volume of employment and showing turn-
over in employment would be available for all States and all localities
equally.

Now, let me turn briefly to unemployment. This is the area in
which it is evident that a great deal more work could and should be
done. The Department of Labor has just instituted a study, or a
series really, on what we call the characteristics of the unemployment
compensation claimants. This is a cooperative venture with the
Bureau of Employment Security, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Mr. Goodwin will describe that more tomorrow, so I won't spend
much time on it now. I shall simply indicate that we are following
the census technique of taking a small sample, a 1-percent continuous
sample, of the workers who are drawing unemployment compensation
benefits in the States. They are all, of course, unemployed, so that
gives us a picture of the characteristics of that large group of unem-
ployed. Normally they run about 60 percent, even sometimes as high
as 75 percent, of total unemployment in the country. So, while this
sample doesn't cover all the unemployed it will give a good picture
of a very important part of them, particularly those who have been
previously at work, as certified by their eligibility for benefits.

The Department of Labor is also starting a study of the causes
of unemployment. For example we would like to make more analyses
of the seasonality of individual firms. You noted the figures on the
seasonality of retail trade as a whole. But we know some firms in an
industry have much less seasonality than others. What is the varia-
tion within the industry? What are the possibilities of stability for
those firms that are now fluctuating quite widely in employment from
one season to another?

Also, as I believe was mentioned by Mr. Burgess this morning,
we are endeavoring to work with the Census Bureau to see if there is
some way of picking up some information on the recent work history
of people who are unemployed, their spells of employment and un-
employment.

Another project is a survey of the unemployed in various localities.
For example, we want to take a local area that has had long-term
unemployment and make quite an intensive study as to who is still
unemployed after a long period of time, what kind of occupations are
represented among them, how many and what kind of people left
the labor market-an intensive pilot study of a distressed area, which
would give some picture of the causes of unemployment there.

We also are making a survey of a plant shutdown in a small com-
munity. There are many advantages, from a businessman's point of
view, in locating in a small town. But if the plant closes down it
often leaves the town in a bad situation. So we have found a place
in which a fairly large plant closed down and left the community.
We are studying what happened to those unemployed, where they
got jobs, how many are still out of work, etc.
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We are teaming up with another community to study the new
entrants into the labor market from the schools. This is a cooperative
venture with school authorities to see what happens to school gradu-
ates, what job experience they have had, and so forth.

These are the results we hope to get from these studies of unemploy-
ment: First, a great deal more knowledge about the characteristics of
the major groups of unemployed, the big segments of the unemployed
groups; second, getting improved methods of measuring unemploy-
ment; third, recommendations for any new studies that might flow
from some of these pilot studies that we are now doing on such a
small scale; and, then, finally, of course, suggestions for action. It
is always a question as to what can best be done in a distressed area in
the way of Government assistance. For example, there is no use in
putting in a public works program if most of the unemployed in a
local area are women. They are unemployable on public works. The
problem of tailoring the action to the situation necessarily needs to be
solved through a careful analysis of the characteristics of the un-
employed in a given community.

Another study that the Department has inaugurated this past
year is on the older worker. Several bureaus of the Department are
participating in that. Mr. Goodwin will undoubtedly talk some more
about that tomorrow. I will mention that in the BLS we are doing
two things this year. First, we are making a pilot study of the job
performance of older people in comparison to younger people. In
other words, how about the productivity of the older worker as a
worker in a given job situation ? We are trying to find firms that have
had some comparative data on the output of workers by age. By
studying those we hope to lay a foundation for some knowledge of
the occupations in which older workers decline rapidly in their ability
to produce, of the industries in which they continue to be able to work
far into old age.

The other one is a study of labor-management agreements from
our files of collective bargaining agreements. This will be a study
to find out in what way the unions and managements have made any
agreements with respect to the handling of older workers. For exam-
ple, it may be an agreement that they stay on working beyond retire-
ment age. We hope to make a good sample study of the extent to
which the problem of the older worker has found its way into labor-
management collective bargaining contracts.

Another area is the field of automation. Secretary Mitchell testi-
fied before your joint committee 2 weeks ago in connection with our
productivity data, and the automation studies which the BLS is con-
ducting. We have done two studies so far, copies of which we have
turned over to the joint committee. We are planning to make some
additional studies in other plants. These are studies of individual
firms, in which some significant new mechanism, or machine, or process,
has been instituted. We then follow up to find out what happened
as a result-the occupations that were affected, the transfers of per-
sonnel that were made, and the economic consequences within that
firm of the introduction of the automatic machinery or other auto-
matic processes. We plan to continue that study during the present
year, and hopefully into subsequent years.
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The main point that I would like to emphasize is that, in general,
automation is not causing overall unemployment any more than it has
in the past. It will not precipitate us into a depression, with heavy
volumes of unemployment. What it does cause is turnover. It causes
the obsolescence of certain occupations. Some of them disappear
entirely. Individuals may be affected by it and lose out in their job
and their occupation. It is a problem of turnover and of transfers,
rather than of the volume of unemployment. So our automation
studies are directed toward the effects of automation in producing
labor displacement on the one hand and creating job opportunities
at the same time.

This line of thought leads to our studies in occupational outlook-
the outlook for occupations. The Department of Labor has set in
motion this year a program on the skills of the work force. Out
of such information as we now have available there is every indication
that there will be a shortage of skills in the future, particularly higher
skills. New skills are developing for which we do not have the per-
sonnel trained at present.

Now, the BLS publishes an Occupational Outlook Handbook. The
last edition was issued in 1951. We have funds this year to start the
revision of that handbook and bring it up to date. About 26 major
industries, and about 500 occupations, are covered. This, of course,
affects the young people entering the occupation. These handbooks
are widely used in the schools as guides to young people selecting
an occupation. They show the earnings, the prospects, the conditions
of work, and so forth, in these various occupations.

Our last edition sold over 40,000 copies, so you can see that it is
widely used. The Veterans' Administration, the schools, the employ-
ment services, and many other groups use this type of information.
This revised handbook will be ready in the summer of 1957, but in the
meantime we will be issuing some individual occupational analyses
from time to time.

So, in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would just say that manpower is
certainly going to be one of the Nation's most crucial problems in the
years that lie ahead. Public policy will be and is being determined
on the basis of manpower requirements and manpower problems. We
need to know more about it. I have tried to sketch for you today the
contribution we think we in the Department of Labor, and in the BLS,
are making toward this end.

Thank you.
Mr. BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Clague.
(The complete statement of Mr. Ewan Clague is as follows:)

STATEMENT ON PROGRAMS AND PROGRESS IN MANPOWER AND EMPLOYMENT
STATISTICS BY EWAN COLAGUE, COMMISSIONER OF LABOR STATISTICS, UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

In the past year, as the Nation moved to new highs in employment and economic
activity, the significance and accuracy of the various measures of economic health
have received an unprecedented degree of attention. The Government agencies
responsible for these measurements, working with the Bureau of the Budget
and Congress, concentrated their attention on improving these data in various
ways-by speeding up their compilation and publication, by increasing their
accuracy, by increasing the number of sectors of our economy that are measured,
and by developing better means of presenting to the public an integrated inter-
pretation of what the data mean.
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In the Bureau of Labor Statistics we have made advances in all four of these

areas. I should like to describe the steps we have taken to this committee today,

beginning first with our work in the field of employment.

I. SPEEDING UP THE DATA

The Bureau of Labor Statistics each month prepares estimates of employment,
hours, and earnings in the nonagricultural sector of tbe economy, with detailed
information on some 220 industries. Because these data are regarded as key
indicators of the economic health of the Nation, there has always been consider-
able pressure on the Bureau to produce these statistics in the shortest possible
time. In recent months we have made very considerable progress in this direc-
tion. We now make available information which refers to the middle of the
month in time for analysis on the 4th or 5th of the following month. This
represents a reduction of approximately 40 percent from the time previously
required for this operation.

To give you an idea of the magnitude of this accomplishment, I remind you

that our reports are received from 155,000 employers in the country and that we
literally publish each month a total of 2,400 separate statistical series on em-
ployment, hours, and earnings by industry. Moreover, from the same brief
report form that we use, additional employment data are also compiled for every

one of the States and for more than 100 separate areas. It is interesting to note
in these days of much talk of automation that mechanization of our clerical
operations was mainly responsible for this speedup in data processing. Many
of the operations that were once done by band are now done by machine, and we
are continuing to seek new ways both to speed up the processing of the data and
to provide additional detail for which we have a heavy demand.

II. MAINTAINING THE ACCURACY OF DATA

Because of the importance of the information we provide-and especially
because of the tight deadlines we have to meet-we have paid careful attention
to the quality and accuracy of our estimates. In addition to our regular opera-
ting controls and our day-to-day field contacts which go a long way toward insur-
ing accurate reports, the BLS has used for more than 25 years a shuttle schedule
designed to assist firms to report consistently, accurately, and with a minimum
of cost. Our questionnaire provides space for the employers to report each
month of the calendar year on the same sheet of paper. The employer uses
the same schedule for an entire year, enabling him and the Bureau of Labor
Statistics to check for consistency and accuracy.

This year, we are also undertaking with funds appropriated by Congress a
program of quality control which calls for making a detailed analysis of the
responses to our monthly employment questionnaire. We want to find out how
employers are answering the questions they are asked regularly on employment,
hours of work, and earnings. We plan to interview a representative sample of
our respondents to find out from them how they compile their employment and
payroll data, and particularly how they interpret the definitions of terms we
use. When this work has been completed this spring, we will have added not
only to our knowledge of the statistical validity of our data, but we will also be
in a position to m ake further improvements and refinements which will enable
employers to provide us with the most accurate data obtainable.

III. ADDING DATA ON EMPLOYMENT

1. In addition to speeding up the production and analysis and improving the
accuracy of the data, the Bureau is doing considerable work in expanding its
coverage of employment and related information. One of the most important
programs in this area is our project for producing statistics on overtime hours.
For some time, there has been considerable interest, particularly at the Council
of Economic Advisers. in the extent to which industry is working more or less
than the regularly scheduled workweek. We think that this may be an impor-
tant clue to the developing employment situation, and may provide a sensitive
indicator of changes in the economie health of the Nation. When employers
wish to adjust their production operations to changes in the orders they are
receiving, often the quickest way of doing so is by adjusting hours of work rather
than laying off or hiring workers. To develop current information on this key
indicator, we are going to ask employers in manufacturing industries to report
separately on hours worked in excess of the regularly scheduled hours beginning
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in January 1956. This information will become a continuing part of our regular
monthly report on hours and earnings.

2. A second important part of the program to provide a wider coverage of labor
statistics is the extension of our labor turnover reporting system. We have been
collecting labor turnover data now for more than a quarter of a century, and we
have found that the information on how many people are being hired, how many
are being laid off, and how many are quitting their jobs is not only valuable for
an understanding of what is happening to employment currently, but very fre-
quently gives us clues on what may be in store for the future. Thus, our labor
turnover series was one of the first economic indicators to herald the upturn in
employment last year. With funds appropriated for this purpose by Congress,
we are now not only expanding our national samplp in this field, but are also
Joining with the Bureau of Employment Security of the Department of Labor
and the cooperating State agencies in developing similar data for States and
areas.

3. I have already mentioned the fact that we get a considerable demand for
more information coming out of our regular monthly report on employment,
hours, and earnings. It is, of course, impossible to meet all of these demands
with our available resources, but we are proceeding this year to move ahead
along the following three lines:

(a) As we indicated in our last employment report, our September 1955 non-
farm job total.reached an alltime record for the month, exceeding the previous
September high reached in 1953. The surpassing of the September 1953 level,
we found, was almost entirely attributable to the growth in industries furnishing
services rather than goods. Trade, service, finance, and State and local govern-
ment employment led the increase, while such sectors as manufacturing and
mining were still below the 1953 levels. Even over the longer run, such fields
as service and trade have provided the major part of our employment growth
(chart 1).

Although our employment estimates for the broad groups such as trade, service,
finance, etc., have proved to be very accurate as we check them each year with
our benchmarks, our resources have not permitted the preparation and publica-
tions of any significant amount of industry detail within these broad categories.
To be able to do so requires the development of adequate samples of firms in
these industries and the provision of enough time and technical staff to prepare
valid estimates. With funds provided this fiscal year, we can begin to make some
progress in this whole area and we expect to come out with new industry infor-
mation for these important segments of the economy.

(b) This year we are also taking on responsibility for collecting and publishing
information on employment and payrolls for State and local governments. This
is a field, too, where employment has been expanding significantly. Thus, in
the past 2 years, more than a third of a million workers were added to State
and local payrolls to provide such services as police and fire protection, teachers,
etc. This will be the first year for which our Bureau will have responsibility in
this field. Until now the Bureau of the Census provided the information, but
by agreement with them and the Bureau of the Budget we have taken over that
job.

(c) Finally, it is our intention to expand the number of areas for which employ-
ment, hours, and earnings information is available. By the end of this fiscal year
we expect to have developed statistical series comparable to what we have nation-
ally for the major areas in a number of large States.

IV. INTERPRETING THE DATA

Finally, the Bureau of Labor Statistics is also making progress in its employ-
ment statistics program by improving the interpretation and analysis of the
available data.

1. One of the most important tools for analysis is adjustment for seasonal
fluctuations in employment and hours of work. Until this year, the Federal
Reserve Board's seasonal indexes were used to adjust the Bureau's employment
series. We have now been given the responsibility for maintaining these indexes,
and we are now engaged in reviewing them in preparation for revisions as new
data are accumulated (chart 2).

In addition to the seasonal indexes in broad industry groupings, which are
all that is currently available, we are also studying seasonal movements in
smaller industry groups. A thoroughgoing study of the seasonal patterns of
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CHART 1
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CHART 2
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these smaller industries should give us better insight into the seasonal patterns
of American industry and will enable us to provide better interpretations of
fluctuations in employment.

2. We have also expanded our research on seasonal fluctuations into the area
of hours of work. This research will yield a series on hours of work adjusted
for seasonal variations comparable to the adjustments in the employment data.
These seasonal adjustments will not only aid in interpreting month-to-month
changes in weekly hours of work but will also be used in conjunction with the
seasonally adjusted employment data to provide seasonally adjusted indexes of
man-hours.

3. During this past year, the Bureau has added another news release to its
regular program of providing public information on employment, hours, and
earnings. The new release is entitled "Net Spendable Earnings" and it is issued
in conjunction with our regular monthly release on the consumer price index.
The purpose of the net spendables release is to show how factory workers' average
weekly earnings are affected by changes in consumer prices and income and social-
security taxes, and keeps the public informed on the real earnings of factory
workers (chart 3).

As you can see, the Bureau of Labor Statistics' program on employment
statistics this fiscal year calls for a number of important additions and improve-
ments. Further requests for even more and quicker results, however, are
still being made to us. Basically, I think that these continuing demands upon
us for more and more data stem from the fact that our manpower and employ-
ment statistics program is one of the really great sources of factual informa-
tion on the level and tempo of our economy's operations. As I have already
said, we supply the only current indicators of employment, hours of work, and
earnings by industry-nationally, by State, and by area. Many of the other
major economic indicators in the United States could not be constructed with-
out this information, e. g., the Federal Reserve Board's index of industrial pro-
duction or the Department of Commerce national income series. Our earnings
data are used to escalate hundreds of millions of dollars of public and private
contracts for labor cost, and the basic employment and earnings information
supply the facts in hundreds of collective bargaining situations.

I am not going to spell out in detail all of the various requests and demands
to us for additional data. Instead, I will mention three specific programs
which, because of their importance and the possibility of action in the near
future, may warrant your attention:

1. Even though wve have had considerable success in speeding up our processing
and publication, we are still facing demands for more up-to-the-minute employ-
ment information. At this time, and at the request of the Bureau of the Budget
and the Council of Economic Advisers, we are considering the feasibility of pro-
viding information on the trend of employment at more frequent intervals than
our regular monthly reports. Specifically, we are looking into the possibility of
getting a panel of important and large manufacturing firms which report to us
in our regular monthly program to cooperate in giving us a quick report for
another point of time during the month. Our regular reports call for informa-
tion as of the middle of the month; we are examining the possibility of getting
another report for about the beginning of the month. This, of course, would
have the advantage of making available for one critical sector of the economy
(manufacturing) a more current indication of how employment is moving.

2. Much of the action which takes place on the basis of our employment
information (e. g., collective bargaining or contract escalation) occurs within
very detailed industries-what the technician calls four-digit industries. Thus,
people are interested not only in knowing what is happening in industrial organic
chemicals, but more specifically what the situation is in such four-digit industries
within this group as plastics or synthetic rubber. Similarly, while we provide
data on the metalworking machinery group, there is a very substantial interest
in knowing about trends in some of the four-digit industries in this group like
machine tools.

While we can obtain good samples of firms in these detailed industries, we have
not been able to publish our data because we have lacked benchmarks (i. e.,
total counts) against which we could make periodic checks-as we do with the
rest of our information. However, the Bureau of Employment Security has
issued instructions to all States requesting them to tabulate employment data for
the more detailed groupings beginning with reports for the first quarter of 1956.
This is going to enable us to publish current monthly estimates of employment
for-many four-digit industries.
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CHART 3
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3. Finally, I want to mention briefly the new labor turnover program to which
I referred a little while ago. With funds provided for this fiscal year, we expect
to initiate labor turnover series in cooperation with the Bureau of Employment
Security in a number of States and metropolitan areas. I simply wish to indicate
at this time that we expect to move into additional States and areas next year
and eventually to have a labor turnover statistics program nationally, for all
States and for more than 100 major areas as we do now in our employment
statistics program.
Unemployment

One of the hallmarks of the recent upturn in economic activity in this country
has been the significant and substantial decline in the number of unemployed
workers. Thus, between September 1954 and September 1955, unemployment
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fell by one-third-from 3.1 to 2.1 millions. Within this general framework, how-
ever, there still remain a number of very significant questions and problems
concerning the unemployed. One of the most important relates to the so-called
"chronic labor surplus areas" concerning which a new program of action has
recently been announced by Dr. Arthur Burns after conferring with the President
at Denver. Another relates to the questions: Who are these unemployed? What
are the characteristics of persons who remain unemployed in periods of high
levels of employment and eqonomic activity?

The Bureau of Labor Statistics is giving considerable attention this year to
an analysis of some of these and other problems concerning the unemployed
which I would now like to describe briefly to you.

1. The Labor Department, through both the Bureau of Labor Statistics and
the Bureau of Employment Security, is undertaking a broad new program for
providing detailed information on the characteristics of unemployment insurance
claimants. Mir. Goodwin will describe this particular program in greater detail,
but I just want to note here that is calls for a 1 percent sample survey of persons
receiving unemployment compensation in the United States. This survey will
yield monthly information never before available on the occupational, industrial,
and personal characteristics of claimants for unemployment compensation and
should go a long way toward answering some of the major questions on who are
the unemployed in this country.

2. In addition to this major statistical undertaking, we are going to pursue
a number of different lines of inquiry, all focused on this general principle: we
would like to establish how much of the total volume of joblessness is attrib-
utable to each of a number of different causes. We know that some unemployment
is relatively short term and arises out of voluntary job shifting by workers;
some unemployment arises out of periods of job seeking by youngsters or
other new entrants into the labor market; some stems from seasonal fluctuations
in employment or intermittent or casual employment characteristic of different
occupations and industries; and some arises out of severe long-term unemploy-
ment in an area or industry. We feel that an appropriate program for action to
alleviate or prevent unemployment has to be based on knowledge of these various
causes dnd of the relative importance of each factor in the total picture.

With this general perspective in mind, we intend to proceed as follows:
(a) First, we are going to exploit to the greatest possible extent information

which is already being collected here in our own Bureau and Department as
well as other Government agencies. Thus, for example, we are going to examine
our Breau records of employers in various industries which have wide seasonal
swings in employment. We want to discover to what extent there may be varia-
tions in seasonal patterns within industry: Are large fluctuations common to
all plants or do they take place in a relatively small number of firms? This may
open the way to further investigation of the question why some plants in a
seasonal industry are able to maintain more stable employment than others. This
type of investigation should also throw additional light on the extent to which
seasonal fluctuations in important industries contribute to the level of unem-
ployment in the United States.

At the same time, we are asking the Bureau of the Census to use its regular
monthly report on the labor force survey to gather some additional data on
employment and unemployment patterns in this country. With our financial
help, the Census Bureau will be asking additional questions in its work expe-
rience survey to be taken at the beginning of next year which will give us
information on the work histories, spells of unemployment, changes in labor
market status of persons during 1955. From this survey we also will be getting
information on the characteristics of some of the major contributors to unem-
ployment-especially the youngsters, the older workers and women.

(b) Second-and in addition to the studies I have just described which make
use of already existing programs-we are undertaking this year a series of
specific new surveys for studying and analyzing the unemployed. These in-
clude:

(1) A study of the characteristics of unemployed workers in an area which
has been experiencing severe long-term unemployment. We want to determine to
what extent workers tend to leave these areas when they become unemployed
or when they have exhausted their unemployment benefits; we also plan to
study the age, skill level, work experience and mobility of those who do get
jobs again after having been unemployed for relatively short periods of time as
compared with those who are unemployed for a long time.
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(2) We will be making a study of a small town where a substantial group of
workers lost their jobs when a major plant shut down. The economic and.per-
sonal characteristics of those who were able to find jobs shortly after the
shutdown will be compared with similar characteristics of those who had long
terms of unemployment following the shutdown.

(3) One of the major groups for which we need more information is the new
entrant into the labor force. How long does it take for the young person to
find suitable employment? What differentiates those who make a successful
entry into the American labor force from those youngsters who have major
difficulties in securing employment? We will conduct a number of surveys in
cooperation with city-school systems this year aimed at answering these ques-
tions.

As you can see, we are starting modestly in a number of different studies of
the characteristics of the unemployed-in 1 or 2 areas, with a few school systems
and on the basis of already existing statistical programs. These pilot studies,
however, should result in (1) significant information, on the characteristics of
some of the major unemployed groups, (2) suggestions for improvement in some
of our more comprehensive measures of unemployment, (3) recommendations for
new or further areas for study, and (4) suggested types of programs for action
to reduce or -alleviate unemployment.
The older worker

I have been referring to the importance of knowing more about the employ-
ment and unemployment experience of a number of specific groups in our popu-
lation. At this juncture I would like to say just a few words about some special
studies we plan to do this year on one of these groups-the older worker.

As part of a Departmentwide program, we are going to conduct a few specific
pilot studies aimed at seeing whether we can answer such questions as these:
Given the sam~e occupation or plant operation, how do older workers compare
with their younger colleagues in terms of their work performance, productivity,
industrial injury experience, absenteeism, etc.? In other words, what are the
real facts concerning the older workers' job performance? This year we will
concentrate, as I have said, on a few pilot case studies in this field, mainly to
judge the feasibility of getting factual answers to these questions. If our tests
show the practibility of successful results, we intend to go on to more complete
studies in this field during the next fiscal year.

At the same time, we are going through our files of labor-management agree-
ments, studying provisions regarding the older worker as they now prevail in this
country. We plan to publish this material for the information of all persons
interested in the current status of industrial relations practices regarding the
older worker.
Occupational outlook

Finally, I want to say a few words about our role in the Department's program
in the field of skills of the work force. In recent months the Labor Department
has concerned itself increasingly with what it can do to help develop American
workers' skills. We in the Bureau of Labor Statistics have been providing esti-
mates of the Nation's prospective needs for trained workers in each occupation
and publishing this information for general use; the Bureau of Employment
Security, in cooperation with the State employment services, is providing coun-
seling in local employment offices; and the Bureau of Apprenticeship of the
Department of Labor, working with employers, unions, and State apprenticeship
councils, has been promoting apprenticeship programs.

At this moment in history, however, the Secretary of Labor has decided that
we need to take a new, long, and hard look at the future skill requirements for
the Nation's workers. As a result of the high birth rates of the postwar years,
enrollments in secondary schools and colleges will boom toward the end of this
decade and in the early sixties, and the number of new entrants to our labor
force will increase enormously. Now is the time when we need to give thought to
the expansion of training and education programs and school and college facili-
ties to take care of these people. Reports of shortages of trained workers in
many different fields-ranging from office occupations through skilled craftsmen,
to engineering, scientific, and other professional workers-emphasize the need
to assess the Nation's prospective requirements for each type of trained worker.
Schools and industry need this information in establishing or expanding training
programs and in counseling individuals so that they can make occupational
choices in line with industry's needs.
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* With funds provided by the last session of the Congress, the Bureau of LaborStatistics is making major additions to its occupational outlook research pro-gram. Our first step will be to revise our Occupational Outlook Handbook, themajor official Government publication which informs young people, veterans,and others concerned with the choice of a career about the employment outlookin various industries and occupations. It is widely used in schools, colleges,the Veterans' Administration, vocational rehabilitation activities, and localoffices of the State employment services. More than 40,000 copies of the lastedition have been sold by the Government Printing Office over the past 4 years.In revising and bringing up to date the Occupational Outlook Handbook theBureau will mak-e studies over the next 18 months of employment trends andoutlook in about 500 occupations and 26 major industries. Our studies havebegun with an examination of the economic projections made by various agenciesand organizations. In the course of our work, we will be discussing the employ-ment outlook with officials of hundreds of industrial firms, educational institu-tions, unions, and professional societies. We will also make use of our ownstudies and records, going back many years, of employment trends, industry byindustry, the changing occupational composition of industries, technological de-velopments, trends in productivity, and occupational mobility and changingpatterns of working life.

This research program will yield not only a comprehensive revision of the-Occupational Outlook Handbook for the use of the public, the schools, and theother Government agencies, but also a series of studies and reports on the Na-tion's future needs in major skilled and professional occupations.
One of the major forces which will affect the outlook in many occupations andindustries is technological change. Because of the recent and dramatic innova-tions in technology, we have begun a series of specific and concrete case studiesof the impact of automation on employment. Secretary of Labor Mitchell re-ported on two of these ease studies in his recent testimony before the Joint Com-mittee on the Economic Report on automation and technological change.We hope to move ahead during the remainder of this fiscal year and next towardadditional surveys which will get us the facts on what the effects of automationare, not only on employment in general, but on the occupational distribution andskill level of workers in the United States.
As you look over the programs I have just described, I think you will see thatwe have made and are taking some major steps which are resulting in more in-formation of higher quality on a wide range of facts concerning employmentand unemployment in the United States. There are still gaps in information,and additional programs to follow, as I have indicated above. But, the progresswe've made and are making this year puts us much further along the way towarda complete and rounded program of activities in this field.
Mr. BOLLING. There being no further business before the subcom-mittee at this time, the subcommittee will now adjourn until 10 a. m.tomorrow in this same room, when Mr. Robert C. Goodwin, Directorof the Bureau of Employment Security, will be the first witness.The committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 2: -30 p. m., the subcommittee adjourned untilTuesday, November 8,1955, at 10 a. m.)
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1955

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBcOMMrrITE ON ECONOMIC STATISTICS OF THE

JOINT COMMITrEE ON Tim ECoNoMaC REPORT,
Washington, D. C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a. in., Hon. Richard Bolling (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Grover W. Ensley, staff director, and John Lehman,
clerk of the committee.

Mr. BOLLING. The subcommittee will be in order.
The first witness this morning is Mr. Robert C. Goodwin, Director

of the Bureau of Employment Security.
Mr. Goodwin, yesterday I stated that at the first three sessions,

including this morning's session, we would just hear the testimony of
the witnesses, and we will ask questions this afternoon.

So you may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. GOODWIN, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF EM-
PLOYMENT SECURITY, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Mr. GOODWIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Congressman.
I have a statement here which I would like to read, if it is satisfac-

tory with you.
Mr. BoLLING. That will be fine.
Mr. GOODWIN. I appreciate this opportunity to appear before your

subcommittee to discuss the employment, unemployment, and other
labor-market data derived from the operations of the Federal-State
employment security system.

In the administration of both of our two basic programs, the public
employment service and unemployment insurance, we deal directly
with employment and unemployment problems every day. The 1,700
local employment offices throughout the country represent our pri-
mary source of labor-market information. They constitute an espe-
cially valuable source because they operate in local labor markets and
are consequently the first to feel the impact of changes in the labor
market. Data reflecting the differences in economic conditions among
the States and local areas are especially important because of the
variations in industrial composition and concentrations. This kind
of knowledge is readily provided as a byproduct of the administration
of the employment-security system because the data are developed in
the first instance in individual local and State employment offices.

We agree with the views expressed by your subcommittee in its
progress report of July 30, 1954, that administrative agencies produce
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important statistics as a byproduct of their operations. The Federal-
State employment security system is carrying out your recommenda-
tion that agencies such as ours should "recognize their obligations to
the statistical system."

We in the employment-security program are interested in economic
statistics, 'including data provided by other agencies as well as by the
employment-security system, for two reasons. First, we need this
kind of information in order to plan and operate our own programs
effectively; second, we fully recognize that many other public and
private activities which have an important bearing on employment
and unemployment conditions, including actions of the Congress and
State legislatures, can only be guided properly if adequate economic
inltelligence is available.

With this in mind, we have been pleased to note the growing interest
in the improvement of economic statistics.. I believe it is fortunate
that we are attempting to maike improvements in the statistics in the
midst of the current high levels of economic activity. I hope that the
better economic guideposts that are sure to'result will prove their
value by helping us to maintain the vigor and strength of our present
economy as. a .whole.

As a result of the'intensified interest and the funds which the Con-
gress has appropriated for improving and expanding economically
significant statistics, we have initiated a number of steps which I
think will greatly improve the usefulness as economic indicators of the
data developed in the employment security system.

I should like to comment briefly- on the major types of economic
information available from employment security resources and on
various efforts to improve them.

INSURED EMPLOYTAIENT AND WAGES

One of the major types of economic information provided by the
employment security system is obtained as a part of the collection
of unemployment insurances taxes' by State employment security
agencies. Data on employment and wages of covered workers are
included on the quarterly tax returns of the 1,600,000 employers sub-
ject to State unemployment insurance laws. In 1954, monthly average
insured employment was over 35 million and total wages amounted
to about $137 billion.

On the basis of detailed tabulations submitted by the State agencies,
the Bureau of Employment Security of the Department of Labor
summarizes and publishes this information by State and industry
every quarter. The employment figures from this source comprise
the major part of the "benchmark" used to check nad correct all cur-
rent nonfarm employment estimates based on establishment reports,
including the national figures. published by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the Department of Labor and the State and local figures
prepared by State agencies. The information on wages is also a major
component in the national income estimates prepared by the Depart-
ment of Commerce. Both the employment and wages data. are also
widely used by other Government agencies and private organizations.

A major .improvement in this basic information on employment and
wages in the United States will result from the action taken by Con-
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gress last year to extend the coverage of unemployment insurance.

The extension of coverage to employers with 4 or more workers

enacted by Congress last year, together with the subsequent changes

by State legislatures, will add nearly 1,700,000 workers to the coverage

of State unemployment insurance systems and raise the proportion of

estimated total nonagricultural private employment of wage and sal-

ary workers covered by our reports of employment and wages from

84 percent to 88 percent.
- The Congress also expanded the coverage of these data when it pro-

vided unemployment insurance protection to 2.4 million Federal civil-

ian employees. Following this legislation, the Bureau has succeeded

in making arrangements with all Federal agencies under which they

will report their insured employment and wages to State employment

security agencies on much the same basis as private employers. The

first reports under this new system are being obtained for the current

calendar quarter and will be available next year to fill the significant

gaps which have heretofore existed in information about Federal

Government employment and wages, particularly as to their distribu-
tion by State and area.

Mr. Clague has already mentioned that current employment esti-

mates will become available in 1956 in greater industry detail than

at present. This expansion in the current employment estimates will

be made possible by the arrangements which we have made for the

reporting of insured employment and wages on the basis of a more

detailed 4-digit industrial classification for manufacturing, in place

of the present 3-digit breaks. Reporting instructions have already

been issued to all States requesting them to tabulate their employment

and wages reports on this more detailed basis for one quarter each

year, beginning with the reports for the first quarter of 1956. In addi-

tion to providing the more specific industry information which has

been requested by industry groups, labor organizations, and other

users of th'e information, the additional detail' will enable some im-

provements in the "benchmark" uses of the data.
* Another forward step taken the last year should result in improved

industrial classification for both insured employment and wages data

and the current employment estimates. In cooperation with the Bu-

reau of Labor Statistics and our affiliated State employment security

agencies, a new system was installed for improving the coordination'

of the industrial codes assigned to individual establishments in both

of these statistical' programs.

INSURED UNEMPLOY-MENT

Probably the best kn6wn measure of economic developments that

is derived from employment security operations is the count of in-

sured unemployed workers. In fact, this count has been included in,

the monthly publication, Economic Indicators, issued by the Joint.

Committee on the Economic Report, since March 1954. Insured un-.

employment is the number of benefit claimants who have completed

a week of total or partial unemployment. The figures that we release:

every week are not estimates based on a sample but represent actual

counts of the unemployment insurance claim§ takeni by public em-

ployment offices. Our weekly release contains both national and indi-

69272-55-8
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vidual State totals, together with the rates of insured unemployment-
the ratio to the covered employment base. Your release on EconomicIndicators started showing this rate for the Nation as a whole lastJuly. The insured unemployment data represent the most currentinformation available on unemployment trends throughout the coun-try and provide the only current information on unemployment trendsby State. Another significant economic indicator included in ourweekly release is the count of what we call initial claimants. Theseare notices of the beginning of a spell of unemployment and are es-pecially valuable as a measure of the new or emerging unemployment
in various locations and industries. Data on both initial claims andinsured unemployment are included in the joint release on employ-ment and unemployment now issued each month by the Departmentsof Labor and Commerce.

The extension of unemployment insurance coverage which I men-tioned earlier in connection with our employment and wages informa-tion will, of course, also expand the coverage and the economic signifi-
cance of data based on unemployment insurance claims. This is cer-tainly the most important way in which insured unemployment sta-tistics can be improved.

Within the legislative framework provided by the Congress we have,however, undertaken a number of specific steps designed to enhancethe value of insured unemployment data as a measure of economicdevelopments. For example, we have succeeded in stepping up ourprocessing schedule so that the figures submitted to us by the Stateemployment security agencies, together with an analysis of the rea-sons for changes in claims volume, are regularly released within 1week after the week in which the claims were filed in local employ-ment offices. Since the subcommittee hearings last year we have alsoinitiated publication of insured unemployment data for 1 week eachmonth for the Nation's major metropolitan areas.
Seasonal changes often conceal more long-run economic develop-ments. For this reason we have developed a procedure for seasonally

adjusting insured unemployment data. National seasonal indexeshave been prepared and we are encouraging the State agencies to pre-pare similar indexes. After we acquire additional experience with theseasonal indexes we plan to publish a seasonally adjusted series relat-ing to insured unemployment.
Since these data are derived as byproducts of the operations of theunemployment compensation program, they are in certain instancesaffected by so-called administrative factors which do not have eco-nomic significance or which tend to distort interstate comparisons.

The more important of these are rescheduling of claim-filing datesbecause of holidays, "new benefit years," administrative factors whichpermit delayed filing of claims, and disqualifications. The Bureau isworking with the State agencies on a series of studies to be undertakenduring the current fiscal year to assist in measuring and making neces-sary adjustments for these factors.
The magnitude and trend of the insured unemployment data are alsoinfluenced by unemployment benefit exhaustions. Exhaustion of bene-fit rights occurs when a claimant has received the full amount of benefitpayments to which he is entitled according to the State law. Whenthis happens he no longer appears in the insured unemployment count,
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although he may continue to be unemployed. In a period when unem-

ployment is rising and workers are staying unemployed longer, the

volume of exhaustions can seriously affect the level and trend of

insured unemployment statistics. This was the reason that in the

spring of 1954 we instituted weekly reporting of exhaustions by the

8 largest States, which together usually account for about 50 percent

of the national total. All States report exhaustions on a monthly

basis.
A more illuminating approach is to obtain information on what hap-

pens to claimants after they exhaust their benefit rights. Since they

are no longer required to report to the local employment offices, this

information cannot be obtained as a simple byproduct of regular opera-

tions. Instead, it requires special contacts with the former claimants

to determine their current labor force status. A number of State

agencies have undertaken such studies independently in the past,

especially during the 1949-50 recession. During the current fiscal

year, however, the Bureau is promoting a series of postexhaustion

studies by several State employment security agencies which we ex-

pect to throw additional light on this important question. Of course,

the study results will be valuable not only for the economic analysis

purposes but also in evaluating the benefit provisions of unemployment

insurance laws. To help assure greater consistency and comparability

of the data among the States and areas in which the studies are being

conducted, a detailed guide has been prepared by the Bureau for use

by the State agencies in conducting their postexhaustion studies.

In addition to these field projects, we have been working on the de-

velopment of national total estimates of the number of exhaustees who

are still unemployed, using data on duration of unemployment from

the Bureau of the Census as well as from our own records. We have

not yet completed this work but we believe it will provide the basis for

at least a rough estimate of the national total and consequently add to

our understanding of trends in unemployment among workers covered

by unemployment insurance.
This understanding has benefited particularly in the past year by

the work of the Review of Concepts Subcommittee, whose interim re-

port Mr. Bowman has submitted to you. We were happy to partici-

pate in the work of this group. A number of its recommendations

concerned with the improvement of insured unemployment statistics

as economic indicators coincide with the steps we have taken or are

planning in this field. We are giving careful consideration to all of

the subcommittee's recommendations.
I should also like to refer briefly to the materials submitted by Mr.

Bowman comparing the census series on total unemployment and our

insured unemployment series. This material includes a table compar-

ing these series which carries forward the data furnished the commit-

tee by the Census Bureau and the BES at its February 1954 hearings.

In addition to adjustments for some of the differences in coverage, the

table makes adjustments for certain conceptual differences. One of

the more important of these results from -the fact that the census at

present includes as employed some persons who were on temporary

layoff or were not at work and waiting to report to a job within 30

days. The concepts subcommittee has recommended that such workers

be included with the unemployed rather than with the employed. This
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proposed changes would make an important contribution toward in-creasing the comparability of the two series.
' This brief discussion of insured unemployment has touched on a-considerable variety of steps which have already been taken or are-planned that should improve the economic indicator value of unem-ployment insurance data. We appreciate the actions by Congress and-other agencies which are contributing to these efforts on our part. Itrust that the committee will join with me in the belief that the various.appfoaches to this pr6blhn- which are being taken will yield useful
results.

CHARACTERISTICS OF INSURED UNEMPLOYED WORKERS

Mr. Clague has already referred briefly to the new sample survey of'the characteristics of unemployment insurance claimants which theDepartment of Labor has recently launched. This new program, un-der which information on the personal and economic characteristics ofclaimants is being obtained for the first time, recognizes that we needto know not only how many people are unemployed but who they are.The insured unemployment data now available provide information
on where the unemployed are located; this new program will answer
such questions about unemployment insurance claimants as their sex,age, marital status, industry, and occupation. The new report willalso identify exhaustees and provide information on the duration ofinsured unemployment. Through voluntary reporting in a numberof States we are also experimenting with the collection in this pro-gram of data on the number of persons in the claimant's family, thenumber who are working, and whether the claimant is normally theprincipal or secondary wage earner. The optional items may be re-quired in all States at a later date, depending upon the experience ofthe States which are now collecting them.

The information provided by this new reporting system is designedprimarily to aid in the development of national policies and programsfor dealing with unemployment. Only with this kind of informationcan programs be tailor made to fit the characteristics of unemployedworkers. The survey will provide the detailed facts needed for suchmeasures as promoting suitable employment opportunities, helping toguide Federal economic policies, encouraging necessary training pro-grams, analyzing the causes of unemployment, and developing recom-mendations for improving unemployment insurance. A basic purpose-of the information is to enhance public understanding of the natureand significance of current unemployment problems. In addition, itis expected that the data from the survey will permit various byprod-uct analyses leading to some refinement in the overall statistics oninsured unemployment which are now regularly released by the BES.'As Mr. Clague has mentioned, this program is based on a nation-wide sample of 1 percent of all unemployment insurance claimants,,including those covered by State unemployment insurance laws andthe two Federal programs of unemployment compensation for vet-erans and Federal employees.
The data for the reports of claimant characteristics are collected byState and local employment offices every week, but will flow to theBureau of Employment Security on a monthly basis. The first re-ports, covering the 5 weeks ending September 17, have been received
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:and are now in process of tabulation by the Bur6au of Labor'Statistics.
We do not plan to publish the results, however, until after we have
-had experience with more than one reporting period, and have had
-an opportunity to apply statistical tests of validity.

We are looking forward to the information to be derived from this
source as a major contribution to our knowledge about the problems
of unemployment and, consequently, to our ability to cope with these
problems.

AREA LABOR AMARKET INFORMATION

In the administration aid operation of the employment security
system, data on local area unemployment information on a regular
and current basis are of particular importance. Census data by area
are usually only available at the time of the decennial censuses, al-
though national unemployment data are provided on a monthly basis
by the census' current population survey. National figures on uneni-
ployment, though important in providing a general indication of the
state of the economy, do not provide any indication of the differences
,in unemployment conditions among areas. The area insured unem-
ployment data alone are not sufficient for the purpose of interarea
comparisons because of differences in State coverage, eligibility re-
quirements under the unemployment insurance laws, and industrial
composition of the areas. It has been necessary, therefore, for the
State employment security agencies to undertake the development of
total unemployment estimates by local area to meet their own operat-
,ing needs, as well as those of other governmental groups, rivate or-
ganizations, and the general public. The BES has developed pro-
cedures for use by the State agencies in preparing such unemployment

-estimates. Many of the States publish these data regularly.
The method for estimating total area unemployment developed in

the employment security system uses the count of the unempoyed
-workers covered by the unemployment insurance program as the base
-figures and then provide for derived estimates for the segments of
unemployed not covered by these programs. The obtaining of area
,unemployment estimates from a household sampling procedure on a
Fregular basis is not feasible because of the prohibitive cost of such a
program. The current estimating techniques have certain limitations,
primarily because it is necessary to assume that national experience for
certain segments of the work force is applicable to local conditions.
'The Bureau has been constantly working with the State agencies to
-improve these estimates. Further improvements are anticipated as
:a result of the special studies which I mentioned previously.

AREA CLASSIFICATIONS

The Bureau does not publish local area total unemployment esti-
-mates, but they are an important factor in the classification of labor
market areas according to adequacy of labor supply. These classi-
fications are published and are intended to provide a quick, convenient
tool to measure comparative differences in the availability of labor in
the Nation's major production and employment centers.

Effective with the May 1955 area classification, new classification
criteria were introduced which group the areas into six major labor sup-
ply categories. This revision was undertaken in part in order to
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permit a finer distinction between labor-surplus areas. In the previous
system all areas with significant labor surpluses were placed into a
single group, whereas they are now divided into three groups.. In
addition, the new criteria are so designated that it is expected only
minor revisions, if any, will be necessary as economic conditions
change.

LABOR TURNOVER STATISTICS

As Mr. Clague has stated to you, some funds are available in the
current fiscal year's appropriations of this Bureau and the BLS for
some expansion of labor turnover statistics program of the Depart-
ment of Labor. The BLS and the BES are presently developing
plans for this expansion which is designed to utilize the resources of
the two bureaus and those of our affiliate State employment security
agencies so that labor turnover statistics can be provided for more
industries and with some geographic detail.

The expanded program will provide for the State employment se-
curity agencies to collect and process labor turnover information
schedules from all establishments with employment of 20 or more
workers in manufacturing and mining industries that are now in-
cluded in the 2 samples. This will allow these agencies to compile and
publish labor turnover rates for the States and important local areas.
The expanded sample will also allow the BLS to publish national rates
for more industries than is possible with the present sample. The
program will be introduced in a number of States in the current fiscal
year and will be extended to the remaining States and major areas as
soon as possible. It is hoped that this program will eventually yield
labor turnover statistics on a comparable basis for all States, standard
metropolitan areas, and the Nation for the entire range of nonagricul-
tural industries.

SPECIAL LABOR M1ARKET STUDIES

The various manpower and related programs undertaken in the em-
ployment security system frequently give rise to information of gen-
eral economic significance. Such information will become available
through the Department of Labor's overall survey relating to the prob-
lems of the older worker in the labor market. As a part of this sur-
vey, the Federal-State employment security system will undertake
studies in a number of labor market areas to determine the employ-
ment patterns, policies, and practices affecting older workers. The
data will permit a comparison of older employed and unemployed
workers, their work patterns, and other factors which influence a
worker's ability to obtain employment. Similarly, special studies
of unemployment insurance beneficiaries to determine the adequacy of
unemployment benefits will also yield some economically useful in-
formation.

Occupational labor market information is required for effective
local employment office operations, and also to assist employers, work-
ers, schools, and other community groups. Although the local em-ployment offices in all States already have a considerable amount of oc-
cupational labor market and related information as a result of theirday-to-day operations, further developmental and organizational work
is required. The Bureau is working on projects in the current fiscal
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year which it is hoped will result in the development by more State
agencies of systematic labor market information by occupation. It
is expected that this will be done through the preparation of local or
State occupational guides for major types of worker groups, indus-
tries, or occupational fields.

In the field of agricultural labor market information, the State
employment security agencies compile current reports on the number
of seasonal hired workers in agriculture. Designed mainly for op-
erating uses, the reports are helpful in organizing programs for the
utilization of both migrant and local farmworkers. At present, the
collection of labor market information on the farm sector of the
economy requires considerable expansion and technical development
in order to fully meet current needs. We are working with the State
agencies and the Department of Agriculture in order to achieve needed
improvements, particularly in the preparation of estimates of farm
labor demand and supply.

I am supplying the subcommittee with a more detailed discussion of
the Bureau's program for improvement of the economic statistics re-
sulting from the employment security system.

Thank you very much.
Mr. BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Goodwin.
The additional material will be included in the hearings.
(The material referred to is as follows:)

T1cHNiCAL SUPPLEMENT: LABOR-MARKET INFORMATION FrloM EMPLOYMENT
SECURiTY OPERATIONS

This supplement provides background materials on the various labor-market
data available through the operation of the Federal-State employment-security
system. The materials cover the following subjects:

1. Unemployment statistics based on unemployment-compensation claims
2. Report on characteristics of unemployment-insurance claimants
3. Area unemployment estimates
4. Labor-market-area classifications
5. Special studies of older workers in the labor market
6. Occupational job-opportunity information
7. Labor-turnover statistics
S. Insured employment and wage statistics
9. Agricultural labor-market information

source: U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment security, Office of Program
Review and Analysis, Washington 25, D. C., November 3, 1955.

1. Unemployment statistics based on unemployment-compensattion claims

Weekly and monthly data-The Bureau of Employment Security publishes
weekly and monthly statistics on new and continued unemployment of workers
covered by the State unemployment-compensation (UI) program, the unemploy-
ment-compensation program for civilian Federal employees (UCFF), and the
unemployment-compensation program for Korean veterans (UGV). These data
are available on a State and local area as well as national basis. The national
figures also include insured unemployment covered by the Railroad Retirement
Board. New or emerging unemployment of covered workers is shown by initial
claims filed. These are notices to the State agencies of the beginning of a period
of unemployment for which benefits are claimed. The continued unemployment
of covered workers is shown in the insured unemployment statistics, which are
a measure of the number of persons who were totally or partially unemployed
during a given week for which they have filed unemployment-insurance claims.

The initial claims and insured unemployment data have widespread use as
indicators of economic developments and trends in the Nation, States, and local
labor-market areas. The Bureau during the year has taken a number of steps
and is planning others to improve the significance and usefulness of these data
for economic analysis and to expand the detail provided.
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In order to piovide datd to facilitate the comparisons of enonoic conditions
between major labor-market areas, the information published in the Bureau's
weekly release, Unemployment Insurance Claims (see attached copy) has been
expanded to include an insured unemployment series for these areas. The area
data are shown for the week nearest the 15th of each month.

Seasonal adjustments.-To improve the use of the insured unemployment data
as indicators of economic change, a procedure has been developed for seasonally
adjusting these data. National indexes have been prepared and a procedure
has been provided the State agencies for preparation of similar indexes for the
State data. It is planned to publish a national seasonally adjusted series as
soon as further testing of the method has been completed.

Adjustments for admninistrative factors.-Since the insured unemployment
data are derived from employment security operations, the weekly trend of these
data may be disturbed by special administrative or operational factors such as
holidays, "new benefit years," administrative factors which permit delayed filing
of claims, and disqualifications. Similarly, the initial claims data, as measures
of new unemployment, are influenced at certain times of the year by a piling up
of "new claims" when new benefit years begin according to the applicable State
law. At these times, initial claims will be filed by unemployed persons who were
not eligible for benefits when their current spell of unemployment began because
they may not have had sufficient wage credits or had exhausted benefit rights.

The Bureau is planning a series of studies in cooperation with the State agen-
cies designed to measure the effects of such factors. The discussion that follows
of the holiday problem provides an example of the effects that "noneconomic"
factors may have on the insured unemployment data and of the nature of studies
planned. Because of fewer workdays in the holiday week, it is often necessary
for the local office to reschedule the filing dates of some claimants for another
week. Such rescheduling may distort the relationship of the insured unemploy-
ment data between the holiday week and the weeks preceding and following this
week. The national weekly insured unemployment figures are affected by such
rescheduling of claimants primarily when the eight national holidays occur.
Although the State figures may also be affected by State holidays, they usually
do not significantly influence the national figures. Adjustments for the effects of
holidays can only be made on a reasonably sound basis through additional re-
porting in order to provide data on the extent of rescheduling of claimants from
one week to another. The studies planned will develop information on the extent
of rescheduling of claimants as a result of holidays. They will also assist in
determining the appropriate method for reporting this information so as to show
claims filed in other weeks because of rescheduling in the insured unemployment
data for the week of unemployment to which they properly relate.

Postetrhaustion unemployment studies.-The insured unemployment statistics
may be affected by exhaustions also. Exhaustion of a claimant's benefit rights
occurs when he has drawn the final benefit payment to which he is entitled in a
given year under the provisions of the State unemployment insurance laws.
Once an individual has exhausted benefits, he is dropped from the insured unem-
ployment count, although he may continue to be unemployed. In a period when
unemployment is substantial and of long duration, the volume of exhaustions may
have an important bearing on the magnitude and trend of insured unemployment
statistics. Exhaustion of benefits reflects both economic conditions and duration
provisions of various State unemployment insurance laws.

In the past year, several States have completed postexhaustion studies. These
provide information on the labor market status of unemployment insurance
claimants after exhaustion of benefits and other data about exhaustees needed
in the operations of the State unemployment insurance program. For purposes
of insuring greater consistency and comparability of data on persons who have
exhausted benefits, a guide has been prepared by the Bureau for use by the
Sthtes in conducting postexhaustion studies.

It is expected that postexhaustion studies will be conducted in about 15 States
and in at least one major labor market area in each of these States in the cur-
rent fiscal year. These studies make valuable contributions to available knowl-
edge about unemployment insurance and the labor market status of exhaustees..
For example, such studies are useful in connection with proposed changes in the
maximum allowed duration of unemployment insurance benefits. They provide
important information on: why claimants exhaust, what are the characteristics
of claimants that exhaust (age, sex, occupation, and industry of attachment),
how long claimants remain unemployed after exhaustion, to what extent they
drop out of the labor market, and how much it would cost to extend the potential
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duration of benefits. Postexhaustion studies also provide data -which are needed

for improving the unemployment estimates being prepared by the States. Since

comparable methodology and procedures, based on the above-mentioned guide,

will be used by each State undertaking these studies insofar as possible, it will

be possible to compare the data for different States.

2. Report on characteristics of unemployinentftnsurance claimants
The Department of Labor has initiated a program for obtaining information

through the facilities of the Federal-State employment security system on

the personal and economic characteristics of unemployment-insurance claimants.

This report is based on a nationwide sample of 1 percent of the claimants in

each local office of the State employment security agency. Claimants under

the three unemployment-insurance programs operated by the State employment-
security agencies are covered: State unemployment insurance, unemployment
compensation for Federal employees, and unemployment compensation for vet-

erans. Data will be collected for every week but will flow to the BES on a

monthly basis-a 4- or 5-week period ending with the week containing the 12th

of the month. The first reports covering the weeks ending August 20 through

-September 17 have been received by the national office of the BES and are now

being tabulated by the BLS. To allow for a test period to check the operations

-of the sample and of the reporting procedures, we do not plan to publish the

material from this new program until after data for more than one report

period are available. This Bureau is working with the BLS in the development
of quality controls and publication plans.

The information obtained from this reporting program will aid in the develop-

ment of national policies and programs dealing with unemployment. It will

provide the factual information for such measures as promoting suitable em-

ployment opportunities, helping to guide Federal economic policies, encouraging

necessary training programs, analysis of the causes of unemployment, and

developing recommendations for improving unemployment insurance. The basic

purpose of the information is to enhance public understanding of the nature and

significance of current unemployment problems. In addition, it is expected

that the data from the survey will permit various byproduct analyses leading

to some refinement in the overall statistics on insured unemployment which are
now regularly released by the BES.

The 1-percent sample of claimants included in the reporting program is being

selected on the basis of the last two digits of the social-security account number.

The end digits selected will permit a 20-percent tie-in with the continuous work

history sample of the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance. On the

basis of the current volume of unemployment-insurance claims this fiscal year,

the 1-percent sample. will cover about 75,000 different individuals during the

year and the size of the sample will approximate 18,000 for any 1 week and

28,000 per month. Existing regular reports provide universal data on such items

as initial claims and insured unemployment which will be used to check the

completeness of reporting of the 1-percent sample. Information on the extent

of sampling variability will be included in publications containing the estimates
derived from this program. State and local estimates will not be possible on

the basis of this report except to the extent that State agencies expand the size
of sample for their own use.

Each claimant to be included in the sample will be identified when he files

a new claim for benefits at any of the 1,700 local employment offices. The line

entry will also identify each subsequent week during the reporting period for
which a week of unemployment was claimed and will indicate whether it was

for total or partial unemployment. Similarly, line entries on reports for subse-
quent months will record all additional claims filed. Benefit exhaustions, dis-
qualifications, and other terminations of claims series will also be reported
as they occur.

The following items of information will be reported on personal and economic

characteristics of claimants in the sample with most of the data obtained when
the new claim is filed:

1. Social-security number and name (identification).
2. Sex and veteran status.
3. Age.
4. Marital status.
5. Occupation (3 digits).
6. Industry (3 digits for manufacturing; 2 for nonmanufacturing).
7. Base-period wages.
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8. Weekly benefit amount.
9. Potential duration (weeks) of benefit payments.

10. Duration of insured unemployment (weeks since initial claim filed).
11. Number of persons in claimant's family (optional).
12. Number of persons in family who are working (optional).
13. Is claimant normally principal or secondary wage earner (optional) ?

Examination of the type of information to be collected as listed above indi-
cates the extensive possibility of current analysis and special studies on the
basis of this new reporting program. Analyses will be made by occupation,
industry, age, sex, duration of unemployment, and marital status, as well as by
cross-classifications of these characteristics. In presenting the data on char-
acteristics on a current basis, attention will be given primarily to initial claims
(representing new spells of unemployment) ; insured unemployment for the

week, including the 12th (for comparability with census data) ; and termina-
tion of claims series (exhaustions, disqualifications, and voluntary dropouts).
If adequate information is provided on the several optional items, additional
analysis will be made by size of family and the number of wage earners in the
family. Plans are also being developed for special tabulations and studies such
as analyses of the composition of the claim load over a longer period of time,
the detailed characteristics of persons exhausting benefits, older worker prob-
lems, and employment data from BOASI records in relation to insured unemploy-
ment experience.

The report of claimant characteristics, by virture of its tie-in with employ-
ment security operations, will provide information about the characteristics of
insured unemployed workers on a relatively economical basis. Virtually all of
the information to be reported is regularly obtained for administrative purposes
by State and local employment security offices. In fact, some State employment
security agencies have conducted such surveys in the past and others have ob-
tained similar data on a regular basis. The reporting program of the BES has, in
the past, provided information on claims filed by type of claim (i. e., initial,
'continued) and sex and on payments made for total.unemployment classified
by amount and by industry, but the new. program represents the first attempt
to obtain comprehensive and detailed information nationwide on the personal
and economic characteristics of the insured unemployed.

Although the claimant characteristics report will necessarily be limited to
unemployed persons covered by the three unemployment insurance programs
cited above, these claimants account for a major proportion of all unemployed
workers and are a particularly significant segment of the unemployed because
of their prior employment experience and the industrial coverage of the unem-
ployment-insurance program. Employment covered by the Federal employees
and State unemployment-insurance programs account for about 80 percent of all
employees in nonagricultural establishments. This percentage will be further
increased next year as a result of the recent Federal and State laws extending
coverage to employees of smaller firms, effective January 1, 1956.

Preparation of the plans and procedures for this new reporting program
included extensive consultations between the BES and State employment security
agencies, the BLS, other Federal agencies (including BOASI, Bureau of the
Census, and the Office of Statistical Standards of the Budget Bureau), and
various interested groups.
3. Area unemployment estimates

Unemployment-its level, trend, and composition-is one of the major indi-
cators of the state of economic well-being for local areas, as well as for the
Nation as a whole. In the administration and the operation of the employment
security system, area unemployment data on a regular and current basis are of
particular importance. Census data on unemployment by area are usually only
available at 10-year intervals, although national unemployment data are pro-
vided on a monthly basis by the Census' Current Population Survey. However,
national figures on the unemployed, though important in providing a general
indication of the state of the economy, do not provide any indications of the
differences in unemployment conditions between areas.

Although insured unemployment data provide valuable indicators of economic
conditions in an area, they cannot be a complete substitute for knowledge of total
unemployment. Moreover, interarea comparisons based on insured unemploy-
ment data alone are not entirely satisfactory because of differences in industrial,
composition and the extent of exhaustions by State and area, as well as differ-
ences in the State laws with respect to coverage and eligibility requirements.
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Therefore, it has been necessary for the State employment security agencies
to undertake the development of total unemployment estimates by area to

:meet the operating needs for its information, as well as the needs of other gov-

*ernmental groups, private organizations, and the general public. As a result,

the BES has developed procedures for use by the State agencies in preparing

total unemployment estimates by area. Many of the States publish these data

regularly. Although the BES at present does not release the area unemploy-

ment estimates as a separate series, they are used in arriving at the area classi-

fications according to relative labor supply which are published by the Bureau.

The area unemployment estimating techniques developed in the employment
security system start with a count of the unemployed workers covered by the

unemployment-insurance programs and then derive estimates for the segments

-of the unemployed not covered by these programs. The development of area

unemployment estimates from a household-sampling procedure was not feasible

because of the prohibitive costs of such a program. The description of the tech-

nique, which follows is divided into the following parts: (1) Unemployment
related to employment covered by unemployment-insurance laws; (2) unem-

ployment related to noncovered employment; (3) unemployed new entrants and

reentrants to the labor force. The relative importance of these groups in the

total estimate of unemployment in an average industrial area would be approxi-

mately as follows: The first group will account for about 65 to 75 percent; the

second for about 10 to 15 percent; and the third for 15 to 20 percent, depending
upon the time of the year for which the estimate is prepared.

Unemployment related to unemployment insurance covered employment is

obtained from the UI claims-taking operations. Four groups need to be taken
into account to obtain data on the total number of unemployed in this segment.

'The first group consists of the number of covered workers claiming UI benefits
who were totally unemployed in a given week-the insured unemployment.
Added to this figure are data provided by the Railroad Retirement Board on the
number of unemployed railroad workers.

The second group is comprised of covered workers who were unemployed for a

full week or more before filing an initial claim. Not all such claims can be prop-

erly counted in the unemployment figure, according to the present census and

BES definition of unemployment, for the week in which the initial claim was filed

because many of these persons would not have completed a full week of unem-
ployment at the time of filing these claims. The first full week of unemployment
for such persons will be counted when they file continued claims for benefits-
these are included in the insured unemployment count. Some of the initial
claims, however, should properly be included in the unemployment figure. These
are persons who do have a full week of unemployment prior to the filing of the
initial claim.

The third group of unemployed related to the UI program, but not included
in the insured unemployment figures, are individuals who continue to be unem-
ployed after exhausting their unemployment benefits. Accordingly, an estimate
is made of the number of exhaustees still looking for work.

The fourth and final unemployed group from covered establishments consists
of persons who are disqualified from receiving UI benefits, workers in covered
employment who do not earn sufficient wage credits, or have not been employed
in such employment for a sufficient length of time to become eligible to receive
benefits, and unemployed covered workers eligible for benefits who for some
reason failed to apply for them.

Unemployment related to noncovered employment consists of unemployed per-
sons from covered industries but in noncovered (small) establishments and from
noncovered industries, such as domestic workers, State and local government
workers, workers from nonprofit institutions, agricultural workers, and self-
employed and unpaid family workers. The estimates of the unemployed from
these groups are based on unemployment rates for workers from covered estab-
lishments in the localities and on national data from the census' current popula-
tion survey.

The final segments for which estimates are developed are those for unemployed
new entrants and reentrants, i. e., individuals whose present spell of unemploy-
ment has not been immediately preceded by employment. This is probably
the most difficult group for which an estimate must be developed. Since there
is little information available for this group on a local basis, it is necessary to
use the national data provided by the census' current population survey to de-
velop techniques for estimating the total number of unemployed entrants in a
given area. A study of these data shows that there is a close relationship be-
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tween unemployed entrants and the level of the civilian labor force and of unem-
ployment. An examination of the monthly labor force data since 1948 indicates.
that after adjusting for seasonal factors, unemployed entrants for any month
of the year are: on the average, equal to 0.7 percent of the civilian labor force-
(excluding unemployed entrants) plus about 11 percent of the unemployed (ex-
cluding unemployed entrants). The Bureau has plans for testing the appropriate'
ness of these relationships for local area estimates and for studies of adminis-
trative statistics to determine possible new sources of information in this field.

The technique described above for estimating total area unemployment has
certain limitations, primarily because in some phases of the estimating pro-
cedure, it is necessary to use national relationships which may not in all cases-
appropriately reflect local conditions. Fortunately, however, the largest and
most volatile segment of the unemployed is covered by local data available from!
the employment security system. The proposed studies for improving the in-
sured unemployment statistics described previously in the section on that
subject and the studies mentioned above relating to new entrants and reentrants
should provide information on the basis of which it will be possible to test the
national relationships and in some instances, to replace them.

Up to the present time, tests of the estimates appear to show that the tech.-
niques as used currently yield reasonable and useful local unemployment esti-
mates. Moreover, the procedures have a number of advantages in that they
are inexpensive, require relatively little time and use data provided and needed!
in the employment security system. After the data from the new special studies
become available and are analyzed, consideration will be given to the regular
publication by this Bureau of area total unemployment estimates.

It might be considered that the ideal procedure for obtaining the local unemr
ployment estimates would be through household surveys based on a scientifically
selected sample. These surveys would also have errors though more easily-
susceptible to measurement than in the present procedure. Household surveys;
however, are expensive. The cost of a- one-time survey of the 1949 major labor-
market areas currently classified by the BBS according to adequacy of labor-
supply would involve the expenditure of several million dollars. Of course,
such surveys would also provide data on the characteristics of the total labor
force in addition to unemployment figures. Occasional area surveys of this:
type could be valuable as a device for checking and improving current estimates
prepared primarily from employment security data.

4. Labor market area classification
Although the area unemployment estimates are not published by the Bureau',

they are a major factor in the area classifications which are published. (A
copy of this publication is attached.) The program of classifying areas ac-
cording to adequacy of labor supply, introduced during World War II, is de-
signed to permit general comparisons of labor market conditions among areas
which are not feasible through the use of a single statistic. The area classifica-
tions are intended to provide a quick, convenient tool to measure comparative
differences in the availability of labor in the Nation's major production and em-
ployment centers. They represent a synthesis of a number of key elements
which reflect the nature and the character of an area's present labor market
such as data on current unemployment, employment and unemployment outlook,
comparison of labor demand with available supply of labor, and seasonal pat-
terns of local employment and unemployment fluctuations.

Effective with the May 1955 area classifications, new criteria were introduced
which grouped the areas into six major labor supply categories. The revised
classification groupings are designated by the letters A through F with group
A reflecting the relatively tightest labor supply group and group F the relatively
greatest labor surplus. The revised classification system permits a finer dis-
tinction between labor surplus areas. In the previous system. all areas with
significant labor surpluses were placed into a single group, whereas, they are now
divided into three groups. In addition, the new criteria are designed to reflect
area differences under a variety of economic conditions so that the area classi-
fication system will require minimum revisions, if any, as a result of changing;
economic conditions.

5. Older worker special labor market studies
Older workers constitute a large and necessary segment of our population

and are an important source of labor supply. The Department of Labor's
concern with the effective utilization of the older worker has not only the
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humanitarian motive of improving the employment situation for this group,
,but also the objective of advancing the strength of our economy and increasing
its productive potential. It is necessary to assure that the potential productive
~capacity of men and women who now encounter limitations on their employment
opportunities, based solely on their age, is not lost through ignorance, neglect,
,or indifference. To get at the facts with respect to the ability of older workers
to do a job and to determine the specific nature of the obstacles to the employment
of older workers, the Department of Labor is undertaking a number of studies.
'Through these studies, information will be obtained on such subjects as the
work quality of older workers in terms of their productivity and related factors;
effect of pension plans on hiring of older workers; collective bargaining contracts
which deal with the subject of aging employees; use of older women in special
job fields; employment patterns, policies, and practices regarding older workers;
and individualized placement service for older workers through the State
-employment security system.

Within the Department of Labor, the specific responsibility for carrying out
the studies with respect to employment patterns, policies, and practices, and the
,expansion of individualized placement service to older workers has been assigned
to the BES. To carry out this responsibility, the Bureau in cooperation with
the State employment security agencies, will undertake special studies in a
number of local lahoromarket areas. These studies are planned so as to provide
both statistical and qualitative data on the employment and unemployment pat-
terms of older workers and to obtain information on how best to expand the
services provided older workers by the employment offices of the State employ-
ment security agencies.

In order to pretest the forms, procedures and methods to be used in these
studies, a pilot study has been run by the Minnesota State agency in the Minne-
apolis-St. Paul area in cooperation with the University of Minnesota. Results
of this study, which are now being analyzed, will provide the basis for establish-
ing the final procedure to be used in other areas.

The studies have been divided into three parts. The first will deal with the
collection and analysis of the data on employment patterns and hiring practices
of employers. To accomplish this, a sample of representative employers will
be selected and information will be obtained on employment patterns, hires, and
separations. These data will be obtained by age, sex, occupation, industry, and
size of establishment. In addition, information will be obtained from employers
on policies and practices affecting the hiring and utilization of older workers.
The results of this study, with appropriate analysis, will also provide information
by industry and occupation on outstanding examples of employer policies and
practices with regard to the hiring and employment of older workers.

The second part of the study will be concerned with the characteristics of the
unemployed older workers-sex, occupation, industry of attachment, and duration
of unemployment. The analysis will be based on the study of workers filing
unemployment insurance claims and nonelaimants who register for work with
the employment service. In addition, work histories will be obtained from a
sample of employed and unemployed persons 45 years of age and over to secure
data on the basis of which comparisons of patterns of employment "progression
and/or regression" will be made.

The third phase of the study will involve an overall appraisal of local employ-
ment offices' policies and procedures relating to services to older workers. Studies
will be made of counseling and individualized placement services to older workers
designed to appraise the effectiveness of the various methods and techniques,
and costs of such services in behalf of the older worker.

Every effort will be made to obtain community participation in these studies.
Support and cooperation will be sought of employers, local community groups,
such as chambers of commerce, manufacturers associations, labor unions, and
other groups. These groups can provide assistance in the collection of the neces-
sary information and in the carrying out of programs that may be developed as
a result of these studies.

C. Occupational job opportunity infoimation
Occupational labor market information is required for effective local employ-

ment office operations and also to assist employers, workers, schools, and other
community groups. Job applicants need such information in order to know
what occupational fields consistent with their interests and training offer good
job prospects, while employers need to be informed on the adequacy and the
skills of their labor supply. Similarly, school officials in discharging their
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obligations to students and the community require such information in order to
be able to offer appropriate training. In addition, the local offices use this
information in order to do the best possible job in matching workers and openings,
in counseling young people, and others needing vocational orientation, in job-
development work and in the general dissemination of labor-market information.

Although the local employment offices in all State already have a considerable-
amount of occupational labor market and related information as a result of their
day-to-day operations, further developmental and organizational work in required.
The Bureau is working on projects in the current fiscal year, which it is hoped
will result in the development by more State agencies of systematic labor-market
information by occupation. It is expected that this will be done through the
preparation of local or State occupational guides for major types of worker
groups, industries, or occupational fields. In certain cases the States may also
undertake the development of materials for use in national job guides as, for
example, guides for agricultural occupations, summer jobs for youth, or reentrants
into the labor market.
7. Labor turnover statistics

Information an labor turnover is essential to the proper analysis and inter-
pretation of labor-market developments, including labor force and employment
changes. It has long been recognized that information on *he number of persons
employed, at specific points in time, does not give a complete picture of activity
within the labor market. Such counts record only the net changes in employment
in the interval between the reports without regard to the gross volume of changes
occurring within the intervals. Labor turnover rates are also useful in measur-
ing manpower requirements and planning and evaluation of job-placement pro-
grams. Individual establishments data are needed for job-promotion activities
and are used in providing other employment security program services to em-
ployers. Information on labor-turnover rates is also used by employers in
measuring plant performance and evaluating personnel policies.

The BLS and the BES are presently developing plans designed to utilize the
resources of the two Bureaus and the State employment security agencies in the
field of labor-turnover statistics in developing an improved and expanded joint
program in this field.

Currently, the BLS is collecting and publishing monthly turnover rates for
manufacturing and mining, based on reports from a sample of approximately
10,000 establishments. The State employment security agencies collect labor-
turnover information from an estimated 50,000 establishments in both manufac-
turing and nonmanufacturing which are included in the "major market" of the
local employment offices. (Employers with most of the hiring potential in the
community.) Turnover data are essential in the management and evaluation of
local office placement services.

The expanded program will provide for the State employment security agencies
to collect and process labcr turnover information schedules from all establish-
ments with employment of 20 or more workers in manufacturing and mining
industries that are now included in the 2 current programs. This will allow
State agencies to compile and publish labor turnover rates for the State and
important local areas. The schedules will then be forwarded to the BLS in
Washington, where national turnover rates will be computed and published. The
expanded sample will permit the BLS to publish rates for more industries than
is possible with the present sample. It is planned to introduce the program in a
number of States and major labor-market areas this fiscal year and to extend it to
include all States and major areas as soon as possible. Arrangements for
introducing the program will be made on a State-by-State basis, starting as
soon as the instructions for the program, which are now in the final developmental
stage, are released.

Although the present program is planned to cover mining and manufacturing
industries only, it is hoped to provide eventually labor-turnover statistics on a
comparable basis for all States, standard metropolitan areas, and the Nation for
the entire range of nonagricultural industries.
8. Insured employment and wage statistics

As a byproduct of its operations, the Federal-State employment security
system provides information at quarterly intervals on employment and wages
of covered workers. These data are obtained from contribution reports filed
by 1,600,000 employers, subject to State unemployment insurance laws. In 1954
the program covered an average of 35 million workers and over $137 billion
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in total wages. The State agencies tabulate these data according to the 3-digit

industry in which the workers are employed and by some geographic sub-

divisions. Prepared on a uniform basis by the individual States, the tabulations

are combined in the Bureau to provide nationai totals of covered employment

by month and wages for tbe quarter.
The national summary is a comprehensive report of nonagricultural employ-

ment and wages produced on a regular recurring basis. It provides the major

basis for the benchmarks for the national current employment estimates pub-

lished by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Current State and local employment

estimates prepared by the State agencies are also tied to 1UI covered employ-

ment data. The information is used by the Department of Commerce as the

basis for estimating by industry wages and salaries and certain other national

income components, as well as by many other Government and private organ-

izations.
These data would be strengthened both for benchmark and other uses, if

greater industry detail could be made available, particularly for the manufac-

turing industries. Steps have recently been taken to provide this additional

detail. The 20 State agencies which had less industry detail in their basic

records are now in the process of assigning 4-digit standard industrial classi-

fication codes to all manufacturing establishments. Instructions have been is-

sued to all State agencies to provide 4-digit industry detail for manufacturing

industries in the employment and wage report for the first quarter of 1956.

The recent extension of coverage, to include firms with from 4 to 7 workers

in all States, beginning in January 1956, will appreciably increase the extent

of employment covered by the unemployment-insurance program and thus re-

duce the amount of estimating needed for the noncovered segment. Similarly,

the extension of the unemployment-insurance program, in January 1955, to em-

ployees of the Federal Government will enable a tabulation of Federal employ-

ment by State, local area, and by type of activity, beginning with reports for

the current quarter. As a result of these changes, about 1.4 million private

wage and salary workers and 2.4 million Government workers will be added to

the covered employment figures and thus increases the percentage of all non-

agricultural wage and salary employment which is covered by the program from

72 to 81 percent. In the private sector of the economy, the coverage of the un-

employment-insurance program will rise from 84 to 88 percent.

The States are investigating the possibility of including State and local gov-

ernment employees in the unemployment-insurance program. In the current

year, 4 States passed legislation touching on this subject, bringing to 16 the

number of States which include some State or local government employees in

the program. As this aspect of the program is further extended, comprehensive

employment and wage data will be made available for State and local govern-

ment which, up to now, have been obtainable only through a complete census

at infrequent intervals.
To insure high technical standards. a new system for coordinating the in-

dustry codes in the records of both the State employment security agency

programs and the current employment statistics program was installed in the

past year with the cooperation of the BLS. This system assures comparability
by industry of the current and "benchmark" employment statistics produced for

the Nation, States, and local labor market areas.

*9. Agricultural labor morlet information

The State employment security agencies also compile current reports of the

number of seasonal hired workers employed in agriculture during the active

growing season which, in most States, is from May through November.
Included in the reports for major farm employment areas of the State are

distributions of seasonal farm employment by origin of the workers (local, intra-

state, interstate, offshore, and foreign) and by crop activity. In localities where

Mexican national workers are employed, the prevailing wages for domestic

workers for specific activities (vining peas, picking tomatoes, pulling cotton, etc.)

are also included.
Designed mainly for operating and administrative use, the reports have

important uses for other purposes. The information is helpful in planning drives

for the recruitment of workers, in providing other employment-service facilities,

and in organizing programs for the utilization of migrant and local farmworkers.

The State agencies publish the information in bulletins and labor-market news-

letters for the guidance of workers and farmers to facilitate the recruitment and

placement of needed workers.
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The Bureau reviews and summarizes these reports each month for adminis-
trative review of overall program developments and for carrying out its re-
sPonsibilities under Public Law 78 and other laws governing the importation of
workers from foreign countries to meet temporary farm-labor shortages.

In summarizing the reports for release in the publication Farm Labor Market
Developments, the Bureau provides the only source in Government of estimates
of employment migratory farmworkers by area of employment and by month.
Similarly, the area employment information is consolidated into major agricul-
tural regions and distributed by crop activity within the region.

This Bureau is working with the State agencies and the Department of Agri-
culture in attempting to improve our agricultural labor-market information, in-
cluding particularly estimates of seasonal farm labor demand and supply.

(Vol. 11, No. 18, week ended October 29, 1955]

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE CLAIMS

This report supplements the combined employment and unemployment release
issued jointly today by the Departments of Labor and Commerce. The joint
press statement summarizes the data from the Bureau of Employment Security's
unemployment insurance claims, presented here in full detail.

Attached to this week's issue is a table showing the volume of insured unem-
ployment in the major labor market areas of the Nation. This table appears
as an attachment once each month.

Initial claims for State unemployment insurance showed little change during
the week ended October 29, 1955, edging down 5,400 to 174,500 with 24 States
reporting reductions. With the exception of Connecticut's sharp drop, changes
in the individual States were small. The apparel, textile, leather, food process-
ing, construction, lumber, and trade industries were among the chief sources of
new unemployment. A number of States reported that increased layoffs in one
area were often offset by reduced layoffs elsewhere, frequently in the same in-
dustry. Initial claims filed under the program of unemployment compensation
for veterans totaled 4,700, the same number as a week ago. The number filed
under the program of unemployment compensation for Federal employees, how-
ever, edged up 100 to 2,100.

State insured unemployment moved down by 8,000 to 781,200 during the week
ended October 22. Recalls In auto plants where model changes were completed,
chiefly in Michigan, and a continuance of seasonal activities decreased the loads
in some States. In other States the volumes were up as a result of recent layoffs
in apparel, food processing, construction, and resort industries. Insured unem-
ployment under the UCV program declined 800 to 34,400. The volume under the
UCFE program moved down 200 to 16,400.

The largest reduction in initial claims-5,700 in Connecticut-followed last
week's rise due to claims filed by workers temporarily idled by recent floods.
Connecticut, however, reported new layoffs in transportation equipment, ap-
parel, textile, and leather industries. In all of the other States the changes were
relatively small. In Michigan, the volume was down 800, while Arkansas, Mary-
land, Massachusetts, and New York showed reductions of 400 to 500. On the
other hand, California attributed its increase of 800 to seasonal curtailments in
food processing and construction activities, and to the secondary effects of a
labor dispute affecting the latter industry. The rise of 500 in Indiana stemmed in
part to model-change layoffs in a large household appliance plant. The increases
in 2 Pacific Coast States-Washington (500) and Oregon (400)-were due chiefly
to heavy rains which curtailed most outdoor activities.

Among the 27 States showing a decrease in insured unemployment, Michigan's
reduction of 9,700 was the largest. Recalls of auto workers after the completion
of model-change shutdowns were responsible for most of Michigan's drop, and
for part of the reductions of 2,100 in California and 1,000 in Indiana. The re-
sumption of fish-processing activities and the settlement of a trade dispute also
helped reduce California's load. The largest increases in insured unemployment
occurred in Connecticut (4,000), New York (2,700), New Jersey (1,700), and
Pennsylvania (1,200). The rise in the first two States followed sharp increases
in initial claims last week-in Connecticut due to the effects of the recent flood,
and in New York to layoffs in the needle trades industries. Connecticut, how-
ever, estimated 3,800 flood-displaced workers were recalled this week.
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The number of persons exhausting their benefit rights In 8 large States report- -
ing such data weekly decreased 1,000 to 6,600. Except for Pennsylvania's reduc-
tion of 500, the changes in the individual States were small. Exhaustions -
amounted to as much as 1,000 in only 3 States-New York (1,300), Pennsylvania
(1,200), and Illinois (1,100).

Latest week
Item _ _ Preceding Year agoweek

Ended Number

Initial claims - Oct. 29 181,276 186, 578 262,294
State ------------------------------------- -- - --- do 174,456 179,-807 -255;547-
Veteran ' - . do 4,69 4,728 6,747
UCFE 

- do 2,121 2,043
Insured unemployment:

State -Oct. 22 781,172 789,155 1,469,441
Veteran ' -do 34,439 35,211 64,724
UCFE | -do 16,393 16,606

';Data relate to the program under provisions of the Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1952; data
al6 excluded for veterans who are filing under both the veterans' and either State, UCFE, or railroad
programs.

2 Data relate to the program of unemployment compensation for Federal employees which became effec-
tive Jan. 1, 1955; data exclude claims filed by unemployed workers who had both Federal and State wage

credits.
Source: Office of Program Review and Analysis, Nov. 4,1955.

69272-- 55---- i
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Initial claims filed during week ended Oct. 29, 1955, and insured unemployment
for week ended Oct. 22, 1955, continental United States

Initial claims Insured unemployment

State programs State programs
_______________T otal, _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Region and State Vet- includ- Vet- All pro-~
Change eran inta Num- Change Percent eran grams

4

from pro- UCDFE her from of coy- pro- tg
ber previ- gram I pro- previ- ered gram I TCFE'ous gram ous employ- UF2

week week ment 3

Total -174, 456 -5,351 4,699 181,276 781,172 -7,983 2.2 34, 439 861, 004

Region I:
Connecticut - ---- 2; 722 -5, 676 15 2,743 17, 807 +4,013 2.6 185 18,065.
Maine -- ---------- 1, 552 +250 50 1,609 6,321 +287 3. 7 177 6, 560
Massachusetts - 6, 559 -372 122 6, 739 29,137 -778 2. 0 691 30,372-
New Hampshire- 845 -155 21 870 5,038 +94 3.8 51 5, 162-
Rhode Island- 1,506 -28 33 1, 143 7, 594 -462 3.4 179 7, 832
Vermont - -------- 257 -56 8 266 1,476 +4 2.4 26 1, 520

Region II:
New Jersey -- -- 11,081 -47 130 11, 283 49, 390 +1, 688 3. 5 829 50, 869.
New York-38,207 -472 507 38,868 118,754 +2,651 2.7 1,827 121,828.

Region III:
Delware -212 +1 7 221 1,102 -241 1.0 28 1,143.
District of Columbia ---- 444 -47 35 562 2,353 -98 1.1 254 3,463.
Maryland- 1,688 -373 88 1, 798 7,872 -446 1.3 376 8, 524
North Carolina - 3,393 +200 126 3,553 16,048 -582 2.2 1,029 17,461
Pennsylvania - 19, 690 +233 278 20, 047 99, 438 +1, 228 3.3 3,330 103, 847
Virginia - ------ 1,386 +101 99 1, 519 6,104 -62 1.1 1,002 7,364
West Virginia 2---- 3,331 +109 121 1,364 8,333 -163 2.7 1, 542 9,963.

Region IV:
Alabama- 2,034 +125 101 2,213 10.888 -80 2.5 1,967 13, 289.
Florida -2,270 -222 95 2,386 17, 734 -208 3.3 704 18,658
Georgia -2,329 +200 106 2, 497 14,188 +297 2.4 1,204 16,160
Mississippi- 1,029 +53 78 1,126 5,880 -184 2.9 790 6,832
South Carolina------1, 523 +391 128 1,666 8,040 -227 2.3 1, 132 9,300.
Tennessee ----- - 2,495 -362 161 2, 766 23, 511 -591 4. 3 2,486 27, 018

Region V:
Kentucky -2,084 -178 125 2,235 18,685 -171 4.6 1, 794 20,9541
Michigan -5,252 -793 123 5, 401 37, 671 -9,658 2. 2 1,128 39,213.
Ohio- 6,053 +130 156 6,239 25,491 -334 1.1 1,013 26,833

Region VI:
Illinois -8,437 -153 212 8,940 45, 717 +799 1.9 1,135 47, 607
Indiana- 4,109 +507 151 4,305 16, 961 -1,007 1.8 709 18,040.
Minnesota- 1,693 +174 85 1,795 7,840 -155 1.3 424 8,394
Wisconsin -2,334 +385 51 2,455 11,904 -2, 262 1.6 326 12, 475-

Region VII:
Iowa -- 857 -31 13 871 3,338 +112 .9 103 3,475.
Kansas -1,006 -14 39 1,061 5, 588 -104 1.8 248 6,158.
Missouri - 4,434 -328 63 4, 517 21, 296 -1,024 2. 5 1, 094 22, 628.
Nebraska -437 -94 37 506 1, 694 -117 .9 132 1,989.
North Dakota -126 +39 19 147 350 +37 .7 22 394
South Dakota -149 +14 32 189 418 +57 .8 71 523.

Region VIII:
Arkansas -1,121 -532 77 1, 215 6, 501 +358 2.8 623 7,274
Loiusiana -1, 786 +61 76 1,882 8,388 +155 1.7 680 9,172-
Oklahoma -1,266 -72 63 1,386 6,664 -14 2.1 570 7, 693.
Texas -- 2, 777 +179 259 3,084 14,840 -99 1.0 2,071 17, 475

Region IX:
Colorado- 531 +82 38 597 1, 501 +38 .6 147 1 792-
Montana--------- 353 +83 11 369 1,022 +108 1.0 20 1,063.
New Mexico- 464 -33 46 526 1, 623 -112 1.4 185 1, 895.
Utah -371 +1 19 410 1,469 +86 1.0 53 1, 706.
Wyoming -- 109 -1 5 150 374 +10 .6 16 . 402

Region X:
Arizona -703 +12 31 762 2,825 -187 1.9 148 3,131
California -17, 218 +792 334 17, 727 52,028 -2,056 1. 7 1,063 54, 536-
Nevada -454 -43 9 471 1, 575 +132 2. 6 16 1, 653

Region XI:
Idaho ------ 291 -2 8 307 1, 151 +15 1. 2 20 1,211
Oregon -2, 839 +379 125 3,005 8, 720 +638 2. 7 237 9,091
Washington- 4,749 +452 183 5,115 18, 530 +632 3.4 402 20,005.

'Data relate to the program under provisions of the Veterans Readjustment Assistance-
Act of 1962; data are excluded for veterans who are filing under both the veterans' and
either State, UCFE, or railroad programs.

2 Data relate to the program of unemployment compensation for Federal employees.
which became effective Jan. 1, 1955; data exclude claims filed to supplement benefits:
under State programs.

3Average monthly covered employment for 12-month period ended Sept. 30, 1954.
4 National total includes but State figures exclude an estimate of 53,600 covered bhr

railroad program.
Source: Railroad Retirement Board.
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State insured unemployment in 145 major labor market areas for week ending
nearest the 15th of the month

State and area October Septem- State and area October Septem-1955 ber 1955 Stt n ra1955 her 1955

Alabama: Minnesota:
Birmingham -_- - 2, 500 2, 800 Duluth-Superior - 500 600
Mobile 1 300 1 200 Minneapolis-St. Paul - 4,500 5,300

Arizona: Phoenix- 1 700 1,800 Mississippi: Jackson -500 500
Arkansas: Little Rock-North Missouri:

Little Rock - 700 900 Kansas City- 5,700 4,800
California: St. Louis- 12,500 12,300

Fresno -8----------------- 800 1,000 Nebraska: Omaha -700 600
Los Angeles -23, 800 24, 60 New Hampshire: Manchester-- 1.700 1, 900
Sacramento --- ---------- 600 500 New Jersey:
San Bernardino-Riverside 5,100 2,300 Atlantic City -2, 400 1,600
San Diego- 4, 200 3, 600 Newark -17,600 17.900
San Francisco-Oakland - 12, 400 11, 700 Paterson-, 10500 11,300
San Jose- 1, 200 900 Perth Amboy- 2, 500 3,100
Stockton - 500 600 Trenton- 2,600 3,100

Colorado: Denver -800 800 New Mexico: Albuquerque - 700 600
Connecticut: New York:

Bridgeport - ---------- 1, 700 1, 900 Albany-Schenectady-Troy 3,300 3, 500
Hartford -2,400 2,900 Binghamton- 1,300 1, 200
New Britain -400 600 Buffalo- ------- 6,500 6,500
New Haven- 1, 200 1,300 New York- 86700 86,700
Stamford-Norwalk - 1,000 1,200 Rochester- 1,900 2.000
Waterbury- 1,500 5,200 Syracuse - -------------- 1,300 1,400

Delaware: Wilmington- 1, 100 900 Utica-Rome- 2,900 2,900
District of Columbia: Washing- North Carolina:

ton- 2,700 2 800 Asheville - --------- 700 700
Florida: Charlotte -00 1, 200

Jacksonville-800 800 Durham -_- 400 500
Miami - 4,200 4,300 Greensboro-High Point- 600 900
Tampa-St. Petersburg- 0 310 3, 300 Winston-Salem -400 600

Georgia: Ohio:
Atlanta - ------------- 3,700 3,000 Akron- 1,400 1,500
Columbus -700 700 Canton -800 800
Macon- 500 500 Cincinnati- 3,600 3,600
Savannah- 700 700 Cleveland -5,800 6,300

Illinois: Columbus-800 900
Aurora -200 200 Dayton -1,100 1,300
Chicago -27, 000 28, 900 Hamilton-Middletown 600 600
Davenport-Rock Island- Mo- Lorain-Elyria - 300 400

line- 1,100 1, 200 Toledo ---- 1, 700 2,500
Joliet ----------- 500 600 Youngstown- 1,900 1,400
Peoria -800 1,100 Oklahoma:
Rockford - 600 600 Oklahoma City- 1,oo 1,300

Indiana: Tulsa--1,00 1,000
Evansville-2,000 5 200 Oregon: Portland- 4,200 3,600
Fort Wayne -700 700 Pennsylvania:
Indianapolis -1,500 1, 700 Allentown-Bethlehem - 2,300 2, 500
South Bend -4,900 1,300 Altoona -800 800
Terre Haute-300 600 Erie ---------- ----------- 2,900 3,200

Iowa: Harrisburg- 1,200 1,500
Cedar Rapids -50 50 Johnstown- 2,800 3,000
Des Moines -400 500 Lancaster -900 900

Kansas: Wichita- 1, 500 1, 700 Philadelphia -34, 800 36,300
Kentucky: Louisville -3,800 4,300 Pittsburgh -17,500 17,700
Louisiana: Reading-2,200 2,700

Baton Rouge -500 600 Scranton -5,800 6,600
New Orleans ------------- 3,300 3,400 Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton- 9,600 9,200
Shreveport -500 500 York- 2,000 2,100

Maine: Portland -800 1, 100 Rhode Island: Providence- 7,900 8,200
Maryland: Baltimore-5,800 6,000 South Carolina:
Massachusetts: Aiken-Augusta- 1,200 1,100

Boston -11, 500 11 900 Charleston -600 800
Brockton- 1,300 1,000 Greenville -- -- ------ 900 800
Fall River -1,7700 1,300 Tennessee:
Lawrence - ------------ 1,500 1,700 Chattanooga -2,200 2,200
Lowell -1,600 1, 700 Knoxville ------------ 3,200 3,600
New Bedford -1,500 1,600 Memphis -3,100 3,300
Springfield-Holyoke- 2,400 2, 700 Nashville - ------------- 1,600 2,0D0
Worcester-800 1, 500 Texas:

Michigan: Austin -200 200
Battle Creek -700 600 Beaumont-Port Arthur - 1,300 1,400
Detroit -21,400 65,500 Corpus Christi -400 400
Flint-7,900 1,800 Dallas ---------- 1,300 1,130
Grand Rapids- 1,200 1, 800 El Paso - ------ 300 30
Kalamazoo -500 400 Fort Worth - 1,000 1, 0oo
Lansing- 3,400 700 Houston -1,60 1,600
Muskegon- 1,400 1,200 San Antonio -700 Soo
Saginaw -400 300 Utah: Salt Lake City- 600 800

' Continental United States only, omits Honolulu, Mayaguez, Ponce, and San Juan. Each area consists
of a principal city or cities and the surrounding area within a reasonable commuting distance.
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State insured unemployment in 145 major labor market areas for week ending
nearest the 15th of the month-Continued

State and area October Septem- State and area October Septem-1955 her 1955 1955 her 1955

Virginia: West Virginia:
Hampton-Newport News- Charleston- 1,900 2, 100

Warwick - - 700 800 Huntington-Ashland- 1,600 1,500
Norfolk-Portsmouth -- 800 900 Wheeling-Steubenville- 1,300 1, 500
Richmond - - 500 600 Wisconsin:
Roanoke - -------------- 400 500 Kenosha -3 000 3,000

'Washington: Madison- 300 300
Seattle- 6,700 5, 700 Milwaukee -3,600 4,500
Spokane- 1,400 1 200 Racine ------------------ 900 1,000
Tacoma- 1,700 1,600

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY,

Washington 25, D. C., September SO, 1955.

CLASSIFICATION OF LABOR MARKET AREAS ACCORDING TO RELATIVE ADEQUACY OF
LABOR SUPPLY

(Advance release from the Bimonthly Summary of Labor Market Developments
in Major Areas, September 1955)

The following listing indicates the September 1955 classification of labor-
market areas according to relative adequacy of labor supply. These classifica-
tions cover the 149 major labor-market areas and are effective as of September
30, 1955.

Major areas classified in groups D, E, and F and smaller areas listed on pages
6 and 7 of this release meet the criteria established for the designation of
"areas of substantial labor surplus" or "areas of substantial unemployment"
within the meaning of Defense Manpower Policy No. 4, the policy on accelerated
tax amortization for labor-surplus areas and Executive Order 10582, implement-
ing the Buy American Act.

This listing supersedes the listing published in the July 1955 issue of the Bi-
monthly Summary of Labor Market Developments in Major Areas, or in previous
issues of that bulletin. Geographical boundaries of the areas listed, as well as
a listing of individual communities included within each area, may be found in
the Directory of Important Labor Market Areas, fourth edition, July 1954,
plus the supplements thereto.

A summary of the September 1955 classifications for the 149 major areas, along
with comparable classifications for July is shown below:

Number of major areas

Labor supply group
Sept July 1955

Total, all groups -149 149

(Group A ------------------------------------ ----------- 0 0
Group B. ------------------ 40 29
(Group C ------ ------ ------------------------------------ 83 89
Group D -16 19
Group E ----------- 4 5
Group F -6 7
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Classifications of the following major areas have been revised between July
and September:

CtoB: DtoC:
Fresno, Calif. San Diego, Calif.
Los Angeles,Calif. Paterson, N. J.
Sacramento, Calif. Portland, Oreg.
Aurora, Ill. Huntington, W. Va.-Ashland, Ky.
Joliet, Ill. E to D:
Fort Wayne, Ind. Lowell, Mass.
Indianapolis, Ind. New Bedford, Mass.
Canton, Ohio F to E:
Oklahoma City, Okla. Altoona, Pa.
Allentown-Bethlehem, Pa. E to F:
Richmond, Va. Ponce, P. R.

SMALLER AREA CHANGES, JULY-SEPTEMBER

Classified as "Substantial surplus":
Lexington, Ky. Oswego-Fulton, N. Y.
Mount Airy, N. C. New Philadelphia-Dover, Ohio.

Removed from "Surplus" list: Springfield, Ohio
Talladega, Ala. Zanesville, Ohio
Auburn, N. Y. Newport, Tenn.
Olean-Salamanca, N. Y. La Crosse, Wis.

AREA CLASSIFICATIONS, SEPTEMBER 1955

Region I
Group A: None
Group B: Hartford, Conn.; New Haven, Conn.
Group C: Bridgeport, Conn.; New Britain, Conn; Stamford-Norwalk, Conn.;

Waterbury, Conn.; Portland, Maine; Boston, Mass.; Brockton, Mass.; Spring-
field-Holyoke, Mass.; Worcester, Mass..; Manchester, N. H.

Group D: Fall River, Mass.; Lowell, Mass.; New Bedford, Mass.; Providence,
R. I.

Group E: None
Group F: Lawrence, Mass.

Region II
Group A: None
Group B: Rochester, N. Y.
Group C: Newark, N. J.; Paterson, N. J.; Perth Amboy, N. Xt; Trenton, N. J.;

Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N. Y.; Binghamton, N. Y.; Buffalo, N. Y.; New
York, N. Y.; Syracuse, N. Y.

Group D: Atlantic City, N. J.; Utica-Rome, N. Y.; San Juan, P. R.
Group E: None
Group F: Mayaguez, P. R.; Ponce, P. R.

Region III
Group A: None
Group B: Wilmington, Del.; Washington, D. C.; Allentown-Bethlehem, Pa.; Lan-

caster, Pa.; Richmond, Va.
Group C: Baltimore, Md.; Charlotte, N. C.-; Greensboro-High Point, N. C.; Win-

ston-Salem, N. C.; Harrisburg, Pa.; Reading, Pa.; York, Pa.; Hampton-
Newport News-Warwick, Va.; Norfolk-Portsmouth, Va.; Roanoke, Va.; Hunt-
ington, W. Va.-Ashland, Ky.; Wheeling, W. Va.-Steubenville, Ohio

Group D: Asheville, N. C.; Durham, N. C.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Pittsburgh, Pa.
Group E: Altoona, Pa.; Erie, Pa.; Charleston, W. Va.
Group P: Johnstown, Pa.; Scranton, Pa.; Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton, Pa.

Region IV

Group A: None
Group B: Jacksonville, Fla.; Atlanta, Ga.
Group C: Birmingham, Ala.; Mobile, Ala.; Miami, Fla.; Tampa-St. Petersburg,

Fla.; Columbus, Ga.; Macon, Ga.; Savannah, Ga.; Jackson, Miss.; Aiken, S. C.-
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Augusta, Ga.; Charleston, S. C.: Greenville, S. C.; Memphis, Tenn.; Nashville,
Tenn.

Group D: Chattanooga, Tenn.; Knoxville, Tenn.
Group E: None
Group F: None

Region V
Group A: None
Group B: Flint, Mich.; Grand Rapids, Mich.; Kalamazoo, Mich.; Lansing, Mich.;

Saginaw, Mich.; Canton, Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio; Columbus, Ohio; Dayton,
Ohio; Hamilton-Middletown, Ohio; Lorain-Elyria, Ohio; Youngstown, Ohio

Group C: Louisville, Ky.; Battle Creek, Mich.; Detroit, Mich.; Muskegon, Mich.;
Akron, Ohio; Cincinnati, Ohio; Toledo, Ohio

Group D: None
Group E: None
Group F: None

Region VI
Group A: None
Group B: Aurora, Ill.; Joliet, Ill.; Rockford, Ill.; Fort Wayne, Ind.; Indianapolis,

Ind.; Madison, Wis.
Group C: Chicago, Ill.; Davenport, Iowa-Rock Island-Moline, Ill.; Peoria, Ill.;

Evansville, Ind.; Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn.; Kenosha, Wis.; Milwaukee,
Wis.; Racine, Wis.

Group D: South Bend, Ind.; Duluth, Minn.-Superior, Wis.
Group E: Terre Haute, Ind.
Group F: None

Region VII
Group A: None
Group B: Cedar Rapids, Iova; Des Moines, Iowa; Omaha, Neb.
Group C: Wichita, Kans.; Kansas City, Mo.; St. Louis, Mo.
Group D: None
Group E: None
Group F: None

Region VIII
Group A: None
Group B: Oklahoma City, Okla.; Tulsa, Okla.; Dallas, Tex.
Group C: Little Rock-North Little Rock, Ark.; Baton Rouge, La.; New Orleans,

La.; Shreveport, La.; Austin, Tex.; Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex.; Corpus
Christi, Tex.; El Paso, Tex.; Fort Worth, Tex.; Houston, Tex.; San Antonio,
Tex.

Group D: None
Group E: None
Group F: None

Region IX
Group A: None
Group B: Denver, Colo.; Salt Lake City, Utah
Group C: Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Group D: None
Group E: None
Group F: None

Region Xf
Group A: None
Group B: Fresno, Calif.; Los Angeles, Calif.; Sacramento, Calif.
Group C: Phoenix, Ariz.; San Bernardino-Riverside, Calif.; San Diego, Calif.;

San Francisco-Oakland, Calif.; San Jose, Calif.; Stockton, Calif.; Hono-
iulu, DT. H.

Group D: None
Group B: None
Group F: None

Region XI
Group A: None
Group B: Seattle, Wash.
Group C: Portland, Oreg.; Spokane, Wash.
Group D: Tacoma, Wash.
Group E: None.
Group F: None
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AREAS OF "SUBSTANTIAL L-ABOR SUrPLuS"

Major areas

Indiana: South Bend, Terre Haute
Massachusetts: Fall River, Lawrence, Lowell, New Bedford
Minnesota: Duluth-Superior
New Jersey: Atlantic City
New York: Utica-Rome
North Carolina: Asheville, Durham
Pennsylvania: Altoona, Erie, Johnstown, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Scranton,

Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton
Puerto Rico: Mayaguez, Ponce, and San Juan
Rhode Island: Providence
Tennessee: Chattanooga, Knoxville
Washington: Tacoma
West Virginia: Charleston

Smaller areas 1

Alabama: Alexander City, Anniston, Decatur, Florence-Sheffield, Jasper
Arkansas: Fort Smith
Connecticut: Bristol, Danielson, Torrington
Georgia: Cedartown-Rockmart, Cordele
Illinois: Harrisburg, Herrin-Murphysboro-West Frankfort, Litchfield, Mount

Carmel-Olney, Mount Vernon
Indiana: Michigan City-LaPorte, Muncie, Vincennes
Iowa: Burlington
Kansas: Pittsburg
Kentucky: Corbin, Frankfort, Hazard, Henderson, Lexington, Madisonville,

Middlesboro-Harlan, Morehead-Grayson, Owensboro, Paintsville-Prestonsburg,
Pikeville-Williamson

Maine: Biddeford-Sanford
Maryland: Cumberland
Massachusetts: Fitchburg, Milford, Southbridge-Webster
Michigan: Escanaba, Iron Mountain, Marquette
Mississippi: Greenville
Missouri: Joplin
New Jersey: Bridgeton, Long Branch
New York: Amsterdam, Gloversville, Hudson
North Carolina: Fayetteville, Kinston, Mount Airy, Rocky Mount, Shelby-Kings

Mountain, Waynesville
Ohio: Athens-Logan-Nelsonville, Cambridge, Marietta
Oklahoma: McAlester, Muskogee
Pennsylvania: Berwick-Bloomsburg, Butler, Clearfield-DuBois, Indiana, Kit-

tanning-Ford City, Lewistown, Lock Haven, Meadville, New Castle, Oil City-
Franklin-Titusville, Pottsville, St. Marys, Sunbury-Shamokin-Mount Carmel,
Uniontown-Connellsville, Williamsport

South Carolina: Marion-Dillon, Walterboro
Tennessee: Bristol-Johnson City-Kingsport, LaFollette-Jellico-Tazewell
Texas: Texarkana
Vermont: Burlington, Springfield
Virginia: Big Stone Gap-Appalachia, Covington-Clifton Forge, Radford-Pulaski,

Richlands-Bluefield
West Virginia: Beckley, Bluefield, Clarksburg, Fairmont, Logan, Morgantown,

Parkersburg, Point Pleasant-Gallipolis, Ronceverte-White Sulphur Springs,
Welch

I These areas are not part of the regular area labor market reporting and area classifica-
tion program of the Bureau of Employment Security and Its affiliated State employment
security agencies.
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GEOGRAPHICAL. BOUNDARIES OF NEW SMALLER LABOR SURPLUS AREAS

(Not previously listed in Directory of Important Labor Market Areas)

Name of area
Mount Airy, N. C.

Area definition
All of Surry County, N. C.

ADMINISTRATIVE RBEGIONS OF THE BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

Region I:
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

Region II:
New Jersey
New York
Puerto Rico

Region III:
Delaware
District of Columbia
Maryland
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
Virginia
West Virginia

Region IV:
Alabama
Florida

Region IV-Continued
Georgia
Mississippi
South Carolina
Tennessee

Region V:
Kentucky
Michigan
Ohio

Region VI:
Illinois
Indiana
Minnesota
Wisconsin

Region VII:
Iowa
Kansas
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota

Region VIII:
Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas

Region IX:
Colorado
Montana
New Mexico
Utah
Wyoming

Region X:
Arizona
California
Nevada
Hawaii

Region XI:
Idaho
Oregon
Washington
Alaska

EXPLANATION OF AREA CLASSIFICATIONS

One of the six overall objectives of the Federal-State employment security
program is "to develop and disseminate employment, unemployment, and labor
market information in order to assist in achieving economic stabilization and
growth, and to meet the informational needs of labor, management, and the
public." Among the major measures established to carry out this objective is
the Bureau of Employment Security program of classifying areas according to
relative adequacy of labor supply. These area classifications are intended to
provide a quick, convenient tool to measure comparative differences in the avail-
ability of labor in the Nation's major production and employment centers. These
condensed, summary indicators of area labor market conditions have been widely
used by Government agencies and private organizations in the planning, admin-
istration, and evaluation of manpower programs and policies ever since the area
classification program was first initiated in the early days of World War II.

Area classifications represent a synthesis of a number of key elements which
reflect the nature and the character of an area's present labor market. The area
classification for each area blends together pertinent data on the current level
of unemployment in relation to the size of its labor force, on changes in employ-
ment and unemployment in comparison with several recent periods, on the area's
employment and unemployment outlook, as reflected by employer estimates of
their manpower requirements, on the size of the area's labor demand in compari-
son with available labor supply, and on the seasonal pattern of local employment

-and unemployment fluctuations, into a single symbol which characterizes the
status of that area's labor market in comparison with those of other areas
throughout the country. Area classifications thus permit general comparisons to
be made between areas, comparisons which are not feasible through the use of
any other single statistic.

The classification criteria, which became effective with the May 1955 classifi-
cations, group the areas into six major labor supply categories. Classification
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groupings are designated by letters ranging from A to F, with group A reflecting
the relatively tightest labor supply and group F the relatively greatest labor
surplus.

Areas classified in categories D, E. F under the revised classification system
are regarded as meeting the requirements for designation as areas of substantial
labor surplus, or areas of substantial unemployment for the purposes of Defense
Manpower Policy No. 4, the policy on accelerated tax amortization for labor
surplus areas and Executive Order 10582, implementing the Buy American Act.

A summary of the criteria used for each of the individual classification groups
under the new system is listed below. Classifications made under these criteria
are not comparable with the classification ratings assigned under previous
systems.



Revised classification criteria Cs2

Group A Group B Group C Group D Group E Group F

1. Current labor supply-demand situation M

Currenteriticallaborshort- Job opportunities for local Job seekers slightly in excess Job seekers in excess of job Job seekers considerably in Job seekers substantially in TVage; expected to continue workers slightly in excess of job openings; this situa- openings; this Eituation x excess of job openings; this excess of job openings this 0
at least through next 4 of job seekers; this situa- tion expected to continue pected to continue over situation expected to con- situation expected to con-months. tion expected to continue over next 4 months. next 4 months. tinue over next 4 months. tinue over next 4 months.

over next 4 months.

2. Ratio of unemployment to total labor force

Less than 1.6 percent ------ 1.5 to 2.9 percent ----------- 3 to 5.9 percent t.9 p e9 to 11.9 percent - 112 percent or more.t

3. Net nonagricultural labor requirements for 2 and 4 months hence indicate-

Sizable employment gains Some increases in employ- No signiflcant increases in Declining employment Declining employment Declining employment
ment. employment, levels or no significant in- levels or no significant levels or no significant '

crease. labor requirements. labor requirements. °

4. Effects of seasonal or temporary factors M

The current and antici- Reflects significant seasonal Reflects significant seasonal The current or anticipated The current or anticipated The current or anticipatedpated labor shortage not fluctuations in employ- fluctuations in employ- labor surplus not due p labor surplus not due pri- substantial labor surplus m
primarily due to seasonal ment and unemployment. ment and unemployment. marily to seasonal or tem- marily to seasonal or tem- not due primarily to sea- .or temporary factors. porary factors. porary factors. sonal or temporary factors.

NoTrE-Areas may also shift between groups D, E, and F in response to significant seasonal changes in employment and unemployment, but will not be moved in or out of group A'A or between groups C and D as a result of primarily seasonal or temporary fluctuations. Q
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Area classifications under the revised system are assigned only to the 149
major areas which are surveyed at bimonthly intervals and make up the Bureau
of Employment Security's regular area labor market reporting program. Smaller
areas meeting the criteria for designation as "areas of substantial labor sur-
plus" are identified separately in a special listing, but are not placed in a specific
classification category.

Area classifications are issued at bimonthly intervals (in odd-numbered
months) by the Bureau of Employment Security of the Department of Labor.
A total of 149 of the Nation's major labor markets are regularly classified into
several labor supply groupings. The classifications are assigned on a labor market
area rather than an individual community basis. A labor market area consists
of a central city or cities and the surrounding territory within a reasonable
commuting distance. It may be thought of as an. economically and socially
integrated, primarily urban, geographical unit within which workers may readily
change their jobs without changing their places of. residence.

A labor market area takes its name from the central city or cities, but may
have many other communities within its boundaries. Each major labor market
area has at least one central city with a population of 50,000 or more, according
to the 1950 census. In most instances, boundaries of major labor market areas
coincide with those of standard metropolitan areas, as determined by a Federal
interagency committee chaired by the Bureau of the Budget.

Definitions of all classified areas are listed in a Bureau of Employment
Security publication entitled "Directory of Important Labor Market Areas." This
publication also lists all major communities located within the boundaries of the
defined labor market areas.

The 149 major labor market areas regularly classified by the Bureau of Em-
ployment Security according to relative adequacy of labor supply account for
about 33 million nonagricultural wage and salaried workers. This represents
nearly 70 percent of the Nation's total.

The area classifications are assigned according to uniformly applied criteria.
They are based on labor market information, both narrative and statistical,
submitted to the Bureau of Employment Security by affiliated State employment
security agencies under a regular labor market reporting program. These
reports are prepared locally, drawing on the vast amount of information avail-
able in local public employment offices, according to standard outlines, methods,
and techniques. The usefulness of the area classifications is thus enhanced by
their comparability and uniformity.

The extent of unemployment in a particular area is, of course, a key factor in
determining the appropriate area classification assigned to each locality. It is
not the sole criterion used in classification, however. Consideration is also
given to the area's employment outlook, as reflected by local employer estimates
of their manpower requirements; to the significance of essential activities; to
the relationship between labor supply and demand; to the seasonal pattern of
employment and unemployment fluctuations; and to several other factors.

Mr. BOLLING. The next witness is Mr. Omer W. Herrmann, Deputy
Administrator,. Agricultural Marketing Service.

Mr. HERRMANN. Mr. Chairman, I have with me Mr. Ducoff who
specializes in this field.

Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Herrmann, you may proceed as. you wish.

STATEMENT OF OMER W. HERRMANN, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,,
AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE

Mr. HERRMANN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am glad to have this opportunity to discuss with you the farm em-

ployment and related statistics program of the Agricultural Market-
ing Service of the Department of Agriculture. Mr. Oris V. Wells,
Administrator of the Agricultural Marketing Service, has asked me
to express his regrets at not, being able to appear before you person-
ally, but he is out of the country at this time attending the Confer-
ence of the Food and Agriculture Organization in Rome.
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The Agricultural Marketing Service has for many years maintained
statistical series on farm employment, farm population, and on migra-
tion to and from farms. This statement discusses the nature and uses
of these data and how the quality of these statistics may be improved.
It also touches on closely related studies in the field of farm manpower..

I. FARMI EMIPLOYMENT SERIES

The Department of Agriculture has been collecting information
regularly from farmers on the number of persons working on farms
since October 1923. The early data were published as averages per
100-crop-reported farmers. Estimates of total numbers of persons
working on farms were not published until 1938. These estimates were
the outgrowth of a Works Progress Administration study. The report
from this study, Trends in Employment in Agriculture, 1909-36, pre-
sented farm employment estimates by type-of-farming areas for the
period 1909-36. The Department has continued this service with
some modifications, publishing estimates for grouping of States into
nine geographic divisions and into type-of-farming areas.

Description of the series: The present published series is the result
of a complete revision finished in 1953 of the entire series back to
1910. The series consists of annual average estimates of total farm
employment from 1910 to date and monthly estimates from 1940 to
date for the United States and for each of the nine major geographic
divisions of the country.

The monthly estimates of the number of family and hired workers
employed on farms during the survey week are presented separately.
Family workers include farm operators who worked on 1 or more
days during the survey week at farm work chores or in the transac-
tion of farm business, and members of their families who did unpaid
farm work or chores for 15 hours or more during the survey week.
All persons working 1 hour or more during the survey week for pay
at farm work or chores are classified as hired farm workers. Members
of the operator's family receiving wages for work on their farms are
counted as hired workers. Sharecroppers are considered family
workers when working on their own crops but are classified as hired
workers when doing farm work for pay off their tracts. The survey
week used in the series is the last complete calendar week in the month
except when that week includes the last day of the month; in the
latter case the survey week is the next to the last full calendar week.

Except when supplemented by occasional enumerative sample sur-
veys, the AMS maintains the continuity of its monthly estimates of
farm employment by means of a mailed questionnaire to a sample
of crop reporters. Mailed questionnaires are received every month
from 15,000 to 20,000 farmers who report the number of persons work-
ing on their farms.
- Use of the series: The estimates of persons working on farms are used

for a variety of purposes by Federal and State agencies directly or
indirectly concerned with agricultural manpower problems, as well
as by farmers' organizations and other private agencies. Within the
Department of Agriculture both action and research programs require
information on the trend in the size and composition of the farm
working force for the United States as a whole and in as much
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geographic detail as it is possible to supply. One important use in
the Department of the hired farm employment series is for weighting
State average farm wage rates to obtain the United States wage-rate
index to be included in the official parity index for price-support
computations. Farm-employment statistics provide some measures
of the effects of war and postwar conditions of high employment in
the economy on the size and composition of the farm labor supply and
on the number of persons at work on farms. Similarly mechanization
of farming operations and other technological advances reduce farm
labor requirements and are reflected in the statistics on the farm.
working force.

Federal, regional, and State agencies with responsibilities in admin-
istering programs of farm labor recruitment and placement utilize
these regional and national estimates of farm employment in their
program planning and in their evaluation of the effectiveness of exist-
ing programs with a view to progressive improvement in the services
offered to farmers and farm workers. Agricultural policy and pro-
gram development required information on the farm manpower situa-
tion for use by administrators and by congressional committees and
Members of Congress. These regional and national estimates of
current and historical changes in the size and composition of the farm
working force form an integral part in analyses of the current and
prospective developments in the farm manpower situation. Such
analyses often permit appraisal of prospective developments which
have important application to the Department's activities in helping
and guiding farmers to meet manpower problems through the adop-
tion of labor-saving machinery or other practices.

Data and methods used: The series is currently maintained by re-
turns from a monthly mailed questionnaire which carries questions on
farm employment. These data are collected on the monthly general
schedule, which is used primarily to obtain information on crop condi-
tions and yields and milk and egg production. The data are subject
to bias both because the mailing list is not a cross section sample of
all farms and because there is a tendency for a differential response of
operators which varies by type and size of farm. The average employ-
ment per farm computed from the mailed returns is usually higher
than would be obtained from a complete enumeration of all farms, since
the farms reporting use more labor than the average farm. In addi-
tion, the seasonal pattern differs from that of all farms in showing less
marked seasonal variations. This is due to the fact that farms with
high peak labor requirements are underrepresented and farms with
fairly steady labor requirements such as dairy farms and general farms
are overrepresented. It is therefore necessary to make corrections for
bias before the data can be used to prepare estimates for all farms.

Adjustments of current data obtained from crop reporters are based
on benchmark estimates derived from the most recent census of agri-
culture. Since census data on farm employment relate to only 1 week
in the year, other information is utilized to establish a seasonal pattern
of monthly farm employment for the benchmark year. The additional
data on seasonality of farm employment by major regions of the
United States includes information from six national enumerative
surveys. These surveys cover designated weeks in the period from
1945 to 1948. Also supplementary information on the monthly dis-
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tribution of man-hour labor requirements for farm work have been
utilized. By means of this seasonal index estimates of farm employ-
ment are derived for each of the other months of the benchmark year.

After the monthly estimates have been prepared for the benchmark
year, adjustment factors are computed by months from the relationship
of the average employment per farm, as estimated for the benchmark
year to the corresponding averages derived from crop reporter teturns.
In subsequent years the average employment per farm derived from the
crop reporter returns is corrected by these adjustment factors. These
corrected averages are then multiplied by an estimate of the number of
farms to obtain current monthly estimates of total farm employment.

The 1954 census of agriculture results of which are now becoming
available, will provide new benchmarks for the AMS farm-employ-
ment series. Revisions in the series for the period 1950 to date will be
made to reflect both these new benchmarks as well as revisions in the
estimates of number of farms used to expand the intercensal estimates
of average employment per f arm.

Relationship to other employment estimates: As with the nonagri-
cultural employment series, agricultural employment estimates are
obtained both through the establishment approach in which farms are
the reporting unit and the population approach in which the person is
the reporting unit. The Agricultural Marketing Service utilizes the
establishment reporting approach while the Current Population
Survey of the Bureau of the Census uses the population survey tech-
nique. The Current Population Survey series on agricultural employ-
ment has been available so far only for the United States as a whole.
The Agricultural Marketing Service series is available for the nine
major geographic divisions as well as for the country as a whole and
for a much longer period for historical analysis.

The differences in level of employment between the AMS and CPS
series are attributed mainly to differencesin method and concept. The
establishment-type approach results in duplication in the count of per-
sons working on more than one farm during the survey week. Double
counting also arises from turnover in the establishment's payroll re-
port of employment. In the population survey technique each person
is counted only once. Counting-a person only once by CPS means that
a person with both a farm job and a nonfarm job in the same week
will be counted as employed at the job he spent the longest time during
the survey week. The AMS series would count such a person as
employed in agriculture if he met the minimum hours required without
regard to the time spent on the nonfarm job. Other differences be-
tween the two series result from the inclusion of children under 14
doing farmwork by AMS and their exclusion by CPS, differences in
timing of the survey weeks and some differences in coverage and
classification. These two different approaches to estimates of farm
employment each have distinct advantages and disadvantages even
though the use of the two 'techniques means differing official estimates
of agricultural employment and leads to questions of comparability.
Establishment data are usually collected by a mail questionnaire so that
data can be collected from a fairly large sample at a relatively'low cost.
A large sample would make possible farm-employment estimates for
individual States as well as estimates by type and size of farm or by
other important agricultural classifications.
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The population survey approach yields an unduplicated estimate of
agricultural employment, which can be added to similarly derived
estimates of nonagricultural employment and of unemployment to
obtain total employment and total labor-force figures. The popula-
tion survey approach, however, usually requires a questionnaire which
can be satisfactorily filled out only by well-trained enumerators
through personal interview. Collection of data by personal interview
is expensive and the expense consideration sets definite limits to the size
of the sample. On the other hand, representativeness of the sample
can be achieved and maintained much more effectively in an enumera-
tive survey operation than in a mail questionnaire survey.

In general, the employment statistics developed from population
surveys have advantages in labor-force analyses in which unduplicated
estimates are needed for the total labor force and its components and in
which there is the need for information on the population character-
istics of the employed and the unemployed. On the other hand, estab-
lishment statistics are generally preferred in economic analyses of
specific industries where attention is often focused on relationships of
employment to trends in production, payrolls, man-hours, and other
types of information concerning particular industries.

Improvements and expansion needed: Limitations of the present
AMS form-employment series arising from inadequate representation
of the crop reporter returns and from conceptual limitations of estab-
lishment reporting have been indicated above. The series represents,
however, about all that can be done with present facilities. As em-
ployment data are now collected on a questionnaire which is used
mainly for other purposes, there is little possibility of any substantial
change. The sample, timing, and space for questions hinge upon
demands for items other than farm employment. At present, the
primary use of data on the questionnaire is for the crop forecasting
work of the Agriculture Estimates Division which has much higher
priority than the work on farm employment.

The Subcommittee on Review of Labor Force Concepts appointed
by the Bureau of the Budget has solicited the views and recommen-
dations on the AMS farm-employment series from various organi-
zations and individuals, including farm organizations, agricultural
economists, State governmental agencies, and other users of the data.
In the replies, there was a good deal of emphasis on the unmet need
of farm-employment estimates by States and by type of farm. There
was also interest in supplementing the farm-employment estimates
with information on hours worked so as to obtain better measures
of labor input in agriculture.

The establishment type approach to employment estimates lends
itself well to the development of estimates by States and by type of
farm when supplemented by benchmark data from censuses of agri-
culture. The AMS operations could well be expanded to yield such
estimates. In addition, other types of information such as hours
worked could also be collected.

An expansion of the AMS series would require a considerable
change in operating procedures. A separate sample and a separate
questionnaire devoted exclusively to farm labor would be required.
This would, of course, mean an increase in expenditures for farm-
employment estimates.
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II. SPECIAL SERIES ON THE HIRED FARMI WORKING FORCE

There has been over the years a persistently strong demand for
information on the annual work experience and earnings of hired
farmworkers generally and of migratory farmworkers particularly.
The information on the amount of employment and wage income
received by these workers in the course of a year can be furnished only
by the workers themselves or members of their households, since a
farm employer cannot be expected to have this information for work-
ers' employment elsewhere than on his farm. Therefore, the AMS
since 1945 has used the CPS of the Bureau of the Census to obtain
the desired information on farm wage workers.

Once a year,.along with the regular monthly questions, special
questions are asked for each person 14 years old and over in the sample
households in both urban and rural areas. In general, the special
questions asked are similar from one survey to another and provide
information on the number, characteristics, length of employment at
farm and nonfarm work, and annual earnings of persons who did
any work on farms for wages during the year. From time to time 1
or 2 new questions have been added. In 1948, special questions were
asked relating to the amount of wagework done in each quarter of
the year; beginning in 1949, questions identifying migratory workers
were included, and in 1954, migrant farmworkers were asked the num-
ber of children under 18 in their families and the number of children
under 14 who accompanied their parents during migration. The
need for information on migratory farmworkers has been highlighted
by the establishment of the President's Cabinet-level Committee on
Migratory Labor.

These surveys are the only sources of information on the number
and population characteristics of migratory and nonmigratory farm
wage workers and on their annual employment and earnings experi-
ence. The surveys also have made possible identification and meas-
urement of other important categories of farm laborers, such as those
whose chief activity during the year is farm wage work, nonf arm
work and not in the labor force (housewives, students, etc.). The
Social Security Administration has at times collaborated with us on
these surveys to obtain special information relevant to the coverage
of farmworkers under the old-age and survivors insurance program.

Nothwithstanding the utility of information obtained in the hired
farm working force surveys, the smallness of the sample and consequent
instability of the year-to-year changes raise problems of interpreta-
tions. The recent expansion in number of areas covered in the CPS
sample and further expansion of the sample now underway will im-
prove the reliability of the estimates.

HI. SPECIAL STUDIES ON UNDEREMPLOYMENT

Agriculture has long been characterized by a substantial proportion
of farm-operator families whose farming operations are on too small
a scale to provide adequate employment and income. The usual
measures of employment and unemployment cannot adequately re-
flect the manpower utilization picture in this sector of agriculture,

-since what is involved is the problen'of underemployment or under-
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utilization of human resources. The recent report prepared for the
Secretary of Agriculture, the Development of Agriculture's Human
Resources, focuses attention on the 1.5 million farm-operator families
whose income from all sources is less than $1,000 a year and carries
recommendations for studies and programs to achieve better utiliza-
tion of underemployed rural manpower.

A few small-scale studies in low-income farming areas have been
undertaken by the AMS in cooperation with the Kentucky and Okla-
homa Agricultural Experiment Stations and in other areas with the
Department of Labor and the Agricultural Research Service. These
studies provided some insights into the extent of underemployment
and some of the obstacles to achieving fuller employment for these
people. The Department last spring requested additional funds nec-
essary to implement recommendations of the President and the Secre-
tary of Agriculture with respect to the rural development program.
This program included provision for studies in low-income farming
areas, including manpower inventories with assessment of occupa-
tional skills, availability for employment within or outside of the
area, impediments to mobility, and availability of vocational training
for agricultural and nonagricultural occupations, to provide guides
for education, extension, and placement programs.

IV. FARM POPULATION SERIES

Great changes have occurred in the farm population in the last 15
years. Since 1940 the farm population has declined from 30,500,000
to 22,200,000. These and prospective changes have important impli-
cations for agricultural policy through their direct and indirect ef-
fects on the manpower situation in agriculture and in industry, on
trends in per capita farm income, and on economic interrelationships
between the farm and nonfarm sectors of the economy. The main-
tenance of up-to-date inventories on population living on farms, the
number of people who move from farms to cities each year, and the
age, sex, and the farm and nonfarm occupations of those who remain
on farms is needed for a proper appraisal of farm-nonfarm economic
developments.

The Agricultural Marketing Service in cooperation with the Bureau
of the Census, issues annually an estimate of the national farm popu-
lation, including age, sex, and labor force status. The Agricultural
Marketing Service issues annual geographic region and division esti-
mates of the farm population together with estimates of births and
'deaths and movement to and from farms. Retrospective intercensal
annual estimates for States are published by the Agricultural Market-
ing Service.

Since the farm population estimates for the United States are
obtained from a sample survey they are subject to sampling variabil-
ity. The Bureau of the Census is in process of enlarging its sample,
which will reduce the sampling error of the estimate of the farm popu-
lation. However, substantial improvement in the series will not be
achieved until the sample of farm households on which the United
States estimate is based is greatly enlarged.

The annual farm population survey of the Agricultural Marketing
Service has serious deficiencies, maiiy of which are directly related

- 69272-55--lo
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to its being a mail survey rather than an enumerative survey. Within
the past few years several steps have been taken in an attempt to
improve the survey. The sample has been increased in a number of
States and a question relating to size of farm was added in 2 years so
that an indication of sample bias could be obtained. It is thought
that this survey cannot be measurably improved in its present form.
Hope for improvement of estimates for geographic subdivisions would
seem to rest on an enlargement of the enumerative sample of the
Bureau of the Census to the point where reliable major regional esti-
mates could be obtained from it, and on associated analytical work,
including collation of data from a matched sample of returns from
the censuses of population and agriculture.

Mr. BOLLING. Thank you, Mr. Herrmann.
The subcommittee will now adjourn until 2 o'clock this afternoon

in this same room when there will be a summary panel discussion by
witnesses heretofore heard.

(Whereupon, at 11 a. m., a recess was taken until 2 p. m., of the
same day.)

ArrERNOON SESSION

The subcommittee met at 2 p. in., Hon. Richard Bolling (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Grover W. Ensley, staff director, and John Lehman,
clerk of the committee.

Mr. BOLLING. The subcommittee will be in order.
We have with us this afternoon, in panel discussion, the witnesses

who have testified in the last 2 days. I understand that Mr. Bowman,
Assistant Director of the Office of Statistical Standards of the Bureau
of the Budget, has some general observations which he would like to
make which are somewhat in summary of what has come before.

I will call on him first, and then proceed to call on the other gentle-
men here to see if they have similar comments which they would like
to make.

Mr. Bowman.
Mr. BOWMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The general remark that I would like to make really relates to, and

is illustrated by these charts which are before the committee. (See pp.
37-40.) We have been discussing the fact that our employment series
and our unemployment series are not identical. We have indicated that
we still would like to know why some of the changes from month to
month take place in somewhat different ways in the several series, but I
would like to call your attention to the fact that these series neverthe-
less tell the same story in the large. If we look at the two charts on the
left, which deal with employment, you will see that one of them is
marked "Not adjusted for seasonal variation." The lower blue line is
the current population survey figures on nonagricultural wage and sal-ary workers, excluding domestic service, and the red line, with the dots
is the nearest approximation which we can make to the CPS blue line
from the BLS series.

The top line is the CPS nonagricultural employment total and
overall employment is not shown on the chart at all. In other words
agricultural employment is not included.

You will notice by examining the red line and the light-blue line
that the series tell the same story generally, but there are times when
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they move in somewhat different ways. But the cycle, the recession
in 1949, is clearly shown by both series, the recession in 1954 is clearly
shown by both series, even though they are complicated by different
seasonal variations.

You see the picture much better, and you see the advantages of
adjustment for seasonal variation when you look at the chart which
says "seasonally adjusted." There you get (I am looking now par-
ticularly at the red and the light blue) a good clear picture of the
fact that both series tell you about the fall in employment in 1949
and in 1954. The differences in the two series we will talk about prob-
ably as the questions develop, so I wanted to merely emphasize that,
irrespective of their differences, the series tell the same story.

We look at the unemployment, and I think we get a confirmation of
this in terms of the two series there depicted. The one on the right
is before seasonal adjustment, and the black line on the right is not
strictly comparable with the black line on the left, because the black
line on the right includes all insured unemployment. That is, vet-
erans, railroad retirement, and BES, but we had no seasonal adjust-
ments for the first two elements I mentioned, so the black line on the
left is merely the BES insured unemployment, on a monthly average
basis. But I think, Mr. Chairman, that the fact that these two series
tell about the same thing is clearly depicted by that chart, or those
charts, and the advantages of correcting them for seasonal variations
is brought out rather strikingly in that left-hand chart on total and
insured unemployment.

That was the general comment I wanted to make. Thank you.
Mr. BOLLING. Are there others who would like to comment in

summary or who have general comments in addition to those which
they made in their testimony 8

Mr. Burgess?
Mr. BURGESS. There is one point about the comparison, let us say,

on employment that was brought out in Mr. Bowman's testimony,
his original testimony, that might be emphasized again here: that
the Bureau of Labor Statistics' series for wage and salary workers in
establishments counts each individual in principle each time he occurs
on a payroll, and it is recognized that a number of people appear on
two payrolls for a given pay period. I think the figure is in the
order of somewhere between 500,000 and 1,000,000. We have made
studies from the census point of view of the number, which varies
with the season of the year, so that we need to know more about that,
and I think the BLS are planning to make some inquiries from their
point of view, finding how that occurs. That is, there are two kinds
of double employment: People definitely at the same time holding 2
jobs, and those that hold, for instance, 1 job in the first couple of
days in the week and another job in the last 2 days.

Then there is another thing which might be thought of as a pe-
culiarity, at least, in the Census series, which I realized myself only
recently, that when you determine employment, counting each indi-
vidual only once, as the Census does, you get a figure for total employ-
ment. Then you break it down by assigning each individual to the
area in which he had the most employment. You understate the
number of people who have jobs in nonagricultural employment be-
cause of the fact that some of the people put more time in agricul-
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tural employment than in nonagricultural employment in a particular
week, and so will not get into the Census series for nonagricultural
employment. That is to say, a number of persons with a secondary
kind of employment in nonagricultural industries might well be added
on to the Census series to get a result more comparable with the BLS
series. Some figures we have suggest that the difference might be
something in the order of 300,000, but that also would vary from time
to time.

Other differences that come in are associated to some extent with
the seasonal fluctuations in the summer and along in the fall of the
year when double employment occurs; it is particularly prominent in
retail trade. There seem to be differences between the two series that.
need further exploration to understand just what is involved. On,
the whole, of course, I agree with Dr. Bowman's remarks that the two
series are valuable, and it seems more profitable to put in efforts to.
improve the series in various ways that we know about than it would
to try to get in a particular month just what the explanation of the
difference happens to be.

I think I might put in a personal comment here that the BLS-
series, wage and salary workers in establishments, is known to me
as having been responsible for the contribution by the Western Elec-
tric Co. to those figures. In the company I was responsible for see-
ing about those reports for some 20 years. We sent in reports not
only for the factories but also for the sales branches, so I know some,
of the facts of that series. It contributes, in addition to the actual
number employed, the hours worked and the total earnings, so that
there can be no question tfhat that series should be maintained. It
will be valuable information aside from the questions we are concen-
trating on here.

Mr. BOLLING. Thank you.
Are there other comments?
Mr. CLAGUE. 1 might make just one, Mr. Chairman. I agree with

what Mr. Burgess has said. I think he accounts for the major factors
of difference. There happens to be one factor that shows up in that
left-hand chart which he did not mention, and which I will.

In 1952 you will see a sharp drop in the BLS line in the summer-
time. That was the steel strike. In other words, the payroll of the
employer does not contain the people who have gone out on strike,
so our series will show a dip whenever there is a major strike large
enough to affect the industry.

Mr. Burgess' staff, on the other hand, would classify those indi-
viduals as being "with a job" because they are striking and, there-
fore, are out of work on their own initiative. They would be recorded
as having a job, which they do. As you see, his series does not dip
at that point in the middle of 1952, whereas ours does.

Mr. BOLLING. Are there other comments of a general nature or sum-
mary nature, not necessarily dealing with this specific subject, that
any of you wish to make?

Well, one of the things that sort of interests me on those charts-
and I think that certainly support the views that you stated, but one
of the things that interests me very much, and I am not too good in
reading charts-is that despite all, last points on both those
charts show a startling dissimilarity, if I can read the chart effec-
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-tively or correctly. It is the biggest dissimilarity that exists on the
whole chart-just the last two points of the red line and the blue line,
and even when seasonally adjusted, I believe, as I look at those hastily,
-it seems to me that is the biggest discrepancy that exists in the whole
plotting of the two charts.

Mr. BOWMAN. May I ask you, Mr. Chairman, to look at the sea-
sonally adjusted chart. I believe you are looking at the chart which
'is not seasonally adjusted.

I am not saying that your generalization doesn't follow from the
other, but remember these series have different seasonal movements.
'They are corrected by independent seasonal adjustments, which take
-out some of the seasonal movement. If you look at the blue line and
the red line after seasonal adjustment what you say appears to be true.
You have got to be careful when you interpret charts not to let the
apparent drawing together of the lines fool you a little bit because as
the lines go up you have always got to examine the vertical distances
between the two charts.

However, the vertical distance between the two lines does seem to
have narrowed during the summer, then widened again in September,
but now the last month, October, not plotted, the blue line (CPS) is
going up, and the red line (BLS) is going up a little bit. Now, notice
the month from August to September, was the last thing that is por-
trayed there-the blue line (CPS) that goes down a little bit. That is
really an opposite direction to what happened in the BLS series. In
*other words. the two series moved for that month after seasonal ad-
justment in opposite directions. They did do that. Before seasonal
adjustment they did the same thing. Now, this month, that is, the
month from September to October, they are moving in the same direc-
tion, both before seasonal and after seasonal.

The thing I would like to call your attention to. and one that has
attracted some attention. is if vou look at the peak in 1953 of the BLS
.series, the red line, thus far it has not been reached in 1955, so it would
look as if employment in 1955 has never been quite as good as employ-
-nent in 1953. If you look at the blue line, the peak employment in
1953 has been exceeded by the employment in 1955.

Now, there are just enough conceptual differences between these
two, series that I don't believe anyone could honestly say that either
,one of them are incorrect; one or the other or both might be somewhat
incorrect. but they both could be right because the red line (BLS) is
measuring number of jobs, and duplication can creep in there. The
blue line (CPS) is measuring number of people with jobs, either work-
ing or, if not working, having a job and being away from it for a
Wariety of reasons.

We prepared these charts, even though they show some things which
indicate different movements. Notice that this is true in the trough
in 1949. The Census blue line reaches a trough in 1949 which is higher
than the lowest figure shown for 1947, but the lowest figure shown by
the BLS in 1949 is lower than any figure they show for 1947.

As an economist, I am very much interested in that, but I don't have
any cut and dried explanation for it. There it is.

Mr. BOLLING. Would any of the rest of you like to comment on that
particular subject?

Mr. CLAGu-E. I think Mr. Burgess might also wish to comment on
this: In the last September-October period, that downturn may in-
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volve a factor which is missing in that chart, namely agriculture. If
that was added to the others you would find that very likely Mr.
Burgess' earlier explanation might account in part for the divergence.
There was a drop, as is shown on the chart, of nearly a million between
August and September in the Census figure for nonagricultural work-
ers, but there was a rise of 350,000. in agriculture. It could be that
some people, who were employed in both months had more agricultural
employment in September, and consequently were classified in agri-
culture rather than inl industry.

I think this is something that could occur, particularly since we
know that in September there is a rise in some kinds of agricultural
employment, such as fruit-picking, harvesting, and so forth. This
would result in a person, who previously was recorded as being indus-
trially employed, now being classified in agriculture. All of this is
conjecture because until we have studied all of this in detail we cannot
furnish a final answer to that question.

Mr. BURGESS. I think that is part of it. There is another part
there: The students who have been employed, but are going back
to school, account for a large swing in the census figures, and some-
how the BLS series doesn't catch them to the same extent.

Mr. CLAGUE. That is right.
Mr. BURGESS. One would need to look more closely than I have in

mind at the moment at the differentiation between men and women.
That is, the women account for the increase in agricultural employ-
ment. At the harvest time a large number are added, so one has to
look at the details rather closely to get what seems a reasonable
explanation.

The details we have aren't quite enough, unfortunately, to be sure
of just what it is.

Mr. BOWMAN. I cannot forbear one other remark: I agree with what
is said, but I would like to make a technical point: If the seasonal
indexes were perfect, and they are not, then if the seasonal movements
between agricultural and nonagricultural employment had been regu-
lar from one year, to another, then the seasonal index should have
corrected it so far as the CPS series is concerned. It might not,.
because seasonal indexes are apt to be not perfect, and seasonal move-
ments are somewhat irregular, and the only thing we can do is to do
the best we can with the data that we have.

You see the discrepancy there, and you see it even before seasonal
adjustment, but that is not so important. You see the blue line
(CPS) going down quite a lot, that last line, and the red line (BLS)
going up; you see the black line above going down. I don't know
what the overall line (including agriculture) would have shown for
that month, but if our seasonal indexes were perfect, then we should
have gotten this all right.

I am going to point out they are not perfect. However, they do
help.

Mr. BOLLING. If that is all on this particular subject, I have an
area that is even vague in my own mind on which I am interested in
having you comment. I have the feeling that there has been a sub-
stantial change in the pattern of employment of people in this country
in the last 15 years. I have the suspicion, which I cannot prove, that
during the war and postwar periods the pattern of employment by
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members of the same family has shifted from that of one wage earner
in the family to a situation where there are now customarily more
than one in many families, particularly in lower or middle income
groups. If this be correct-and I assume there are studies that would
prove it in error or not-it would have tremendous importance in the
approach that we take to what the labor force is, and who is and who
is not seeking work.

If, for example, a working family maintains a relatively high stand-
ard of living by the employment of the man, the woman, and perhaps
another member of the family, the changes that go on in the labor force
might have a very substantially greater social, not economic, but social
significance than we have been recognizing.

I won't try to quote specifications because I don't remember, the
figures or the months, but it seems to me that in the last few years
there have been occasions on which, if the labor force, or our concept of
the labor forces, had moved with anything like consistency, the figures
on unemployment would have given us a somewhat different picture.

What I am basically concerned about is, are we doing an effective
job of determining who wants to work?

Do I make myself clear, or does what I say have no validity?
Mr. BuRGESS. Partly it does, Mr. Chairman, and table No. 1 that

we submitted will show, for instance, the average annual labor force
participation by age and sex. The participation rate for males in
1940 was 83.9, and in 1954 it was also 83.9. There is no change on the
average. For women, the participation rate in 1940 was 28.2 percent;
in 1954, 33.7 percent.

During the war years, and 1944 still has that in the rate for women,
it had risen to 36.8. For women 35 to 44 years old, it was 28.8 percent
in 1940, as compared to 40.5 in 1940 and 41.3 in 1954. It has also gone
up in the 45 to 54-year-old group.

We sometimes referred to that group as the grandmother brigade;
in factories that had war work. You will find that they did draw on
the middle-aged women, the women whose children had left home, or
were able to take care of themselves, and while that faded away after
1945 it didn't go back all the way, and you will find in 1954 for the 35
to 44-year group the rate was up to 41.3 percent as compared with 28.8
percent in 1940.

There is something in what was said. If I may comment, I think you
may have overstated a little to make your point about the shift, because
the families in 1940 also had other members than the man working,
but the extent to which that happened I think has shifted, most no-
tably as respects these middle-aged women and somewhat as respects
others. As I remember the difficulties I had in getting jobs when I was
a college student during the summer; I think it is much easier for an
older high school or a college student to find something that pays cash
money in the summer than it used to be.

Mr. GOODWIN. I might say on this subject, Mr. Chairman, that we
expect to throw some light on it, approaching it from the other side.
That is, approaching it from the standjoint of unemployment in the
studies that are now under way on the characteristics of the umem-
ployed. The problem has real significance, of course, in the administra-
tion of unemployment insurance. We have bits of information here
and there gathered in the administration of unemployment insurance,
but we do not have nearly as much information as we feel we need.
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There is a general assumption on the part of a lot of people that
where you have more than one wage earner in a f amily, or at least when
you get certain combinations of wage earners in the family, you in-
crease the problem of incentive to work.

This has significance in programs dealing with fraud.
My personal observation is that some of these conclusions that have

been drawn about incentive to work overstate the problem, and that
the great majority of the labor force are willing to work, and that it
is a comparatively small group with whom there is a problem.

We do have a problem with a small group.
Mr. BOLLING. I think Mr. Burgess stated there was an increase in

the labor force of a million and a half between the third quarter of
1954 and the third quarter of 1955. Earlier-I don't remember the
exact dates, but I suppose some time in 1953 and early in 1954-there
were many complaints, and I think perhaps I complained myself, that
we weren't getting a, full picture of what was going on because the
labor force seemed to be stagnating at that point.

This again raises the question of the whole concept of what is and
what is not a labor force. -

I wonder if we don't need more depth or greater sensitivity? How
do you explain this relative stability and then the sudden surge, and
at the same time justify the concept as wholly adequate?

Mr. BURGESS. There is, Mr. Chairman, a little divergence of view
as to whether the concept of labor force, as we have it, tells all the
story that some people would like to have it tell. That is, our civilian
labor force is obtained by adding up the employment-those actually
at work, those with a job but not at work, and the unemployed. The
unemployed are those who do not have a job, and are doing something
definite seeking work.

There are other people in the population that are not taking any
steps to seek work because they do not think it is worthwhile, who
might under a little more stimulus go out and look for a job. Of
course, they got that stimulus in the war years, or the Korean
emergency.

Now, as a practical matter, sifting out those people who might be
persuaded to take a job or might with a little different atmosphere
take a job-sifting those from what we call not in the labor force is a
psychological problem, if you will. It is hard to draw any lines there.
We could modify our idea of labor force to take in what is sometimes
referred to as the inactive labor force, people that are not doing any-
thing specifically about holding a job or actually looking for a job.

Now, our figures are based on the concept of some pretty definite
action in looking for work, although we have in the requirements for
being classified as unemployed, as one case that the person would have
been looking for work except that he or she believes there is no work
available of his type or in the community. That is in our specifica-
tions, but we have grave doubts about that being enforced or enough
questions being applied uniformly so as to get all the people that might
come under that head.

Mr. BOWMAN. May I comment on this, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Bowman.
Mr. BOWMAN. I think you put your finger on a very important point,

but I would also like to call your attention to the fact that the concept
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of labor force, as we now use it, is a much more flexible notion than
was true as we go back over the years. In other words, the technique
when I first started in this field in the great depression was to project
the normal labor force by assuming a growth in the labor force of so
many hundred thousand each year. Therefore, it was a very steady,
smooth line. Then you took the estimate of employment. You sub-
tracted it from the estimate of what in those days was called gainful
workers, and the difference was unemployment, and you had different
estimators disagree by anywhere from 1 million to 5 million on how
many people were unemployed.

The concept of labor force today is one that is very flexible, although
people still accuse it of not being flexible enough, but it includes in
the labor force anyone, whether he ever worked or not, who says that
he is looking for work and is not working, and that means that next
month some people may be in the labor force who weren't employed
this month, and who weren't unemployed this month. Next month
they may be in either as employed or as unemployed, because they
have now joined the labor force, and some people will say to us, "That
is too flexible. It is too flexible because you have now said that some-
one is unemployed who in all of his past history has never been em-
ployed before, so how can he be unemployed?" The answer is he is
unemployed because for the first time he is looking for a job, and he
hasn't found it. Even in the short period, as shown in the current
population survey release, from January 1954 to August 1955, and
just taking the total civilian labor force, there is a variation from
somewhere in the neighborhood of 62,840,000 to 67,726,000.

Now, the period of time is so short there couldn't have been such a
large change in the population. It is a change in the number of
people that are now saying they either have a job, or that they don't
have a job and are seeking one, that gives us some of these difficulties,
because unemployment may go up without employment going down.
On the other hand, unemployment may go down without employment
going up, and some of these factors are seasonal, and some of them are
cyclical, and it is very difficult to separate them and come to a very
definite conclusion as to which is which. We can do reasonably well
in identifying the seasonal changes. We haven't been able to do very
much yet with so-called cyclical aspects of these variations.

Mr. BOLLING. From a point of view which perhaps puts too much
emphasis on the social aspects as opposed to the economic, but from a
point of view of getting a clear picture of how full employment is, how
would you feel about a concept of labor force that included or left out
the word "seeking" and spoke of "able and willing '-What would be
the disadvantages of that?

Mr. BURGESS. There are some people here that have been on that
particular phase of it, giving intensive attention to that longer than
I have. I know, in general, that the difficulty is of finding any method
of questioning that would draw a line that can be used to make that
distinction. This is what we call the inactive unemployed. There
are unemployed that aren't doing anything about it but could be
persuaded to take a job, but your line gets to be a very shadowy one.

Mr. BOLLING. If there is another answer to that, doesn't it carry
us into another cloudy area? Let us say you have the area of chronic
unemployment. Is the coal miner in the area where the coal mines
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have been shut down going to say he is seeking work if he knows
there is no work available?

Mr. BURGESS. We recognize that class in our instructions to the
enumerators. They are supposed to count those people as unemployed.
As I said before, however, it is difficult to be sure that any such instruc-
tions are carried out because the individual, as I get it, when he is
asked if he is seeking work, doesn't like to say, "Yes, I have been seek-
ing work but I can't find it." To repeat that month after month
seems to reflect on him that he hasn't got normal ability.

Mr. BOLLING. Doesn't this, then, mean that you have the same diffi-
culty in the present standard which you would have in the other stand-
ard? You would have difficulty getting answers precise and accurate
to communicate the real fact?

Mr. BURGESS. We have difficulty. Our approach tries to have a uni-
form standard, the same enumerators working under the same in-
structions, so our figures will be comparable from month to month and
to some extent to year to year.

Mr. LEVINE. I think the magnitude of the problem is considerably
different if you were to stop at the point of "able and willing ' and
not get into "seeking." Willingness to work, as we discover in em-
ployment office operations every single day, is a state of mind which
is related to the kind of work available, the situation at home, and a
thousand other things. At any given moment, a person may not
be interested in work, but if I had a job around the corner, says the
woman, between 2 and 4 o'clock, I would be willing to work.

The relative magnitude of error due to a seeking-work question is
probably less than "able and willing" would bring even when you
happen to lose those people in the chronic unemployment situations.
We have that problem in unemployment insurance, as well, where ex-
haustees no longer file claims. We don't have them in the unemploy-
ment insurance count even though they may still be unemployed.
We can make estimates, and can do better with special field studies,
but I think the likelihood of error is far less when you have the test
of some effort being made in addition to the state of mind of "Yes, I
would be willing."

Mr. BOLLING. Does the seeking-work test mean the same woman is
willing to go or she may say she is seeking work, but only if she is able
to. I am not trying to be cute about it, but the same quantitative
problem remains.

Mr. LEVINE. That is true.
Mr. GOODWIN. You bring in the problem of what is reasonable.

You have to have that in the administration of unemployment in-
surance. The local office has to make that decision all the time as to
whether efforts are reasonable.

Mr. BOLLING. In any event, what this amounts to is that the series
which have been used-and this is besides the one that I am par-
ticularly interested in-have a different level of precision at different
times in their ability to demonstrate the fullness of employment.

Mr. BOWMAN. May I comment on that? I would like to make a
point, if I can.

I think when you spoke about a flexible labor force, definitely that
is an important point, and I would say our concept of labor force
today is flexible. The question is, how flexible? Now, if you want
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1-o measure potential labor availability then our labor force concept
*today is not flexible enough. That is, if you were thinking of what
you could do in a great emergency to get everybody working, that is not
what we are trying to measure as labor force today because we are
in a free economy. We are leaving it up to people to decide whether
-they want to seek work, or don't want to seek work.

Under another circumstance, we might want to say that every able-
bodied person over a certain age able to work shall work. In that
case, we would stress a potential labor supply.

What we are trying to measure now is, people who are either work-
ing or have a job and, therefore, aren't looking for one, or would
like to have a job and are seeking to get one, and we are saying those
people are all in the labor force. We might have another person
who says if you asked them "Wouldn't you work?" He would say,
"Why, sure. You find me that job that has all the perquisites that
I can think of and then I would like to work," but the truth of the
:matter is you might offer that person 10 or 15 jobs and he might say
no to all 10 or 15. In that sense we are saying that such a person is
alot unemployed because he is not looking for work. The present
concepts do provide for a person who isn't looking for a job but is
:sick (he is unemployed if he normally would be looking for a job)
-or for a person who isn't looking for a job because there is clear
!evidence that there aren't any jobs to be found in that particular
area. They are counted under the present concept, although we
have to rely upon enumerators to sort of sense that. They are counted
:as being unemployed.

The rigid definition was followed by Great Britain during the great
depression in which no person was thought of as being eligible for
benefits unless he had first of all gone to a factory and asked for a
job, and he brought a little signed certificate back saying "This gen-
tleman asked for a job." They found that that was extremely foolish
because people were just going in, and these are the words that have
been quoted in one of the great studies in saying "I know you haven't
got a job for me. I know that, but will you kindly sign this state-
ment so I can get my dole," and so be forced into an activity that
was a foolish activity.

Mr. BOLLING. I would like to restate what I said a little earlier
just before your last response. Would I be correct in saying, "You
agree that the present concepts of labor force result in a tendency to
understate unemployment in periods of recession"?

Mr. BOWMAN. I would disagree with that statement.
Mr. BURGESS. I don't know. I would be willing to say that before

*one passed judgment on that it would be well to look at the details.
For instance, the classification of labor force participation by age

and sex. That is, we find that if we took the measure of labor force
participation or even employment of men 25 to 54, inclusive, we find
now that 98 percent of those are either employed or recorded as seeking
work. The percentage runs off a little in different years according to
business activity, but looking at that, and related details from our
studies, you could come to a judgment, and even that could be put
in the form of an index. In fact, exploratory analyses have been
made, either taking the ages where employment is usually greatest
and seeing what happens there, or seeing where men are heads of
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families-and that is the most serious unemployment, of course, whein
it happens-and by taking those figures altogether we can get a broader
picture than by just going by these summary figures.

Mr. BOLLING. I don't want to belabor that point too much. I would
like to point out for whatever it is worth that the Employment Act
itself speaks in terms of those able, willing, and seeking to work.

Mr. BOWMAN. Just on your point, if I may, Mr. Chairman, there
is an old theory somewhat discredited but not completely disproven
that the opposite of what you say with regard to the flexibility of the
labor force is true in a recession. It used to be we believed it more
than we do now. It works something like this: As you move into a
recession or the depths of a depression, you may have a family inl
which only one person normally works but when that person be-
comes unemployed he and his wife are both seeking work. If one of
them gets it the other drops out, so that in a recession unemployment
is overstated in the sense of how much employment it would take
to eliminate the unemployment.

At the peak of prosperity the other might be true, in the sense that
you might have a situation which is quite different, and some people
have withdrawn from the labor market, which will only come about
when earnings and other factors are adequate so far as the primary
breadwinner is concerned.

I think that Mr. Stewart's book and some others discredits this idea
a little bit, and doesn't find that there is very much empirical support
of this idea of an anticyclical movement in the flexibility of the labor
force, the way I described it.

Mr. BOLLING. I have some fairly specific questions now. The first
one is to Mr. Bowman:

In your final recapitulation of funds appropriated for economic
statistics which you sent to the subcommittee August 12, you indicated
an increase in appropriations for employment and unemployment sta-
tistics of $1,165,000 for 1955. As you know, I expressed my gratifica-
tion at this action, and we have heard today and yesterday about the
many improvements underway. Are there especially significant areas;
which you are other members of the panel can point out at this time
for which you will be seeking funds in your 1957 budget?

Mr. BOWMAN. It is not possible for me to disclose what we will be
seeking funds for in the 1957 budget before the decision is made by
the Presidennt as to budget he wants to provide.

Mr. BOLLING. I have no intention of embarrassing you. Don't
answer the question if there is any embarrassment involved.

Mr. BOWMAN. I believe that the emphasis that we will want to put
in the next budget go-round will not be so much in the area of employ-
ment and unemployment data, as was true of the previous request, but
there are still large amounts that still remain to be done in this area.

Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Burgess and Mr. Clague mentioned the quality-
control programs which have been instituted to assist in maintaining
and perhaps improving the accuracy of the data they collect. My ques-
tion has two parts:

Do the Bureau of Employment Security and the Agricultural Mar-
keting Service have similar programs? And by what standards do
you judge whether accuracy is being maintained? On the latter point,
for example, Mr. Burgess mentions in his prepared statement improved
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interview techniques for preventing response errors and suggests a
lengthened interview, but how can you be sure this interview obtains
a right answer any more than a short one?

But the first question first, do BES and AMS have quality-control
programs?

Mr. GOODWIN. I think Mr. Levine can speak to that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEVINE. I think we should recognize that most of the economic

,data which are derived out of employment-security operations are
based on direct counts of the "universe" so that quality control from
a sampling standpoint isn't a problem. Sound administrative opera-
tions also provide a built-in quality control. We do have a problem
,constantly of training and getting proper interpretations of reporting
instructions by the States so that the counts will be correct and com-
parable as far as possible under varying State laws and procedures.

However, when we get to the estimate of total unemployment, there
is the problem of how to fill the gap between insured unemployment
and total unemployment. The gap is being narrowed by the exten-
sion of unemployment insurance, but some gap remains, and the way
we bring about quality improvement in that sense of the word is
through special studies.

For example, we need to know what is the duration of unemploy-
ment for those who have exhausted unemployment benefits so that they
can be counted as a part of the unemployed to be added to the insured
unemployed. On that score we are making a number of special studies
with State employment security agencies.

'Similarly, we are concerned about the problems of new entrants into
'of labor force, particularly at given months. These are people who
usually have no unemployment insurance eligibility, and don't show
up as claimants. But when school closes, for example, these people
show up in large numbers. Some of them also come in every month by
way of dropouts from school, and so forth. Here we have only the al-
ternative of using national relationships available from the Bureau of
the Census. We realize that these national factors applied to specific
local labor markets will have serious limitations because labor markets
do differ from one another. As a consequence, we are asking States to
undertake various studies in different localities to see how local varia-
tions would affect their estimates.

Those are the kind of quality controls that we are introducing to
supplement the insured unemployed data.

Mr. HERRMANN. I believe Mr. Ducoff wants to say something, Mr.
Chairman, for AMS.

Mr. DucoFF. As far as AMS is concerned, in certain cooperative
work that we have with the Bureau of the Census, particularly with
respect to the cooperative estimate of the size of the farm population,
the improved and enlarged sample of the current population survey
will provide better estimates of the size and the change in the farm
population than is true under the present situation. To that extent we
share in the improvement that will be possible through the quality-
control program and the enlarged sample of the Bureau of the Census.

As Dr. Herrmann indicated in his- testimony, we should like that to
be even better than it is. We think that the level of reliability of the
estimate of farm population needs further improvement, particularly
to enable us to produce the estimates for areas-smaller than the United
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States as a whole, that is for the major regions and geographic divi-
sions.

Likewise, certain other work that we have in the farm labor field,.
where we utilize the facilities of the Bureau of the Census for an
annual survey of the hired farm working force, will show some im--
provement from the expansion in the census sample now under way.

With respect to our own farm-employment estimates, as was indi--
cated in Dr. Herrmann's testimony, under present conditions, with
present facilities, with present funds, we have no reason to expect any
improvement over the situation that we now have.

Mr. BOLLING. Thank you.
Any other comments?
Mr. BURGESS. I was just going to support what has been said about,

the cooperation with the Bureau of the Census, in connection with
the insurance angle of it. That is, the problems are somewhat differ-
ent of making a tie-in between the two approaches to unemployment,.
because we don't want to be in the guise of policemen, going around
and asking people "Are you receiving unemp oyment insurance bene--
fits?" and we have to watch that angle of it.

We talked with the people in agriculture about making our im--
proved expanded survey serve their purposes as well as ours. I
think we can do that.

If I can turn to the other question you had about how do we know
if we check that we are really getting what is right rather than just.
another view: I would like to call, if I may, on Mr. Hansen, who is.
assistant director for statistical standards, and I know has been watch-
ing that point, to comment or talk on that.

Mr. HANSEN. I wasn't sure I heard exactly what you said.
Mr. BuRGEss. He raises the question when we make these checks on,

quality do we know we are getting at the truth.
Mr. HANSEN. The question of doing a reinterview, as you pointed

out, with longer questionnaires, spending more time in getting the
information, doesn't necessarily provide a more accurate answer at all.
But it gives a strong presumption that we can get a better answer, if
by getting more information we get more details, more facts on the,
basis of which to evaluate a response.

For example, one can ask a simple set of questions and depend
upon the question itself to communicate to the respondent exactly
what is wanted. On the other hand, a series of questions can bring-
out additional information-remind the respondent of types of things.
that might be overlooked, and the consequence can be, with a properly-
directed, more intensive interview, to elicit more accurate information.
It certainly doesn't follow necessarily, but usually in our experience
where we have done more intensive interviews, and are able to evaluate,
some of the results against independent sources of information some-
times available to us, we find that we do, in fact, succeed in doing a.
better job.

Mr. BOLLING. By what standards do you judge whether accuracy is.
being maintained? What is the method of check back?

Mr. HANSEN. The check back that we do on our survey is accom-
plished by the supervisor in the field, or a chief interviewer, going
back and asking again the questions that were asked initially by the*
original interviewer. These responses are obtained without referring-
to the original responses, the reinterview is done independently.
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After getting these responses the results of the reinterview are com-
pared with the results of the original interview, which have not been
available to the reinterviewer or have not been used by him during
his initial work of checking.

For any discrepancies between them, then, further probing is done
to bring out the reasons for discrepancies. Sometimes it is found
that the original response is more accurate, sometimes it is found that
it isn't, but that additional probing, plus the fact that the reinter-
viewer is supposed to be a more skilled person provides the basis for
our evaluation. It does insure, among other things, that the original
interviewer went to the right places, interviewed at the right house-
holds, and brings out, in particular, any gross discrepancies. Some
of the finer points are sometimes rather difficult to establish clearly,
as for example, the correctness of an answer, as to whether a person
is seeking work or not.

Mr. BOLLING. Thank you.
Mr. BOWMAN. May I comment on this?
Mr. BOLLING. Certainly.
Mr. BOWMAN. There are some things that I would like to disagree

with a little bit here.
First of all, the words "quality control" ought to be used very

carefully with regard to these different programs, because it is a
quite different problem in the CPS, in thc BES, and BLS. In other
words, the BES quality control-let me make this point first: Quality
control should be an attempt to find out whether what you sought
to measure you measured accurately. It may be what you sought
to measure in one case is quite different from what you sought to
measure in another. You want to find out whether you measured it
accurately. When you have an administrative program like BES,
the quality checks, therefore, are largely administrative quality checks.
Did they get the figures right? Did they get them all in on time? Did
somebody leave out a county? Did somebody leave out an office?'
Theses things can happen, but really that kind of checking with
reasonable care and administrative handling that should be taken
for granted almost-maybe not quite that much.

On the other hand, suppose they measure what they set out to meas-
sure. They know how many people they paid unemployment com-
pensation to, to the last man, in such and such a month. For economic
purposes that data may be worthless. I am not saying it is, I am
saying it may be. They may have put in a new low which did some-
thing in that particular month. They may have had a benefit year
start; they may have had a benefit year end. For economic purposes,
we have to take that series and readjust it, not because it is in error,
but because there is something wrong with the series when interpreted
for economic analysis.

In the BLS series, the employers may report every individual to.
whom they paid a check, and everybody may be exactly accurate on
the payroll. I am not saying that is true. It might be true. But,.
remember, they paid some people this month for working last month.
They paid some people this month who were away on vacation or who
are sick. Furthermore, you all know that some employers have prac-
tices in which a man starts working one week and works a week with-
out pay, or at least 3 days. At the end of the second week he gets
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paid and he always has 3 days held back. Now, if you had a large
turnover in a particular month you might get the payroll showing
it in a somewhat different period than it really occurred. But the
point I am trying to make is that quality control in that case is
really whether or not the employers reported accurately the number
of people they paid.

When you come to the CPS, this is where I think you have a little
different problem. You have a set of concepts. You send out a
group of people to ask questions of individuals in such a way that
you may classify those individuals into categories. Now, if every
person you sent to such an individual, every person who asked the
questions, came up with a different classification, then you could
throw the data away. It wouldn't have any objective reality at all.

Now, I think the quality check there is to determine whether or
not-when people are well trained, when the questions are well
framed, when they are asked of an individual at a particular time by
individuals well trained-you get, not exactly the same answers, but
substantially the same answers.

That kind of quality control program is a very important part of
the program itself, and that is why I would like to stress that this
is the area in which a considerable amount of emphasis has been
given, must be given, but we still cannot be 100 percent certain that
there cannot be a respondent biased to a particular interviewer, an
interviewer biased to a particular respondent, but certainly the work
that we have done to date indicates there can be a high degree of re-
liability to this technique, if the people are well trained, and if they
enmuerate the people they are told to enumerate, and not somebody
else. That is, if they really go to the sample selected.

Now, that is why I don't believe you can compare the quality con-
trals in the CPS area exactly with the quality controls in the other
areas.

Mr. BOLLING. Thank you.
This goes to. an entirely different field:
How many unemployed in the national total could be accounted

for by unemployed persons living in so-called distressed or depressed
industrial areas? What proportion of these are found in the chronic'
depressed areas?

Mr. GOODWIN. I don't know whether we have the answer to that
or not. I didn't know we were supposed to have it.

Would you like to comment on the question?
Mr. BOLLING. If you don't have the data to answer it now you can

submit it for the record.
Mr. LEVINE. I think, Mr. Chairman, it would be preferable to do

that. We have from time to time made rough estimates of what that
would be. You see, we have estimates for the major labor markets at
regular 2-month intervals. In addition to that, we have to take account
of small labor surplus areas where special surveys are undertaken
and the estimates for them change in accordance with when the surveys
are made.

As a result, I would rather submit the information.
Mr. BOLLING. If you could submit that for the record we would

appreciate it.
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(The information referred to is as follows:)
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,

BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY,
DVashington 25, D. C., November 16, 1955.HoD. RICHEARD BOLLING,

Chairman, SitbConimittee on Economic Statistics,
Joint Committee onb the Econotnic Report,

Washington, D. C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN BOLLING: In accordance with our previous arrangement,I am submitting for the record the figures on unemployment in labor surplusareas that you requested during the recent hearings on employment and unem-ployment before the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics.
Our data indicate that there were approximately 314,100 unemployed workersin the 26 major areas classified by this Bureau as areas of substantial laborsurplus in September. This total represented about 15 percent of the 2,149,000listed as unemployed during the month by the Bureau of the Census. Actually,this proportion may be somewhat high, since our area figures include persons ontemporary layoff of less than 30 days as unemployed, while Census does not.This difference could be of some importance during September when manyautomobile manufacturing workers were idled during the model changeover

period.
There were also 94 smaller areas listed as areas of substantial labor surplusby this Bureau in Septeniber. Our latest figures indicate that unemployment

in these areas totaled 238,800.
If I can be of further assistance in this or other matters please let me know.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT C. GOODWIN, Director.

Mr. BOLLING. There is another one which is even narrower: Whomakes the final determination whether a labor market area which
may be on the borderline is tipped over into group D and thereby
meets the criteria established for "areas of substantial labor surplus"
or "areas of substantial employmnent" or stays in group C and is not
eligible for benefits available for groups D, E, or F ?

I would like you to trace the process from the locality to the final
decision.

Mr. GOODWIN. The answer to the narrower question is that the deci-
sion is made in the Bureau of Employment Security in Mr. Levine's
part of the organization, and I will ask him to trace the steps thatare taken frolil the beginning to the end.

Mr. LEvIN-E. Well, starting at the beginning, the report originates
in the locality where as a rule a local labor market analyst is assem-
bling information on employment, unemployment, changes in hiring
specifications, registrations in the local office, job openings known to
the local office, etc.-all the bits and fragments of information thatrelate to that area. That information is then assembled in both a
narrative section and a series of statistical tables. It is sent to the
State office, where there is a staff of economists--in every State, theemployment security agency has economists and statisticians in thecentral office-who review the reports, make such changes or raise
questions if they want to with the local analyst, and then submit the
report to the Bureau of Employment Security. These surveys aremade at 2-month intervals.

'They generally come in between the 15th and 25th of the month.
They are staggered by different States and localities. They reach
the Bureau of Employment Security where we have a staff of analystswho follow the same groups of areas all the time, and are pretty
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thoroughly acquainted with the characteristics, composition of the
areas, kinds of industries, major employers there, and so forth.

These are reviewed and various data are then set up on quite large
and complex worksheets, where it is possible to ma1te comparisons
between both the current report and previous reports, for preceding
periods, and the same periods in the preceding year, so that you can
get at questions of seasonality and unusual variations, and so forth.
'Where the report clearly shows the area falls within the criteria that
have been established for classification of the area, no problem exists.
Our problem exists where there are borderline situations. Even there,
it is not serious unless it begins getting over into the D category,
because that has some program implications. Otherwise it would be
an exercise in labor-market analysis, the distinction in degree of
unemployment.

Mr. BOLING. Before you go on would you expand a little on that?
How much consideration is given to program implications?

Mr. LEVINE. When an area, let us say, has been running for the
several last bimonthly periods as a class C area, and by reason of the
most current report there is an indication of a very considerable rise
in the insured unemployment, in their estimate of total unemployment,
in the nuumber of new applications for work in the local office, an
indication from employers that the outlook is pretty uncertain in terms -

of their hiring plans, or even some rather gloomy ones at times, this
area, taking those data, relating them to the criteria for C and D,
becomes, let us say, borderline. It is uncertain as a judgment factor.

Mr. BOLLING. Where does the judgment come in?
Mr. LEVINE. That comes in terms of how much weight you are going

to apply to the current situation, in terms of the volume of unemploy-
ment and the percent of the work force unemployed, as related to the
outlook which may be somewhat better than the current situation is;
and even with respect to the current situation how much of it is of a
purely transitory character.

Let us say you know that in the case of South Bend, just to take as
an illustration, one major employer may dominate the whole situation
in that area, and that major employer may be on a 2-week shutdown
for remodeling, or inventory checkup. We don't classify differently
from one 2-month period to the next on purely transitory, fleeting
kinds of situations. Obviously, you wouldn't weight that kind of a
situation as having a bearing on the ratio of the unemployment over
the next 2 months.

Where the problem becomes really pretty difficult, the analyst, who
has no ax to grind but is looking at the data, sits down with the super-
visor, who is in charge of the area analysis work. There are instances
where that in turn comes to myself. I am asked to sit in on the
conference and go through the data with them. There have been a
few occasions where I have gone to Mr. Goodwin and on 1 or 2 occa-
sions we have gone to the Under Secretary to lay all of the data before
him and give him the implications. It is done with a considerable
amount of care, as to what the current situation shows, what past
situations have been for this same locality, how much is transitory, and
how much of it has implications that will carry over.

Mr. BOLLING. How much weight is given to the views of the people
in the locality, in the State? Do they make the recommendations?
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Mr. LEVINE. Because the classification system is really one of rela-
tive adequacy of labor supply and requirements and employment and
unemployment in different areas, the final decision is made here.
However, States are instructed that they may, if they wish-and they
frequently do-initiate recommendations in the first instance. In
those instances we have the recommendations. In instances where
we do not have their recommendations we initiate the classification
but before that classification goes into effect, and before we really
have gone into any discussion with Mr. Goodwin, or anybody else, on
the borderline cases, our tentative classification is wired back to the
regional office and to the State agency, and the State agency is asked
to review that and to confirm or disagree, and if they disagree, to
indicate what changes or conditions have developed that would modify
that tentative classification.

You must remember that in addition to that. during the period we
were processing these reports for the classifications, we are receiving
each week reports on insured unemployment. A wire report comes in
each week, and where there are significant changes reflected in claims
in an area they are supposed to call that to our attention.

Mr. BOLLING. Are there many cases where the local area's recom-
mendations over a period of more than a couple of months have dis-
agreed with the ultimate decision that you can thing of ?

Mr. LEVINE. No. Generally, we are very, very close, because over
a period of time these same people are using the same criteria as we
have. They come pretty well out to the same conclusions. There
have been a few instances where the area is undergoing a change.
It might hit precisely at the time the classification is on. There is a
little uncertainty in our minds and in the minds of the State agency
people as to whether that should be held for another 2-month period
to confirm that that trend that seems to be emerging is actually under
way or not. In those cases we will generally agree between ourselves
as a whole or shift over.

Mr. BOLLING. Thank you.
Mr. GOODWIN. I think, Mr. Chairman, this discussion has tended

to emphasize the unusual type of situation, and the borderline type
of situation. Most of these areas are pretty clearcut, and also I think
it should be pointed out that the basic elements going into the classi-
fication are good, sound, objective data. Our employment and unem-
ployment series, and various other data available to the local office,
are good, sound, objective data on which you can thoroughly rely, and
it is only the occasional case, where you get into borderline situations,
where the judgmental factors that Mr. Levine pointed out are
important.

Mr. BOLLING. This is entirely a new subject.
In response to a request from this subcommittee, the executive

branch has instituted a combined employment release each month,
summarizing and explaining the data from the various agencies on
employment. The releases of the individual agencies, however, are
still published separately in addition. What would be the reaction
of the panel to the suggestion that the releases be completely inte-
grated into one combined report? Would this achieve some reduction
in duplication of text and tables and thus some cost savings?
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Along this same line, why does the Combined Employment Release
now fail to carry any reference to the area data and classification of
the Bureau of Employment Security?

Mr. BOWMAN. Is that addressed to me?
Mr. BOLLING. You may start.
Mr. BOWMAN. I think the joint release is a good idea. I really

haven't thought very much about what would be gained by having one
combined release showing all of the details, that the separate releases
now show.

My first reaction, I react ordinarily rather quickly to some things,
but my first reaction would be to say I think there is a considerable
amount of advantage to the separate detailed releases, although there
is major advantage to having the first release of the overall figures
come out in a combined release.

Mr. BOLLING. Would anybody else like to comment? Mr. Clague?
Mr. CLAGIJE. I would like to, because I think we would be concerned

about this in a very considerable degree.
You will see that our BLS release contains a great deal of informa-

tion on individual industries; it contains the man-hours data and the
earnings data for those industries. If you combine too much in one
release, what happens is that the press cannot handle it. The effect
I think would be to snuff out of publication entirely some of these
details. I think that is what would give us some concern, if that
happened.

Our data are used in detail. That is their advantage, and I would
hate to see these base tables at the end of our release lose out because
the combined release was too long. That would be my reaction.

I would like to mention one other point: The main objective, I
think, of the combined release in the first instance was for the purpose
of showing the interrelationship between these figures, and I think we
do achieve that now in the combination which we have.

Mr. GOODWIN. The last part of your question had to do with the
area data, and I think the answer there is really the one Mr. Clague
mentioned, that the idea behind the combined release was the inter-
relationship of the data and with the area data, you don't have the
same problem there as with the other series, so we would have that
reason for not combining it. I don't know of any other reason.

Mr. BOLLING. My last question is: Have you considered publishing
in the Combined Employment Release each month these charts you
have used to explain the data at these hearings?

Mr. LEvINE. This, I think, is directed to the entire group; is it not?
Mr. BOLLING. That is right.
Mr. LEVINE. I think it is correct to say, if I may make a comment,

I think it might come more appropriately from the Bureau of the
Budget, but we do have in each of our own publications, and we also
have as a technical supplement in the Economic Indicators that your
committee turns out, a good deal of explanation of the interrelation-
ship of these various series, and where the concepts differ, and why, so
that I believe that once that material is out, it is of primary interest
to students to the problem, and to do it on a recurring, each-month
basis I suspect would detract very seriously from the real value of the
current information.
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Mr. BOWMAN. I think, Mr. Chairman, that there are a lot of prob-
lems. I don't like to respond to a new idea by saying no, but I think
this would require a lot of very deep thought, because, for instance,
this is a very small number of pages, putting the entire emphasis
on what happened between the 2 months. If you put a lot of charts
of that sort in there, without explanation, and you only want to put
the emphasis on what happens in that last little dip, I think your
charts are lost.

Furthermore, I am not sure it would be economical. There are a
lot of people that want this. There are a lot of people that just want
this, and there are a lot of people who just want this [indicating].

Now, if you put them all together and make a major job out of it,
and try to put it out every month, then anybody who wants any piece
of it has got to take the whole thing, and he has a lot of things in
there he is not particularly concerned about.

Furthermore, if you were really doing that a considerable amount
of what might be called interagency attention would have to be given
to the overall analysis-all aspects of it. I would much rather see
some time in the future, if we could possibly manage it, to have a joint
publication reviewing as we are doing today these various aspects in
which we evaluated the seasonal movements, the trend aspect, the
cyclical aspects, the individual industry aspects, the overall aggregate
aspects, but not one grand overall publication every month.

Mr. BOLLING. I don't believe what I had in mind was one overall
publication which was mentioned would happen, but I do think
we have to recognize that this combined employment release hits a
wider area, perhaps, than the more specialized and more detailed docu-
ments, and the thought in mind was whether we could make some
further step in the direction of making clear and more unified, if that
is the right word, the one document that gets an enormous amount-
not of specialist attention-but of general public attention. That
was the kind of questioning, the kind of thought I had in mind,
because I think we can generate a good deal of confusion sometimes
,by the failure to understand that one document, perhaps, is the one
that really hits the public, whereas the more detailed documents go
to the specialists and do not have to be educated as to what the signifi-
cant limitations of those figures and facts are. I think that would be
more the thought I had in mind.

Do any of you gentlemen have any further comments you would
like to make on any subject-proper to this hearing?

If not, I would like to thank you all for your participation and
contributions. The subcommittee is now adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 3: 25 p. in., the subcommittee adjourned.)
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,

Washington 25, D. C.
Hon. RICHARD BoLrTNG,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Economic StatistiCs,
Joint Committee on the Economic Report,

House of Representatives, Washington 25, D. C.
MY DEAR MR. CHArRMAN: The enclosed statement on full-time equivalent unem-

ployment was prepared in answer to your request that the Office of Statistical
Standards review this matter with the agencies involved in the collection and
processing of unemployment or related series. This statement has been sent for
comment to the Bureau of Employment Security, the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
and the Bureau of the Census and the conclusions have been agreed to by these
agencies.

In general, the position of the Bureau of the Budget may be briefly stated as
follows:

1. More complete and more frequent information on involuntary part-time
employment (or partial unemployment as it is sometimes called) than has been
available in the past is very desirable, and to this end questions on this subject
are now being asked monthly by the Census Bureau in the Current Population
Survey.

2. The development of estimates of full-time equivalent unemployment, while
useful for analytical purposes, requires the use of a large number of assump-
tions which, no matter how reasonable and conservative, render the official
publication of such a series on a current monthly basis inappropriate as a
statistical measure of current economic conditions.

3. If, for particular analytical purposes, such estimates seem desirable from
time to time, the raw materials are made available by the Bureau of the Census
and the analyst may make such assumptions as are most appropriate for his
immediate purposes.

4. Further work on the direct measurement of different aspects of unemploy-
ment, the characteristics of the unemployed and the partially unemployed, and
reasons for withdrawal from the labor force should prove more fruitful than
work on overall synthetic estimates which tend to obscure meaningful changes
in components of the labor force.

In closing, I should like to point out that the increased appropriations to the
Bureau of the Census and the Department of Labor for fiscal 1956 will not
only permit a significant increase in the sample for the Current Population Sur-
vey, strengthening the reliability of the estimates, but also permit additional
research on many aspects of employment and unemployment conditions.

Sincerely yours,
RAYMOND T. BOWMAN,

Assistant Director, Office of Statistical Standards.

FuLL-TIME EQUIVALENT UNEMPLOYMENT

The Budget Bureau has been asked by Congressman Bolling, chairman of
the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics, to consolidate the opinions of the
agencies concerned with labor force data on the question of the "feasibility of
producing useful information" on "full-time equivalent unemployment." This
is the concept used by the staff of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report
in appendix A of the committee's annual report for 1955. It is calculated from
data provided by the Census Bureau's Current Population Survey by taking the
number of unemployed, adding the number of persons on temporary layoff, and
then adding an allowance for the time lost by two groups of part-time workers
(after converting this time into full-time equivalents by dividing the hours not
worked by the estimated length of the full-time workweek). The two groups
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of part-time workers are: (1) Persons who usually work full time at their
present jobs, but who worked part time during the survey week because of eco-
nomic factors, such as slack work or material shortages; and (2) persons usually
working part time who prefer and could accept full-time work. The resulting
estimate of full-time equivalent unemployment is perhaps more accurately de-
scribed as the number of full-time workweeks lost on account of economic factors."
Not included in the concept is time lost because of vacations, holidays, illness,
bad weather, strikes, or other reasons not clearly the result of economic conditions.

The concept thus includes persons not now included in the unemployment
count-those on temporary layoff and those working part time on account of
economic conditions. There is, of course, considerable interest in changes in the
size of these two groups. Reflecting this interest, the Census Bureau has pub-
lished separate monthly estimates of the number of persons on temporary layoff
and has made occasional estimates of the number of economic part-time workers
since 1949. Beginning in May of this year, the number of persons working part
time for economic reasons is being obtained each month, and in the future, aver-
age hours worked by this group will be calculated. Thus all the basic components
needed for the full-time equivalent unemployment computations are now meas-
ured directly on a current basis.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is certainly possible to develop current estimates of full-time equivalent
unemployment similar to those included in the appendix of the committee's
annual report. While some refinements might be introduced, these would not
change the nature of the estimates in any fundamental way.

Technically, the method involves a number of assumptions, the importance of
which may change with economic conditions, and which therefore introduce
inaccuracies:

(1) All unemployed persons are assumed to be seeking full-time work.
(From time to time in the past the Census Bureau has asked the unem-

ployed whether they want full-time or part-time work. Approximately 10
percent want part-time work as a rule. This question could be asked
monthly, but only at the expense of other information now requested, since
space and time in the survey are limited. It would then be necessary to
estimate the average hours sought by unemployed persons seeking part-time
work.)

(2) All those on temporary layoff are assumed to want full-time work.
(There is no information on the number laid off from and only wanting

part-time jobs, but presumably it is a small percentage of all temporary
layoffs.)

(3) The length of the full-time workweek must be assumed.
(The arbitrary assumption of 37.5 hours used in the committee's report

is a .conservative one. A more refined estimate-possibly of the normal
full-time workweek by industry, were sufficient data available-would raise
this estimate under present conditions and thus increase the amount of
full-time equivalent unemployment. It may be noted that the practices
with regard to work sharing differ widely from industry to industry and
thus affect the numbers on layoffs and the hours reported in a given week.)

(4) The Census Bureau draws an arbitrary distinction, at 35 hours a week,
between part-time and full-time workers; man-hours lost by those working
more than 35 hours a week are thus not included in the computation.

(5) All persons who worked part time because their jobs started or termi-
nated during the survey week are assumed to be working part time for economic
reasons. In an unknown number of cases, such short weeks may be caused
by personal rather than economic factors.

USEFULNESS OF THE CONCEPT

In his letter Congressman Bolling inquired if "useful" data could be pre-
pared. This raises the question if, in addition to separate information on tem-
porary layoffs, and a separate series on economic part-time workers and the
hours they worked, a purpose can be served by combining these two groups,
together with the unemployed, into a single aggregative measure. In the fol-
lowing analysis, four possible uses of labor force data are distinguished, and the
relation of the proposed series to each use is described.
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1. As an indicator of changing economic conditions
Basic data by which the total full-time equivalent unemployment can be

calculated have been collected only infrequently in the past, but from the scat-
tered evidence available, it appears that such a series would move less sharply
than the number of unemployed in response to changes in the business cycle.
Adding in estimates for partial unemployment and the number of persons on
temporary layoff, in other words, tends to smooth out rather than accentuate
cyclical swings. One reason is that the group with regular part-time jobs who
prefer and could accept full-time employment (or the substitute recently de-
veloped for this classification, as described in note 1 below) contains a relatively
large proportion of persons in unstable occupations, such as domestic service and
farm wage work. It is only moderately affected by changes in business condi-
tions and then with a definite time lag. In addition, the group on temporary
layoff has generally been small and often influenced by short-term dislocations
not related to the business cycle. On the other hand, there is evidence that the
number of persons regularly working full time who are on part-time work due
to economic factors, although it does not have large movements relative to the
unemployed, may move somewhat more quickly in response to economic condi-
tions. If this is true, this may become a useful series to watch when it is
reported monthly in the future. Thus, for predictive purposes it seems more
important to look at the groups separately, rather than in combination.

2. As a measure of the welfare of the labor force
Although an estimate of full-time equivalent unemployment is larger than a

number of unemployed, it is not as large as the number of different individuals
affected by changes in economic conditions, on account of the adjustment to full-
time equivalent weeks. For purpose of effective policy formulation and execu-
tion with regard to unemployment and underemployment, the proposed measure
has the additional drawback that it lumps together persons on short-time and
persons without a job. Yet these two groups are in quite different situations,
and the policies which might be developed to secure jobs for unemployed persons
might conceivably be very different from the actions which might be deemed
desirable in the' face of widespread work sharing.
S. In manpower analysis

Since the proposed concept does not relate to individuals, it would not be
of assistance in manpower analysis. To answer such questions as why people
enter and withdraw from the labor market, who are the people who become
unemployed, what are the reasons for long-duration unemployment, information
on work experience needs to be related to the personal characteristics of the
labor force-age, sex, martial status, education, skills, industrial attachment,
etc.
.4. As a measure of the economy's ability to attain full or maximum employment

The appendix to the committee's report suggests that the purpose of the pro-
posed series is to measure "the degree to which there is maximum utilization of
the labor force." By making a variety of assumptions concerning the amount
of time that would have been worked by various groups had there been sufficient
demand for their services, it is possible to develop an estimate of time lost. How-
ever, it would be misleading to assume that such an estimate includes all the
lost time that could be ascribed to less than perfect functioning of the economy.
Some people withdraw from the labor market instead of seeking other work when
they lose their jobs involuntarily. It has been argued by some economists that
such persons should be considered in evaluating the employment situation in terms
of maximum or full employment. Furthermore, not all of the time lost of the
people who are classified as in the labor force is included in this concept. (See
above, under "Technical considerations.") Without more general agreement as
to what should be included in a concept of maximum or full employment, it is
difficult to say whether or not the proposed series provides a useful approxima-
tion to the departure from full employment.

Further emphasis on the separate components of the labor force in analytical
work; further research in reasons for labor force entry and withdrawal; devel-
opmental work on ways to obtain occasional estimates of the numbers of persons
not in the labor force who are available for or want work (without seeking it)
can be recommended in any case as fruitful lines of inquiry.

Finally there is a likelihood of adding to public confusion with such a difficult
set of estimates to explain as full-time equivalent unemployment. Since there
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seem to be few, if any, offsetting advantages, the problem of increasing public
confusion needs careful consideration.

A number of attempts have been made from time to time, however, to construct
this kind of a measure, particularly to obtain a retrospective view of the relative
severity of a trough in the business cycle. We are, therefore, adding a descrip-
tion of an alternative concept which has been proposed in the past without draw-
ing any conclusion as to whether it is preferable to the concept used by the com-
mittee's staff. Although there are a number of concepts which might be em-
ployed, they all have the same disadvantage of requiring an arbitrary assumption
as to what is a normal workweek, or what is a normal or full employment level.

AN ALTERNATIE CoNCEPT
A somewhat different formulation of a measure of the degree to which the

labor force is utilized, the ratio of manhours of unemployment to total labor
force time, was suggested by T. K. Hitch (The Meaning and Measurement of
Full or Maximum Employment-Review of Economics and Statistics, XXXIII,
February 1951, pp. 1-11). Mr. Hitch's proposal, stated in terms of man-hours
rather than man-weeks, is based on the actual hours of persons at work. Thus
overtime hours were included and tended to offset the undertime of other work-
ers in establishing the level of his estimate. Changes in overtime hours affected
the trend. Thus a decline in overtime hours while unemployment and under-
employment remain unchanged would be reflected in his series by an increase in
the ratio of man-hours of unemployment to total labor force time.

The proposal of the committee's staff, on the contrary, makes no allowance
for overtime. Implicitly, a person working 40 hours or a person working 60
hours would each be counted as 1 man-week. of equivalent full-time employment.
A higher level of equivalent full-time unemployment is thus shown, since there
is no offset for overtime, but there would be no variation in the trend of the
series for changes in weekly hours so long as they do not fall below 35 hours a
week.Whether either of these concepts or some other would be preferable is open toquestion. The most relevant issue, perhaps, is whether or not a particular de-cline in hours is primarily voluntary or involuntary. This leads to the con-clusion that neither alternative can be a substitute for detailed analysis of what
is taking place in each segment of the labor force and the economy.
Note I. Information on part-time worker8

The Census Bureau asks, for each worker identified in the Current Population
Survey, "How many hours did he work last week?" In the past, sometimes on a
quarterly basis, sometimes less frequently, an additional set of part-time worker
questions has been asked to separate those working part time for economic
reasons from the larger number of persons working part time because they
either do not want or are not in a position to accept full-time work.

These questions, asked of everyone who worked less than 35 hours, were:
1. "Does he usually work 35 hours or more a week at this job?"
2. If yes, "What was the reason he did not work the usual number of

hours last week?"
3. If no to question 1, "Would he prefer to work full time?"
4. If yes to question 3, "Is there any reason he could not work full time

now?" If yes, the reason is specified.
By analyzing the replies to question 2, the regular full-time workers on short

hours due to economic factors were determined: slack work, material shortages,
plant or machine repairs, new job started during week, job terminated
during week. Questions 3 and 4 determined the regular part-time workers who
wanted and could accept full-time work.

In May of this year, the Census Bureau, as a result of the considerable interest
expressed by the Joint Committee on the Economic Report and others in more
frequent information on part-time work, and after receiving the approval of
the interagency Review of Concepts Subcommittee, decided to obtain such
information monthly. There was need, if possible, to reduce the number of
questions. At the same time, it was felt desirable to get away from the
formulation of question 3, which had been criticized as not relying on the
activity of seeking full-time work, but simply accepting a worker's preference
and availability for full-time work as a method of classification.
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The new set of questions, which have been tested against the old, and do not
seem to result in significantly different figures, are (still addressed to persons-
who worked less than 35 hours):

1. "Does he usually work 35 hours or more a week at this job?"
2. (Asked of all part-time workers, not just those who regularly work

full time): "What is the reason he worked less than 35 hours last week?"
The same list of reasons are used to determine those working part time on

account of economic factors and, in addition, space is provided for an answer of
"Could only find part-time work," to accommodate the regular part-time workers
who are not working full time on account of economic conditions.
Note II. Data available

Information on the number of persons who worked part time on account of
economic factors has been collected by the Census Bureau on a comparable
basis for 19 separate months, beginning in Mlay 1949. The attached table 1 shows
estimates of the unemployed, persons on temporary layoff, economic part-time
workers, and estimated full-time equivalent unemployment for each of these-
months. The full-time equivalent unemployment estimate is computed following
the procedures used by the committee's staff except that it applies to all workers,
rather than being restricted to nonagricultural workers. Data were not available
to carry the nonagricultural estimates back to 1949, and the purpose here is to-
show the trend in the figures over as long a period as possible.

Indexes based on May 1949 as 100 are shown in table 2.
Since the estimates are ba sed on a sample, they are subject to sampling vari-

ability, which may be relatively large in the case of the small estimates or small
differences between estimates.

TABTLE 1.-Ulemployed persons, persons ou, temporary layoff, part-time workers,
and estimated full-time equivalent unemployment: Selected months, May-
1949-Jene 1955

[In thousands]

Persons who worked part time be-
cause of economic factors Total full-

Unem- Persons time equiv--
Month and year ployed on tempo- alent un-

persons rary layoff Usuallv Usuallv emploa-
Total work full work part ment 2

time time

May 1949. 3,289 167 2, 457 1,571 886 4, 331
August 1949 3, 689 209 2, 545 1,464 1, osi 4,896'
November 1949 3 3, 409 139 2,340 1,375 965 4, 451
February 1950 4, 6s4 72 2,083 1,095 988 5, 631
May 1950 -3,057 110 2,155 1,087 1, 068 4,036
August 1950 ------ 2, 500 56 2,357 1,245 1, 112 3, 539
November 1950 3______________ 2.240 72 1,807 986 821 3,107
February 3951 --------- 2,407 87 3,971 1,123 848 3,311
May 19-y 1951 - 1,609 110 1,797 978 819 2, 440
May 1952 - ---- 1, 602 142 1, 722 1,014 708 2,420
November 1952 3 - 3______ ______ 1, 418 98 1, 398 826 572 2,081
December 1953 4 2,313 316 2,059 1, 542 517 3,344
March 1954 -3, 724 236 2, 756 1,878 878 5,004
May 1954 ------------- 3,305 294 2,502 1. 644 948 4,550
August 1954 ---- 3,245 143 3,047 1,861 1, 186 4, 580
November 1954-3........ 2,893 120 2, 579 1, 500 1,073 4,050
February 1955 - 3.383 145 2,224 1, 328 896 4,445
May 1955 -------- 2,489 133 2,040 1,024 1,016 3,491
June 1955 -2, 679 107 2,282 1,125 1,157 3,803

X Prior to May 1955, this group was comprised of persons who regularly worked less than 35 hours a week
but preferred and could have accepted full-time employment. It is currently defined to include regular
part-time workers working less than 35 hours because of inability to find full-time work or because of slack
work.

2 Includes all persons totally unemployed, those on temporary layoff with definite instructions to return
to work within 30 days of layoff, and the full-time equivalent unemployed of man-hours lost by part-time
workers because of economic factors (assuming 37.8 hours as the standard full-time workweek for the econ-
omy as a whole).

31 Survey week contained a legal-holiday (Armistice Day). No adjustment made either in the assumed
ssindard fuil-time workweek or in the imputed man-hours lost.

4 Revised.

Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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TABLE 2.-Indezes of total unemployment, temporary layoffs, part-time employ-

men t, and estimated full-time equivalent unemployment: Selected months,
May 1949-June 1955

[May 1949=100]

Worked part time because of
economic factors Total

Unem- Tempera ~~~~~~~~~~full-time
Month and year ployed Temporary Usually Usually equivalent

Total work work ployment 2
full time part time I

May 1949 ---------------- 100 100 100 100 100 100
August 1949 -112 125 104 93 122 113
November 1949 3 104 83 95 88 109 103
February 1950 -142 43 85 70 112 130
May 1950 -93 66 88 69 121 93
August 1950 -76 39 96 79 126 82
November 1950 3 -68 43 74 63 93 72
February 1951 -73 52 so 71 96' 76
May 1951 -49 66 73 62 92 56May 1952 ----------- 49 85 70 65 80 56
November 1952 3 43 59 57 53 65 48
December 1953 4 -70 189 84 98 58 77
March 1954 113 141 112 120 99 116
May 1954 ---------------- 100 176 105 105 107 105
August 1954 -99 86 124 118 134 106
November 1954 -88 72 105 96 121 94
February 1955 103 87 91 85 101 103
May 1955 -76 80 83 65 115 81
June 1955-81 64 93 72 131 88

Ej' Prior to May 1955, this group was comprised of persons who regularly worked less than 35 hours a week
but preferred and could have accepted full-time employment. It is currently defined to include regular
part-time workers working less than 35 hours because of inability to find full-time work or because of slack
work.

2 Includes all persons totally unemployed, those on temporary layoff with definite instructions to return
to work within 30 days of layoff, and the full-time equivalent unemployment of man-hours lost by part-
time workers because of economic factors (assuming 37.5 hours as the standard full-time workweek for the
economy as a whole).

3 Survey week contained a legal holiday [Armistice Day]. No adjustment made either in the assumed
standard full-time workweek or in the imputed man-hours lost.

4 Revised.
Source: Current Population Survey, Bureau of the Census.
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